
                                                                                                                                    

On Zn graded Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formulas and coset space 
parametrizations 
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We present a generalization of the BCH formula, expA exp r= exp(A + r + !lA,r] + ... ), 
involving n factors on the right, linear in A and to all orders in r. The result is applicable to coset 
geometries involving Z" graded algebras and superalgebras. In the Z2 case expressions are 
obtained for group transformations in the spaces S n - 1 = O(n )lO(n - 1), cpn = SU(n + 1 )lU(n), 
OSp(l/n)lSp(n), and SU(nII)lU(n). 

PACS numbers: 02.20. + b, 02.40. + m 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Due to renewed interest in the interpretation of Ka
luza-Klein theories 1 and their dimensional reduction, coset 
spaces have again become a research subject. 2 When dealing 
with such spaces, a convention-dependent particular para
metrization of cosets is frequently required. Recently Del
bourgo and Jarvis,3 using a Wigner-type convention4 for co
set actions, derived a generalization of the famous Baker
Campbell-Hausdorff (BCH) formula 

exp A exp B = exp(A + B + HA,B J •.• ). 

Their generalization has two factors on the right, one con
taining all brackets of odd order and the other having the 
even ones. The new formula is applicable to all Z2 graded 
algebras (including superalgebras) and is valid for infinitesi
mal A and finite B. In this paper we extend their result to the 
case of n factors on the right, appropriate to Zn graded alge
bras and superalgebras (Sec. II). The Z2 result is applied to 
several coset spaces in Sec. III. 

II. DERIVATION OF THEZn FORMULA 

Let G = G1 Ell G2 IB··· Ell Gn be a real Zn graded algebra. 
If we denote by ~ generators in the subspace GJ then we have 
the generic commutators 

[ I n ,J,,] = iJ" , 

[J",~] = i~, j = I,2,3, ... ,n - 1, (1 ) 

[~,Jk ] = IJV+ k)mod,,' 

An arbitrary group transformation may be expressed as the 
product of a coset space action and a little group action, 

[exp(irlJl) exp(ir2JZ)···exp(irn _ In _ 1)] exp(irJn)· (2) 

We seek to write the product of two coset actions in the 
above form. As an initial step in this direction we take the 
product of two coset actions to be 

exp Ll exp r = exp(iD1J1)exp(irIJl)' (3) 

where 0 1 is infinitesimal. The problem now is to determine 
the coefficients a l such that 

exp Ll exp r = exp(r + BJd exp(BJ2 ) 

(4) 

with 

00 

JJ, = L ajn +, - 1 [.1,r Jjn +, _ l' 
j~O 

and where [.1,r 1 n stands for the n-fold commutator 
[[[ ... [.1,r)' .. ,F], [.1,F)o = .1. To first order in A, 

exp( - F)(I + .1 ) exp(r) 

(5) 

= exp( - r) exp(r + BJ1)(I + BJ2 + ... + BJn). (6) 

Both left- and right-hand sides can be easily calculated using 
the commutation relations 

= 
exp( -A) exp(A + BA) = 1 + L [BA,A lnl(n + I)!, 

n=O 

00 

exp( -A)B exp(A) = L [B,A Jnln! 
n=O 

The result is 
00 00 00 

1 + L [Ll,r lplp! = 1 + L L aan [Ll,r Jan+pl(p + I)! 
p=O p=Oa=O 

00 

+ L aan+ 1 [.1,r Jan+ 1 + ... 
a=O 

00 

+ L aan+n-l [A,rJan+n_l' (7) 
a=O 

Comparing coefficients of the multiple commutators we ob
tain the recursion relations 

00 

l/(kn)! = akn + La(k-J)nl(jn + I)!, 
j= 1 

oc 

(8a) 

l/(kn + c)! = akn + c + L ark -J)nl(jn + e + I)!, (8b) 
J=O 

l';;;'e';;;'n - 1, 

where we have defined a _ i = 0, iEZ + . Let the generating 
functions for successive coefficients be provided by 

oc 

a(x) = L aknxkn, 
k=O 

00 

b ( ) - , kn+c 
eX - £., akn+cx . 

k=O 

Substituting for the ai from Eqs. (8a) and (8b) gives 

(9a) 

(9b) 

a(x) = xktO(xknl(kn)!)ito(xkn+ l/(kn + I)!), (lOa) 
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00 

bc(x) = I (xkn + C/(kn + e)l) 
k=O 

00 

- a(x) I (xkn +</(kn + e + 1)1), I';;;e';;;n - 1. 
k=O 

(lOb) 

Taking the limit n-oo results in the generating func-
tions 

a(x) = 1, bc(x) = ex'/(e + I)!. 
Hence 

exp L1 exp r = exp(F + L1 ) exp(![L1,r 1) exp( [L1,r 12/3) ... 

exp(e[L1,r lc/(e + 1)1)···, (11) 

which is just the Zassenhaus formulas for infinitesimal.1. 
Setting n = 1 we have 

( 12) 

in agreement with the Bagger and Wesso infinitesimal form 
of the BCH formula. In the case n = 2, 

~ 

exp L1 exp r = exp(r + I a2k [.1,r 12k) 
k~O 

00 

xexp( I blk + 1 [.1,r 12k j I)' ( 13) 
k~O 

The generating functions for the coefficients are given by 

a(x) = x coth(x), 

b (x) = tanh(x/2), 

(14a) 

(14b) 

reproducing the results ofDelbourgo and Jarvis. 3 It is this Z2 
case to which we now turn our attention in the following 
examples. 

111. EXAMPLES OF THE Z2 GRADING FORMULA 
A. sn .. 1 = O(n)/O(n - 1) 

For this case we denote the generators ofO(n) by Ta (] for 
a, f3 = I,2, ... ,n. The T's are antisymmetric and obey the 
commutation relation 

[Tuf3 ,Tyb J =i(ouy Tf3b +of3b T"y -oab Tf3y -of3l'Tub )' 
(15) 

The generators ofO(n - I) are relabeled as JkJ , kJ 
= 1,2, ... ,n - I and the remaining ones are labeled as 

Kj = 1)". 
With r = iK'Y and.1 = iK·b where the OJ are infinitesi

mal, it is a trivial task to evaluate the multiple commutators 
to be 

[L1,r 12p j 1 = - i( - YY'oJkjYi' 

[.1,r 121' = ( - yY' - 1((b·y)r - yL1), p> 1. 

(16a) 

(16b) 

Inserting these expressions in the Z2 grading formula (13) 
and using (14) gives 

exp L1 exp r 
= exp! r + b·y r (I - Y cot(y))/y + cot(y)y.1 l 
Xexp( - ioJkjYj tan(y/2)1y), ( 17) 

which is a trivial generalization of the 0(4)10(3) result given 
by Delbourgo and Jarvis.' 
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B. cpn = SU(n + 1)/U(n) 

In this example we adopt the standard Gell-Mann nota
tion and denote the Hermitian generators of SU(n + I) by 
F i , i = I,2, ... ,(n + 1)2 - 1. The maximal subalgebra Urn) is 
assumed to be generated by Fl>F2,· .. ,F", __ 1 and F;n + 11' _ 1 . 

As we are dealing with a complex projective space, we com
bine the coset generators of CP" into an n-dimensional 
spinor, denoted by K. Similarly we form a spinor Y from the 
real coset parameters Yj,j = n2, ... ,(n + If - 2. This gives 

r = i(Fn' Yn"' + ... + F;n + 1)' .. 2 Yin + II' 2 ), 

= i(YK + K y)/2, 

where 

Y= 

K= 

Y,," - iYn' + I 

YIIl + II" .1 - iYIIl • II' - 2 

F"." - iFrr .. I 

F,,, til' .-.1 - iFIIl I Ii' - 2 

With the further definition 
n~ - 1 

( 18) 

(19) 

JSUIIl + II = I FiA. i + (2(n + l)ln)1/2Fnln +2111l' (20) 
I :~ 1 

whereA.; is the ith Gell-Mann matrix ofSU(n) and 1 (n) is the 
n X n unit matrix, the SU(n + 1) algebra can be expressed in 
the form 

[L1,r 11 = !(8Jy - yJo), (2Ia) 

[.1,r]2 = -ll.1 + (YO + or)r /8 

+ 3i(8y - yo)(Ky - yK )/16, (2Ib) 

[Ky - yK,r] = iyJy, (2Ic) 

[yJy,r] =iy2(Ky-yK), (2Id) 

wherey" = yr. (2Ie) 

The multiple commutators are given by 

[L1,r ]2p I 1 = upy2P(8Jr - yJo) + vpy2P- 2(8y - yolYJy, 
(22a) 

[L1,r 121' = xpy2pL1 + y2p 2(Wp(Yo + 8y)r 

+ iZp(by - yO)(Ky - yK I), p> 1. (22b) 

The various coefficients may be evaluated using recurrence 
relations, with the outcome 

xI' = (-D P
, up = - (-Op+l, wI' = -H -D P

, 

(23) 

Using these expressions in (13) gives the concise formula 

exp.1 exp r 
= exp( r + !JI.1 cot(y/2) + H(yo + 8y)T(2 - y cot(y/2)) 

+ i(YO - by)(Ky - yK)(y cot(y) -!JI cot(y/2))J/ll 

Xexpl !(yo - 8y)yJy(2 tan(y/4) - tan(y/2)) 

+ !(8Jy - yJo)tan(y/4)1y I. (24) 
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Computationally speaking, the calculations proved to 
be simpler if the matrix form of the SU(n + I) generators was 
used in preference to the Gell-Mann form. The alternative 
generators (Ta(3) obey the commutation relation 

(25) 

where a, [3, y, 8 = 1, 2,oO.,n + I, and they satisfy 
(T,,(3 t = T(3a and L;'~ I Tii = - T" + I." + I . Those T's that 
generate Urn) are denoted by J, Jij = Tij' i,j = 1, 2,oO.,n, 
while the coset generators are denoted by L: 

L; = T;.II t I' L, t II = T" + I.;' Because of the hermiticity 
property, the coset parameters are now complex and satisfy 
n~=17,+" so that 

r = i(LI171 + L2172 + ... + LII 7'n 

+ L ; 17T + L ; 1Ji + ... + L ;, 17~) 
=iL·1'J. (26) 

The details of the calculation using this notation and the 
conversion to the previous notation are presented in the Ap
pendix. The result is given by 

exp..1 exp r = exp [r +..1 + V((17h A 8h )(8k1 X2 + 17117t)(2x cot(2x) - 1) 

+ 4((17k A81)X2 - (17h A8h)17t17!l(X cot(x) - l))x- 4 (17k L I -17rLd] 
X exp [!X- 3 ((17h A 8h )17,17;(2 tan(x/2) - tan(x)) 

- 2X2(17j A 8, )tan(x/2))(Jij - 8'j Tn + I.n + 1)]' (27) 

where, to avoid confusion, we use r = IL·1'J,..1 = iL·ij in the 
calculation using the alternate notation. The quantity 
(8j A 17;) is given by 

(8jA17;) (8;17,-17;8;)= -(17j A8;), (28) 

while 

(29) 

The indices h to I run from 1 to n with summation over 
repeated indices. 

C.OSp(1/n)lSp(n) 

The generators of OSp( 1/ n) satisfy the commutation re
lation 7 

[TAB,TcD ] =gBcTAD - [AB jgAcTBD 
- [CD jgBD TAC + [AB j [CD jgAD TBC ' 

(30) 

where 

TAB = - [AB jTBA 

and the sign factor [AB] is defined by 

[AB j = ( _ 1)IA IIBI, 

{
o for A = 1, 

(A)= 
1 for 2.;;;A.;;;n + 1. 

With the identification 

Ka = T la = - ]~I , 

Jab = Tab = Jba , 

we obtain the result 

a,b = 2,3,oO.,n + 1, 

exp..1 exp r = exp[(1 + (8y)/(Yy))r + (Yy)1/2 

(31a) 

(3Ib) 

(31c) 

(32) 

X cot(yy) I 12..1 - (8y)(yy)- 1/2cot(yy)1/2r j 

xexp[ - tan(!(Yy)I12Wi'Jab /(Yy)1/2], (33) 

where 

..1 = iKa8a, r = iKa~' yy = ~gab i'. (34) 

Note that since y is an a-number, yy is a nilpotent c-number 
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I 
and the power series [e.g., cot(yy)1/2] terminate after a finite 
number of terms. The final series expansions of course in
volve only integral powers of Yr. 

D. SU(n/1 )lSU(n) X U(1) 

For the last example of the Z2 grading formula we take 
the superalgebra analog ofSU(n + I)/U(n). Again we adopt 
the Gell-Mann notation with Hermitian generators F" 
i = 1,2,oO.,(n + W - 1. The a-number-valued generators 
Fn' ,oO.,F'"" + II' __ 2 are combined into an n-component spinor 
K and the (imaginary) coset parameters are used to form a 
spinor y in the same way that they were in the example of 
Sec. IIIB [see (19)]. By defining 

r = i(Fn' Y n' + ... + F'"n + II' - 2 Yin + II' - 2)' 

we ensure that 

r = i(Ky + yK )/2. 

The analog of the matrix operator J is given by 
,,2_1 

(18) 

JSUln/11 = - I A,F, - (2(n - l)/n)1/2Fnl" + 211n, (35) 
i= 1 

where A; is again the ith Gell-Mann matrix for SU(n). The 
algebra SU(n/l) may be summarized by Eqs. (21) and the 
multiple commutators are exactly those given in Eqs. (22) 
and (23). Because of this, the expression for the product of 
two coset transformations is given in Eq. (24). 

In example I1IB it was stated that the calculations were 
easier to perform if instead of the Gell-Mann generators, the 
matrix generators were used. The same comments apply in 
this case where the Ta(3 satisfy7 

[Ta(3,TyD ] = 8y(3 Tao - [;~ ]8aD Ty(3; (36) 

here the Greek indices run from 1 to n + 1 and 

[;~] = (_ 1)llal+IYIHI(3I+Il5II, 

with 
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(a) = {O for 1 <,a<,n, 
1 for a = n + 1. 

They also obey the constraints 
n+l 

(Tap)t = Tpa and I Taa = 0. 
a=l 

(38) 
The generators ofSU(n) X U( 1) are identified as J ij = Tij 

where i,} = 1,2, ... ,n. The coset generators are given by 
L; = T;.n + 1 and L; + n = Tn + I'; and are a-number valued. 
The coset parameters are complex a-numbers and are such 
that TJr = - TJ; + n' Then the calculations are simple and 
yield the result 

exp.::l expr= exp{.::l + r + !iX-4[(1- 2x cot(2x))(TJh 1\ (}h)(X20k, + TJ,TJt) 

+ 4(x cot(x) - l)(x2(TJk 1\ (},) - (TJh 1\ (}h )TJtTJd] (TJk L , + TJrL !)} 
X exp{!X-3 [(TJh 1\ (}h)TJ;TJj(2 tan(x/2) - tan(x)) + 2x2(TJj 1\ (};)tan(x/2)] 

X(Jij + oijTn + I,n+ 1 )}. (39) 

Again r = lLoTJ,.::l = lLoO, and ((}j 1\ TJ;) andx2 are defined in 
(28) and (29), respectively. The indices h to I run from 1 to n 
with summation over repeated indices. Relevant details of 
the calculation using the matrix generators and the conver
sion between the two forms of the answer are given in the 
Appendix, Note that for SU(n/I)/SU(n)xU(I), bothx2 and 
y2 are nilpotent c-numbers. 

The examples of S2, S3, Cp2, and OSp(l/4)1Sp(4) have 
already been performed by Delbourgo and Jarvis3 and pro
vide a useful check of our results. In each case the agreement 
is perfect. 

In the general case it must be realized that the left-hand 
side of (3) does not involve the most general coset actions. 
Using the case of a Z3 graded algebra, for example, we would 
have 

exp(ioIJ1) exp(ioz12) exp(iyIJI ) exp(iYz12) 

as the most general product of two coset actions. This prob
lem has not, as yet, been fully solved and we are obliged to 
leave it for future study. 
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APPENDIX 

As has been stated in the text, it is considerably easier to 
do the SU(n + 1)/U(n) and SU(n/l)1SU(n)XU(I) calcula
tions using the matrix generators rather than the Gell-Mann 
ones. The purpose of this Appendix is to repeat the above 
examples, this time treating them in the same way as O(n)/ 

I 

I 
O(n - 1). Relevant details of the conversion between the ex-
pressions given in (27) and (39) with that in (24) are also pre
sented. 

1. SU(n + 1 )/U(n) 

Recall that the matrix generators satisfy 

[Tap,Tyo] = OypTao - oao Typ , (AI) 

for a, (J, Y, 0 = 1,2, ... ,n + 1. The T's are split into two group
ings: Jij = Tij, where ij = 1,2, ... ,n, and L; = T;.n + I' 

L;+ n = Tn -+ I.;' The Hermiticity property of the T's, 

(Tap)t = Tpa, (A2) 

means that the coset parameters TJI, ... ,TJ2n are complex with 

TJr=TJ,-+n' (A3) 

so that 

r = 1Lo1J = i(LITJI + L 2TJ2 + ... 
+ Ln TJn + L r TJT + ... + L:L ~). 

With this notation, the SU(n + 1) algebra can be expressed 
as 

(A4a) 

[Jij - O'j Tn -+ I.n -+ I ,r] = i(OkjOj/ + OijOk' )(TJk L , - TJr L !), 
(A4b) 

[TJk L , - TJrL Lr] 
= i(TJ;TJrOkj + TJk TJjOj/ )(Jij - -Oij Tn + I.n -+ I)' (A4c) 

where Tn -+ I.n -+ I = - 27 ~ I T;; and ((}j 1\ TJ;) is given in (28). 
The multiple commutators are trivially found to be [with x 2 

given in (29)] 

[.::l,r 12m-+ I = (- l)m + 1((4m - I)(TJh 1\ (}h)TJ;TJjX2m 
-2 + (TJj 1\ (};)x2m)(Jij - oijTn-+ I.n+ I)' 

[.::l,r 12m = i( - lrl [(TJk 1\ (),) + 4m - I(TJh 1\ (}h )Okd x2m - 2 

(A5a) 

+ (4m- 1 -1)(TJh l\(}h)TJtTJ,X2m - 4 )(TJk L , - TJrL!), m>l, 

and these expressions yield (27). 
The task of converting (27) into (24) is quite easy if one 

realizes that (for i = 1,2, ... ,n.) 

(A6a) 
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2TJ;-+ n = r;, 
L; =1(, 

L;-+n =K;, 
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(A5b) 

(A6b) 

(A7a) 

(A7b) 
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where, for example, Yi denotes the ith component of the 
spinor y; see (19). The following equalities are then estab
lished: 

4x2 =y2, 

4(1Ji 1\ 0i) = (Yo - by), 

41Jj1J,(J1j - O,j Tn + I.n I- I ) = yJy, 

2(1JkLk - TftL ~) = (Ky - yK), 

16i(Tfk I\O,)(1JkL, -TffL~) = 4y2Ll - 2(Y0 + by)F 

(A8) 

(A9) 

(All) 

(AI2) 

- i(by - yo)(Ky - yK), 
(A13) 

81JtTf,(1JkL, - TffL ~) = y2(Ky - yK), 

where 

r = IL·'lJ = F(Ky + yK), 

Ll = iL·ij = ii(Ko + 8K). 

(A14) 

(AIS) 

(AI6) 

The reader may verify that insertion of (A8)-(A16) in (27) 
gives (24). 

2. SU(nl1 )lSU(n) X U(1) 

In this example, the matrix generators Ta {3 satisfy 

[Ta {3,TyD ] =Oy{3ToD - [~~]8aDTy{3' (AI7) 

where a, {3, y, 8 = I,2, ... ,n + 1, and [prJ is defined in (37). 
Again we have JIj = TIj' Li = Ti.n + I' and Li+ n = Tn + I.i' 
where iJ = 1,2, ... ,n; however, theL 's are now a-number gen
erators. Equation (A2) holds but because the coset param
eters are a-numbers, they obey 

(A18) 

Defining r = IL·'lJ ensures that (AlS) is still true. The 
SU(nll) algebra is given by 

[Ll,rL = -(OJ 1\ Tfi)(JIj +8ijTn+1.n+I)' (A19a) 

[JIj + 81j Tn + I.n + I ,r ] 

= - i(Ojk8i/ - 81j8k,)(1JkL , + TffL t), (AI9b) 

[1JkL, + 1JfL!,r] = - i(8jk 1Ji1Jf + 8i/1Jk 1Jj) 
X(JIj+OijTn+l.n+tl. (A19c) 

Again Tn + I.n + I = - ~7 ~ I Jii and (OJ 1\ Tfi) is given in (28). 
The multiple commutators are readily evaluated; 
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[Ll ,r l2m + I = ( - It + I I (4'" - 1)( Tf h 1\ 0 h )Tf i 1Jj x2m - 2 

- (1Jj 1\ O;),x2m
J (JIj + Olj Tn + I,n+ I)' (A20a) 

[Ll,r l2m = i( - l)ml [(1]k 1\ 0/) - 4m - 1(1]h 1\ Oh )Okd x2m - 2 

+ (4m - 1_ l)(1Jh 1\ Oh )1Jt1]/x2m - 4J 
(A20b) 

with x 2 defined in (29). Inserting these expressions into (13) 
leads directly to (39). 

The analog of (A6b) is 

(A6b') 

with the (-) sign occurring because the elements of the spinor 
yare purely imaginary. Equations (A6a) and (A 7) remain 
unaltered, as do (A8), (A9), (AlS), and (AI6), while (AlD)
(A14) become8 

- 4(Oj 1\ 1Ji)(Jij + 8,jTn + I.n + I) = bJSulnlllY - yJSulnllj8, 
(AlD') 

- 41JjTfi(JIj + 8ij Tn + I,n + I) = fly, 

2(1Jk L k + TftL r) = (YK - Ky), 

l6i(1Jk 1\ O,)(1JkL, + 1JfL tl = 4y2Ll - 2(by + y8)r 

(AI!') 

(A12') 

- i(8y-yo)(Ky - yK), (AU') 

81Jt1J,(TfkL, + 1JfL r) = y2(Ky - yK). (A14') 

If these expressions are inserted in (39), one obtains (24). 
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A duality consistent phase convention for complex conjugation in SUn 
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We have argued that a simple phase convention for all involutive mappings can be chosen so the 
algebra of inner product couplings in SUn is identical to that for outer products in S L' Pure real 
phases with a single ± 1 entry in any row or column can represent the permutation matrix for 
transposition in order of the two component irreducible representations (irreps) in a binary 
coupling, the matrix for association in S L with respect to the alternating group A L' the Derome
Sharp matrix, and the 1jm factor. The latter two are required by complex conjugation in SUn. In 
our previous work, we have proposed specific prescriptions for assigning the phase under 
transposition and association and have shown them to be consistent with duality. In this work, we 
propose a duality consistent prescription for assigning the phase of the Derome-Sharp matrix and 
thus of the 1jm factor which is related to it by association. 

P ACS numbers: 02.20. + b, 03.65.Fd, 11.30.Jw 

I. PHASE AND DUALITY 

In our previous work (1),1 we have considered the sym
metry properties required of phase conventions for the cou
pling algebra of the unitary unimodular group SUn to be 
consistent through duality with coupling in the symmetric 
groUPSL' For a more explicit description of the notation and 
terminology, and citation of past works on this subject the 
reader is referred to I. Our work has concentrated on the 
duality of outer product coupling in S L /S L with inner pro-

) 

duct coupling in SUn, although an analogous duality holds 
for inner product coupling in S L and outer product coupling 
in SUnm/SUnSUm. 2 Phase conventions must be prescribed 
for transposition in the order of the component irreps in a 
binary coupling (A,:A lA,2)-(A, :A01)' association in S L with 
respect to the alternating group A L (A lIA2), complex conju
gation in SUn requiring the Derome-Sharp factor3 ([I n / A,]: 

[ 17 / A, 1] [I ~ / A,2])' and complex conjugation in a basis 
adapted to SUn/SUn 1SUn2 requiring the 1jm factor 
([In/A,]: [In'/A,l] [In'/A,2])' wheren = n 1 + n2. These con
ventions are all interrelated by duality. In I, the symmetries 
these phase conventions must exhibit to be consistent with 
duality are specified and a detailed examination of the role of 
multiplicity in outer product coupling in SL is made. We 
have argued that a set of phase conventions consistent with 
duality can be chosen so each of the above factors is in real 
pure phase form (a single ± 1 in any row or column of a 
phase matrix with rows and columns labeled by the multi
plicities). These pure phase conventions remain consistent, 
although modified, upon introducing symmetrized products 
appropriate to S2L/SL wreath Sz. In addition, we have pro
posed specific conventions assigning the phase sign under 
transposition and under association, and have shown them 
to satisfy all the requirements of duality. The conventions for 
the Derome-Sharp factor and the 1jm factor have been 
shown to be related by association. Although the Derome
Sharp factor can almost always be chosen to be the trivial 
positive unit ( + 1) factor, we have shown there are some 
couplings in which this factor must be negative in order to 
maintain reality of the coupling coefficients as implied by 
choosing real matrix representations of SL' However, we of-

fered no convention for fixing the Derome-Sharp factor 
and/or the 1jm factor, considering this an unresolved ques
tion. 

In this work we propose a prescription for fixing the 
Derome-Sharp factor almost always as the trivial positive 
unit, but in most cases where symmetric and antisymmetric 
products of S2L/SL wr S2 separate multiplicities, we must 
choose a negative sign for the antisymmetrized coupling. 
This sign is required for the same reason it comes about in 
bringing the transposition phase to diagonal form. Fixing 
the Derome-Sharp factor fixes the 1jm factor by association. 
Indeed, when the Derome-Sharp factor is the trivial positive 
unit, the 1jm factor is the association sign for the double 
coset matrix element specifying the 1jm factor. We carry out 
this prescription for the 1jm factor in the Gel'fand scheme 
SUn/SUn - I and show it reduces to the usual convention 
for SU2. 

II. DOUBLE COSET FORMS 

The Derome-Sharp factor is a phase matrix which must 
be considered when relating the coupling coefficient for a 
triad to that for the complex conjugate triad in a given group. 
It can be related to a particular 9j recoupling coefficient in
volving three scalar entries. For SUn as shown in I, it can be 
identified with the double coset matrix element (DCME): 

[ln~ A,2 r 

[~~ 1 ,.1
21

) [ ~~ ] 
In this paper, we will consider the Derome-Sharp factor as 
identical to the DCME, ignoring the magnitude factor since 
it is only the multiplicity resolution (rr*) and the sign which 
concern us here. Using the transposition phase proposed in I, 
we have the following equalities: 
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A (nA:A.JAz)rr* =A (nA:A.:0J)ss* 

= A (nA *:A. fA !)r*r 

= A (nA *:A.!A f)s*s. (2.2) 

That is, the operations of transposition and complex conju
gation commute and the Derome-Sharp factor does not 
change sign under either of these operations. It is also imma
terial if one considers the triad in the vector coupling form 
(A:A.JAz)r or the more symmetric 3i form ([ In] :A.JA:03)r, 
where A ==[l nI A3 ] because A (nA:A.JAz)rr* = A([ln] 
:A.JA:03)rr*. 

The lim factor is a phase matrix which must be consid
ered when coupling an irrep in a basis adapted to a specific 
subgroup sequence with its complex conjugate irrep to form 
a scalar. It has the form of an isoscalar factor. For a basis 
adapted to SUn l + n2/SUn lSUnZ as shown in I, it can be 
identified with a weighted double coset matrix element 
(WDCME): 

where ~ = r*. The six factors on the lhs are association 
phases which may be evaluated according to the prescription 
given in I (Eq. 7.5). Thus fixing a phase convention for either 
the Derome-Sharp factor or the lim factor fixes the conven
tion for the other. In I it was noted that the Derome-Sharp 
factor usually can be chosen as the trivial positive unit phase, 
but there are exceptions when duality requires the negative 
assignment. The first negative example given is A (3[3,2,1]: 
[2,1] ® [12]) = - 1. Here we will argue that the Derome
Sharp factor in unsymmetrized products can always be cho
sen as + 1, and in symmetrized products it may be chosen as 
+ 1 except in those cases where (A:A ,A2)=([(l, + 12),,1 A]: 
[/71 AI] [I ~I A2 ]), A,=A2 and use of the symmetrized and 
antisymmetrized products separate the multiplicity in which 
case it must be chosen as A (nA:A., ® a) = ¢>u' where ¢>u 
= ± 1 as a = [2] or [12]. The lim factor sign is fixed by 

association and is consistent with duality and the Schur clas
sification of irreps. 

ilL THE DEROME-SHARP FACTOR PHASE 

In I we characterized a triad coupling by a set of posi
tive integers mij(k) specifying the number of nodes trans-
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A AI Az r ~
[ln,+n2] [In,] [ln 2 ]J 

X [/·~+O' 1 [~.: 1 [~:' 1 r (2.3) 

Analogously, we will consider the lim factor as identical to 
the WDCME and, equivalently, to the DCME of the same 
form, ignoring the magnitude factors since it is the multiplic
ity resolution (rr) and the sign which concern us here. Trans
position of the rows gives 

((n I + n2),1:n IA In:02)rr 
= ( _ I)L,n, + L,n, 

( [
/ln,+n,)] [In,] [In,]) 

X (nl +n2) --- :n l - n2 -
A AI Az 

(2.4) 

as required by consideration of Schur's invariant in 
SUn l + nZISUn ISUn 2• An analogous relation by transposi
tion of the columns can be given but it adds nothing to the 
development here. 

In I it was noted that the form of the Derome-Sharp 
factor is associate to that of the Ijm factor, so these phase 
matrices are related by the duality operation of association in 

SL' 

ferred from row i of component irrep Ak to theith row of the 
composite irrep built on A k' in the ith step of carrying out the 
Littlewood Richardson rules for outer products in SLISL . 

Thus we have the transcription f 

(A:A.IA2)r==( [Ii]: [I (l)i ] [I (2)i ])r 

= ([ ~m(l)ij + ~m(2)hi ]:[ ~m(1)ij] [~m(2)ij ]). 
(3.1) 

Prescriptions were given for determining the sign of the 
transposition phase and the association phase from the set 
! mij(k )]. It was also noted that there was a natural mapping 
under complex conjugation giving 

m(k 'It = m(k )In _ j + 'lIn ~ i + ') + {jij(l (k l -In ~ i + ,). (3.2) 

Here we correct an error in the delta factor ofEq. (7.13) ofI 
which does not affect the arguments of that paper. Relation 
(3.2) specifies the multiplicity mapping under complex con
jugation and transposition. For A, =A 2, the transposition 
phase matrix is real and symmetric. The phase prescription 
for transposition proposed in I results in a real phase form 
which is a sign independent of the mUltiplicity times a per
mutation matrix which can be ordered to have either the unit 
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or two by two block matrix (~ 6) along the diagonal. The 
transposition phase matrix is diagonalized in the multiplic
ity by transforming to symmetrized products. Let 
r(0')= 1,1:,1, ® [0'] I, then character theory of S L requires the 
character of the class (2 L

,) in ,11-2L, to be 

[,1](2 L ,)= L 1,1,I(r(2)-r(12)). (3.3) 
AII-LJ 

Thus the transposition phase matrix in its nondiagonal but 
real phase form has 1r(2) - r(12)1 units on the diagonal, and 
minimum (r(0')) two by two (~ 6) blocks on the rest of the 
diagonal. 

For 

(A:A,,12)~([ (1(1):1(2W H 1~I:n][ 1~2:n D, 
the Derome-Sharp factor also has a symmetric real phase 
form. If, in addition, A, =-12, then the mapping Eq. (3.2) also 
is represented by a real symmetric phase matrix. Since both 
of these matrices commute with the transpose phase matrix, 
they must both have a block diagonal form similar to that 
discussed above. The number of two by two blocks may be 
different, but the reduction is such that one has submatrix 
multiplication 

(~ ~)(~ ~) = (~~) or (~~)(~~) = G ~). 
That is, in the natural permutation representation of the 
symmetric group on the multiplicity space Srl,21 + ,.WI' these 
phase matrices belong to commuting elements of the two 
fold classes (1 (rl,21 + rl,' 'I - 2pI2P). 

As pointed out in I, the only case in which there might 
be an inconsistency between duality and assuming real phase 
form is when, in addition, one has triad equivalence under 
association, i.e., (,1:A ,,12):::::::O(~ 1'~2)' The simultaneous appli
cation of all three triad equivalences restricts the form of the 
irreps to two types which are given in Table 6.1 of I. For 
these types, we show, in the Appendix, that the relation Eq. 
(3.2) is the identity mapping and thus the Derome-Sharp 
factor must be identified except for overall sign with the 
tranposition matrix. Diagonalizing the transposition phase 
matrix by transforming to symmetrized products requires 
the negative assignment to the corresponding Derome
Sharp factor phase for each two by two block (7 6 )---+(6 ~ , ). 
For example, the characteristic triads for the two types are 

4J ([ 3,2, 1 ] : [2,1 ] 2) 

= (~ ~) = A(3[3,2,1]:[2,1]2)---+(~ _~) 
with 

4J([3,2,1]:[2,1]®[12]) = -1 =A(3[3,2,1]:[2,1]®[12]) 

and 

2 2 2 (1 0) 2 2] [3 ] 2) 4J ( [4 ,2 ]: [3,2,1] ) = 0 1 = A (4 [4 ,2 : ,2,1 

which remains invariant under transformation to symme
trized products [i.e., r(2) = 2 and r( 12) = 0]. If the associate 
triads are not equivalent, there is no question that real phase 
form is consistent with duality, but the matrix representing 
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Eq. (3.2) is no longer the identity. The multiplicity labeling 
for each triad 

(,1:A il = ([ (21~hr ]:[ 1~:7 r) 
can be used to determine the form of the matrix representing 
Eq. (3.2), while character theory establishes the form of the 
transpose phase matrix. The product of these two matrices 
gives the Derome-Sharp matrix. The transformation of each 
two by two block (~ 6) of the Derome-Sharp matrix to diag
onal form using symmetrized products requires negative as
signments for those A (,1:A, ® [12]). However, those portions 
of the Derome-Sharp factor which were already diagonal 
but correspond to a (~ 6) block in the transposition phase 
remain diagonal on transformation to symmetrized pro
ducts with positive phase assigned to both components. For 
example 1[6,5,3,2] [4,3, WI = 5 with r(2) = 2 and rW) = 3, 
the (i#j) sets mij labeling the un symmetrized multiplicities 
are 

m'2=ml3=m23=m24=m34= 1, 

m 12 =m'4=m34 =1, m 23 =2, 

m 13 =m'4=m24 = 1, 

m t2 = m 13 = 1, m 24 = 2, 

m'3=2, m 24 =m34 =1, 

for which Eq. (3.2) has representation matrix 

000 

o 0 0 

o 0 0 

o 0 0 0 
000 

The transpose matrix must have the nondiagonal form 

1 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 

4J([6,5,3,2]:[4,3,lf)= - 0 1 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 

Thus 

0 0 0 

0 1 0 
A (4[6,5,3,2]:[4,3,1]2) = 0 0 

0 0 1 

0 0 0 

which transforms, using symmetrized products, to 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

A ([6,5,3,2]:[4,3,1] ®O') = 0 0 -1 0 

0 0 0 1 

0 0 0 0 

In summary, a phase convention consistent with duality may 
choose the Derome-Sharp factor as the trivial (positive) unit 
except for symmetrized products of the form (,1:A I ® [1 2

]). 

Even in these latter cases, a negative assignment need be 
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made only when it results from diagonalizing the two by two 
block (? ~) in the nondiagonal real phase form of the Der
ome-Sharp matrix. The occurrence of the nondiagonal two 
by two blocks is determined by the forms of the matrix repre
senting Eq. (3.2) and the matrix representing the transpose 
phase matrix as fixed by character theory in S L • 

IV. THE 1jm FACTOR 

Establishing a convention for the Derome-Sharp ma-

[In-I] 

[Ii - m;] 

[/-In _ i + m n _;] 

where I..;i..;n - I and II = I and In = O. For this subgroup 
adaption, the Ijm factor simplifies to 

(nA.:(n - I) [Ii - m;]) = ( - I)Imn _ 2i+ I' (4.1) 
i 

That is, for SU2 the Ijm phase is ( - l)m,. Usingj = 1/2, 
m = 1/2 - m l gives ( - Ir' = ( - IY- m as usual. ForSU3/ 

SU2 the Ijm phase factor is ( - Ir', for SU4/SU3 the Ijm 
phase factor is ( - I r' + m" etc. 

APPENDIX 

For A. I =A. 2 and (A.:A. n~~([(2I)n/A. ]:W /A.lf)~(,t,i iJ, 
we wish to show the mapping Eq. (3.2). 

mi/=::;,m(n_j+llln_i+l) +oij(/-ln_i+l) 

is the identity. The set of triad equivalences are satisfied only 
for triads of the form [I, Eq. (6.18) and Table 6.1] 

or 

([ (4b )2b,(2b )2b ] : [(3b )b,(2b )b,b b ] 2) 

for which I = 2b, n = 3b; or I = 3b, n = 4b, respectively. 
Consideration of the Littlewood-Richardson rules for outer 
products in SL shows the coupling can be represented sche
matically in terms of [b b] blocks as 

x x 1 x x x I 

or x x I 2 

x ~ 
bb IE 
;{ 3 
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I 

trix fixes the Ijm factor by the association relation (2.5) 
which follows from duality. The association phases may be 
evaluated by the convention given in Eq. (7.5) of I. This, 
together with the mapping (3.2), allows the 1jm factor to be 
calculated in a straightforward but tedious manner. In the 
general case, we have been unable to find any algorithm sim
plifying the Ijm phase calculation. 

For the Gel'fand and canonical basis SUn/SUn - I the 
Ijm factor has the association sign of the DCME 

where the mUltiplicity is in one to one correspondence with 
all irreps E such that I [b b ] :E [b b / E ] I = I. The explicit cor
respondence is, with I..;k, k '..;b, 

=mk,k' =mk .b + k , =m2b+k.3b+k' 

mk,b+k = Okk,Ek or 

= m k •2b + k " 

m k •2b + k , =Ek _ k , -Ek_k'+1 (k>k') or 

= mk.3b + k" 

m b + k •b + k , =Ek'_k -Ek'_k+1 (k'>k) or 

= m b + k,2b+ k" 

m b + k.2b + k' = 0 kk ' E b _ k + I or 

= mb + k,3b + k" 

respectively. 
Use of (3.2) shows it to be the identity map for either 

type of triad. That is, for these types of triads, the mapping of 
multiplicities under complex conjugation is identical to the 
mapping under transposition of the component irreps. 

'I. I. Sullivan, J. Math. Phys. 24,424 (1983). 
21. Quan Chen, J. Math. Phys. 22,1 (1981). 
3J. R. Derome and W. T. Sharp, J. Math. Phys. 6,1584 (1965). 
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A Rac~h basis is. introduced for the generators of these matrix superalgebras and explicit formulas 
are denved for el~envalues o.fCasimir operators in terms of the components of the highest weight. 
The result con tams, as specIal cases, the corresponding expressions for the general linear, 
orthogonal, and symplectic Lie algebras. 

PACS numbers: 02.20.Sv, 1l.30.Pb 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Casimir operators for the classical Lie algebras have 
been studied by many authors. In particular, for representa
tions possessing a highest-weight vector, eigenvalues of the 
Casimir operators have been calculated in terms of the com
ponents of the highest weight. The pioneering work along 
these lines was done by Perelomov and Popov, I by Louck 
and Biedenharn,2 and by Okubo.' Particularly simple ex
pressions, showing the similarity between the various classi
cal Lie algebras, were obtained by Nwachuku and Rashid. 4 

The purpose of the present work is to extend the above 
results to the general linear and orthosymplectic Lie superal
gebras. These are matrix algebras, just like the classical Lie 
algebras, and therefore a matrix notation can be convenient
ly used to label the generators. This basis for the generators 
will be called the Racah basis since it is a natural generaliza
tion of the basis proposed by Racah for the classical Lie 
algebras. S The detailed description of the Racah basis for the 
general linear and orthosymplectic Lie superalgebras is giv
en in Sec. II, together with a definition of tensor operators 
and construction of invariants. 

In Sec. III, the eigenvalue Cj ofthejth degree Casimir 
operator is expressed in terms ofthejth power of the Perelo
mov-Popov matrix. Up to this point, the various Lie super
algebras are treated simultaneously. It remains to diagona
lize the Perelomov-Popov matrix. In Sec. IV, this is done in 
detail for the orthosymplectic superalgebras osp(2m + 1/ 
2n); in Sec. V, for the orthosymplectic superalgebra osp(2m/ 
2n); and in Sec. VI, for the general linear superalgebra u(m/ 

n). 
The final result is remarkably simple. namely, 

Cj = I [a](Ujs" IT (1 + ~), 
a , ""O.a.ii I, - fa 

with 

sa = {: + (1 _ 8 ) [a] - (- )P 
, aD 1- _ I 

a a 

for u(m/n) 

for osp(p/2n)' 

The notation is explained more fully in what follows; here we 
just want to mention that [a] refers to the grading and fa is 
the diagonal element of the Perelomov-Popov matrix and is 
given by a linear function of the ath component of the high
est weight. 

Some partial results on the subject of Casimir operators 
for superalgebras have been obtained previously. Bednar 

and Sachl6a consider osp(l/2m) only, for which they give 
explicit formulas for the quadratic and quartic Casimir oper
ators in terms of the generators, and outline a procedure for 
the operators of higher degree; they do not discuss the eigen
values. Jarvis and Green6b consider the same superalgebras 
as we do (as well as the special linear superalgebra) and con
struct Casimir operators of arbitrary degree by means of ten
sor operators just as we do. They give explicit formulas for 
the eigenvalues in terms of highest weights in an arbitrary 
irreducible representation for the linear and quadratic Casi
mir operators ofu(n/m) and osp(n/2m). Our results are in 
exact agreement for these cases. Balantekin and Bars6c and 
Balantekin6d concentrate on the special linear superalgebra 
which we omit. 

Most recently, while this work was being completed, a 
preprint appeared of a paper by Scheunert. 7 Our final formu
las for the eigenvalues are identical. Scheunert's approach is 
more abstract using elegant mathematical language while 
our approach uses language common among physicists. In 
particular, we give a detailed description of the Racah basis 
for the generators and the diagonalization of the Perelomov
Popov matrix; while these topics are implicit in Scheunert's 
work, very few details are given. 

II. THE RACAH BASIS AND TENSOR OPERATORS 

The generators of the orthosymplectic Lie superalgebra 
osp(2m + 1/2n) are denoted in the Racah basis5 by G ~ with 
the indices ranging from - (m + n) to + (m + n), zero in
cluded. They obey the supercommutation relations 

[Gu G' J h' d 

(2.1 ) 
where the supercommutator [ , 1 denotes 

[G~,G~I-G~ G~ _(_r,,+TJbJl11,+1IdiG~ G~ (2.2) 

and 

a- -a. (2.3) 

The 17 a define the grading: 

17a = {~ for - m<a< + m, 

for m + 1<lal<m +n, 
(2.4) 

and 
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{
I 

e"-
sgn a 

for - m<a<m, 
for m + l<lal<m + n. 

(2.5) 

Lastly these generators are antisymmetric in the sense 

G ~ = - c" C' ( - ) 'Ia 'Ib G ~ . (2.6) 

Note that 

e" e" = + 1, e" c" = ( _ ) "~ao (2.7) 

The generators G % are called even if ( - ) 'Ia + 'Ib = + 1, 

and odd if ( - ) 'I" + 'Ib = - 1. It follows that the supercom
mutator of two odd generators is an anticommutator, all 
other supercommutators are commutators. The even gener
ators generate a subalgebra which is readily recognized to be 
0(2m + I)Xsp(2n). 

Next we define tensor operators T~ by the supercom
mutation relations 

[G%,T~1 

_ c" C'( - ) 'Ia'Ib [D~ T~ - ( - f'a + 'Ibll'l, + 'Id
l D~ T~] , 

(2.8) 

where the supercommutator [ , I denotes 

[G%, T~ I = G~T~ - ( - fla+ 'I.)('Ic+ 'Idl T~ G%. (2.9) 

It then immediately follows from Eq. (2.8) that 

(2.10) 

i.e., ~c T~ is an invariant. Moreover, one proves just as easi
ly that if U and V are tensors then so is UV, where 

(UV)~ - L U~ V~ [c], (2.11) 

and we introduce the convenient abbreviation 

[a] - (_ )"a. (2.12) 

Clearly the generators themselves are a tensor and so is 
the jth power of the generators defined by 

(G j)~ = L (G j- I)~ G~ [c], j;;;.l, (2.13) 

with 

(GO)~ = D~ [b]. (2.14) 

Finally, therefore, 

L(Gj)~ (2.15) 

are invariants and will be referred to asjth degree Casimir 
operators. Because the generators are antisymmetric, the 
linear Casimir operator vanishes and all odd-degree Casimir 
operators can be expressed in terms of those of even degree. 

It is clear that all of the concepts described above con
tinue to be valid if all indices are restricted to range from 
- (m + n) to + (m + n), zero excluded. This corresponds 

to the orthosymplectic superalgebra osp(2m/2n) with the 
even subalgebra being 0(2m)Xsp(2n). 

Similarly, ifthe indices are restricted to range over posi
tive values only, one obtains the general linear superalgebra 
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u(m/n) with the even subalgebra being u(m)Xu(n). Of 
course, the antisymmetry condition Eq. (2.6) no longer ap
plies and independent odd-degree Casimir operators exist. 
The Kronecker symbols in the second line of Eqs. (2. I) and 
(2.8) now necessarily vanish, resulting in much simpler su
percommutation relations. 

III. THE PERELOMOV-POPOV MATRIX 

The generators of the Cartan subalgebra are given in the 
Racah basis by G~, l<a<m + n (note that G~ = - G~ in 
the orthosymplectic case), and state vectors in the represen
tation space may be taken as simultaneous eigenvectors of all 
the G~: 

where w is called the weight. We consider representations for 
which G ~t = G ~ so that the Wa are real. An ordering of the 
weights may be introduced. We shall call w' higher than w if 
the first non vanishing component ofw' - w, starting from 
the left, is positive. It follows from Eq. (2.8) that 

T~lw) = Iw), wa - Wa = D~ - D~ + D~ - D~, (3.3) 

which leads to the classification 

T~ is a {:~::~~ } tensor operator if {::~}. 
lowenng c<d 

(3.4) 

From now we consider representations possessing a 
unique highest-weight vector Ih), i.e., 

T% Ih) = 15% ta Ih), a;;;.b, (3.5) 

where ta denotes the eigenvalue of T~. In particular, 

(3.6) 

Consider now the tensor GT, and letla denote the eigenvalue 
of(GT)~. We have, therefore, when applied to jh), 

a 

fa = L [b j G~ T~ 
b = bmin 

a - I 

= [aj G~ T~ + L [b l[G%, T~l 
b = bm'n 

a-I 
= [aJ ha ta + L {[b] ta - [aJ tb + D!(ta - tal} 

b= b
mlll 

a-I 
=fa ta +Pa ta - [aj L tb , (3.7) 

b= bmln 

where 
a-I 

Pa = L D~, (3.8) 
b=bmm 

a-I 
fa [aJ ha -Pa + L [b ], (3.9) 

b= bmln 

with bmin equal to I for the general linear, and to - (m + n) 
for the orthosymplectic superalgebra. 

Equation (3.7) may be rewritten in obvious matrix nota
tion as 
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/=At, 

where A is the Perelomov-Popov matrix given by 

Aab = la Dab + Pa Dab - [a] (Jab' 

with 

for a>b, 

for a<.b. 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

Note that A is a triangular N XN matrix, with N the dimen
sion of the defining representation of the relevant superalge
bra, i.e., N = m +., for u(mln) and N = P + 2n for osp( pi 
2n). 

Equation (3.10) gives the eigenvalues of(GT)~ in terms 
of the eigenvalues of T~; by repeated iteration we obtain 

(G j)~ = I (A j)ab [b ], (3.13) 
b 

so that the eigenvalue ofthejth degree Casimir operator is 

Cj = I (A j)ab [b ]. 
a.b 

The matrix A may be diagonalized as 

(X-1AX)ab = la Dab' 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

whereXab is theath component of the eigenvector of A to the 
eigenvalue lb' Consequently, 

(3.16) 
a 

where 

Qa = IXba , Pa - I (X-1)adb]. (3.17) 
b b 

The explicit evaluation of Qa Pa is given in the following 
sections. 

IV. THE osp(2m + 1/2n) SUPERALGEBRA 

In this section, we evaluate QaPa in the case of the or
thosymplectic superalgebra osp(2m + 1I2n). With the in
dices ranging from - (m + n) to + (m + n), zero included, 
the Perelomov-Popov matrix A becomes [see Eqs. (3.8)
(3.12)] 

Aab = IJ)ab + (JaODab - [a] (Jab' (4.1) 

la = [a](ha + a + m - (JaO) + 4m(Jam - n, (4.2) 

and therefore the equation defining X ba is 

(/b -la)Xba = [b] Q~-I-(JboXba (4.3) 

with 

(4.4) 
c= -m-n 

We assume that all the eigenvalues la are distinct and 
come back to the degenerate case later. It is then clear that 
X ba vanishes for b < a while Xaa is arbitrary. Without loss of 
generality, we set Xaa = 1. For b > a, we must consider var
ious possibilities. 

Case I: b > a>O or O>b> a or b > a > O. 
In this case, the last term in Eq. (4.3) vanishes so that we 

have 
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x = ~Qb-I 
ba I -I a . 

b a 

(4.5) 

Hence 

(4.6) 

with the solution 

Q~ = IT (1 +~) 
k~a+1 Ik -Ia 

(4.7) 

for b > a>O or O>b>a, and 

(4.8) 

for b>a>O. 
Case II: a>b > O. 
In this case, the last term in Eq. (4.3) contributes so that 

we have 

X =~Qb'_'I __ l_X_ 
ba I-I a I-I ba 

b a b a 

(4.9) 

and 

Q~ = (1 + ~) Q~--I - -1- X ba. (4.10) 
Ib -Ia Ib -Ia 

I t should be noted that X ba in these equations is known from 
Eqs. (4.5) and (4.7). Iteration of Eq. (4.10) yields 

Q ~ = IT (1 + ~) - _1 - X-
k ~ a + 1 Ik - la Ib - la ba 

b-I 1 b ( [k] ) 
-IXca -- II 1+--, 

c ~ 1 l,. - la k ~ c + 1 Ik - la 
(4.11) 

and the sum may be evaluated in closed form. In particular, 
for b = a we get 

Q~ = (1 + [a] + 1) y[l (1 + ~). (4.12) 
la - fa k ~ a + 1 Ik - la 

Collecting all these results, we conclude 

Q _Qm+"= {I +(J- [a] + I} 
a a aD 1- _ 1 

a a 

m + n ( [k] ) 
X II 1+--. 
k~a+1 "-10 

(4.13) 

""O,a 

A very similar calculation leads to 

P =[a] {1+(J [a]+I} 
a aO 1- _ f 

a a 

a -I ( [k 1 ) 
Xk~U+n 1 + Ik -la' 

(4.14) 

and therefore 

(4.15) 
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V. THE osp(2m/2n} SUPERALGEBRA 

In this section, we evaluate QaPa in the case of the orth
osymplectic superalgebra osp(2m/2n). With the indices 
ranging from - (m + n) to + (m + n), zero excluded, the 
Perelomov-Popov matrix A has the same form as in the pre
vious section except that fa is now given by [see Eqs. (3.8) and 
(3.9)] 

fa = [a](ha + a + m - BoO) + 4mBam - n - BoO' (5.1) 

If one now follows precisely the same steps as in the 
previous section (keeping in mind that zero is excluded from 
the range of indices), one obtains 

[a J -1} n (1 + ~). 
fa - fa k #a.a fk - fa 

(5.2) 

VI. THE u(m/n} SUPERALGEBRA 

In this section, we evaluate QaPa in the case of the gen
erallinear superalgebra u(m/n). With the indices ranging 
from 1 to m + n, the Perelomov-Popov matrix A becomes 
[see (3.8)-(3.12)] 

Aab = 'a Dab - [aJ Bab , 

fa = [a](ha + a-I - 2mBam ). 

(6.1) 

(6.2) 

The calculation described in Sec. IV now simplifies 
drastically, and one finds 

(6.3) 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Inserting the expression for QaPa from Eq. (4.15), (5.2) 
and (6.3), respectively, into Eq. (3.16) yields the final answers 
for the eigenvalue ofthejth degree Casimir operator for the 
various superalgebras as quoted in the Introduction. We 
make the following comments. 

It would appear that these results can only be used in 
the absence of degeneracy (recall that it was assumed in the 
diagonalizing of the matrix A that its eigenvalues were all 
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distinct). However, we know from the definition of the Cj by 
Eq. (2.15) that they must in fact be a polynomial in the com
ponents of the weight. Hence all the denominators must, in 
fact, divide out and, in this sense, the results are valip in the 
degenerate case as well. 

The general linear algebra u(m) may be thought of as a 
special case of the u(m/n) superalgebra for n = O. Similarly 
the orthogonal algebras 0(2m) and 0(2m + 1) are special 
cases of the orthosymplectic superalgebras 0(2m/2n) and 
0(2m + I12n) for n = 0, while the symplectic algebra sp(2n) 
is a special case of the 0(2m/2n) superalgebra for m = O. Our 
results for Cj reduce to the corresponding results for the 
ordinary algebras when m or n is set equal to zero. In making 
the comparison with existing formulas in the literature for 
the ordinary algebras, some care is needed with respect to the 
conventions on ordering of weights. Thus our results are in 
direct agreement with Nwachuku and Rashid,4 who use the 
same ordering convention, and are in agreement with 
Okub03 after the difference in the ordering conventions is 
taken into account. 
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The use of comparison filters in linear filter theory 
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In the present paper, it is shown how the linear filter equation for a given correlation coefficient 
can be solved in terms of the solution of the filter equation with a different correlation coefficient. 
The second filter is called a comparison filter. One obtains an integral equation for the difference 
of the two filters in terms of the difference of the two correlation functions and the solution of the 
comparison filter. Thus if the comparison filter is known and its correlation coefficient is close to 
that of the desired filter, one may regard the comparison filter as being an approximation to it. The 
difference of the two filters is then small and perturbation expansions or variational principles for 
the difference may be expected to give better results than if one did not use a comparison filter. 
The difference in the solutions of the two filter equations may also be regarded as the change (or 
error) in the filter due to a change (or error) in the correlation coefficient. Our result is obtained by 
pressing the close analogy of the filter equation to the Gel'fand-Levitan equation of inverse 
spectral theory. Another result of the use of comparison filters is to show that the filter equation 
for the difference of filters satisfies a possibly useful grouplike property. 

PACS numbers: 02.30. + g, 02.30.Rz 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In Ref. 1, Kay and Moses treated the Gel'fand-Levitan 
equation of the inverse spectral theory problem from a very 
general point of view and observed that the Gel'fand-Levi
tan equation was a generalization of the filter equation of 
that time, namely, the Wiener-Hopf equation. This observa
tion continues to hold for more general filters, for example, 
the Kalman filter. Recently, one of us (Moses, Ref. 2) gave a 
general scheme for introducing comparison potentials for 
which the solution of the corresponding Gel'fand-Levitan 
equation is known. The solution of any other Gel'fand-Levi
tan equation could be expressed in terms of the known solu
tion through the use of an integral equation for the difference 
of the known and sought for Gel'fand-Levitan kernels. The 
use of comparison potentials led to perturbation schemes 
and variational principles which, in principle at least, led to 
more accurate approximations for the desired Gel'fand-Le
vitan kernel. 

The purpose of the present paper is to give the analog 
for the filter equation. It is shown how the linear filter equa
tion for a given correlation coefficient can be solved in terms 
of the solution of the filter equation with a different correla
tion coefficient. The second filter is called a comparison fil
ter. One obtains an integral equation for the difference of the 
two filters in terms of the difference of the two correlation 
functions and the solution of the comparison filter. Thus if 
the comparison filter is known and its correlation coefficient 
is close to that of the desired filter, one may regard the com
parison filter as being an approximation to it. The difference 
of the two filters is then small and perturbation expansions 
or variational principles for the difference may be expected 
to give better results than if one did not use a comparison 
filter. 

The difference may also be regarded as the change (or 

a) Research sponsored by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research, under 
Grant No. AFOSR-81-0253A. 

error) in the filter due to a change (or error) in the correlation 
coefficient. Another result of the use of a comparison filter is 
to show that the filter equation for the difference of filters 
satisfies a possibly useful grouplike property. 

II. THE FILTER EQUATION AS A GEL'FAND-LEVITAN 
EQUATION 

In dealing with the filter equation, we shall use standard 
notation as given, for example, in Kailath's monograph (Ref. 
3). The filter equation is then 

h (t,s) = K (t,s) - fh (t,r)K (r,s)dr 

(1 ) 

In Eq. (1), h (t,s) is the filter matrix h (t,s) = I hi) (t,s) l, and the 
matrix K (t,s) = I Ki) (t,s) l is related to the signal correlation 
matrix Ry(t,s) by 

Rv (t,s) = I p b(t - 5) + K (t,s)=Ey(t )y'(t ). (2) 

The Gel'fand-Levitan equation, as treated in Ref. 1, is iden
tical to the filter equation in which h (t,s) is the negative of the 
Gel'fand-Levitankernel (t IK Is), and the matrix K (t,s) is the 
driving kernel (t In Is) of Ref. 1. To press the analogy even 
further, it is useful to define the filter matrix as having the 
triangularity property 

hit,s) = 0 for 5> t. 13) 

In the space of observables which include the signals 
y(t), let us define the operators in terms of integral operators 
with kernels. For example, if/(t) is in the space, we shall write 

h/(t) fh (t,s)/(s)ds, r' Ry/(t) = 1 Rv(t,s)/(s)ds, 

and so on. Let us define the operator U by 

U /(t) =/(l) - h/(t). 

In particular, if y(t ) is a signal, 

(4) 

(5) 
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Vy(t) =y(t) -z(t), (6) 

where2(t) = hy(t) is the filtered signal. Thus Vy(t) is the dif
ference between the original noisy signal and the filtered sig
nal. 

Now let us define the operator ho through its kernel by 

ho(t,s) 0 for s > t. 

ho(t,s) = h t(t,s) - K (t,s) + J'K (t,r)h t(r,s)dr for t;;,s, 

(7) 

where W t is the full adjoint of the operator Wwith the ker
nel w+ (t,s). This full adjoint, as opposed to the matrix adjoint 
W', is defined with respect to the full inner product 

(g,f) = f' ig'(t )11t )dt, 

so that W+ is defined by 

(g,WI) = (Wtg,f). 

Hence in terms of matrix elements, 

W:(t,s) = WJ~(s,t) = Wij(s,t). 

Let us define the operator Vo by 

Vo/(t) = I(t ) - ho/(t ). 

Then, on using Eq. (7) in the form 

ho = h t - K _ Kh t, 

(8) 

(9) 

(9a) 

(10) 

it is readily seen that the filter equation (1) is identical to 

VRv = V~. (11 ) 

In fact, this is just Eq. 11.1) of Ref. 1. In deriving Eq. (11), we 
have used the fact that R; = Rv' 

One of the more surprising results of Ref. 1 is the fol
lowing. 

Theorem: 

VO=V-I. (12) 

Since the proof is given in Ref. 1, we shall not repeat it here. 
Thus the filter equation, together with the triangularity con
ditions on hand ho, is equivalent to 

VR, V t 
= I (13) 

together with the triangularity conditions. In Eq. (13) I is, of 
course, the identity operator. 

Eq. (13), which in the context of Ref. 1 is the Gel'fand
Levitan equation in its most general form, is the basis of the 
further work in the present paper. From Eq. (2) and (6), it is 
seen that Eq. (13) leads to 

E i [y(t ) - z(t )][y'(s) - z'(s)] l = I p 8(t - s), (14) 

which is the analog of the completeness relation obtained 
from the Gel'fand-Levitan equation. 

III. THE BASIC FORMULAS INVOLVING THE USE OF 
THE COMPARISON FILTER 

Let us now consider the entire set of correlation func
tions i Rv = I + K I. Consider any two of them which we 
shall call R ~'I = I + Klnl and R ~m) = I + Kim" respectively. 
(Though we have labeled the correlation functions as though 
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they had come from a discrete set, the set is not denumerable 
and a continuous label could have been used.) 

Let us define Vln) ,V bn ' = [Vln)] - 1 as being the filter op
erators associated with R ~'), and define similar quantities for 
the superscript m. 

Furthermore, define 

vln.m) = vln) Vbm) = I _ h In.m) , 

Vi;,m) = [Vln,m) ] -I = Vim) vg') 

= Vlm,n) = I _ h Im,nl , (15) 

It should be noted that because of the triangularity proper
ties of h In) and h 6nl and the fact that 

h In,ml = h In) + h gnl _ h Inl h ~;nl, (16) 

which follows from Eq, (15), it follows that the kernel of the 
operator h In,ml also satisfies the triangularity property 

h In,ml (t,s) = 0 for s> t. (17) 

But 

From Eq. (13) and (15), 

R Inl = R Inl _ R Iml + R Iml 
J' J' y }' • 

Furthermore, 

Thus 

where 

R ;,m = I + Vim) [R ~n) _ R~nl] Vim) t. 

( 18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

Equation (21) is precisely of the form Eq. (13), Thus, finally, 

h In,m) (t,s) = Kln,m) (t,s) - f'h In,ml (t,r)Kln,m) (r,s)dr. (23) 

In Eq. (23),K ln,ml (t,s) is the kernel of the operator Kln,m) given 
by 

Kln.m) = vlm l [R~" _ R Ivml ] U nt 

= Vim) [K lnl _Kim) ]Vlmlt, (24) 

Equation (23) is the principal result of the paper. It is an 
equation of the type used for filters and depends upon the 
difference between two correlations and know ledge of a fil ter 
associated with one of them. We may regard the filter labeled 
by n as being the one we wish to approximate by a known 
filter labeled by m, If the correlations of filter nand mare 
close, one expects the operator h In,m) to be small in some 
suitable sense. Perturbation theory or some other approxi
mation based on the assumption that the correlations are 
close and thus h In,m) is small may then be expected to work 
better than solving the filter equation directly for n. Having 
obtained h In,ml , one obtains Vln,ml = I - h In,m) and finally 
Vln) = vln.m) vlm l . Since h In,ml satisfies the filter equation 
with a kernel such that I + Kln,ml is positive definite, one can 
obtain a variational principle for the solution. This vari
ational principle is discussed in Ref. 4. Though we shall not 
repeat it here, a quantity which plays an important role is 
tr h Inl (t,t). In Ref. 4, it is shown that 
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tr h In) (t,t ) = tr E [zIt ) - Zln) (t )][z(t ) - Zln) (t I]' 

+ tr H(t)G(t)C(t). (25) 

In Eq. (25), we have used the notation for the Kalman filter 
as given, for example, in Ref. 3. Using the above techniques, 
one can show 

tr h (n.m) (t,t ) = tr h (n) (t,t) - tr h (m) (t,t ). (26) 

Hence one can calculate tr h In) (t,t) from a knowledge of the 
mth filter and from the solution of Eq. (23). 

IV. THE GROUPLIKE PROPERTY OF THE FILTER. THE 
NOTION OF "PATHS" IN THE SET OF FILTERS 

As we have seen in the preceding discussion, the opera
tor u ln .

m
) allows us to go from the mth filter to the nth filter 

by means of a filter equation for h (n,m) in terms of the differ
ence in the correlation functions of the nth and mth filter and 
the solution of the filter equation for the mth filter. This 
result is independent of the closeness of the correlation func
tions of the mth filter to that of the nth filter. 

From Eq. (15), one can go from the mth filter to the nth 
filter through an arbitrary set of intermediate filters, since 

(27) 
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where p is the number of intermediate filters. The correla
tions for the intermediate filters are arbitrary. Each set of 
intermediate filters will be said to constitute a "path" from 
the mth filter to the nth filter. Since the set of intermediate 
filters is arbitrary, the method of constructing the nth filter 
from the mth filter through the use of intermediate filters is 
"path independent." 

The relation (27) is very similar to the composition rule 
for the conditional probabilities of a Markov chain. It may 
be possible to get another formulation for filter theory from 
these notions. For example, one might consider the case 
where the intermediate filters differ from each other by an 
amount which is very small. One might then be able to go to 
the limit of an infinite number of intermediate filters which 
differ from each other by a decreasing amount. 

'I. Kay and H. E. Moses, Nuovo Cimento, 10 (2),917 (1955). Reprinted in I. 
Kay and H. E. Moses, Inverse Scattering Papers: 1955-1963, Part 3 (Math 
Sci. Press, 1982). 

2H. E. Moses, J. Math. Phys. 20, 2047 (1979). 
'T. Kai1ath, IEEE Trans. Inform. Theory IT-20, 145 (1974). 
4M. Kana!, S. K. Mitter, and H. E. Moses, Transport. Theory Statist. Phys. 
8,163 (1979). 
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New representations for the spherical tensor gradient 
and the spherical delta function 
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In this article, we analyze representations for the product :Y'~W)F7,'2(r) with :Y'7'(V) specifying a 
solid harmonic whose argument is the nabla operator a lar instead of the vector r. Since both 

~I(V) and F7,'2(r) are irreducible spherical tensors, we can use angular momentum algebra for 
evaluating the product. Accordingly, the problem of finding a representation for the product is 
reduced to the determination of the radial functions generated by the product. Analytical 
expressions for these radial functions are derived by direct differentiation and with the help of 
Fourier transforms. Closely related to the spherical tensor gradient ::Y;"(V) is the spherical delta 
function D ;"(r). We derive new representations for D;" by considering convolution integrals 
involving B functions. These functions are closely related to the modified Bessel functions and 
also to the Yukawa potential e - ar Ir. We show that the definition of the B functions can be 
extended to include a large class of derivatives of the delta functions, where the spherical delta 
function is just a special case. 

PACS numbers: 02.30. + g 

I. INTRODUCTION 

If one analyzes polynomials in the Cartesian compo
nents x, y, and z of a vector r, one can classify certain subsets 
of them in terms of some transformation properties or sym
metries. For instance, one may consider the class of homo
geneous polynomials of degree I, i.e., those polynomials 
which satisfy 

p/(1]x,1]y,1]z) = 1]/p/(x,y,z). (1.1) 

A special subset of these homogeneous polynomials of de
gree I are the so-called harmonic polynomials H/ (x,y,z) 
which satisfy Laplace's equation 

z {a
Z 

a
z 

a
Z

} V H/(x,y,z) = -z + -2 + -z H/(x,y,z) = 0 . 
ax ay az 

(1.2) 

For a given value of I, only 21 + 1 linearly independent har
monic polynomials exist. I Hence it is possible to span the 
space of harmonic polynomials by the so-called regular solid 
harmonics 

~;"(r) = r/ ~;"((),t/J ) , (1.3) 

where Y;"((),t/J ) is a spherical harmonic, i.e., by polynomials 
in x, y, and z that transform under rotations like irreducible 
spherical tensors. 

Obviously, the same classification scheme can be ap
plied if we do not consider polynomials in x, y, and z but 
instead polynomials in the Cartesian components alax, 
a lay, and a laz of the gradient V. In this article, we want to 
analyze properties of a differential operator, the spherical 
tensor gradient ~;"(V), which transforms under rotations 
like a spherical tensor of rank 1.2 This differential operator is 
obtained from the regular solid harmonic ~;"(r) by replacing 
x, y, and z by a lax, a lay, and alaz. 

.1 Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. 

This spherical tensor gradient was, in principle, already 
used by Hobson in his book on spherical harmonics. 3 Later it 
was studied by Santos,4 Rowe,S and Bayman6 in connection 
with the derivation of addition theorems and multiple ex
pansions, and by Stuart/ who investigated the connection 
between nonclassical integrals of Bessel functions and delta 
functions. Fieck8 used the spherical tensor gradient to define 
a special class of Gaussian-type atomic orbitals, and recently 
we could show that some multicenter integrals over nonsca
lar exponential-type functions can be generated from the 
corresponding integrals over scalar functions by applying 
the spherical tensor gradient. 9 

In this article, we want to derive compact analytical 
representations for the expression 

( 1.4) 

where the function F7,'2(r) is also an irreducible tensor. Al
though such expressions as (1.4) have been investigated pre
viously,4.6.7 we shall show that the hitherto known results 
can still be improved. 

Closely related to the spherical tensor gradient is the so
called spherical delta function 

D/m(r) = (- 1)/ ~m/ (V)D(r) 
(2/- I)!! ' 

(1.5) 

where the differentiation is to be understood in the sense of 
generalized functions. 10 We want to derive some new repre
sentations for the spherical delta function which can be con
sidered to be a generalization of the well-known fact that the 
Yukawa potential e - ar Ir is the Green's function of the 
modified Helmholtz equation. In our approach, we exploit 
the fact that convolution integrals involving the Yukawa po
tential may be considered to be special cases of a more gen
eral class of convolution integrals involving the so-called B 
functions. 1 1.12 B functions are exponential-type functions 
that are closely related to the modified Bessel function of the 
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second kind. B functions were investigated in connection 
with multicenter problems.9.11-14 It was found that multi
center integrals of B functions are less complicated than 
those of other exponential-type functions as, for instance, 
Slater-type functions. Recently we could show that the ad
vantageous properties of B functions in multicenter prob
lems can be explained in terms of their extremely simple 
Fourier transform. 9 The Fourier transform of B functions 
will also be of considerable importance in this article. The 
fact that the spherical delta function (j '(' can be expressed in 
terms of B functions is, as we shall show later, a direct conse
quence of the analytical structure of the Fourier transform. 

II. DEFINITIONS AND BASIC PROPERTIES 

For the commonly occurring special functions of math
ematical physics we shall use the notations and conventions 
of Magnus, Oberhettinger, and Soni, 15 unless explicitly stat
ed. 

The spherical harmonics y;n(e,¢> ) are defined using the 
phase convention of Condon and Short ley, II> i.e., they are 
given by the expression 

y,(,(e,¢» = r t-Iml [(21 + 1)(1- Iml)!] 1/2 p lm'(cos e) eimd> • 

41T(l + 1m I)! 
(2.1 ) 

Here, P [ml(cos e) is an associated Legendre polynomial. 

d ' + '" (2 I)' pm(X) = (1 _ X2)"'!2 __ X -
, dx't m 2' I! 

d'n 
= (1 - x 2)'"!2 -p (x). 

dx'" ' 
(2.2) 

For the irregular solid harmonic, we write 

(2.3) 

The regular solid harmonic ;-,~;n(r) was already defined in Eq. 
(1.3). 

For the integral over the product of three spherical har
monics, the so-called Gaunt coefficient, we write 

(/}m31/2m21/Iml) = f y~t(n) y;:"(n) y~l(n) dn. 

(2.4) 

These Gaunt coefficients may be expressed in terms of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients 17 or 3jm-symbols 

(/mll m I/om o) = [(2/1 + 1)(2/2 + 1)]1/2C "U C" ".' 
I I • - 41T(21 + 1) 000 m,m.m 

(2.5) 

= ( _ l)m [(2/1 + 1)(2/~: 1)(21 + 1)] 1/2 (~ ~ (2.6) 

With the help of these Gaunt coefficients, we can linearize the product of two spherical harmonics: 

'""" (21 

y;~l(e,¢» y~'(e,¢» = L (/ml + m21/1m11/2m2) y,(" + m'(e,f/J). (2.7) 
, c' '""" 

The symbol.l121 indicates that the summation is to be performed in steps of two. The summation limits in Eq. (2.7) are given 
bis 

(2.8a) 

is even, and 

is odd. 

(2.8b) 

In the sequel, we shall frequently use the following combina
tions of the three angular momentum quantum numbers II' 
12, and I: 

J.I = (II + 12 -1)/2 , 

J./I = (1- II + 12)/2 , 

J./2 = (I + II -/2)/2, 

oil) = (II + 12 + 1)/2. 

(2.9a) 

(2.9b) 

(2.9c) 

(2.9d) 

It is an immediate consequence of the summation limits in 
Eq. (2.7) that these quantities are always positive integers or 
zero. 
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In this article, we want to use the symmetric version of 
the Fourier transformation, i.e., a given function I(r) and its 
Fourier transform ](p) are connected by the relationships 

](p) = (21T) - }/2 f e - ip-r I(r) d J r , (2.10) 

I(r) = (21T)-3/2 f eir
•
p ](p) d 3p . (2.11 ) 

For the explicit evaluation of such Fourier integrals we 
use the Rayleigh expansion of a plane wave in terms of 
spherical Bessel functions and spherical harmonics: 

00 , 

e ±. ix·y = 41T L I (± i)'j, (xy) y'('*(x/x)y;n(y/y) . 
'~Om~--' 

(2.12) 

The spherical Bessel function is related to a Bessel function 
of the first kind by 

jn (z) = (1T/2z)il2 I n + 1/2 (z) . (2.13) 

If K" (z) stands for the modified Bessel function of the 
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second kind, we define the reduced Bessel function with ar
bitrary order v by 

kv(z) = (2/1r)1/2zvK,.(z) . (2.14) 

In the case of half-integral orders, v = n - !, nEN, the re
duced Bessel function can be represented by an exponential 
mUltiplied by a polynomial 19: 

~ _ " (2n - q - 1 )! _ I 

k,,_lIz(z)=e Z I ( -1)1(2 -2)1 zq . (2.15) 
q~ I q . n q. 

As we found out recently, the polynomial part in Eq. (2.15) 
has also been investigated independently in the mathemat
icalliterature. 2o There. the notation 

(2.16) 

is used. Together with some other closely related polynomi
als, the polynomials 8n (z) are called Bessel polynomials. 
They find applications in such diverse fields as number the
ory, statistics and the analysis of complex electrical net
works. 20 

As a nonscalar generalization of the reduced Bessel 
function, the so-called B function was introducedzl : 

B ~nl(a,r) = [2" + I (n + I )!l k,,_ 112 (ar) y;n(ar). (2.17) 

In the sequel, it will be tacitly assumed that the order n of a B 
function will always be a positive or negative integer. The 
factorial in Eq. (2.17) requires that n + 1">0 holds. However, 
as we shall show later, Eq. (2.17) remains meaningful even if 
n + 1< 0 holds. It is, of course, clear that such objects are no 
ordinary functions, but, instead, they have to be interpreted 
as distributions. 

In this article, we shall discuss only those properties of 
B functions that are relevant for the representation of the 
spherical delta function {) ;n, defined in Eq. (1.5), in terms of B 
functions. More complete treatments of the mathematical 
properties of B functions were given elsewhere.,,·11.12.22.z3 

III. APPLICATION OF THE SPHERICAL TENSOR 
GRADIENT-DIRECT DIFFERENTIATION 

We want to apply the spherical tensor gradient3l;"(V) 
to a relatively large class offunctions fJR.3~c. We only re
quire that these functions can be differentiated sufficiently 
often with respect to x, y, and z and that they are irreducible 
spherical tensors of a given rank, i.e., that these functions 
can be wri tten as 

F;"(r) = .h(r) Y;"(rlr) . (3.1 ) 

In this and the next section we want to derive and analyze 
analytical representations for the product 

(3.2) 

which is just a special case of the well-studied problem of the 
coupling of two irreducible spherical tensors. Accordingly, 
we shall use angular momentum algebra in order to deter
mine the general structure of the desired result. 

Let S k~' and T t:' be the components of two sets of irre
ducible spherical tensor operators Slk,1 and Tlk,). Then the 
tensor product of S'k,) and Tlk.I is defined by the sum24 
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(3.3) 

With the help of the orthogonality properties of the Clebsch
Gordan coefficients, this relationship can be inverted to 
yield 

S ;', T j.I., - " Ck,k,k [Sik,lX T 1k,,] I"~ +j.I.,. (3.4) 
k, k2 - ~ f.i.1J1:J-ll +11~ f\ 

k 

The summation limits in Eq. (3.4) are determined by the 
selection rules satisfied by the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. 
Comparison of Eqs. (3.2) and (3.4) shows that we have to 
expect a result of the following general structure: 

3I m '(V)Fln2(r) -" CI,I,! [y(i"(V)XF1/"(r)]In, ,+ In,. 
/1 12 - L mlm~ml + 117, 

I 

(3.5) 

The spherical harmonics Y;"(8,cP ) are a complete orthonor
mal set in the Hilbert space offunctions that are square inte
grable with respect to an integration over the surface of the 
unit sphere in JR.3. Hence we can express the components of 
the tensor product in Eq. (3.5) in terms ofa spherical har
monic multiplied by a function that depends only on the 
distance r: 

[yl/,I(V)xpl.l(r)];"'; m =g;,I,(r)y;",In, (rlr). (3.6) 

We now exploit the fact that, under a reflection where 
r~ - r and V~ - V, both sides ofEq. (3.5) must transform 
identically. From the fact that a spherical harmonic Y;" has 
the parity ( - 1)1, we may conclude that II + 12 + I has to be 
an even integer or zero or, equivalently, that the I-summa
tion in Eq. (3.5) proceeds in steps of two. Hence we finally 
obtain the following structure for our desired result: 

(3.7) 

The summation limits Imin and Imax agree with those that 
occur ir the linearization of the product of two spherical 
harmonics, Eq. (2.7), and are given by Eq. (2.8). 

Equation (3.7) was the starting point of the analysis of 
Bayman6 who derived an explicit expression for the func
tions g;,1. (r). However, as will become clear later, it is advan
tageous to proceed in a different way. We define instead 

I (r)=[(2/ 1 +1)(2/z +1)]1/2 CI ,lJ I (r) (3.8) 
gl,l, 41T 000 rl,l. . 

The Clebsch-Gordan coefficients can now be replaced by a 
Gaunt coefficient, and Eq. (3.7) can be rewritten as 

'Y~"(V) F;~2(r) 

= II2J(lml+mzlllmlllzmz)r;,I.(r)y;n,+m(rlr). 
1- 'nun 

(3.9) 

With the help of angular momentum algebra, the problem of 
deriving an explicit expression for the product (3.2) could be 
reduced to the determination of the functions r;,1, (r). 

Let us first consider the case that F;"(r) is a tensor of 
rank 0, i.e., a scalar function. Then we can obtain the desired 
result most easily with the help of a theorem of Hobson25

: 
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Let In (x,y,z) be a homogeneous function of degree n in the 
variables x,y, and z, and let Fbe any function that depends 
only on r = X

Z + yZ + zZ. Then the application of the homo
geneous differential operator In (alax,alay,alaz) on F(r) 
can be expressed in closed form by 

f( a a a)Fr 
n ax' ay , az () 

n 2n - Zq [( d )n - q ] 
= L -,- ---:2 F(r) VZqln(x,y,z). 

q~O q. dr 
(3.10) 

A substantial simplification is obtained if In (x,y,z) is a solu
tion of Laplace's equation, because in this case only the term 
with q = 0 is different from zero. Hence if In stands for a 
solid harmonic '?lI'!', we obtain 

If we now set F(r) = ¢ (r), we obtain 

'?lI'!'(V)¢ (r) = [( + :,)I¢ (r)] '?lI'!'(r) , (3.12) 

where we used 

d I d 
(3.13) 

dr 2r dr 

Hobson3 used Eqs. (3.10) and (3.11) to derive the following 
well-known result: 

&'!'(V) ~ = ( - 1)1(2/- I)!! 9''!'(r). (3.14) 
r 

For the treatment of the general case w hen the spherical 

tensor gradient '?lIrl(V) is applied to an irreducible spherical 
1 I 

tensor F7,'2(r) or rank Iz > 0, it is important to note that the 

functions ]<1, (r) in Eq. (3.9) do not depend upon the magnetic 
quantum numbers m I and m z and can be considered to be a 
kind of reduced matrix element in the sense of the Wigner
Eckhart theorem. Hence one can try to find an explicit repre
sentation for Yt,l, for some special values of m I and m z, 
which, because of the general structure of Eq. (3.9), then 
holds for all admissible values of m I and m z. 

The solid harmonics with m = ± I have a particularly 
simple structure: 

'?lI±I(r) = il±1 [(2/+ 1)!]I12(X+iy)l. (3.15) 
I 21/! 41T -

Following Bayman6 we apply the differential operator 
'?lI~: (V) to the function F I~ I'(r). From the general rules of 
angular momentum coupling, it follows that for m I = II and 
m z = - Iz we have, in Eq. (3.9), the summation limit 
Imin = III - Izl, i.e., all possible values of I will be covered by 
the result. We then obtain 

'?lI~: (V) F I~ I'(r) 

= ( _ 1)1, [(2/1 + 1)!(2/2 + 1)!]I12 
41T 21, + I, II!lz! 

X (
a + . a )1, It, (r) ( . )1, 

- 1- --X-IY . 
ax ay r" 

(3.16) 

In order to perform the differentiation, we use 

(~ + i ~)k It(r) = (x + iy)k (~~)k It(r) , (3.17) 
ax ay r' r dr r' 

(
a. a)k ( .)1 ( 2)k ( I) ( . )1 - k - + 1 - X - Iy = - - k X - Iy . 
ax ay 

(3.18) 

Here, ( - I)k is a Pochhammer symbol. With the help of the theorem of Leibniz, the differentiation can be performed, and we 
obtain, for Eq. (3.16), 

~y~, (V) F I-I'(r) = [(2/1 + 1)!(2/2 + 1)!]I12 ". (-/I)k( -/2)1, - k (x + iy)k(x _ iy)l, -I, - k (~~)k It,(r) . (3.19) 
" 41T 21, II !lz! &a 2kk! r dr r" 

In the next step, we express (x + iy)k and (x - iy)l, -I, - k in terms of solid harmonics according to Eq. (3.15). Then we couple 
the two solid harmonics according to 

'max (2) 

jI~l(r) 317,"(r) = L (1m I + mzl/lm Il/zmz> rl, + I, ~~ I '?lI;n, + m, (r) , (3.20) 
I~ 1m ", 

which is an immediate consequence ofEq. (2.7). Finally, we introduce the new summation variable q = II - k to obtain, for 
Eq. (3.19), 

'?lI~' (V) F I-I'(r) = L [ (2/1 + 1)!(2/2 + I)! ] 112 r" + I, - Zq (~~)I' - q It, (r) 
, , q>O (2/1 - 2q + 1)!(2/2 - 2q + I)! ( - 2)qq! r dr r" 

I, + I, ~~ 2q (2) 

X L (Ill -/2111 - qll - ql/2 - qq -12> y~, -I, (rlr) . (3.21) 
I~ II, -1,1 

In order to obtain a result of the same structure as Eq. (3.9), it is necessary to have the I-summation as the outer sum and the q
summation as the inner sum. The summation limits of the I-summation would then be III - 121 and II + 12 • The limits oftheq
summation follow directly from the triangle condition of angular momentum coupling, which yields 

O<,q<,(ll + 12 - 1)12 =.1.1. (3.22) 

With these summation limits, we obtain, for Eq. (3.21), 
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I, + I, (2) 

'3Ii: (V) F I~ I'(r) = I n -I'(r/r) 
I~ II, -1,1 

X~[ (2/ 1 + 1)!(2/2+ I)! ]112(11_/1 / _ 1 _1 / _ -I> 
/::'0 (2/1 - 2q + 1)!(2/2 _ 2q + I)! I 2 I q I q 2 qq 2 

X rl, + I, - 2q (~~)/' - q II, (r) . 

( - 2)qq! r dr r' (3.23) 

On the other hand, if we set m l = II and m 2 = -/2 in Eq. (3.9), we obtain 
I, + I, (2) 

'3Ii: (V) F I~ I'(r) = I (Ill -/21/1/1112 -/2> r;,1, (r) Yi' -I'(r/r) . (3.24) 
I~ II, -1,1 

Comparison of Eqs. (3.23) and (3.24) yields the folldwing relationship which clearly demonstrates the group-theoretical origin 
of the numerical coefficients that occur in the q-summation: 

r; dr) = I [ (2/1 + 1)!(2/2 + I)! ] 112 (Ill -/2111 - ql, - ql/2 - qq -12> rl, + I, - Zq (~~)/' -- q II, (r) .(3.25) 
,. q~O (2/1-2q+ 1)!(2Iz -2q+ I)! (1l,-lzl/,/,l/z-lz> (-2)qq! r dr r' 

In the next step, we express the quotient of Gaunt coefficients in terms of 3jm-symbols according to Eq. (2.6). We obtain 

(
/,-q 12-q I)(/,-q Iz-q I ) 

r _ .:11 [ (21d!(2Iz)! ]I/Z 0 0 0 I,-q q-/2 Iz-/, rl,+I,-Zq (~~)/,-q };,(r) 

r;,1,( ) - q~O (2/, - 2q)!(2/2 - 2q)! (/01 Iz I) (I, 12 I) (- 2)qq! r dr r' 
o 0 I, - Iz 12 -II 

Fortunately, all 3jm-symbols occurring here can be expressed in closed formz6 

(1
0
', j2 j) = ( _ 1)(J, + h + JI/2 [ (J, + jz + j)!(J, - jz + j)!(J2 - jl + j)! ] I/Z 

" 0 0 (JI + jz + j + 1)1 

X W, + jz + j)/2)! , 
((J, + j2 - j)/2)!((J, - jz + j)/2)!((J2 - j, + j)/2)! 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

( ~' jz j)=(-lV-J,+mx[ (2jtl!(Jz-j,+j)!(JI+j2+ m)!(J-m)! ]. (3.28) 
1, - jl - m m (JI + j2 + j + 1)!(J1 - j2 + j)!(J1 + j2 - j)!(J2 - jl - m)!(J + m)! 

Ifwe insert these expressions into Eq. (3.26), we find that most terms cancel. After some algebraic manipulations we finally 
obtain, where 111 and cr(l) are defined in Eq. (2.9), 

.:11 (-111) ( - cr(l) - 1/2) (1 d )/, - q }; (r) .) (r) = '" q q 2q r' + I, - Zq _ _ _, _ . 
(1,1, £.., I d I, q ~ 0 q. r r r-

(3.29) 

This representation of the function r;,I, (r) is much more compact than the equivalent expression for the functiongi,l, derived 
by Bayman. z7 We started from Eq. (3.9) which contains Gaunt coefficients, whereas Bayman started from Eq. (3.7) which 
contains Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. Hence the introduction of Gaunt coefficients instead of C1ebsch-Gordan coefficients 
leads to a substantial simplification of the numerical coefficients and to an improved applicability of the result. 

IV. APPLICATION OF THE SPHERICAL TENSOR 
GRADIENT-FOURIER TRANSFORM METHOD 

Fourier transformation can advantageously be used to 
derive new representations for the function ri,l, (r) defined in 
Eq. (3.9) because a differential operator is transformed into a 
multiplicative operator which usually can be handled much 
more easily. Hence in this section, we shall require that the 
following two integral representations exist: 

FI(p) = (21T)-3/2 f e- ip·r FI(r)d 3r , 

FI(r) = (21T)-3/2 f eir
•
p FI(p)d 3p. 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

We now use the Rayleigh expansion of a plane wave Eq. 
(2.12) to express the function FI( p) as a spherical harmonic 
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I 
multiplied by a radial integral 

FI(p) = ];(p) Y/(p/P) , (4.3) 

];(p) = ( - i)'p-'/z L" r 3/2JI + Inlpr)};(r) dr. (4.4) 

Ifwe insert these relationships into Eq. (4.2), we obtain an 
integral representation for the radial function}; (r): 

};(r)=il r- l12 L"'P3/2JI+1I2(rp)];(p)dP' (4.5) 

By similar means, we can derive an integral representation 
for the function r;,1, (r). We use 

'3I / (V) eir
•
p = '3I / (ip) eir

•
p (4.6) 

together with the Rayleigh expansion Eq. (2.12) and the cou
pling rule of two spherical harmonics Eq. (2.7) to obtain 
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1m ., (2) 

= I (Im l + m21/1mlI/2m~> 
I=lrnlll 

X il + I, Y7" + m'(r/r) 

X r - 112100 

p" + 3/2 JI + 1/2 (rp)];, (p) dp . 

(4.7) 
Ifwe compare Eqs. (3.9) and (4.7), we immediately obtain an 
integral representation for the function r~,I, (r): 

rL,(r) = i/+I'r- 112100 

p" +3/2 JI+ 112 (rp)];,(p) dp. 

(4.8) 

With the help of the integral representations (4.5) and (4.8), 
we want to derive new differential operators which yield 
";,1, (r) when applied to h, (r). The differential operators we 
are looking for have to transform p 3/2JI, + 112 (rp) into 
p" + 3/2JI + I/Z (rp). As we shall show in this section, this can 
be accomplished by a suitable application of known differen
tial properties of the Bessel functions of the first kind. We use 
the well-known relationships 

( 
1 d)m "J () ,,- mJ ( ) -- z vZ ==Z v-mZ' 
Z dz 

(4.9) 

( 
1 d)m - "J () ( l)m - v - mJ ( ) -- z "z= - Z v+mz, 
Z dz 

(4.10) 

to obtain immediately 

(
1 d)m -- xVJv(xy) =ymx"-mJv m(xy) , 
X dx 

(4.11) 

( 1 d)m "J() ( l)m m -,,-mJ () - - x ,. xy = - y x ,,+ m xy . 
x dx 

(4.12) 

These relationships can also be combined to give 

( 
1 d)m 2m _ 2V( 1 d)m "J ( ) -- X -- X xy 
x dx x dx ,. 

= ( - It yZmx " 'J,,(xy) , (4.13) 

( 
1 d)m 2,. + 2m( 1 d)m -- X -- X 
X dx X dx 

'J,,(xy) 

(4.14) 

By a suitable combination of these differential relations, we 
can derive the following differential operators which con
nect the functions h. (r) and ";,1 (r): 

";,1, (r) 

= r . I· I(~ !£.)illr I, + I, t I I I(~ !£.)ilL h, (r) , (4.15) 
r dr r dr rl. 

,,;,1, (r) 

= r'( + :Jil/
' rl, - I. ·1-1 (+ :Jill 

rl+ Ih(r), (4.16) 
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";,I,(r) 

= r-I-I( + ~)il"rl' -I, + 31 + 1(+ :JilI'r 21- I 
X (+ :,)',-Irl, + I h, (r) , (4.17) 

";,1, (r) 

( 1 d )ill (I d )ill = r' --; dr r I, + I, - 31 - I --; dr r 21 t I 

X (~ !£.)/- I, h, (r) . 
r dr r" 

(4.18) 

It should be noted that the differential operator in Eq. (4.17) 
is meaningful only if 12>1 holds. Analogously, Eq. (4.18) re
quires 1>/2 , The symbols.::11 and.::1/2 were defined in Eq. (2.9). 

These new representations for the function ";,1, (r) seem 
to differ significantly from Eq. (3.29) which was derived by 
direct differentiation. Nevertheless, their equivalence can be 
proved quite easily. As an example we shall now prove the 
equivalence ofEqs. (3.29) and (4.16). Ifwecombine Eq. (3.13) 
and the theorem of Leibniz we obtain, after some algebraic 
manipulations, 

( 1 d )il/. (1 d )ill ill. 1,-, -- 'r" 1,-1-1 -- rl,+Ih,(r) = I I (-IV 
r dr r dr , c. Ole 0 

X2s+
' 

(-.::1/21-(.::111 + 1/2),(/1 -s)!( -/2 -1/2)1 

(II -s - t)!S!t! 

( 
1 d )/, -\ 1 h (r) 2, 21- I I, 

--; dr ~. 
(4.19) 

We now introduce the new summation variable q = s + t 
and obtain, after an elimination of t and some manipulations 
with Pochhammer symbols, 

X 2qr I, + I, - 1- 2q(~ !£.)/' - q h, (r) 
r dr rl, 

X 3FZ( - q, - ..:j Iz,.::1II + 1/2; - 11,12 - q + 3/2; 1) . 
(4.20) 

The generalized hypergeometric series ]F2 in Eq. (4.20) can 
be expressed in closed form with the help of the summation 
theorem of Saaischiitz2X 

3F2(a,b,c;d,e; 1) 

= F(d)F(1 + a - e)F(1 + b - e)F(l + c - e) ,(4.21) 
F(1 - e)r(d - a)F(d - b )r(d - c) 

which holds for terminating hypergeometric series 3Fl 

whose parameters satisfy 

a+b+c+l=d+e. (4.22) 

This summation theorem yields, for the terminating hyper
geometric series in Eq. (4.20), 
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JF2( - q, - ,1/2,,1/1 + 112; - 11'/2 - q + 3/2; I) 

( - ,1 I )q ( - a(/) - !)q 

( -/1)q( -/2 - !)q 
(4.23) 

Inserting this expression into Eq. (4.20) shows that Eqs. 
(3.29) and (4.16) are indeed equivalent. The equivalence of 
the other representations for the functions ri,l, (r) can be 
proved by the same technique. When we proved the equiv
alence of Eqs. (3.29) and (4.16), we found still another repre-
sentation: 

( 
I d )1, - s 

X -- rl,+ I/',(r). 
r dr 

(4.24) 

Which one of the representations for ri", (r) presented in 
this article or of the equivalent formulas ofSantos4 or Stuart 7 

is best suited for practical applications cannot be decided 
without explicitly considering the functional form of /', (r). 
Nevertheless, we think that because of the large number of 
functions /" (r) which are of interest, it should be advanta
geous to ha~e as many representations as possible available. 

As the generalization of the spherical tensor gradient, 
the differential operator 

(4.25) 

may be considered. It was used by Santos,4 Rowe,s and Stu
art 7 or, in the book of Brink and Satchler,29 in connection 
with multi pole expansions. If we apply this operator to a 
spherical tensor we may derive the following integral repre
sentation: 

v2n ;'?I~I(V) F~2(r) 

1m ", 121 
= I (Im l + m2111m11/2m2) 

I ~ In,," 

X G 7,11, (r) Y;'" + m'(rlr) , (4.26) 

G 7,~,(r) 

= i' t I, + 2nr - 112l'" p2n ~ I, + 3/2J
I 
+ 1/2 (rp) ft, (p) dp . 

(4.27) 

For these radial functions G 7,~, (r), explicit expressions may 
be derived quite easily. For instance, combining Eqs. (4.13) 
and (4.15) yields 

Gnl (r) 1,1, 

= rl(J.. ~)nrn - 21- 1(J..~)n+LJlrl' + I, + 1+ I 
r dr r dr 

X (J.. ~)LJI' /', (r) . 
r dr r' (4.28) 

Also, if we combine Eqs. (4.14) and (4.16), 

G7.~,(r) 

= r- I-I(J.. ~)nrn + 21+ I(~~)I! +Lil, rl, - I, - 1- I 
r dr r dr 

X - - rl, + I/" (r) . ( 
I d )LJI 
r dr 

(4.29) 
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V. SOME PROPERTIES OF B FUNCTIONS 

In this section, we want to discuss those mathematical 
properties of reduced Bessel functions, defined in Eq. (2.14), 
and their anisotropic generalization, the so-called B. func
tions, defined in Eq. (2.17), which are needed for the repre
sentation of the spherical delta function 8;" in terms of B 
functions. 

As can be seen from Eqs. (2.15) and (2.17), B functions 
have a relatively complicated analytical representation. 
Nevertheless, as we could show recently, the Fourier trans
form of a B function is of exceptional simplicity30: 

B- m (a p) = (2lT)-3/2 J e - iporB m (a r)d 3r n,! , fl,l , 

2n + I - I 

= (2IlT)l12 a ;:,?t--;n(-ip). (5.1) 
[a2 + p2] I! + I + I 

It seems that the Fourier transform of a B function is more 
compact than the Fourier transforms of all other exponen
tially declining functions. Hence the Fourier transform of a 
B function may be considered as a kind of basic function in 
momentum space. This also explains why so many expan
sions of exponentially declining functions in terms of B func
tions or, equivalently, in terms of reduced Bessel functions 
could be derived, for instance,31.32 

n ( - I)n Pn! k xl! -Ie'· x = I 1/2 (x) , (5.2a) 
P=PTllIr1 

(2p - n)!(2n - 2p)! P 

{n12 if n is even, 
(5.2b) 

Pmin = (n + 1)/2 if n is odd, 

e-
X 

L~I(2x)= i (-2)T(n+a+t+l)k
r

.
I
!2(x), 

x r~O t!(n - t)!r(a + 2t + 1) 
(5.3) 

e - XL ~al(2x) 

(2 I) ~ (- 2)T(n + a + t + I) 
= n+a+ L 

r~O t!(n - t)!r(a + 2t + 2) 

(5.4) 

Here, L ~al is an associated Laguerre polynomial. It should, 
however, be emphasized that these expansions were not de
rived using Fourier transform techniques. Instead, they were 
obtained by a straightforward rearrangement of the polyno
mial part. 

The application of the Laplacian V2 to a B function can 
be expressed as3

) 

a- 2V 2B :'1 (a,r) = B :'1 (a,r) - B ';. I.l(a,r) . (5.5) 

Hence we see that the differential operator I - a- 2 V2
, 

which is essentially the differential operator of the modified 
Helmholtz equation, can be viewed as a ladder operator of 
the B function, 

[I - a-2V] B :'1 (a,r) = B '; _ I.l(a,r) . (5.6) 

This relationship can also be derived immediately from the 
Fourier transform of a B function, Eq. (5.1), because in mo
mentum space, the operator I - a- 2V is transformed into 
[a2 + p2]1a2. 

The repeated application of the Laplacian V2 can also be 
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expressed quite easily. We use the binomial theorem in con
nection with Eq. (5.6) to obtain 

a - 2VV2v
B ;', (a,r) = ,to( - 1)' (~) B;;' _ ,,/(a,r) . (5.7) 

In momentum space, the spherical tensor gradient 
~;"(V) is replaced by the solid harmonic ~;"(ip). Hence, 
from the Fourier transform of a B function, Eq. (5.1), it may 
be deduced that the application of the spherical tensor gradi
ent to a scalar B function yields a nonscalar B function,34 

m _ (417')1/2 c; m 0 

B n.1 (a,r) - ( _ al' & I (V) B n + 1.0 (a,r) . (5.8) 

Of course, this result may also be derived with the help ofEq. 
(3.12). 

The centerpiece of the theory of B functions has so far 
been the convolution theorem. 12.13 In the case of equal scal
ing parameters we have 

f B ~:" (a,x - y)B ;;:~" (a,y) d 3y 

X ,~o ( - I)' (~) B :"++n7'+-1, + I, -1-, + I,I(a,x) . (5.9) 

It is of some importance to note that Eq. (5.9) differs slightly 
from the form in which it was derived. In the original publi
cations, 11,12 overlap integrals as they occur in quantum 
chemistry were considered, whereas here we consider convo
lution integrals. Overlap and convolution integrals are con
nected by 

f B ~:" (a,x - y) B ;;:~" (a,y) d 3y 

= ( - l)m, + I, f B n~,,~t(a,y) B ;;::" (a,y - x) d 3y . (5.10) 

The convolution theorems of B functions were originally de
rived with the help of an addition theorem, 11,12 However, as 
we could show recently,9 these convolution theorems can be 
derived much more easily if one makes use of the fact that the 
convolution integral of two functions J and g can be repre
sented as an inverse Fourier transform,35 

f J(x - y)g(y)d 3y = f eix
•
p ](p)g(p)d 3p . (5.11) 

Here, ] and g are the Fourier transforms of J and g accord
ing to Eq. (2.10). Hence the simplicity of the convolution 
theorems of B functions 11,12 is a direct consequence of the 
simple analytical structure of the Fourier transform of a B 
function, Eq. (5.1). 

VI. THE REPRESENTATION OF THE SPHERICAL DELTA 
FUNCTION BY A B FUNCTION 

In this section, we want to show how the spherical delta 
function 

om(r) = (- 1)' ~m(V)o(r) 
I (2/- I)!! I 

(6.1) 
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may be represented by a B function. In this context it is 
advantageous to consider convolutions 

f J(x - y)g(y)d 3y 

instead of ordinary integrals 

f J(x)g(x)d 3X • 

(6.2) 

(6,3) 

A convolution integral exists for a relatively large class of 
functions J and g. In particular, a convolution integral 
usually remains well defined if J or g are distributions, and 
sometimes even ifboth J and g are distributions. The exis
tence of integrals like (6.3) is guaranteed only if much more 
restrictive conditions are imposed on J and g, An integral 
(6.3) need not exist if J or g is a distribution, and the integral 
of the product of two distributions is generally not defined. 

As we already mentioned earlier, a B function 

is classically defined only if the inequality n + 1>0 holds. In 
this section, we want to analyze how the above definition of 
B functions can be extended to such values of n where 
n + 1 < 0 holds, i.e., to those cases where 
(n + I)! = r(n + 1+ 1) in the denominator in Eq, (6.4) be
comes singular. It is obvious that such objects as B m 1- n.I' 

n = 1,2, ... , cannot be ordinary functions but have to be inter
preted as distributions. 

We shall show in the sequel that functionals containing 
B functions can be found that remain well defined even if the 
order n becomes negative and satisfies the inequality 
n + 1< O. With the help of these functionals, the distributive 
B functions can be identified. Our analysis will, to a large 
extent, be based upon the convolution theorem of B func
tions Eq. (5.9) and upon the differential operator 1 - a- 2V 2 

which acts as a lowering operator for B functions according 
to Eq. (5.6). 

Let us first consider convolutions with the scalar func
tion Bg,o which essentially corresponds to the Yukawa po
tential e - m /r because of 

(6.5) 

From Eq. (5.9), we then obtain 

f BKo(a,x - y)B;,,(a,y)d 3y = (417')1/2a- 3B;;'+ l,/(a,r). 

(6.6) 

The convolution of aB function with the function B g,o mere
ly increases the order n by one. Accordingly, Eq. (6.6) defines 
a raising operator for B functions. The inverse operator is the 
differential operator 1 - a- 2V2 because ofEq. (5.6). We now 
exploit the fact that the composition of the two ladder opera
tors must yield the identity. Accordingly, we apply the dif
ferentialoperator 1 - a- 2V2 to the convolution integral 
(6.6). We differentiate under the integral sign and obtain, 
with the help ofEq. (5.6), 
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I [1 - a- 2V;] Bg,o(a,x - y)B:;:/(a,y)d 3y 

= I BO_I,o(a,x - y)B:;:/(a,y)d 3y 

(417")112 m 
=--3-Bn,/(a,x), (6.7) 

a 
which obviously implies, with V x = V x _ y' 

[ 
-2 2] 0 0 ( ) (417")1/2 J;:( ) 1 - a V B 0,0 (a,x) = B _ 1,0 a,x = --3- u X . 

a 
(6.8) 

This result becomes much more transparent if we repeat our 
derivation in momentum space. However, in order to show 
that the above result is not restricted to B functions but that 
it is of a more general nature, we prefer to consider the con
volution of B g,o with a relatively arbitrary function 
fR3---+C. Concerning f, we only require that the Fourier 
integral (2.10) and (2.11) exist. With the help of Eqs. (5.1) and 
(5. 11) we represen t the con volu tion integral under considera
tion by an inverse Fourier integral, i.e., 

I BKo(a,x - y)f(y)d 3y = I eiX'PBg,o(a,p)l(p)d 3p 

= (2~:/2 I a2e:pp21(p)d3p. (6.9) 

Here, lip) is the Fourier transform of fix) according to Eq. 
(2.10). The application of the lowering operator 1 - a - 2V

2 

then again leads to Eq. (6.8), if we differentiate under the 
integral sign and use Eq. (5.6), 

I (1- a- 2V;] Bg,o(a,x - y)f(y)d 3y 

= I BO_I,o(a,x - y)f(y)d 3y 

= (417")112 (217")-3/2 I eix•p l(p)d 3p = (417")112 fix) . 
a 3 a 3 

(6.10) 

Hence we see that the application of 1 - a- 2
V2, which cor

responds to (a2 + p2)/a2, transforms the representation of 
the convolution integral (6.9) by an inverse Fourier integral 
into an integral representation for the function f 

So far, we applied some mathematical properties of B 
functions to find a new derivation of the well-known fact 
that the Yukawa potential e - ar /r is the Green's function of 
the modified Helmholtz equation. However, our approach 
can easily be extended to nonscalar functions. For instance, 
we set n l = -II in the convolution theorem (5.9) to obtain 

I B "'-, 1,'/, (a,x - y) B ;;::1, (a,y)d 3y 

417" Imax (2) 

= -3 L (Im l + m21/1m11/2m2) 
a 1~/m," 

X I~O ( - 1)' (~) B;;:':I:"-'-I_I+ 1,1 (a,x) . (6.11) 

Again applying the lowering operator 1 - a- 2V2 yields a 
functional which is perfectly well defined for sufficiently 
large values of n2 and 12 : 
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I B "'-, I, - 1,1, (a,x - y) B ;;:~/, (a,y)d 3y 

(6.12) 

In order to identify this distribution, we consider the special 
case that the other B function is scalar, i.e., 12 = O. After a 
rearrangement of quantum numbers, we then obtain 

I B"'-I_ I,/(a,x - y) B~ + l.o(a,y)d 3y 

= ((417")1/2/a3) B :;:1 (a,x) . (6.13) 

For a scalar B function, the convolution with the distribu
tion B "'- 1_ 1,1 has essentially the same effect as the applica
tion of the spherical tensor gradient according to Eq. (5.8), 
i.e., it produces a nonscalar B function of rank I: 

I B "'- 1- l,I(a,x - y) B ~ + 1.0 (a,y) d 3y 

= (_1)/(417"/a l + 3
) '3I;"(V)B~+I.o(a,x). (6.14) 

Consequently, the distribution B "'- 1_ 1,1 must be propor
tional to the spherical delta function 0;": 

B m (a x) = ( - 1)1 ~ 'ym(v)o(x) 
- 1- 1.1 , a l + 3 I 

=(2/-1)!!~O;"(x). (6.15) 
a l + 3 

In order to demonstrate the general nature of this result, we 
consider the convolution of the tempered distribution B "'- II 

with a relatively arbitrary function fR3---+C: . 

I B "'-I,/(a,x - y)f(y)d 3y . (6.16) 

Concerning f, we only require that the convolution integral 
as well as the Fourier integrals (2.10) and (2.11) exist. We 
could show recently that for the tempered distribution 
B "'- II' the Fourier and inverse Fourier transform can be de
fined with the help of a suitable regularization36 although 
these integrals may not exist in the sense of classical analysis. 
Accordingly, we can use Eqs. (5.1) and (5.11) to represent the 
convolution integral (6.16) as an inverse Fourier integral 

I B "'-/.t!a,x - y)f(y)d 3y = I eiX'PB "'- I,/(a,p)l(p)d 3p 

= 17" e '3I m( _ • )f-( )d3 (2/ )1/2 I ix·p 

I + I 2 2 I lp P P . 
a a +p 

(6.17) 

We again use the lowering operator 1 - a- 2V. Differentiat
ing under the integral sign in connection with Eq. (5.6) then 
yields 

I B "'- 1- l,I(a,x - y)f(y)d 3y 

(6.18) 

Finally, we use Eq. (4.6) to convert the Fourier integral in 
Eq. (6. 18) into an integral representation for the function fix) 
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onto which the spherical tensor gradient acts: 

J B"', 1.1 (a,x - y)f(y)d 3y 

= ( - 1)' ~,'(I;"(V)(21T)-3/2 J eix
•
p l(p)d 3p 

a"~ 3 

= (- I)' ~ ,"(l7'(V)f(x) , (6.19) 
a'+ 3 

In view of these results, we can distinguish three differ
ent kinds of B functions according to the magnitude of the 
order nEZ. 

(i) n> 1. These functions B ;;:, are absolutely summable 
and square summable, i.e., they belong to the space L I(JR3) 
and L 2(JR3). 

(ii) - f,;;;,n«O. These functions are tempered distribu
tions and are, in general, neither absolutely summable nor 
square summable. However, just as in case (i), they can be 
defined with the help ofEq. (6.4). 

(iii) n < -I. These B functions are derivatives of the 
delta function. They can only be defined recursively with the 
help ofEq. (5.6). Accordingly, we obtain from Eq. (6.15), for 
n = 1,2, ... , 

B':, ",1(a,x) = (-I)'(41T/a' t 3) 

X [1 - a- 2V2
]" I ;,(I;n(v)o(x) 

=(2/-1)!!(41T/a'+3)[I-a- 2V2]"-18;"(x). 
(6.20) 

In that context, it may be interesting to Hote that in contrast 
to coordinate space, no distinction concerning the magni
tude of the order n is necessary in momentum space. The 
analytical representation of the Fourier transform Eq. (5.1) 
remains valid for all orders nEZ. Nevertheless, the Fourier 
transforms B ~~, can also be computed recursively. It is an 
easy matter to show that the functions B ;::, are unique solu
tions of the functional equations 

B;;:,(a,p) = (a 2/(a2 +p2))B;~ l.I (a,p), 

B ;~,(a,p) = ((41T)I/z fa') :(17'( - ip) B ~~ + ,,()(a,p) , 

B () I,D (a,p) = a- I (21T2) - 1/2. 

(6.21) 

(6.22) 

(6.23) 

These functional equations clearly show the intimate rela
tionships between B functions, the differential operator of 
the modified Helmholtz equation, the spherical tensor gradi
ent, and the delta function. These relationships also show 
that because of its simplicity, the Fourier transform of a B 
function may be considered to be a kind of basic function in 
momentum space, 

From Eq. (6.22) we can immediately see that the appli
cation of the spherical tensor gradient to a non scalar B func
tion is equivalent to the coupling of two solid harmonics. 
Since a spherical tensor gradient and a solid harmonic trans
form identically under rotations, we must have the same 
coupling law 

:!I;~"(V) d/~'(V) = I (Iml + m2!/lmll/zm2) , ~ '",,,, 
(6.24) 
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Combining this result with Eqs. (5.7) and (5.8) yields 

'~Ij""(V) B m, (a x) 
11 1l"L' 

'",,,, (2) 

= ( - a)" I (Im l + m21/1m11/2m2) 
,- '""" 

.J.' (.d) t rn] +- n1 2 XI(-I) B,,!, .. , tJ(a.x). 
I'" () t 

(6.25) 

This relationship is structurally almost identical with the 
convolution theorem of B functions, Eq. (5.9). This similar
ity is easily understood if we take into consideration that we 
can also derive Eq. (6.25) by inserting Eq. (6.15) into the 
convolution integral (6.12). 

Ifwe compare Eq. (6.25) with the general results that 
were derived in Secs. III and IV, we see that the application 
of the spherical tensor gradient to a nonscalar B function 
leads to particularly simple expressions. Another advantage 
of Eq. (6.25) is that distributions which occur if 
nz + 12 - t < 0 holds cannot be overlooked, whereas the gen
eral expressions in Secs. III and IV require some caution. 
Hence particularly for exponentially declining functions, it 
may well be the most convenient approach to express the 
function under consideration as a linear combination of B 
functions and then apply the spherical tensor gradient ac
cording to Eq. (6.25). 

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The spherical tensor gradient ':'.IJ;"(V) is a differential 
operator which transforms under rotations like an irreduci
ble spherical tensor of rank I. Therefore we can use the well
known angular momentum coupling rules if we apply the 
spherical tensor gradient to a function F[':'(r), i.e., to a func
tion which also transforms under rotations like an irreduci
ble spherical tensor. With the help of angular momentum 
algebra, the result can be represented in terms of radial func
tions. Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, and spherical harmon
ics. The only quantities in this representation which depend 
upon the special nature of the function F;':'(r) and are not 
completely determined by the rules of angular momentum 
coupling are the radial functions. Hence, one has to find 
differential operators which when applied to the radial part 
of Ft(r) yield the radial functions representing the product 
.!I;"(V) F;':(r). 

Different methods for the derivation of such differential 
operators are discussed in this article. One method which 
was introduced by Bayman" exploits the fact that the solid 
harmonics ,'!I,' '(r) have a particularly convenient form. 
Therefore it is relatively easy to find a closed form represen
tation for the special products ,~Ij~(V) F, '(r). We showed 
that the result of Bayman27 can be simplified considerably if 
the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients are replaced by Gaunt co
efficients, because then some inconvenient numerical coeffi
cients that occur in the differential operators can be ab
sorbed in the Gaunt coefficients. The computation of the 
Gaunt coefficients even for high angular momentum quan
tum numbers poses no problems because a very fast and reli
able program is available. IX 

We also used Fourier transforms to derive alternative 
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representations for the differential operators. Fourier trans
formation has the advantage that it converts a differential 
operator into a multiplicative operator which usually can be 
handled much more easily. The differential operators which 
were obtained with the help of Fourier transforms differ con
siderably from the ones which were derived by direct differ
entiation. Nevertheless, their equivalence could be proved 
explicitly. 

Closely related to the spherical tensor gradient is the so
called spherical delta function {j ,. In this article, convolu
tion integrals with the spherical delta function were studied. 
We derived representations of the spherical delta functions 
in terms of B functions which may be considered as general
izations of the well-known fact that the Yukawa potential is 
the Green's function of the modified Helmholtz equation. 
With the help of these results, we could extend the definition 
ofthefunction B ;;:,(a,x) to all nEZ. Classically, aB function 
is only defined if n + /';;.0 holds. We are now able to identify 
the B functions, for which n + 1<0 holds, with derivatives 
of the delta function, including the spherical delta function 
{j , as a special case. 

We investigated the spherical tensor gradient and the 
spherical delta function because we found that they are of 
particular importance in multicenter problems. As we shall 
show elsewhere the general results presented here can be 
used profitably in connection with addition theorems and 
multicenter integrals, which are of special importance in 
quantum mechanics of molecules. 
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We present the derivation of a useful formula for evaluating commutators of the form 
[A,f(B)] and [J(A ),B], where the nested commutators [A,[A,[ ... [A [A,B ]} .. ]]] and 
[[( .. {[A,B ],B }··],B ],B] do not vanish in general. The use of this formula is illustrated by a simple 
example. 

PACS numbers: 02.30.Tb 

I. INTRODUCTION II. DERIVATION 

In many problems in modern physics, one is confronted 
with evaluating commutators of the form [A,f(B)] and 
[J(A ),B] where A,B are operators with some or all of their 
nested commutators, [A,[ .. {A,[A,B]J. .. ]] and 

Since we will deal with anyf(B) which can be written as 
a power series in B 

[[ ... [(A,B ],B } .. ],B] nonvanishing, and f(B) and f(A ) are 
functions of the operators A and B. Below, we derive a gen
eral formula for evaluating these types of commutators when 
f(B) andf(A ) can be written as a power series. 

It is quite likely that this result is known to many people 
but the author has not seen it anywhere in the form presented 
here. Of course, some special cases of it appear in the litera
ture, I e.g., for [A, exp B] which is certainly useful but by no 
means exhausts all the possibilities. 

Before continuing, let me just state the result. For those 
who already know it or those who just want the answer, they 
need read no further. 

oc 1 
[A,f(B)] = L -(a~f(B))[[ ... [(A,B],B}··],B], 

n ~ I n! 
(1.1) 

00 1 
[J(A),B] = I -[A,[A··{A,[A,B]}··]](a~f(A)), 

n ~ 1 n! 

where there are n nested commutators in the nth term. The 
usefulness of this formula arises from the fact that all the 
dependence on B (A ) is to the left (right) of the commutators. 

A note for mathematical purists: In (1.1) we have taken 
derivatives with respect to an operator. This is, in general, an 
ill-defined operation, but sincef(B) can be written as a power 
series in B, we need only define what we mean by aB : aB 

Bn = nBn - I . Thus the only reason for using the notation a B 

is that it reproduces the result we would get if B were a 
number. 

In Sec. II we present a derivation of (1.1), and in Sec. III 
its use is illustrated by a simple example. 

'" 
f(B) = I anB", (2.1) 

n=O 

we must first evaluate [A,B n
]. The result, which is proven 

below, is 

where (~ ) are the standard binomial coefficients 

(
n) n! 
m = m!(n - mIl' 

and CdA,B) is given by 

CI(A,B) = [A,B], 

C2(A,B) = [[A,B ],B], 

C, (A,B) = [[···[[A,B ],B }··],B]. 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

That is, in C, (A,B) there are I nested commutators. Usually, 
we will write C, and omit the dependence on A and B. 

We will prove (2.2) by induction. For n = 1, (2.2) gives 

[A,B] = nto Bmc l _ m(:) = C I = [A,B]. 

Now suppose that (2.2) holds for an arbitrary n. We have 

[A,B" j I] = [A,B rI]B + B nCI 

n I (n) = L BmC
I1

_ m B+Bnc1, 

m:-O m 

but C,B = C,+ I + BC,; thus 

= C + 1+ ni
2 

[( n ) + (n )]Bm+ ICn_m + (n + I)BnCI 
n m~O m + 1 m 

n - 2 (n + 1) n (n + 1) 
= Cn + I + IBm + ICn _ m + (n + l)B nCI = I m B mCn +- I - m' 

m~O m+I m~O 
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Thus it holds for n + 1, and we have proven (2.2). 
Below, we will need the form for arbitrary derivatives of 

I(B). From (2.1), this is easily seen to be 

00 m' ak/(B) = I am . , Bm-I. 
m~1 (m -l). 

(2.5) 

We now have, combining (2.1) and (2.2), 

[A,J(B)] = f n:f anBmCn_m(n). 
n~lm~O m 

but 
00 n-l 00 00 

I I M m •n = I I M m •n , (2.6) 
n=lm=O m=On=m+l 

therefore 

00 00 (n) [A,J(B)] = I I anBmCn_ m . 
m=On=m+1 m 

Replacing m with n - m gives 

00 00 (n) [A,J(B)] = I I anBn-mCm 
m=ln=m m 

00 I 
= I (<J';/(B))-Cm , 

m=1 m! 

which is (1.1). 
In the same manner, we arrive at 

[f(A),B] = f Cm(A,B)_1 a';/(A), 
m=1 m! 

where 
Cm (A,B) = [A,[A,[ .. {A,[A,B ]J. .. ]]J. 

III. EXAMPLE 

We will consider the case where/(B) = exp B, then 
a'lt I(B) = I(B), and we have 

00 C 
[A,expB] = expB I ~. 

m=1 m! 

Consider 
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(3.1) 

eBAe- B =A + eB [A,e- B] 

=A +eB(e- B mtl Cm(A~~B)) 
~ Cm(A,B) 

=A+ L ' 
m=1 m! 

which is the standard result. 1 

Now let us show that AI' Y = (eb)1' V, where AI' Y is the 
Lorentz transformation generated by exp((i/2)Ml'ybI'Y), an 
element of the Poincare group with bl'Y = - bY}J-' Consider 
the standard result. 2 

(i/2)M~vb~Vp - (1I2)M,,,,b "~V _ A (ip 
e a e - a /3' 

Taking P a = A and M}J-Y b}J-v /2 = B, we have, using (1.1) or 
(3.1), 

but 

[Pa,Ml' ybI'V/2] =iba{iP{i' 

and thus 

Cm (Pa,Ml'y b I'Y) = (it(b m)/3p{i, 

where 

(b m) {3 = b v'b v'b v' ... b Y"'b {3 
a a v, "2 Vrn ~ I Vm 

with repeated indices summed. Thus 

(i/2)M~.»"vp - (i/2)M",»'" _ ( b) /3p 
e a e - e a /3' 

and we have AI' Y = (eb)1' Y. 

(3.2) 

'e. Itzykson and], B. Zuber, Quantum Field Theory IMcGraw-Hill, New 
York, 1980), p. 70. 

'L. Fonda and G, e. Ghirardi, Symmetry Principles in Quantum PhYSics 
(Marcel Dekker, New York, 1970), p, 276. 
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This paper considers nonclassical fields (tensor distributions) of the form 70Il, where OJ) is the 
Dirac delta function for a movingp-dimensional submanifold of R " (0< p<n). The density 7 is a 
classical (smooth), rank-k tensor field on R n + I. The main result of the paper is the development of 
formulas for the distributional derivatives of such fields. The derivatives considered are the 
absolute differential (Levi-Civita connection), the covariant derivative along a given vector field, 
the divergence operator, the exterior differential, and the exterior codifferential. The resulting 
derived fields are shown to reflect the underlying geometry of the submanifold n as well as the 
nature of its motion. In the special case p = n, it is seen that the jump conditions on fields at the 
boundary of the region n arise naturally from the distributional calculus. 

PACS numbers: 02.40.Vh, 02.30.Sa 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In a recent paper I it was shown how distribution theory 
(generalized functions) may be used to treat the topic of jump 
conditions on fields with either jump discontinuities or 0-
function singularities on a moving surface. This topic was 
previously discussed in a paper of Costen,2 which showed 
the applicability of this topic to certain aspects of electro
magnetic field theory. Because there are numerous circum
stances where fields occur with singularities on moving 
points, curves, or solid bodies (as, for instance, in the charge 
and current fields which occur as sources in the Maxwell 
equations3

), it seems desirable to extend the treatment to 
submanifolds of all dimensions. At the same time it proves 
beneficial, for applications and geometric insight, to enlarge 
the dimension of the space in which the submanifolds move. 
The paper4 of Estrada and Kanwal uses distributional meth
ods to study the case of a hypersurface moving in n-dimen
sional space. Thus, I would like to extend herein their treat
ment to submanifolds of all dimensions and also to broaden 
their distributional calculus to include the standard differen
tial operators from differential geometry. 

The subject of this paper then is the study of Dirac ten
sor distributions 70n, where n is a movingp-dimensional 
submanifold of R n (0< p<n) and 7 is a rank-k, smooth tensor 
field on R ,,+ I. In the case where 7 is antisymmetric (a differ
ential form), 70Il is known as a current (after de Rham). The 
definition and discussion of these distributions is given in 
Sec. II. The distributional derivatives considered are: the 
absolute differential \1, the covariant derivative \1 x along a 
vector field X, the divergence operator div, the exterior dif
ferential d, and the exterior codifferential d '. The calculation 
of the action of these operators D on 70 Il is accomplished in a 
coordinate-free manner by using Theorem 1 from Sec. III 
and the transport theorem (from continuum mechanics). It is 
shown in Sec. IV that D applied to 70Il gives a nonclassical 
field of the form 

q 

D(70Il) = AOal1 + BOil + IC,.\1,,(-)Oj!' (1 ) 
1= 1 

Here an denotes the bOUl1dary of n and VI' ... , Vq are unit 

vector fields which are mutually orthogonal and normal to n 
at each point during the motion. The tensor densities A, B, 
C I , ... , Cq are intimately connected with the geometry and 
motion of n. As a corollary it is also shown in Sec. IV that if 7 

is a classical tensor field which is smooth except at the points 
on a moving (n - 1 )-dimensional submanifold n of R n (hy
persurface), then 

D !7l = !D7l + ([7]8v)0£). 

Here! 7l denotes the distribution determined by 7, V is a 
vector field normal to n, [7] = 7 + - 7_ is the jump in 7 
across n in the direction V and the product 8 depends on the 
particular operator D chosen. Comments on the nature of 
the decomposition shown in Eq. (1) are presented in Sec. V. 

Examples and applications of this work to field theory 
are numerous and extensive, some of which, in the limited 
form available at the time, were presented in the papers pre
viously cited. 1.2,4 In a sequel' to this paper, I have presented 
applications of the distributional calculus for Dirac tensor 
distributions as developed here in its general form. 

II. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 

This section serves to outline some of the concepts and 
definitions which are needed in this paper. Unexplained con
cepts may be found in standard references on differential 
geometry and distribution theory.1> 

(1) Submanifolds: In the n-dimensional space R " a p
dimensional submanifold n and its (p - 1 )-dimensional 
boundary an are considered to be smooth and to be parame
trized by maps a:U --.n and A:I--.an, where UCRP and 
ICRP I are the parameter domains (more general situa
tions can be reduced to this by using coordinate neighbor
hoods). It is assumed that, with a given, the boundary para
metrizationA is coherently onented with a. 7 One has that 
aa/au p ... , aa/aup are vector fields along n which form a 
basis for the tangent space at each point. Let q = n - p and 
let V I' ... , v q be unit vector fields along n which at each poin t 
are normal to fl, mutually orthogonal to each other, and 
such that det(aa/au I' ... , aa/aup , 1'10'''' v q ) > O. This last 
expression denotes the determinant of the n X n matrix 
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formed by using the indicated vectors as columns. The 
outward directed normal to an is the unit vector field v 
along and an such that det(aA las l , ••• , aA lasp _ I' v, VI' ... , 

V q ) > 0 on an. (The choice of terminology here is just for 
convenience of reference.) By a standard partition of unity 
argument one can extend VI' ... , vq , and v to vector fields on 
all of R n. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate these concepts for sub
manifolds of R 3. 

(2) Content/orms: With regard to the choice of frame VI' 

... , Vq in the normal bundle, the content form for n is defined 
to be the differential p-form 

Here i"m denotes the interior product operator (contraction 
with V m , and sometimes denoted by V m J) and rr is a content 
form (volume form) for R ". In a similar fashion the content 
form for an is taken to be 

aw = i"i,., i", ... i,," (rr). 

The integration of w over n gives the content-or measure of 
n (when it is finite): 

( w = ( w = ( a*(w). 
In J(~UI Ju 

The last equation is the change of variables formula and 
a*(cu) is the pullback of w by means of a, which in this case 
works out to be 

Xdu l 
/\ du 2

/\ ••• /\ dup
• 

(3) The mean curvature normal: This is the normal vec
tor field f.1 along n which is given by 

1 q 

f.1 = - I f.1mV", , 
p "'~ 1 

where f.1m = - (div(v m) + !.% ~ I [v m' Vs ] oVs). The bracket 
[ ,] is the Lie bracket and the dot is the dot product arising 
from the metricg. One can think off.1s as the mean curvature 
of n relative to V s ' and, in the case where p = n - 1 and 
q = 1, f.1llp gives the usual mean curvature for a hypersur
face in R" . Another interesting case is where p = 1 and 
q = n - 1, so that n is a curve in R n 

• Let I be a unit tangent 
vector to n and suppose that I, VI' v 2, ••. , Vq is the distin
guished Frenet frame along n. Then one can show that 

where Kl is the first curvature of n. One also sees that when 

p = 0 

2567 

p = 1 

FIG. I. Normal bundleframes ! v, I for a 
moving point and moving curve. 
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p=2 p=3 

FIG. 2. Normal bundle frames 
I v, I for a moving surface and mov
ing solid body. 

n is a point (p = 0), then f.1 = 0 (by choosing the Vi'S to be 
constant) and that when n is n-dimensional, f.1 = 0 by con
vention. 

(4) Kinematics: A motion of the submanifold n in R n is 
modeled by means of the flow ¢, generated by a vector field 
Von R n (V is thought of as a velocity vector field). One 
considers n, - [¢, (x) IXE n 1 = ¢, (n ) as the submanifold 
into which n has deformed over the time interval t. Similar 
comments hold for an, = ¢,(an). Parameterizations for n 
and an are given by a,=¢,oa and A,-¢,OA. One assumes 
also that the extension of the normal fields VI' ... , V q' V along 
n and an to all of R n, as mentioned in (1) above, has been 
done so that VI' ... , v q restricted to n, is an orthonormal basis 
for the normal bundle to n, and that V restricted to an is the 
outward directed normal. 

(5) Tensor distributions: The tube in R n + I swept out by 
the submanifold n moving in R n is ii = [(¢, (x),t )lxE n, 
tE R 1 l, and the Dirac delta distribution for n is defined by 

<lh ItP) = LtPW = l(L,tPw) dt 

= l(LtP(a, (u),t )a~(w)) dt, 

where tP is a scalar field on R n + J with compact support. If r 
is a rank-k tensor field on R n + J, then rt)l1 is the rank-k 
tensor distribution defined by 

(rt)h Ie) = (t)11 Iroe). 

Here e is a rank-k tensor field on R n + I with compact sup
port. 8 The dot product above is defined more generally as 
follows: If (T is of rank k + m, than (ro(T) is the rank-m tensor 
field with components given by 

(The product in the other order, (Tor, is defined in a similar 
but distinct fashion.) This, of course, relies on the metric 
which one uses on R n + J. The results to be derived require a 
flat metric, and so I will assume that g = !.7: / gii dXi ® dx' 
(Cartesian coordinates) with gii = ± I for each i. The metric 
on R n is taken to be g = !.7~ J gii dxi ® dXi. 

(6) Distributional derivatives: The extension of the dif
ferential operators from acting on classical fields to acting on 
distributions is achieved by means of duality and is designed 
to yield the customary results when restricted back to classi
cal fields. If T is a tensor distribution (or current, where 
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appropriate), one defines 

(VTIO) = - (Tldiv(e), 

(div(T)le) = - (TIVe), 

(VxTle) = (VTIX®e), 

(dTle) = (Tld'e), 

(d'TlO) = (Tide). 

Here e is a tensor field or differential form of appropriate 
rank and with compact support. 

If e is a vector field on R n + J, one can decompose it into 
spatial and time components: 

e=e +en+Je 
n + I' 

where e = l:7 ~ , e iei (Cartesian coordinates). Then if T is a 
scalar distribution on R n + " the spatial gradient of T is de
fined by 

- (VTIO) = (Tldiv(e) 

Of special concern to the results of the paper are distri
butions of the form C,'V v,(,)on, where Ci is a rank-k tensor 
field on R n + , and Vi is a normal vector field as mentioned in 
(1) above. The definition of such a distribution is 

(Ci·V v,(,)onle ) = (On I Ci·V v, (0). 

III. THE TIME DERIVATIVE AND SPATIAL GRADIENT OF 
on 

In this section the calculations of 0 (on )101 and V(on) 
are presented. These results, while being special cases of the 
results presented in the next section, are derived here and 
used to prove the results there. 

The first theorem allows me to derive all of the results in 
a coordinate-free manner which, I feel, is an improvement 
over previous methods. The theorem essentially gives (when 
I/J = I) a calculation of the Lie derivative of the various con
tent forms. Since in general Lv = ivd + div, the Lie deriva
tive of the content form 1T for R n is easy to calculate: 

L v1T = div1T = div( V)1T. 

Using Stokes' theorem, this gives the well-known divergence 
theorem 

( Lv1T = ( (V-v) O1T, 
Jfi Jan 

where n is an n-dimensional submanifold of R n. A general
ization of this is the following: 

Theorem 1: Suppose that n is ap-dimensional submani
fold of R n with mean curvature normal fl, with content form 
w = i,. .. ·iv (1T), and with content form ow = i,,iv .. ·i, (1T) for 

I q I 4 

the boundary on. If v is any vector field and I/J any scalar 
field on R n, then 

( Lv(¢w) = ( (V-v)I/J ow - ( P(V-fl)I/Jw 
In Jm Jil 

+i r (V-vjHV",¢)w. 
I-t)fl 

(2) 

Proof The Lie derivative is expressible in the form 
Lv = div + ivd. Using this, the product rule for the exterior 
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derivative d, and Stokes' theorem, one gets 

i Lv(I/Jw) = ir div(¢w) + ivd(¢w)] 

= lI/Jivw + ( ¢ivdw + (iv(d¢l\w) 
an In )n 

=A+B+C. 

The rest of the proof consists of showing that the three terms 
A, B, C coincide with the three corresponding terms in Eq. 
(2). 

(A ) With regard to the parametrization A of on the dif
ferential form i vW pulls back to 

A *(ivw) = det(OA , ... , ~, V, v,, ... , V q ) 

os, oSp __ 1 

Xds' ds2 
... dsP '. 

Expressing V in terms of the natural basis 

OA OA 
V=a'-+"'+ap l---

OSl oSp , 

+bv+c,v, +",+CqVq , 

the above determinant is seen to reduce to 

bdet , ... , ,v,v" ... ,'l-q -bA (ow). (
OA ~ ,)_ * 
os, oSp _ , 

But b = V·v and so one sees that 

A * [ I/Ji vW] = A * [ (V.v)I/J ow ], 

which shows that the term A coincides with the first term in 
Eq. (2). 

(B) To see that the term B coincides with the second 
term in Eq. (2), one takes the differential form 

ivdw = ivd i,. "·i,. 1T , q 

and simply commutes the operator d past i,., ... i,.", It is con
ceptually simpler to do this in two stages. First by viewing 
the identity diu + iad = La as a commutation relation and 
using the fact that d1T = 0, one arrives at 

q 

dw = I ( - l)m - 'i,., .. -L"m ... i,.,,1T, 
m =_ I 

where in the mth term Lv replaces ( in the producti, ... ·i,. . 
In '" I <{ 

Next, looking at the mth term of i vdw, one can commute Lv", 
past i, .. ·i,. by using the commutation relation 
Lui" ~'fhILa : i la.b I' If one uses the facts that La 1T = div(a)1T 
and that ia ib 1T = - ib ia 1T, then one arrives at the identity 

q - , q 
(3) 

+ ~ ~ i .... iv· .. i[, . J ... i. 1T L L 1 1 1 m ,', \4 

m -=- I s"-=- m + 1 

The notation here is that, in the mth term ofthe first summa
tion, i v replaces iv in the product i ..... i,. and, in the m, s 

m I 4 

term in the double summation, i v replaces i,.m and i[ "m"\ ) 
replaces i" in the product i,., ... i,. Finally, one needs to 
evaluate the restriction of i vdw to the submanifold n. For 
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this, suppose that in the natural basis 

P aa q 

v= La; - + LN;v;. 
;~ I au; ;~ I 

Then, of course, 

N; = V'V; amd A ~s = [v m' Vs ] ·V;. 

Evaluating the individual terms in Eq. (3) gives 

a*(i ···i v···i 1T) "I Vq 

= det( aa , ... , aa ,VI' "', V, ... Vq ) du l ... duP 
aU I aup 

= N det( aa ... aa VI ••• v ... V ) du I ••• duP 
m a 'a ' , m' q 

U I up 

= Nma*(liJ), 

where iv and V occur in the mth positions. Also, 
*(. .. .) a I,., ···l v ···I[vm.,\]"··lvq 1T 

=det(aa , ... , aa ,VI"'" V,",, [vm'vs] ""Vq ) 
aU I aup 

Xdu l ... duP 

= [NmA:"s - NsA;;:s ]a*(liJ). 

In the above expression i v occurs in the mth position, and 
i[vrn.V,l occurs in the sth position. Using these calculations, 
one gets that 

a*(ivdliJ ) = a*([mtINm div(vm ) 

+ mt I s~ t+ I(NmA:"s - NsA ;;:s)]liJ) 

= - pa*(Wfl)liJ). 

The last equation follows from the definition of the mean 
curvature normal and the fact that the double summation 
above reduces to 

(C) In the expression 

iv(d¢1\ (u) = ivd¢l\(iv .. < 1T), 
, q 

one can commute d¢ past iv •. < by using the identity 
, q 

d¢ l\ia (7 = (Va ¢)(7 - ia (d¢ 1\ (7) 

which holds for any differential form (7. One then arrives at 
q 

iv(d¢l\liJ) = L (Vvm¢)iv, ... iv···i"q1T, 
m=l 

where in the mth term i v replaces il' in the product il' ···il' • 
m , q 

Using now an argument similar to that for part (E), one sees 
that 

a*[iv(d¢l\liJ)] =a*(Ltl(Vvm¢)(V'Vm)]liJ). 

which is what was to be shown. 
Theorem 1 and its proof contain many results which are 
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of importance in their own right. For the purpose of this 
paper, however, Theorem 1 together with the following 
theorem are instrumental in the calculation of a I at( TOn) 
and V(TOn). The following theorem arises in kinematics and 
the proof of it together with other applications may be found 
in a recent paper.9 

Theorem 2 (transport theorem): Suppose that ¢, is the 
flow generated by a vector field Von R n. If ¢ is a scalar field 
on R n + 1, (u a differentialp-form on R n, and fl ap-dimen
sional submanifold of R n, then 

~ ( ¢liJ = ( [a¢ liJ + LV(¢liJ)]. 
dt J",,(n I J",,(n I at 

While in general the transport theorem applies to any p-form 
liJ, I want now to apply it to the case where liJ is a content 
form for fl. One can easily see then how the last two theo
rems combine to give: 

Theorem 3: The Dirac delta distribution on for a mov
ing p-dimensional submanifold fl of R n has time derivative 
given by 

a 
- (on) = NOan - pMon + "N; V,. (')On· 
at "7- ' 

Here 

N = V·V, M = V'fl, and N; = V·v; 

are the velocities in the various normal directions. 
Proof Suppose that ¢ is a scalar field on R n + I with 

compact support. Then, using the definitions and the trans
port theorem, one gets that 

/\~ on I ¢) = - (On I a¢) = - (( ( a¢ liJ) dt 
at at JR In, at 

= - ( ~ (( ¢liJ) dt 
JR dt In, 

Now the first term in this last equation is zero since it is equal 
to 

lim IS ~ (( ¢liJ) dt 
'-00 _ s dt In, 

(4) 

But since ¢ has compact support, there is an r> 0 such that 
¢(x,s) = 0 for every xER. n and every s with lsi> r, and conse
quently both the integrals in (4) are zero for s large. With this 
established, the result of the theorem follows directly from 
Theorem 1 and the arbitrariness of ¢. 

Theorem 4: The Dirac delta function on has spatial gra
dient given by 

V(On) = -voan +PflOn - Lv;.V",(-)on. 
; 

Proof Suppose 8 is a vector field on R n + I with compact 
support and with no time component (8 = e). Then from the 
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-definition of V one has 

(V(Dn)[e) = - (Dn[div(e) 

= - 1[L, diV(e)liJ] dt. (5) 

Next note that 

div(e)liJ = div(e )i" .. -i" 1T 
, q 

= i ···i (dive 1T) 
VI Vq 

q 

= Lgi", ... i"q1T + I iv, ... i[v"g ]" .. i vq 1T. 
s=1 

This last equation is easily derived by commuting Le back
ward past i" ···i" . Now the integral of the first term over n , q , 

can be computed using Theorem 1 with", = 1 and V = e. 
One gets 

The integral of the other terms is computed as fol1ows: 

a*(i ... i[ g j ••• i 1T) 
t VI v r • v" 

(6) 

(
aa, aa, ) I 

=det - ... -- VI '" [v e] ··,v du ···dup 

a ' 'a ' , , s' , q 
U I up 

=a~((vs,Vv,e)liJ). (7) 

The last equation arises by expressing [vs ,fJ ] in the natural 
basis: 

using this in the second step, and noting that 

bss =vs·[v"e] =v,vv,e-vs'vgv, 

= v,V v,e (since Vs is a unit vector field). 

Integrating (7) over U now gives 

1 (Vs'V v,e )liJ. 
fl, 

Thus the integral of div(e) in (5) reduces to 

and this proves the theorem. 

(8) 

IV. THE DERIVATIVES V", diY, d, d, AND V" x OF DIRAC 
TENSOR DISTRIBUTIONS 

In this section the various distributional derivatives of 
TDn are calculated. The formulas involve a natural extension 
of the normal vector fields VI' "', v q , V, andJ1 connected with 
the moving submanifold n. In general, if 5 is a vector field on 
R n + I with no time components, 5n f- I = 0 (Cartesian co
ordinates), then extend 5 to a vector field t by taking the 
covariant components of 5 to be 

~i == Sf' i == l, ... ,n, 

t+1 = - V·s· 
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The following theorem and its corollaries are the main 
results of the paper. It should be noted that in the special case 
when r is a scalar field the various products: ®, A, and· are 
just scalar multiplication. 

Theorem 5: If T is a smooth tensor field on R " ' \, then 

V(r8j}) = [(VT- .fvi ®vv,r) +P)l®T]Dj} 

- (v®r)Dail - I(v, ®T),V v ,(·)8j}, 

div(TDn) = [( div(r) - .fVi.V,.,r) + p)l·r ]8(1 

If in addition r is a differential form, then 

d(T8j}} = [(dT- .fV,AV",T)+P)lAT]Dil 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

and the exterior codifferential d' is equal to - div on such 
currents. 

Proof Suppose that the rank of Tis k. To derive Eq. (9), 
let fJ be a rank-(k + 1) tensor field with compact support. 
Then 

(V(T8 11 )[e) = - (TD]) [div(e) 

- (D11 IT.div(e) 

- (8j} [div((J'T) - (VT)·(J ) 

- (Dn [div(e'r) + «(VT)8j} I(J). 

The first term is computed using Theorems 3 and 4 as fol
lows (for notational convenience the (n + 1 }th contravariant 
component of (J'T is denoted by (e'T) 0): 

- (DJ1[div(e'T) = - ~Dl11 div{tf;) + :t (O-T)O) 

= (VDj} Ie.';) + (:t 811 I ((J'T)O) 

- 0) = (8ail l - V'(O-T) + N(8.r) 

+ (Djl I p J1.f.ihl- pM (O-T)O) 

Several tensor product identities can now be used to put the 
above expressions in the form stated in Eq. (9). For example, -V·((J·T) - N (O-T)() = ii·((J·T) = (ii ® T)·8 

and -v.V,,(8·T) - NV V (((J'T)o) = ii·V,.((J·T) 

= (v ® V,.T)·(J + (ii ® T)·V,.e. 

Next, to derive Eq. (10) for the divergence operator, 
suppose that e is a rank-(k - 1) tensor field with compact 
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support. Then 

(div(rDji)18) = - (rDn IV8) 

= - (on Ir·V8) 

= (Dn Idiv(r)·8 - div(r·8) 

= (div(r)Dn 18) + (VDn 11'·8). 

But, calculating VDn from the result already proved [Eq. (9) 
with l' = 1], one gets that the second term in the last equation 
is 

(Dh I p fi·(r·8) - (aDn Iv·(r·8» 

- I(DI1Iv,.V,)r.{I i), 
, 

and these terms can be expressed in suitable form by using 
the identities: 

v.(r·8) = (v·r)·8, 

v·V,.(r·8) = (v·r)·V,.8 + (V·V" 1')·8. 

Finally, if one assumes that l' is a differential form, then 
Eq. (11) for the exterior derivative follows easily from Eq. (9) 
for the absolute differential. The reason for this is that 
d' = - div on the differential forms. Thus, if 8 is a (k + 1)
form with compact support, then 

(d(rDh)18) = (rDnld '8) 

= - (rDn Idiv(8) = (V(rDn)18). 

Substituting the expression for V(rDn) from Eq. (9) into this 
last equation, one arrives at the desired results after applying 
the following identities (some of which require that the con
nection be flat): 

(Vr).{1 = (dr)·8, 

(v® 1')·8 = (v A 1')·8, 

(v ® V v 1')·8 = (v A V,.7)·8, 

(v®r)·V,,(8) = (vAr)·V,,(8). 

One should also note that V vB is antisymmetric. 
The last assertion about the operator d' is easy to see: 

(d'(rDh)18) = ( rDhld8 ) 

= (Dn Ir·dB) = (Dn Ir·V8) 

= (rDn IVB) = - (div(7Dn )18). 
Corollary 1: The covariant derivative along a vector 

field X on R " + I is given by 

V x(rDn) = ([ V xr - +v;'Vv,(X ® 7)] + (pfiX)1' )Dn 

- (v.X)1'Dah - I(v;.X)1',VvJJDj]. 
; 

Proof The proof follows from Eq. (9) and some tensor 
identities. 

As special cases of the corollary one can take l' = I and 
X a constant unit vector field either (1) in the time direction 
to get the result in Theorem 3 or (2) in the jth spatial direc
tion to get the jth component of the vector expression in 
Theorem 4. 

Another corollary to the last theorem is what amounts 
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to a special case of it. Suppose that il had dimension n - 1 
and that VI is a normal vector field along il chosen as men
tioned in Sec. II. Suppose that l' is a rank m tensor field on 
R n + I with components 1';,00';", that are smooth functions on 
R n + I/n. Assume that the limits 

(7,./) (x,t) = lim 1'; .. ; (x + cvdx),t) \m± £ .... 0 Im-

exist for each t and each point x on ill' and let [1'] = r + - r _ 
be the jump in l' across ii. Furthermore, let 11'] denote the 
distribution determined by rand V1', div(r), dr, and V xr 
denote the functions obtained by differentiating 7 where it is 
smooth (off ii ) and assigning arbitrary values on n. Then one 
gets the following: 

Corollary 2: With the proper choice of content form 1T 

on R n, the distributional derivatives of a tensor field l' which 
is smooth except across a moving hypersurface n are lo 

Vir] = (Vr] + VI ® [1']Dn 

divlr] = Idiv(r)] + VI '[7]Dn 
Vx l7J = \Vxr] + (vl·X)[r]t'>h· 

Furthermore, if l' is a differential form then 
d Ir] = (dr] + VIA [r]Dh 

d'lr] = Id'1'] - VI '[7]Dh' 

Proof I will assume that the hypersurfaces ilt are rea
sonable ones, namely that, for each t, R n is the union of two 
n-dimensional submanifolds M ± (t) with common bound
ary which contains ilt. The labeling can be done so that VI 

points into the region M + (t). Now 1T is the content form for 
M ± (t), and I will assume that it is chosen so that when 
aM + (t) is coherently oriented with M + (t) the outward 
nonnal V + toM + (t) is such that v+ ,;; - VI and v_ = VI' 

Next let M + be the tube swept out in R n + I by M + (t). One 
can construet two smooth tensor fields T + on R n .j: I so that 
T ± = 7 on M ± /n and T ± = 7 :t on if (cf. the schematic 
Fig. 3). From this, one gets that 

! rj = T +D,/W, + T _D./W 
and (approximately) 

DaM r = DaM '?£Dn· 

Applying Theorem 5 to T ± D,/W + and noting that in each 
case f1 ± = 0 and v;± = 0 (by convention) one arrives at 

V17] = VT+DM, + VT_Dj,j 

-V+®T+DaM, -v_®T_DM 

= (V7] + VI ® [r]Dj]. 

The assertions about the other differential operators are thus 
seen to follow in a similar fashion. 

T --+ 

-- -'- T_ 

V1 
--------~--)~--~)Rn 

.o.t Mpl 

FIG. 3. Schematic extensions Idot
ted lines) of a tensor field (solid line) 
with jump discontinuity across the 
hypersurface n,. 
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v. CONCLUSION 

In conclusion I would like to include a few comments 
concerning the derived expressions. These are directed to
ward questions as to the form and geometrical significance of 
these expressions. 

If D stands for one of the differential operators V, V x' 
div, d, d', then the results of the last section gives thatD (r8n ) 
may be expressed in the form 

(12) 

There are other forms in which this result may be expressed, 
but the advantage of the form above is that it is a disjoint 
decomposition in the sense that if 

D(r8n )=A'8an +B'8n + IC;.V,J)8n , 
i 

then A = A ' on an and B = B " C 1 = C; , ... , C q = C ~ on ii. 
Thus, in particular, the equation D (r8n ) = 0 allows one to 
equate the coefficients in (12) to zero. 

To comment further on the nature of expression (12), I 
will only consider the operator D = V x which has the famil
iar geometric interpretation of being the partial derivative in 
the X direction (on classical fields). Then since 

(V x(8n )itf) = - (8n idiv(tfX), 

one could write that 

Vx (8n ) = -div[(·)X]8n · 

However, this fails to capture the underlying geometric sig
nificance of this derivative of the delta function. For the sake 
of example, consider the cases of a solid body Sf, a surface S, 
a curve C, and a point ii all moving in R 3 as shown in Figs. 1 
and 2. The formulas from the last section give in these cases: 

V x(O.if) = - (v.X)8aM , (13) 

V x(8s ) = - (v·X)8as + 2H(vl,X)8s - (vl,X)V", (·)8s, 
(14) 

2 

- I (Vi ·X)V,J)8c. (15) 
i= 1 

3 

V x(8ii ) = - I (V i ,X)V,,J)8a· (16) 
i= 1 

Here the freedom in the choice of the normal vector fields Vi 

has been exploited to obtain simpler formulas. For M there is 
no choice to make. For S the normal field vIis determined up 
to a sign but the mean curvaturenormal,u = Hv}> whereH is 
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the mean curvature, is the same regardless of the choice of v l' 
For the curve C with unit tangent vector lone can always 
choose VI and Vz so that I, VI' Vz is the distinguished Frenet 
frame along C. Then VI is the normal, Vz the binormal, and 
,u = KV1, where K is the curvature function for C. In the case 
of a moving point ii one can choose VI' vz, and V3 to be any 
constant unit vector fields on R 3 (which are mutually orthog
onal and positively oriented) to obtain formula (16). 

A particularly nice feature of these formulas is that the 
normal derivatives in the direction X = - V yield Dirac del
ta functions (a generalization of the well-known fact that the 
derivative of Heaviside's function is Dirac's delta function): 

Vx (8M )=8aM , 

V x(8s) = 8as , 

V x(8c ) = 8ac . 

Thus one sees how the geometry of the submanifold, except 
in the case of a point (which has no geometry), influences the 
form of the derivative, and this to a greater extent the greater 
the dimension of the submanifold. 

'David E. Betounes, J. Math. Phys. 23, 2304-11 (19821. 
'Robert C. Costen, J. Math. Phys. 22, 1377-85 (198Jl. 
"'In the notation established later in the paper pOt and JOt represent charge 
and current distributions along a moving curve C. Also pOs represents a 
moving charged surface and Jos a moving current sheet. 

4R. Estrada and R. P. Kanwal, J. Inst. Math. App!. 26, 39-63 (19801. 
'David E. Betounes, "Applications of nonclassical field theory I: Electro
magnetic diffusion" (submitted for publication I. 

'Some standard references for differential geometry and distribution the
ory are: (al S. Kobayashi and K. Nomizu, Foundations of Differential 
Geometry (Wiley, New York, 1963 and 19691, Vols. I and II; (bl Yvonne 
Choquet-Bruhat, Cecile deWitt-Morrette, and Margaret Dillard-Bleick, 
Analysis, Manifolds, and Physics (North-Holland, Amsterdam, 19771; (cl 
Walter Thirring, A Course in Mathematical Physics (Springer-Verlag, 
New York, 19781, Vo!' I; (dl Francois Treves, Topological Vector Spaces, 
Distributions, and Kernels (Academic, New York, 19671. 

7See Ref. 6(bl p. 208. 
"The definition of TOi) can be motivated by the following consideration. If 

11 = I a( I ) I IER J is the world line of a moving point in R 3 and if p is a con
stant, then the definition gives 

( po" I If!) = L pt,b(a(tj,tj dt 

and pO" represents a particle which chargep moving in R 3. This should be 

contrasted with the Dirac delta function for a point x = (Xo,tol in space
time. Here the definition is 

and so pOx represents a particle with charge p which only exists at the 
instant 10 in time and the point Xo in space. 

9David E. Betounes, Am. J. Phys. 51, 554--560 (19831. 
'"These formulas generalize the ones given in Ref. 6(bl, p. 369. 
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The representation of stationary Gaussian processes in terms of filtered Gaussian white noise is 
studied. Known results are extended from the finite-dimensional case to the dimension-free case; 
hence, in particular, to Gaussian random fields. In particular, the following result is proved for 
usual Gaussian processes: Physical realizability is equivalent to realizability. 

PACS numbers: 02.50. + s 

INTRODUCTION 

In the present study, "process" means "centered and 
stationary Gaussian process." 

0.1. Markov realization 

The operator of time derivation is denoted D. If X and K 
are two locally convex Hausdorff spaces (l.c.H.s.), L (X, K) 
denotes the set of alI linear and continuous maps: X ---+K. In 
particular, End X = L (X, X) denotes the set of all endomor
phisms of X. The transposition A---+AT maps L (X, K) in 
L (K " X '). The usual theory of Markov realization I is first 
recalled. A process (g, ) on the line with values in RP is called 
realized in dimension n if (g, ) is a linear observation of a 
process S = (s, ) with values in Rn 

, S satisfying the following 
two conditions (a) and (b): 

(a) 3A T EEnd W such that 

DS - AT S = N, (0.1) 

where N denotes a Gaussian white noise. 
(b) The stochastic process S is physically realized by 

filtering N, i.e., there exists a causal filter 
hT EL 2(R+, End Rn) such that S = hT *N 

If the covariance of So is invertible, this implies 
hT (t) = exp+(tA T) and AT asymptotically stable, i.e., each 
eigenvalue of AT has a negative real part. Therefore, 

3B TEL (Rn
, RP), (g,)=BT(s,), (0.2) 

and the spectral densities Sg of the realizable processes can 
be characterized: Sg is rational in the scalar casep = 1, and 
of rational type (4.1) for p > 1. The realization of processes 
with a given spectral density of this type has been studied 
extensively. 

Realizable processes are important, since they have ex
tended the domain of applicability of Kolmogoroff's and 
Ito's techniques from differential systems driven by Gaus
sian white noises to differential systems driven by Gaussian 
realizable processes (gl) and with independent white noises 
dW /dt. The idea is to replace a stochastic differential equa
tion 

(0.3) 

by the stochastic equation of I to type satisfied by the process 
(s,' TIl)' with values in IR n 

Ell IR P: 

Physically, this means that for differential equations 
with colored input arising in nonlinear filtering, stochastic 
control, random mechanics ... , an auxiliary differential equa
tion (0.1) and an appropriate observation map BT can be 
built up in order that the colored input (gl ) is well modelized 
by (BTs,). 

0.2. Problems concerning Markov realizations 

This leads to several problems. 

A. Problem of stability and of approximate realization 

Practically, the processg arising in (0.3) is an approxi
mation of a given physically realizable process g'. Is it possi
ble to realize g'? Can the realization of g be considered as an 
approximate realization of g'? 

NB: In usual realization methods, the probability space 
used for the construction of the process (s, , 1], ) depends on 
Sg. Hence, a probabilistic study concerning an infinite set of 
spectral densities is difficult using this approach. 

B. Problems concerning driving signals generated by 
distributed parameter systems 

Sometimes the driving signal (gl ) is a linear observation 
of a distributed parameter system; and the equation govern
ing the state (s, ) of this system is of the type (0.1), with RN 
replaced by an appropriate functional space. What kind of 
observed signals are obtained in this case? Since computers 
work only with finite sets of numbers, how can the observed 
signal (BT S,) be approximated by a signal possessing a finite
dimensional realization? 

C Problems concerning driving signals, generated by 
observation of random fields 

Often, the driving signal (gl) is an observation of a ran
dom Gaussian field (c l , x), x belonging to some open subset! 
ofRd

; C is statistically characterized by an experimental cor
relation function. But, viewing C as a vector-valued process 
(C,) with values in fiJ'(!), (C,) is, in general, not governed by 
an equation of the type (0.1). In order to construct realiza-
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tions and approximate realizations for (gt), is it possible to 
realize (Ct )? The problem of realization of random fields is 
also of interest in connection with partial differential equa
tions (p.d.e) with random coefficients. Consider, for exam
ple, a random field (u t • x) on ]R Xl, a solution of the heat 
equation 

Dtut. x = ct.x ..::lu,.x + boundary conditions. (0.4) 

The fields U and C are replaced by the corresponding 
vectorial processes (Ut ) and (Ct ). If (Ct ) is a linear observa
tion of some auxiliary "Markov" process St generated by a 
Gaussian white noise, then (St; Ut) is the solution of a vector
ial Ito's equation; hence, Kolmogoroff's and Ito's construc
tive techniques can be applied. 

For these reasons, an extension for arbitrary nand p of 
the usual realization theory is needed. In the formulation 
given below, only stationary-centered Gaussian processes 
are considered, even if other applications are possible. In the 
present case, techniques of functional analysis seem to be 
more appropriate than usual techniques of probability the
ory, since singular linear transforms of Gaussian measures 
are used. Hence, triplets and cylindrical processes (c.p.) are 
used: This means that, for any fixed time t, the random vari
able (r.v.) St is identified with the corresponding linear pro
cess (1. p.) x--+(5t , x). This 1. p. is defined on some space in 
duality with the space where the probability distribution of 
5t lives. For these reasons, transpositions A--+AT, B--+BT ... 
are frequently used. 

Section I gives the notations and introduces the concept 
of c.p. (gt) physically realized by filtering a given Gaussian 
white noise. The connection with the usual concept of reali
zability is: 

If the values of (gt ) are linear processes on a finite-dimen
sional vector space Y, up to an isonomy, (gt) is physically 
realizable for filtering some Gaussian white noise iff the 
stochastic process with values in Y' defined by (gt) is phy
sically realizable, in the usual meaning. 

Section 2 gives a dimension-free extension of Doob's 
result characterizing the ATEEnd]R" such that O.l(a) and 
O.l(b) are true for some process (5t). Evidently, an additional 
hypothesis is needed for the infinitesimal generator, since 
"unbounded operators" are introduced, and since the expo
nential of such operators are not defined, in general. The 
direct part of the characterization is. 

0.3. Direct assertion: Necessary conditions for the 
construction of 5 

Let X be the completion of a barreled space Xi for the 
scalar product (Cx, x), where C is symmetric, positive, 
and injective EL (Xi' X n. Let t--+exp tFbe a semigroup of 
operatorsEL (Xi) = L (Xi' Xi)' Let(5t )be a continuous c.p. 
on the line, with values I.p.'s on Xi such that 

(i) VI, the covariance of 5t is C, 
(ii) D5 - FT 5 is a Gaussian white noise N, 
(iii) 5 is physically realizable by filtering N. 

Then, necessarily, the semigroup (exp IF) defines by con
tinuous extension a semigroup of contractions t--+exp tA 
in X, satisfying the following condition: 
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VxEX, II(exp tA )xllx--+O if t--+oo. (C) 
The assertion 2.3 shows that, conversely, for any Hil

bertian data of this type, a corresponding continuous c.p. (5,) 
satisfying (i), (iii), and 

(ii') D5 - AT 5 is a Gaussian white noise N 
can be constructed. In the particular case where dim X = n 
is finite, this gives Doob's characterization of A: A is asymp
totically stable, i.e., all eigenvalues of A satisfy Re A < O. In 
Sec. 2.5, the spectral density of any linear observation 
(gt) = (BT5t) of the c.p. (5t) is computed; since the usual 
expression of this density, in the finite-dimensional case, has, 
in general, no meaning in the dimension-free case, another 
expression is proposed [see (2.8)]. We also prove that the 
realized c.p. (g,) is necessarily physically realized by filtering 
N; but the converse property is not evident. For example, in 
the one-dimensional case, it was not known whether scalar 
processes with spectral densities of the type exp( - jcu I), or 
(1 + (()2)" with a < - ~ ... , are realizable. The results of 
Secs. 1-3 are combined to prove the following theorem: 

0.4. Theorem of simultaneous realization 

For any Gaussian white noise N, a c.p. (5), as previously 
defined, can be constructed such that all c.p. physically 
realized by filtering N are realized by observing 5. 

Since no restriction on dimension is assumed, this 
theorem gives a solution to the problems Band C (Sec. 0.2). 
As an illustration, explicit realizations are given in Sec. 4 for 
Gaussian random fields on ]R X]Rd with spectral measure 

(0.5) 

with a < - (d + 1)/2 and 5 = (51 ... Sci ), d = 0, 1... . 

Since all physically realizable processes generated by a 
given white noise N are realized simultaneously, the last 
theorem gives a method of resolution for the problem A. 
These results were announced in Compte-Rendus notes2 and 
Ref. 3. 

1. PHYSICAL REALIZATION BY FILTERING A GIVEN 
NOISE 

If X and K are two reaII.c.H.s., the space L (X, K) is 
endowed with the topology of uniform convergence on all 
finite subsets of X. If, for example, K is the Hilbert space 
L 2(n ) of all second-order random variables (r.v.), 
L (X, L 2(n )) is the space of all continuous second-order linear 
processes on X. Below we work only with centered 
REL (X, L 2(n )),i.e.,suchthatE(R, x») = OforallxEX.Such 
processes will simply be called "linear processes." 

1.1. Covariance and stochastic Hilbert space 

For REL (X, L 2(n )), thecovarianceisthelinearoperator 
C: X --+X' such that 

Vx,yEX, (Cx,Y)X'xx = E(R, x)(R,y»). (1.1) 

Then ker C = ker R. The canonical decomposition of 
the linear map R is X --+X Iker C--+Im R '-YtL 2(n ). Introduc
ingthecIosureofIm R inL 2(n land the completion Xc of X I 
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ker C for the scalar product (x;Y)f--+(Cx,y), the following 
factorization of R is constructed: 

j, 

X-+Xc -+ImR '-"!L 2(n), (1.2) 

where the central map is bijective and isometric. For this 
reason, Xc is called th stochastic Hilbert space of R, or of the 
positive quadratic form (Cx, x) on X. 

1.2. Cylindrical processes 

A cylindrical process (resp. a continuous c.p.) on the 
line, with linear process values on some I.c.H.s. X is a map 
(resp. a continuous map) (5,): R-+L (X, L 2(n )). The covar
iance of (5, ) is the map C g: R X R-+L (X weak, X' weak) de
fined in the following way for arbitrary t, uER, x and yEX: 

(1.3) 

Note that a c.p. is continuous iff the covariance is con
tinuous. 

A cylindrical process (5, ) is called stationary if 'iI h real 
(5, ) is isonomic with the translated cylindrical process 
(S,+h),; then 

Cg(t,u)=Cg-(t-u); Cg(-t)=Cg(t)T and'ilt 

the covariance of the linear process 5, is Cg (0). (1.4) 

1.3. Generalized cylindrical processes 

A generalized c.p. (s<p) on the line, with linear processes 
values on X is a linear and continuous map 
liJ(R)-+L (X, L 2(n )). 

It is convenient to write informally s<P = S s,ep (t) dt, 
even for a generalized c. p., which is not defined in the follow
ing way by a continuous c.p. (5,): 

'iI epEliJ (R) 'rI x EX, 

(s<p' x) = J ep(t)(s"x) dt. (1.5) 

In the same way, the covariance C g : liJ (R)2 -+L (X weak, 
X' weak) is defined mathematically in the following way, for 
arbitrary ep, t/tEliJ (R), x and yEX, 

(Cg(ep,¢)x,y) =E(s<p'y)(Sw,x»). (1.6) 

But it is convenient to write informally 

Cg(ep, ¢) = f f Cs(t, u)ep (t )¢(u) dt du, (1.7) 

and also Cit, u) = CIt - u) if(Sw) is stationary. 

1.4. Gaussian white nOise 

Let X be an I.c.H.s.; let XQ be the stochastic Hilbert 
space of (Qx, x), where Q is positive and symmetric 
EL (X, X '). The canonical injection of liJ (R) in L 2(R) is de
notedj. Identifying isometrically L 2(R, XQ) with a space of 
Gaussian r. v., the corresponding white noise N is the gener
alized c.p.: liJ(R) Ii9X-+L 2(R, XQ) defined by the composi
tion ofj Ii9jQ with the canonical injection L 2(R) Ii9XQ 
-+L 2(R, X Q)' A computation gives the covariance of N: 
CN = oo(t - s)Q. We write informally N<p = S N,ep (t) dt. 
Working only with stationary-centered Gaussian cylindrical 
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processes, with continuous stationary-centered Gaussian 
c. p., and with stationary-centered Gaussian generalized c. p., 
notations are simplified to "c.p.," "continuous c.p.," and 
"generalized c. p .. " 

1.5. Extension of the usual concept of linear filter 

In order to explain the connection between familiar lin
ear filters and the definition of linear filters given below, we 
first consider the particular case where X is a finite-dimen
sional Euclidean space. A linear filter adapted to N is usually 
defined as an element 

hT EL 2(R, L (X', Y')), ( 1.8) 

where Y' is the dual of some Euclidean space Y. The filtered 
process hT *N takes values in Y' and is given by 

f
+ oc 

(h T *N), = _ oc h (t - U)TNu duo ( 1.9) 

This process is defined by the following C. p. on the line 
with linear process values on Y: 

y f--+«(h T *N)T' y) = (L+: h (t - U)TNu dU,y). 

Hence using the transpose (h (t n T = h (t )EL (Y, X) of 
h(tf, 

«(hT *N)" y) = (Nu' h (t - u)y). (1.10) 

The rhs denotes the Gaussian r. V. associated by N with 
the element u-+h (t - u)y of the stochastic Hilbert space of N. 

The definitions (1.9) and (1.10) are not convenient in the 
infinite-dimensional case for the following reasons: 

.The spaceL (X', Y ') has no canonical Hilbertian struc
ture. 

.( 1.8) and (1.9) are not well adapted to the covariance of 
N. 
Therefore, (1.10) is chosen in order to define linear filter if 
dim X and dim Yare arbitrary. 

1.6. Linear filters 

IfY denotes a I.c.H.s, an elementhEL (Y, L 2(R, XQ)) is 
called a filter defined on Y adapted to N. The image of yE Yby 
this map is denoted t f--+h (t)y. Filtering Nwith this filter gives 
the c.p. g = h T *N such that 

'ilt, 'ilYEY, (g"y)=Nu(h(l-U)y). (1.11) 

The covariance of (gt ) can be computed 

(Cg(t)y,y') = ( (h(u)y,h(t+u)Y')Qdu. 
JUER 

(1.12) 

Hence using (1.6), (g,) is necessarily a continuous c.p. 
By the Plancherel theorem, 'rIyEY, the Fourier transform 
(FT) of h (l )y belongs to L 2(R, X Q ) and this element is denoted 
H (w)y. The following convention is used for FT: 

f
+ oc 

H (w)x = _ oc h (t)xe - ;tw dt. (1.13) 

Puttingh v (t)y = h ( - t )y,foryandy'fixedEY, thefunc
tion (Cg y, y') is the convolution, associated with the bilin
ear map defined by}he scalar product of X Q' of the vectorial 
functionshy'andh y.Hence,Y(Cg y,y')EL I(R).Moreover 
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for fixed t. (Cg (t lY. y') is separately continuous with respect 
to y and y' E Y. The spectral measure of g is defined by 
Sg = (21T)~ IYCg : This is a distribution on the line, with 
values inL (X. X'). For arbitrary YEY, (Sg y, y) is an integra
ble function on the line. and for almost all real OJ, 

(1.14) 

N.B.: Sg is not a measure. but a ~ -cylindrical measure.4 

1.7. Causal filter 

A filter h + EL (Y, L 2(JR, X Q)) is called causal if h + is the 
product of some element hEL (Y. L 2(JR +, XQ )). with the ca
nonical injection L 2(JR + • X Q )-+L 2(JR. X Q); sometimes we 
simply write h = h +. In order to connect FT and Laplace 
transform (L T). 

P 1---+ loc (h (t)x)e- PI dt. Rep;;;.O, (1.15) 

the FT is viewed as a function on the imaginary axis of the 
complex plane p = u + iOJ. Hence. for any causal filter 
hEL (Y. L 2(JR+. XQ)) andYEY, Hybelongs to the Hardy class 

H +(XQ) = Y(L 2(JR+. XQ))' (1.16) 

Any element in this Hardy class can be viewed as the 
boundary value of a holomorphic function on the right com
plex plane Re p;;;.O. 

1.8. Physical realizability by filtering a given white 
noiseN 

Let Nbe as before. A continuous c. p. (g, ) with values 1. p. 
on some I.c.H.s. Yis called physically realized by filtering N. 
(resp. physically realizable by filtering N) if there exists a 
causal filter hEL (Y. L 2(JR + • X Q)) such that g = h *N (resp. 
such that g is isonomic with h *N). 

2. ANALYSIS OF THE CONSTRUCTION OF <Sf) 
2.1. Definition 

First. the terminology used in the direct assertion (0.3) 
is detailed. 

Linear maps F and eft ) = exp tFEL (X; ) are given for all 
t;;;.O such that e(O) = Id(Xi ), eft lett ') = e(t + t ') for all t and 
t ';;;.0, and 

'ilxEX, h ~I(e(h) - 1)x - Fx-o in Xi if hlO. 

The generalized c.p. Ds and the c.p. FT S are respective
ly defined by (Ds)'P = - S D'P and (FT S/' x) = (SI' Fx) for 
arbitrary real t, xEX and rpEg; (JR). 

2.2. Proof of the direct assertion section 0.3 

Since X; is barreled, X; weak is quasi-complete; hence 
Ref. 5 shows that the canonical injectionj' of Xi in X is 
weakly continuous. Transposingj'. a triplet is built up: X ,-"X 
= X I ,-"X; such that the identity map Id X of X induces C. 

The causal filter kEL (Xi' L 2(JR. X Q)) generating (S, ) is intro
duced: 
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'ift. 'ilxEX;. (S"x}=Nu(k(t-u)x). 

Hence'ilrpE9(JR), 
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(S'{'. x) = Nu [f~+ ec

CO 

(k (t - u)x)rp (t) dt ], 

«(DS Lp , x) - (SD'P' x) 

= - [1-+x
oo 

(k(t-U)X)Drp(t)dt]. 

Therefore, the relation DS - FT S = N is equivalent to 
the following equalities of distributions on JR, with values in 

X Q ' 

'ilxEXi • D(k(t)x)-k(t)(Fx) = DO®{}QX). (2.1) 

For arbitrary xEX, thedistribution(k (t )x)dtvanishesfor 
t<;O. It is easy to show that (k (t )x)dt is represented for all t by 
a continuous function JR-+XQ' Frechet-derivable on 
]0, + 00 [. Hence, for arbitrary fixed t, k (t ) is defined 
EL(X;,XQ). 

We now prove 

'iI t;;;. 0, 'ilxEX, k (t)x = e(t)x. (2.2) 

In fact, the distributions represented by the functions 
ko(t)x = iQ(e +(t)x) vanish for t < 0, and satisfy the following 
differential equations on the line: 

D (ko(t )x) - ko(t )(Fx) = Do ® (}Qx). 

Hence 'iI xEX;, the difference I (t )x = k (t )x - ko( t )x is a 
continuous function JR-+XQ' vanishing for t<;O, solution of 

D (l (t )x) - I (t )(Fx) = 0. 

The following lemma, well known for Banach spaces 
valued and strongly derivable functions. will be used: 

Letf(t) be a Frechet-derivable map defined on 1=]0, 1[. 
with values in a barreled space X;, and let g be a Frechet
derivable map on I, with values in the weak space X;. 
Thenh (t) = (f(t), g(t) is a derivable numerical function 
and 

Dh = (D f,g) + (f, Dg). 

In order to prove (2.2), we prove only 

'ilyEXi , 'ilt l >0, (/(tdx,iQ y) = 0. (2.3) 

The following function defined for O<;t<;t l, 

h (t) = <JQ(y), I(t lIe(tl - t )x) 

vanishes for t = 0, has a vanishing derivative for 0 < t < t I' 
Hence h (td = 0; this proves (2.3) and (2.2). Therefore, 
x-+h (e(t )x) is a causal filter; hence 'ilxEX;, 

loo IliQ(e(t )x)11 2 dt = l"" (e(t )TQe(t lx, x) dt < 00. (2.4) 

Since Cs(O) = C = Id(X), Formula (1.16) gives 

'ilXEXi' (x, x) = (OC (e(u(Qe(u)x, x) duo (2.5) 
Jo 

Therefore 

«(F + Fl)X, x) = i oc 

«(F 7e(u(Qe(u) 

+ e(u(Qe(u)F)x, x} du 

= (OC d (e(u(Qe(u)x. x) 
Jo 

= lim (' ... 
[----+cr:. Jo 

= - (Qx, x) + lim (e(t )TQe(t lx, x). 
I,,, 
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In view of (2.4), the last limit vanishes. Hence, 

Q= _F_FT 

VxEX;. lim (Qe(t)x, e(t)x) = O. 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

The previous lemma shows that the function t-II (exp tF )x112 
is derivable; since Q is positive, 

( :t )11(exp tF)x112 = «(F + FT)(exp tF)x, (exp tF)x)<O. 

Hence Vt lliexp tF)X1l2<lIxII2. 
Hence exp tF defines by continuous extension a linear 

contraction of X denoted exp tA. The semigroup property of 
t-exp tA follows using a continuity argument from the se
migroup property of t-e(t). For any fixed xEX, the map 
t >--+(exp tA )x is the uniform limit of the sequence of contin
uous functions t f---+(exp tF)xn if Ilxn - xll-G. Hence 
t f---+exp tA is a continuous semigroup of contractions. More
over, the domain of the infinitesimal generator A contains Xi 
and A = F on Xi' Finally, V XEXi , 

D lIe(t )X112 = 2 (Fe(t )X, e(t)x) = - (Qe(t)x, e(t )x). 

Hence by integration and using (2.5), 

IIxl1
2 = - :~r:! L d (1Ie(u)X112) 

= IlxW - lim lIe(t )x112. 
1--00 

Hence II(exp tA )xll-G for t_ + 00 for all x belonging 
to the dense subspace Xi of X. Since II exp tA II < 1, the condi
tion (C) (Sec. 0.3) follows. This proves the direct assertion. 

2.3. Converse assertion, concerning 
the construction of S 
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Let t-exp tA be a continuous semigroup oflinear con
tractions of a real Hilbert space X, satisfying the condi
tion (C). Endowing Dom A with the graph norm, trans
posing the canonical injection of Dom A in X and A, we 
obtain a triplet Dom A '-'fX'-'f(Dom A )' and a bounded 
operator A '[,.t : X _(Dom A )' extending the transpose 
A T of the linear operator A of X. Then Q = - A - A ~t 
: Dom A-(Dom A )' is symmetric and positive 
EL (DomA, (DomA n. Endowing (DomA) with the 
norm induced by X, the map x_jQ(exp tA )x: Dom A 
_L 2(R, X Q) is an isometry whose continuous extension 
isdenotedx-jQ(exp tA)x. Then for any Gaussian white 
noise N with covariance c5o(t - s)Q, the restriction S of 
t = UQ (ext A ))*N to the subspace Dom A of X satisfies 
the three conditions: 

(i) Vt, the covariance of SI is Id (X), 
(ii) DS - AT S = N, where AT S is defined by 
(ATs"x) = (t"Ax), 
(iii) (St) is physically realized by filtering N. 

Proof: For arbitrary xEDom A, 

d 
-11(exp tA )x112 = 2(A (expA lx, (exp tA)x) 
dt 

= - (Q(exp tA )X, (exp tA )x). 
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* 

Since t----+II(exp tA )x112 decreases for small t - (Qx, x) 
<0 for arbitrary xEDom A. Hence Q is a positive symmetric 
element of L (Dom A,(Dom A n. Now, by integration of * on 
a finite time interval, 

L (Q(exp uA)x, (exp uA)x) du 

= IIxll2 - II (exp tA )xW· 

Using the condition (C), this gives for t-oo: 

LX> IUQ ( exp tA )x112 dt = Ilxll2. 

Hence the map x >--+jQ(exp tA )x is an isometry, hence 
admits an isometric extension X _L 2(R + , X Q)' Hence this 
extension, denoted abusively x_jQ(exp tA )x, is a causal fil
ter, defined on X, and adapted to any white noise N with 
covariance c5o(t - s)Q. Clearly the restiction S of t 
= jQ (exp tA )*N, to the subspace Dom A of X, satisfies (i) and 

(iii). Hence we show only Ds - AT S = N. 
Thenotationh (t)x = jQ(exp+ tA )xisusedbelowVxEX. 

For any xEDom A, h (t)x is a distribution on the line, with 
values in X Q' solution of 

D (h (t)x) - A (h (t)x) = D (h (t)x) - h (t)Ax 

= c5o(t ) ® UQx). 

By translation, this gives for arbitrary fixed real u: 

Dt(h (t - u)x) - h (t - u)Ax = c5u (t) ® UQx). 

Hence for arbitrary tpE~(R), xEDom A, 

«(Ds)'P - (A TS )'1" x) = ( - SD'P' x) - (s'P' Ax) 

= {Nu, - f (Dtp)(t)h (t - u)x dt 

-f tp (t) dt h (t - U)(AX)} 

= (Nu, (f c5Jt)tp(t) dt )®jQx) 

= Nu(tp (u) ®jQx) = (N'P' x). 

This proves (ii); hence the converse assertion is proved. 

2.4 Application to finite-dimensional processes 

In particular, Doob's result can be deduced from the 
direct and the converse assertion, using the following fact: 

An n X n real matrix A is asymptotically stable iff there 
exists an Euclidean structure X on Rn such that t-exp tA 
is a contraction semigroup in X, satisfying the condition 
(C). 

The condition is clearly sufficient. Conversely, if A is asymp
totically stable, then 

C = 100 

etA etA T dt 

is a symmetric positive regular n X n matrix satisfying A C 
+ CA T = - 1. Therefore, 

D(CetA TX, etA TX») 
T AT 

= «(CA T + AC)e'A x, e' x) 

= - II(exp tA T)x112<0. 
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Hence 'V r~O, (exp tA T) is a contraction in lRn endowed 
with the scalar product (ex, y). 

2.5. Expression of spectral densities 

The notations of the converse assertion are used. Then for 
arbitrary xEX, the functionp-jQ(A - p)-IX, holomor
phic for Re p > 0, belongs to the Hardy class H +(XQ ). If 
w---+jQ (A - iUJ - 0) -IX denotes the boundary value of this 
function, the following equality holds in L I(JR, dw): 

(Sg(UJ)x, x) = (IIjQ(A - iUJ - 0)-lxIIQ)2. (2.8) 

Proof (a) First we show 

Re p > 0 and xEX 

~ LX> etAe-ptx dt = - (A - p)-IX. (2.9) 

In fact, if u( p) denotes the Ihs of the last equality, u( p) is 
the Laplace transform (LT)ofu(t ) = (exp tA )X. Sinceu(p)isa 
linear and continuous function of the argument xEX, u( p) 
defines a linear and continuous operator of the complexifica
tionXC ofX. In particular, for xEDom(A ), u(t) is a solution of 
the initial value problem 

Du(t)-Au(t)=O for t>O, u(O)=x. 

Hence by LT: u(p)(p -A) =x, or u(p) = (p -A )-IX 
for xEDom A. Finally, (2.9) follows by continuous linear ex
tension. 

(b) The point (a) uses only the inclusion ofthe semiplane 
Re p > 0 in the resolvent set Res A of A. The additional L 2 
properties proved in 2.3 are used below. Let (x n ) be a se
quence in Dom A converging to xEX and E> O. Using (a), 

i'" jQetAe~· iwte - Ox dt = - }Q(A - iUJ - E)-IX. 

The norm of h (t)(x - x n) = iQ(exp tA) 
xix - xn)EL 2(JR+, XQ) is Ilx - Xn II. Fr,rany fixedE> 0, the 
sequence of functions UJ-}Q(A - iUJ - E)-Ixn converges to 
UJ-}Q(A - iUJ - E)-IX in L 2(JR, XQ)' 

Hence, 

'VE>O, 'VxEX, f iQetAe--h"te-ctxdt 

= - }Q(A - iUJ - E)-IX. 

This means that 'V xEX, the function p f---+} Q (A - p) - I X 
belongs to the Hardy class H + (X Q)' By Plancherel's 
Theorem, this function has a boundary value; this boundary 
value denoted by jQ (A - iUJ - 0) -IX is the FT of h (t )x. 

(c) Since g is physically realized by filtering N, using the 
causal filter x f---+h (t)x defined on X, (2.8) follows from (l.14). 

2.6. Comments concerning Formula (2.8) 

(a) The scalar products of the complexified spaces Xc 
and XQ are denoted, respectively, ( , ) and ( , )Q' These com
plexifications are viewed below as real vector spaces. By 
complexification of (2.8), 

'VxEXc, (Sg(UJ)x, x) 

= IliQ(A - iUJ - O)-Ixll~ 

= ((A - iUJ + O)*)-IQ ((A - iUJ - O)-IX, x). (2.10) 
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(b) If Res A contains some open interval I of the imagi
nary axis for arbitrary xEXc , the function (SgX, x) restricted 
to I is represented by (Fx, x), where F: I_L (XC) is contin
uous and defined by F(UJ) = (A - iUJ)*-IQ(A - iUJ)-I. In 
particular, if as in the finite-dimensional case, Res A con
tains the imaginary axis, then 

S~(UJ) = (A - iUJ)*-IQ(A - iUJ). (2.11) 

3. THE REALIZABILITY THEOREM 

In this section, the notations of 2.3 are systematically 
used. In particular, g denots any c.p. constructed as in 2.3. 

3.1 Definition of realizability 

(a) A linear observation of some c.p. g is defined by some 
BEL (Y, X), where Y denotes a I.c.H.s. The result of this 
observation is the c.p. BTg defined as follows: 

'Vt, 'VYEY, (BTg"y) = (g" By). 

(b) A c.p. (gt), with values I.p. on some I.c.H.s. Yis called 
realizable if ( g,) is isonomic with some linear observation 
B of some c.p. S. The number dim X is called the dimen
sion of the realization (B, g) of (gt). 

This agrees for dim X finite with the usual definition of 
realizations. 

3.2. The realizability theorem 

For any stationary Gaussian c.p. (gt) on the line, with 
linear process values on some I.c.H.s. Y, the following as
sertions are equivalent: 
(a) g is realizable, 
(b) g is physically realizable by filtering some Gaussian 
white noise, 
(c) there exists a real Hilbert space XQ and H: y-H (UJ)y, 
element of L (Y, H +(XQ )) such that the following equali
ties hold in L I(JR, dUJ): 

'VYEY, (Sg(UJ)y,y) = (1IH(UJ)YIIQ)2. 

Proof Two stationary continuous Gaussian c.p. on the 
line, with values I.p. on the same I.c.H.s. Y, are isonomic iff 
they have identical spectral measures. Hence using (l.14), 
(b)<=>(c). 

(a)~(b). Let (gt) be a realizable c.p., and let (g, B) be 
some realization of (g,). Since g is physically realized by 
filtering some Gaussian white noise N with the causal filter 
x_} Q (exp tA )x on X, B T g is physically realized by filtering N 
with the causal filter ~Q (exp tA ) BEL (Y, L 2(JR, X Q))' 

(b)~(a). Let XQ be a Hilbert space, and let Nbe the 
Gaussian white noise obtained by identifying isometrically 
L 2(JR, XQ) with a space of Gaussian r.v. Letg = h *Nbeac.p. 
physically realizable by filtering N with hEL (Y, XJ) with 
XI = L 2(R +, XQ)' We have to find a realization (s, B) of g. 
The semigroup cp( • )-cpt = cp (t + .) ofleft translation inXI 
is denoted t ~xp tAo Since this contraction semigroup sat
isfies the condition (C), g will be constructed using 2.3. 

Since the domain of the infinitesimal generator A = d / 
dt in XI is the Sobolev space H I(R +, X Q ), the dual space 
(Dom A )' is6 the space of all elements of H - I (JR, X Q) sup
ported by [0, + 00 [. The domain of AT is the subspace of 
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Dom A, consisting of all elements vanishing at the origin, 
andA T = -D. HenceQI= -A-AT=O!!ButQI#O 
since 'v'tpEDom A, Qltp = ootp (0). Hence, the stochastic Hil
bert space of the quadratic form (Q Itp, tp ) on Dom A is 
X Q, =XQ and the associated mapjQ, DomA~XQ, is 
tp f--+tp(0). Let N I: 9(R) ® DomA~L 2(R, XQ) be the white 
noise product ofj ®jQ, with the ca~onical injection of 
L 2(R) ®XQ in L 2(R, XQ)' Putting 5 = (jQ, (exp+ tA)) 
*N I, we have (b)=?(a), since for arbitrary time t, YEY, and 
with h = E, 

(h Ttl' y) = (N ~ ,jQI (exp+(t - u)A )(h ( . }y) 

= (N ~,jQI (h (t - u + .)y) 

= (N~, h (t - u}y) = «(NI*h T)"y). 

4. THEOREM OF SIMULTANEOUS REALIZATION 

In the last section, the following result has been proven: 

4.1. Theorem of simultaneous realization 

Let XQ be a Hilbert space and let N be a Gaussian white 
noise, obtained by identifying isometrically 
XI = L 2(R, XQ)with a space of Gaussian r.v. Thenac.p. t 
can be constructed such that for any I.c.H.s. Yand any 
causal filter hEL (y, Xd adapted toN, the c.p. hT *N physi
cally realized by filtering N, coincides with the observa
tion hT t of t. 

4.2. Connection with finite-dimensional realizability 

As is well known, if a process ( g, ) with values in some 
Euclidean space Y is an observation of some process (5, ) 
living in some Euclidean space X, then necessarily, the spec
tral density of ( g, ) can be written 

Sg(w) = R (icu)*R (icu)/IQ(icuW (4.1) 

with Q = real polynomial with all roots in the half-space 
Re p < 0, with R = polynomial of degree < deg Q, and with 
coefficients in L (yr , xe). Conversely, if a process (g,) with 
values in Yadmits a spectral density of this "rational type," a 
finite-dimensional realization of ( g, ) can be constructed 
easily. We show now how such realization is "imbedded" in 
the universal realization given by the theorem. In fact, let 
hEL (Y, L 2(R+, X))~L 2(R+, L (Y, X)) be such that 
Lr h = R (icu)Q(icu)~ I. Theng = h *N for some white noiseN 
with covariance o()(t - s) ® Id(X). Hence g = h T t by the 
theorem, where t, is for all t, a linear process on 
X = L 2(R+, X). Decomposing the rational fractionRQ ~ I in 
irreducible elements, it is easy to see that h takes values in a 
finite-dimensional subspace x~n of XI' invariant for all left 
time translations. Hence, h T 5 is, in fact, a linear observation 
of the restriction 5 fin of t to the subspace X ~n of Xl: this 
defines a finite-dimensional realization of g,. The theorem of 
simultaneous realization permits the study of approximate 
realizations, according to a given probabilistic criterion. We 
give a simple example. 

4.3. Approximate realization, according to the energy 

Let N be a white noise with covariance oo(t - s)Id(X), 
where X is a Euclidean space. Let g = h T *N be a process 
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physically realized by filtering N with the causal filter 
hEXI = L 2(R +, End X). A polarity argument 7 shows that 
the space 15' of elements EXI with FT of the type h = RQ ~ I 
(Q = real polynomials with all roots in the half-space 
Re p < 0; R = polynomial of degree < Q and with coeffi
cients EXe

), is dense inX I • Hence there exists a sequence (h n ) 

in 15' ® Xwith limit h inXI , endowed with the natural Hilber
tian norm. Hence the processes gn = (h ~)t have finite-di
mensional realizations. Moreover the process (gn , g) is sta
tionary and at any time t, 

E(]lg, -g7112) =E(II(h n _h)T5,112) 
= (]Ih n - h Ilxl )2~. 

5. EXAMPLES OF REALIZABLE RANDOM FIELD 
5.1. Definition 

If I denotes an open subset of Rd , the triplet 9 (I) 
C LV) C 9 '(I ) will be used below. Let (c '. x ) be a continuous 
Gaussian field on R X I, stationary with respect to the time 
translations. This field is characterized statistically by the 
covariance or, equivalently, by the interspectral measures 

Celt; X, x') = E(c,+ h,xCh.x')' 

R (cu;x, x') = (21T)~ 1(.9'", C )(cu; x, x'). 

In order to apply the previous results, the random field 
(c" x) is characterized by the following c.p. on the line, with 
values I.p. on 9(1): 

'v't, 'v'tpE9(1), (g"tp) = fc,.xtp(X)dX. 

For arbitrary t, Cg (t lis the linear operator 9(1 )~9'(1) 
with integral kernel Cc (t; x, x'); i.e., Cg (t) is the linear opera
tor 

tp~ f Celt; x,y)tp (y) dy. 

Hence 'v'tpE9 (I), the following equality for measures 
holds: 

(Sg (cu)tp, tp ) = f Re(cu, x, x') 

Xtp (x)tp (x') dx dx'. 

By the realizability theorem, (C,. x) is realizable iff these 
measures admit densities with respect to dcu, and if there 
exists areal Hilbert spaceXQ and hEL (9(1), H +(XQ )) such 
that the following equalities hold in L I(R, dcu): 

'v'tpE9(1), (Sg(cu)tp, tp) = (il(htp )(cuIlIXQ)2. 

In order to give simple examples, we consider the parti
cular case where I = Rd, and where the random field (c/, x) is 
stationary with respect to all translations in Rd + I . A second 
partial FT of the covariance Ce (t, x - x') produces the total 
FT, i.e., the spectral 2 (cu, 5) of the random field (c,. x): 

2 (cu, 5) = f J (exp( - itcu - i(x, 5»)) 

X Ce (t, x) dt dx. 

5.2 A class of realizable random fields 

Let XQ be the real Hilbert space defined by the complex 
space L 2(Rd ,5 r. Let (c,. x) be a stationary Gaussian ran-
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dom field on Rd + 1 , with spectral measure of the type 

.Ie (w, t) = (21T)d + 1 Ik (w, t W dw dt 

for some h (w, t)Ell +(XQ ). Then the c.p. defined by (c,. x), 
with values 1. p. on g (Rd

) can be realized using the obser
vation map 

h 

gIRd) = g -+H+(XQ ) 

qJ-+k (w, t )~ (t ). 
In fact, the Plancherel Theorem gives 'rj qJEg , 

21T(Sg (w)qJ, qJ ) 

=(21T)-d-1 J .I(w,t)I~(tWdt 
= J Ik(w,t)~(tWdt 
= (JlhqJ Ilx/. 
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Hence by the realizability theorem, ( g, ) is realizable. 
For example, the spectral density (0.5) can be realized using 

k (w, t) = (21T) - (d+ 1)/2 (iw + (1 + It 12)1/2)a. 
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A global canonical first-order equation of motion is derived for any mechanical system obeying 
Newton's second law. The existence ofa Lagrangian is not assumed, but the properties of the 
canonical equation are similar to those of the Hamiltonian formulation. The choice of map F from 
velocity space to phase space is not determined by the condition that the first-order equation of 
motion be equivalent to a second-order equation on configuration space and therefore is left open 
to be selected on the basis of other considerations. The canonical equation is a covector or I-form 
equation on the Whitney sum T *Q EB TQ and contains the second-order equation condition, 
restriction to the graph of the map F, and Newton's equation of motion in first-order form. The 
last is related to Newton's second-order equations by the consistency condition that the motions 
not lead off graph Fin T*Q EB TQ. The first-order equation of motion can be projected onto phase 
space if the map F can be inverted. 

PACS numbers: 03.20. + i, 02.40. + m 

I. INTRODUCTION 

"One of the motivations of these works is the following: 
if we understand truly classical analytical dynamics, we have 
a chance to understand more easily quantum dynamics and 
to obtain new invariant tools." Lichnerowicz l 

Newton's laws2 describe the motions of a classical me
chanical system in terms of second-order differential equa
tions. However, for many purposes,3 as in statistical me
chanics and canonical quantization, these motions are more 
conveniently described by first-order differential equations, 
in particular those of the Hamiltonian formulation. 4 The 
goal of the present work is to derive a global canonicals first
order equation of motion for any Newtonian mechanical sys
tem, without assuming the existence of a Lagrangian. 6 

The standard derivations 7-10 of the Hamiltonian for
mulation from Newton's equations of motion for a system 
(possibly constrained) or from Euler-Lagrange equations 
cannot be generalized directly since these derivations de
pend critically upon the existence of a Lagrangian L whose 
derivatives JLIJvi, the canonical momenta, determine the 
velocities completely and uniquely. Moreover, those deriva
tions leave unanswered many questions, such as, "What is 
the origin of the p·v term in the Hamiltonian?" 

The arguments given below explain the origin of that 
term and other features of the first-order formulation, and 
show that many of these features are independent of the exis
tence of a Lagrangian. Thus even though one may end up 
with the Hamiltonian formalism for the important motions 
described by a Lagrangian, it is worthwhile to derive the 
canonical first-order equations without assuming a Lagran
gian in order to see the roles played by other considerations 
in determining the featurt!s of the canonical equations. 

The derivation, which is the source of the explanations, 
is based on the use of the one fact that we know about the 
Newtonian equations of motion for any mechanical system, 
namely, that the differential equations are second-order. 
This one fact leads, for instance, to the use of differential 
forms in the first-order equation of motion, and then to 
phase space, and to the appearance of the p·v term. 

The concern here does not lie in proving that the de
rived canonical first-order form is unique-it is not-but 
rather that there are reasonable arguments applicable to all 
second-order equations that lead to that form. Reasonable 
choices have to be made at some points in the derivation, and 
a choice diverging from that taken here may lead to another 
form for first-order equations of motion. 

The derivation of a global canonical first-order equa
tion for motions satisfying any reasonably well-behaved sec
ond-order differential equation is carried out in stages. Sec
ond-order differential equations and the problem in 
mapping these to first-order equations are discussed in Sec. 
II. Section III shows how to incorporate the second-order 
equation condition into a first-order equation, and the final 
form of the canonical first-order equation is obtained in Sec. 
IV. Variations in the formulation are introduced in Sec. V. A 
brief summary and discussion are given in Sec. VI. 

II. THE SECOND-ORDER EQUATION CONDITION 

The set of possible positions q Q of a mechanical system 
is assumed to be in bijective correspondence with a differen
tiable manifold II Q, called configuration space. Further
more, general differentiable manifold structures must be 
considered, since Q need not be diffeomorphic to a Cartesian 
space without excluding such a simple case as motion on a 
sphere. Locally, each point qQ is represented by coordinate 
functions [qQ] = (q~, q~, ... , qZ). 

Newton's laws of motion involve a relation, the second
order equation of motion, that determines the acceleration 
[d 2qQldt 2] in terms of the velocity [dqQldt ] and the con
figuration [qQ ] ; it is assumed in the following that this rela
tion is given. Our objective is to write this second-order 
equation of motion in canonical first-order form, so we begin 
with an examination of second-order equations on a mani
fold. 12 

An (ordinary)jirst-order (differential) equation 13 on a 
manifold Q (also called a vector field on Q or a cross section 
of TQ) is a differentiable map 
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<P: Q---+TQ [or <P: 5'(Q )---+Y(Q)] (1 ) 

that satisfies 'T Q'<P = idQ . A first-order equation on the tan
gent bundle TQ does not give, in general, an ordinary sec
ond-order differential equation on Q. The necessary and suf
ficient condition 14 that a first-order equation ~ on TQ must 
satisfy in order that it be an (ordinary) second order (differen
tial) equation on Q, 

'T Q.'~ = idTQ , (2) 

restricts theimageof~ to the submanifold T2QC TTQandis 
called the second-order equation condition. 15 It holds also for 
generalized second-order differential equations (in the sense 
of the title of Dirac's pioneering paperI6). 

We now confront the problem of determining thejirst
order equation o/motion, the equation that determines the 
first-order differential equation given the second-order dif
ferential equation on Q, 

X 2: TQ---+T 2QCTTQ. (3) 

The solution of either a second- or a first-order equation of 
motion is a first-order equation X on some space: the second
order equation condition distinguishes them. A second-or
der equation of motion involves the second-order equation 
condition and a separate equation for the other components 
of X, while a first-order equation of motion is a single equa
tion for X. 

A. The second-order equation condition mapped to a 
first-order equation 

The properties of the manifold M, on which the first
order equation XI: M---+TM exists, will be specified as we 
proceed by examining the conditions that M must satisfy in 
view of our goal. 

Since we are transforming second-order to first-order 
differential equations, we assume that dim M = 2 dim Q. 
Moreover, since the eventual aim is to determine motions on 
Q, the solutions of XI must project from M to Q, so we as
sume that M is a bundle with base space Q, pr: M---+Q. 

Also, the first-order equation XI on M must be equiva
lent to the second-order equation X 2 on Q in the following 
sense: To each solution curve on X 2 on TQ, there is one and 
only one solution curve of XI on M such that the induced 
curves in Q are identical. Thus there is a map from the space 
of solution curve points l7 of X 2, F: TQ---+M, such that 
pr·F = 'T Q (so F is fiber-preserving). 

One half of the first-order equation onM is given always 
by a mapping of the second-order equation condition, 

(4) 
the part pr. ,XI of the first-order equation on M is given by 
the second-order equation condition to be the pre-image un
der Fof'T,W'X I , 

However, without knowing the map F, we cannot write 
down that part, pr. ·XI , of the first-order equation onM that 
corresponds to the second-order equation condition. Never
theless, since we know, at every point on TQ, the form of pr. 
·X I' and since M and TQ are bundles over Q, that part of the 
first-order equation can be given (essentially) by 'T Q • 

.x2 = idTQ on the generalized Whitney sum 18 Wo = M EB TQ 
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with canonical projection pri (i = 1,2) on the ith factor. 
The differential equationsX2 on TQ andXI on M induce 

a map 

X: graph FCMEB TQ---+T(MEB TQ) (5) 

that projects, by prl • and pr2., to XI on M and X 2 on TQ, 
respectively, and is tangent to WI = graph F. Therefore X 
satisfies the consistency condition that it does not generate 
curves leading off the constraint submanifold WI' 

The second-order equation condition can be applied at 
every point of M EB TQ, in which case it holds in particular on 
graph F. The condition for any first order differential equa
tion onMEB TQ 

X: MEBTQ---+TMEBT 2QCT(MEBTQ) (6) 

to project by pr2• to a second-order equation on Q can be 
written as 

pr •. pr l.·X=pr2, (7) 

in which the left-hand side involves prl • . X, the part of X that 
corresponds to the first-order equation on M. Thus this form 
of the second-order equation condition is useful for the prob
lem at hand. Moreover, invoking the second-order equation 
condition in a form that holds throughout M EB TQ allows 
the addition of components to the equation of motion that 
restricts that equation to graph F. 

[If M = T *Q, this form of the second-order equation 
condition appears remarkably similar, 19 if one takes into ac
count the directions of the maps, to the definition of the 
canonical I-form on T *Q EB TQ (the pullback of the canoni
cal I-form on T*Q), 

e'f; = prf·pr*.pr I' (8) 

The present work arise from a study of the reasons for this 
similarity, in particular an investigation of whether or not 
the second-order equation condition (7) led directly to the 
appearance of the canonical I-form (8) in the canonical equa
tion of motion.] 

Now we examine what features of the first-order equa
tion of motion follow from the second-order equation condi
tion. 

III. THE SECOND-ORDER EQUATION CONDITION AS 
PART OF THE FIRST-ORDER EQUATION OF MOTION 

Our interest lies in a single equation for pr l• ·X, of 
which the relation (7) is one part. The map pr. can be re
moved from prl.·X only by taking the left-hand side as the 
argument of a form: for any element a of T:Q, with q = 'T Q 

.pr2·'Tw" ·X, the second-order equation condition on 
M EB TQ I TW,x may be written as 

(prf·pr*.aIX) = (alpr2 ) for every aET:Q. (9) 

[Note the appearance, for M = T*Q and a = prl' of (plv) 
on one side, and the canonical I-form (8) on the other, of this 
part of the first-order equation of motion.] 

Our final concern is a first-order equation on M, so we 
transform (9) so it involves elements on T * M. Since each 
/3 = pr*'a is an element of, and the set generated by all 
aET*Q spans, 
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H *M = ! rET*M such that (rl Y I) = 0 

for every Y I E TM such that pr * . Y I = 01, 
a bijective map 

(J: H*M-T*Q: p-~(J'r 

with pr*'(J = idH • M is defined by 

(rl Y I) = «(J·rlpr. ·YI) for every YIETM. 

Thus replacing a by (J.(3 in (9) gives 

(prf·(3 IX) = «(J.(3 Iprz) for every (3EH*M 

for the second-order equation condition. 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

This equation is but one half of the first-order equation 
of motion, as it appears on M E& TQ, for prl.·x. We want a 
single equation for pr l • . X, so we modify the second-order 
equation condition (13) further until there is an obvious gen
eralization to the desired form. 

The appearance of I-forms in (13), resulting from the 
map pr. in (7), suggests rewriting the second-order equation 
condition as an equality between I-forms restricted to eval
uation on a vector subspace; the obvious generalization 
comes from removing the restriction. 

The complete I-form, whose vanishing is the equation 
of motion for X, is here called the motion I-form (for X): 

f.1: x(Wo)-T*Wo· (14) 

That part of the motion I-form that is homogeneous in X is 
the inertial I-form and the remainder, that part independent 
of X, is the negative of the dynamical I-form. 

At this point in the development of the argument for the 
canonical first-order equation of motion, it is possible to see 
the general shape of that argument. All told, there are 
4N = 4 X dim Q component equations: there are N compo
nents to the second-order equation condition, N component 
equations defining the map, and 2N component equations 
for the velocities of the coordinates, other than those of Q, in 
M, and in TQ. Let r qi, Pi' Uk J be coordinate functions on 
T *Q E& TQ, and! i/,Pi , il J be the corresponding components 
ofXET(T*Q E& TQ). Thebasis I-forms that appear in themo
tion I-form (14) can be taken locally to be dqi and dv' and, 
since our concern lies in I-forms like the a of (9), those, dpi' 
on T*Q. To obtain a global I-form then, we can identify M 
with T *Q and form linear combinations (inner products) of 
the dqi and the dvi wi th Pi and P i and of the dp i with Vi, i/, and 
i/o The additional relations needed are provided by the con
sistency condition that Xbe tangent to graph F; this relates ii 
to p'. Dimensional analysis indicates that the motion I-form 
can involve the combinations (a)Pidqi, (b)pidvi, (c) vidpi' and 
(d) i/dpi' The second-order equation condition is satisfied if 
the only terms in dpi in the motion I-form are [(c) - (d)], and 
(b) and (c) combine in [(b) + (c)] to give d (p Iv). Further
more, (a) and (d) combine by subtraction into the simple form 
i(X ).prf·wQ, wherewQ is the canonical2-form on T*Q. Thus 
armed only with the knowledge that we want a single equa
tion for X and that this be equivalent to a second-order equa
tion, we arrive at 

f.1(X) = i(X ).prf·(uQ - d (plv) + terms in dq' and 

dv' defining the map FandPi(q,p, v), (IS) 
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with the expressions for thePi(q,p, u)'s coming from the 
given second-order equations (the Il's) by means of the con
sistency condition. 

We now return to the general problem. Because the 
terms in the second-order equation condition (13) are linear 
and homogeneous in (3, two possibilities for the motion 1-
form come to mind, one involving derivatives and another 
involving a 2-form. We examine each possibility in turn. 

A. The second-order equation condition in terms of 
derivatives of a form 

The second-order condition (13) can be replaced by an 
equation that involves N linearly independent derivative op
erators that act only on the covector part in which the(3 's are 
replaced by a differential I-form cp: M-H *M (with M as
sumed to be such that a I-form with the properties listed 
below exists). Furthermore, in order that the final form of 
the second-order equation of motion can be generalized to 
the complete equation of motion, cp must vary sufficiently 
over M to give 2N independent equations after suitable dif
ferentiations: thus dcp must be nondegenerate. In this case, 
(J.cp: M- T *Q is a diffeomorphism. Thus we replace (J.(3 in 
(13) with (J.cp·pr,. 

Because the values of cp lie in H * M, the appropriate 
derivative operators are Lie derivatives with respect to ele
ments of the N-dimensional vector space 

V,=!ZET(ME&TQ) such that pr2.·Z=OJ, (16) 

derivative operators that we denote collectively by Lv" 
Since Lv ·(fprz) = Oforeveryfin.7(TQ), the second-order 
equation' condition (13) is equivalent t020 

(Lv, .prf·cp·pr ,IX) 

= Lv, '«(J'cp'pr,lprz) 

- i(V,).i(X)·d8() = i(Vt!·d (fJ'cp'pr,lprz), (17) 

with 

8b=prf·cp·pr, and wb=-d8(). (18) 

This suggests, under the generalization procedure described 
above (14), that the equation of motion is 

i(X )·wb = d «(J.d!·prllpr 2) + A " (19) 

with i( V, ).A ' = 0, as it contains the second-order equation 
condition for any such A '. In particular, for M = T*Q and 
(J.cp = idT • Q , one obtains that wb is the canonical2-form and 
that 

i(X )·wb = d ( pr,lprz) + A', (20) 

so it can be argued that the canonical2-form and the p·v term 
in the Hamiltonian arise from the second-order equation 
condition. 

We return to determine A ' after considering the use of a 
2-form in the second-order equation condition. 

B. The second-order equation condition in terms of a 2-
form 

The problem of stripping the map pr * from X in the 
second-order equation condition (7) shows that the single 
equation of motion for X involves X as the argument of a 
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differential form, i.e., of exterior products of elements of 
T *(M EB TQ ). Since the equation of motion is to determine the 
first-order equation prl • . X, these elements are pullbacks by 
prf of elements of T * M. The solution of the equation of 
motion gives pr I. ·X in terms of 7 w;, oX, so the consequence of 
evaluating the form on X in terms of 7,,,,, ·X must contain the 
same information, and thus have the same number of inde
pendent components, as prl.·x. Therefore the form is the 
pullback by prf of a nondegenerate 2-form W M on M (which 
is assumed to exist). Then since Wa = prf·wM·pr l is nonde
generate on VI' the values of i( VI ).i(X ),wa are equal, by the 
second-order equation condition (7), to linear combinations 
of theN linearly independent values of (u·H *M Iprz)' These 
linear combinations can be calculated once W M is chosen. 

We conclude, from arguments similar to those used in 
Subsec. A, that it is appropriate to take i(X ),wo as the inertial 
I-form, and that the dynamical I-form 8 involves N linearly 
independent combinations of the (u-H*M Ipr2 ). 

Before we consider the properties of the dynamical 1-
form 8, we note that the nondegenerate 2-form can be chosen 
at this point on the basis of considerations other than those 
discussed later in Sec. IV. For example, one can require that 
the equation of motion be such that, about any point in 
M EB T *Q, there be a coordinate system! rna] on M, called 
canonical, in terms of which the equation of motion has the 
velocity components isolated on one side. Thus in those co
ordinates, the 2-form (UM has the form W M = dYi 1\ dXi for 
I Yi' xi] = I mal· Equivalently, by the theorem of Darboux, 
dWM = 0, so, at least locally, there exists a I-form eM such 
thatcuM = - de.",. Thus in this case we can set [cf. Eq. (18)], 
at least locally, c/J = eM' 

An alternative formulation, equivalent to that obtained 
by assuming the existence of canonical coordinates, is given 
by requiring that W M defines an R-bilinear bracket, the Pois
son bracket 

(21 ) 

that satisfies Jacobi's identity, wherefandg lie in Y (M) and 
i(Zh)'WM = dh. (This make~ the Poisson brackets into a Lie 
algebra.) An W M satisfying these conditions is closed, ZI so the 
arguments of the last paragraph apply. [Note that 

- i(Zf)·i(XJ!.w.w = j, (22) 

even if i(XI)'W M is not an exact I-form.] 
We return now to the general problem to see how to 

determine the dynamical I-form 8. 

IV. THE CANONICAL FIRST-ORDER EQUATION 

The motion I-form i(X ),wa - 8 of Sec. IIIB must yield 
zero when evaluated on any vector YETy (M EB TQ) at every 
point yin M EB TQ. The dynamical I-form 8 is determined in 
part by evaluating i(X ),wo for a given W M on those Y's in VI 
and imposing the second-order equation condition. Further 
information about 8 can be obtained by considering the pri
mary constraint sub manifold (Subsec. A). This information 
can be combined with the second-order equation condition 
to provide a basis for the choice of W M (Subsec. B). Finally, 
the dynamics can be introduced to complete the derivation 
of the canonical first-order equation of motion (Subsec. C). 
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A. The primary constraint submanifold 

Since Wn = prf·wM, for any vector Yin 

V2 = [ZET(MEBTQ),suchthatprl.·Z=O], (23) 

the dynamical I-form must satisfy 8 (Y) = ° if the motion 1-
form is to be zero. However, this relation need hold only on 
the solution subspace of M EB TQ, graph F, or the primary 
constraint submanifold in the terminology of Bergman, 22 

and indeed, defines that subspace if the dynamical I-form 8 
is such that 

graph F = [wEM EB TQ, such that 8 (Y)(w) = 0 
for every Yin Vzl. (24) 

A motion I-form involving a dynamical I-form 8 with 
this property could contain complete information about the 
first-order equation of motion. That part of a 8 giving graph 
F can be introduced in the following way. 

Because 8 is a I-form, we want a I-form that distin
guishes the points w of graph F, which satisfy pr I'W 
= F·prz·w, from others in M EB TQ. For any w in M EB TQ, 

pr I'W and F.pr z'w are points in M on the same fiber of pr, so 
we introduce a I-form ¢: M----T· M that distinguishes points 
on the same fiber in M (and thus gives verticle bundle coordi
nates on M). Thus an appropriate l/; satisfies, for YIETM, 

(¢I Y I) = ° ifpr. 'YI = 0, #0 ifpr. 'YI #0. (25) 

The u of (11) and (12) then gives the diffeomorphism u·¢: 
M----T*Q with which we can introduce bundle coordinates 
onM: 

and 

q; = qQ.pr and m i = \u'¢1 a;Q)' 

There are I-forms, namely, 

u·¢·prl - u·¢·F·prz 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

that are zero only on the points of graph F. Neither of these is 
suitable, however, as the desired part of the dynamical 1-
form 8, since the first is not an element of T *(M EB TQ) while 
both terms in the second give zero evaluated on any Yin V2 

[cf. Eq. (24)]. Thus we must refine our argument to get a 1-
form on M EB TQ that mimics the conditions for graph F giv
en by the I-forms (27) and (28). 

For this purpose, we investigate the subspace Vz. We 
can associate with each Yin V2 a unique v in TQ as follows: 
We express any Fin Y (M EB TQ ) in terms of a smooth func
tion FI in 5'(M X TQ) by 

F(w) = FI(prl·w, pr2·w) for wEM EB TQ. (29) 

Then for every v in TQ, the vertical lift at w in M EB TQ, 

5",: TTQ.pr,.wQ----Tw(MEB TQ): Ul---+5w(v), (30) 

is defined by 

d 
5w(v)·F=-Fdpr l ·w, pr2·w+Av)IA~O' (31) 

dA 

[Note that although FI is not defined uniquely, 5w(v)·Fis.] 
Every Yin V2 can be written as the vertical lift of some v in 
TQ, 
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y = Sw(v) with w = Two Y, (32) 

and an argument concerning dimensions shows that V2 is 
spanned by these vertical lifts. 

The existence of the vertical lift, which spans V2, sug
gests that we work with the space dual to TQ, so we consider 
the I-form (27). The first term is determined by its values on 
every vector v in TQ [corresponding to Yin V2 by (32)], for 
example, at w in M Ell TQ by 

(u.¢·pr\.wlv) = [i(Y)·d (u·¢·pr\lpr2) J(w). (33) 

Thus [cf. (24)] an appropriate choice to replace u.¢·pr\ is 
d (u·¢·pr\lpr2). A similar argument for a replacement for 
u.¢.F.pr2 does not work because it does not depend on prl' 
The problem in finding an appropriate form is, in terms of 
natural coordinates on M Ell TQ, to replace terms in dq~ by 
terms in dvi with the same coefficients. This suggests using 
the vertical lift map since it does just that. Consider, in view 
of(33), a I-formA onM Ell TQsuch that, with Yand v related 
by (32), 

[i(Y)'A ](w) = (u·¢·F.pr2·wlv). (34) 

(The remainder of A is yet to be determined.) Then we have 
that 

graph F = [wEM Ell TQ such that, for every Yin V2, 

[i(y).(d(u·¢·prllpr2) -A)](w)=OJ. (35) 

Therefore we can write the motion I-form as 

(36) 

where one part of/A is to be determined by the second-order 
equation condition applied to i(X )'liJo and, up to this point in 
our argument,fis any function on M Ell TQ. 

B. The second-order equation condition (again) 

Our arguments have led us to the motion I-form (36) 
with liJo given in terms of an arbitrary nondegenerate 2-form 
liJM on M. The second-order equation condition is to be im
posed by equating, for each Yin VI' i( Y ).i(X )'liJo after the 
substitution (7), to 

i(Y)·[f(d (u·¢·pr l lpr2) - A)]. (37) 

Now the appearance of that particular exterior derivative 
term suggests [cf. Eq. (17)] that an appropriate choice for liJ M 

could lead to some simplification in the applicaton of the 
second-order equation condition. 

To investigate this possibility, we let [ yUIJ denote a set 
oflocal vector fields spanning V\ around w, and cP ~l map the 
flow lines of ylil, with cP gl = id. Then 

i(ylil).d (u.¢.pr l lpr2) 

= (~u.¢.pr \'cp ~II I pr 2) 
dA A~O 

= (prf.pr*.~u.¢.prl.cp~ll IX) 
dA A~O 

= (i( y1il).d.prf·pr*.u·¢·pr \IX) 
= - i(ylil).i(X).d·prf·¢·pr\; (38) 

this is simply another way of expressing the second-order 
equation condition. A comparison of this with (17) shows 
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that, if we takef = 1, liJM = - d¢, and i(VI)'A = 0, the sec
ond-order equation condition and the primary constraint 
submanifold are a consequence of the vanishing of the mo
tion I-form 

i(X )'liJo - (d (u·¢·pr II pr 2) - A ). (39) 

This is identical, with the identifications ¢ = 4>, liJo = liJ~, 
and A = - A " to the motion I-form of the equation of mo
tion (19). We use the notation of(39) in the following. 

C. The dynamics (at last) 

The motion I-form (39) has been determined, in terms 
of the I-form ¢ of(25) and the map F, up to one part of A, 
namely, that part not involved ini( VI)'A nor i( V2 )·A. This part 
of A is determined by the dynamics of the particular mechan
ical system under consideration. We assume that the dynam
ics is known through X 2 = pr2*·X of (3). 

It is the other part of X, namely, XI = pr l * ·X, that is 
involved in i(X )·liJo. Were it known, it could be used in the 
motion one-form (39) to give the yet-to-be determined part of 
A. It is not though, and the equation of motion does not 
provide directly a relation between X 2 and XI' That relation 
is given by the consistency condition that the motion, as 
determined by X, must not lead off graph F. Thus we have 
that under the flow generated by X, graph F goes into graph 
F: the relation between XI and X 2 is given by equating to 
zero, on graph F, the Lie derivative with respect to X of a 
constraint form whose vanishing determines graph F. An 
appropriate choice for this constraint form, since it is a 1-
form on M Ell TQ and the condition does not involve evalua
tion on vectors restricted to a subspace, is (28). 

Consistency therefore requires that 

0= [ - i(X )'liJo + (d (prf·¢·prIIX) 

- Lx ·prf·F *.¢.F.pr2)] IgraphF' (40) 

or, with pr*·u = id and the second-order equation condi
tion, 

0= [i(X)'liJo - (d (u·¢·pr l lpr2 ) 

- prf·Lx, .F*.¢.F.pr2)] IgraphF' (41) 

The right-hand side, with the restriction to graph F re
moved, would be suitable for the motion I-form if we can 
take 

(42) 

In order that this identification be possible, the I-form 
on the right-hand side of (42) must satisfy on graph F, corre
sponding to the conditions (34) and i( VI H = 0 for A, 

i(y).prf·Lx, ·F*.¢.F.pr2 Iw 

= (u·¢.F.prz·wlv), (43) 

for Y, v, and w related by (32), and 

(44) 

Invoking pr*·u = id and pr.F = T Q in a coordinate calcula
tion shows that (43) is satisfied and (44) follows from i( Vt!·prf 
=0. 

The canonical first-order equation of motion is, with a 
given second-order equation X 2, 
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i(X)·UJo = d (o-.l/J.prl!prz) 

- pr!·Lx, .F*.l/J.F.prz· (45) 

The map F and the I-form l/J are subject23 to the restrictions 
pr.F = T Q and (25), respectively. Choices for F and l/J are 
discussed in the next section. 

V. VARIATIONS IN THE FORMULATION 

The I-form 8M = !/J, appearing in the canonical2-form 
- prf·d8M of the equation of motion, may be written, since 

1T Q .o-.l/J = pr, 

8M = (o-.l/J)*.8Q.(o-.!/J), (46) 

where 8 Q = 1TQ is the canonical I-form on T *Q. Thus (M, Q, 
pr, 8M , o-.!/J) is a special symplectic manifold. 24 We see that 
such manifolds arise naturally when one introduces first
order equations of motion equivalent to second-order equa
tions. 

TakingM = T*Qwitho-·!/J = id as the prototype (as we 
do in the rest of this section), gives the canonical equation of 
motion on the Whitney sum T*Qffi TQ 

i(X)·UJ = d (pr l!pr2 ) - pr!·Lx .F*.8Q.F.pr2, (47) 

withUJ = prf'UJQ andUJQ = - d8Q . The canonical equation 
of motion still involves the map F, which is not determined 
as yet. 

An alternative formulation of the canonical first-order 
equation of motion is obtained if the second-order equation 
condition is imposed on X separately from the equation of 
motion. Then one can set [cf. (7)] 

d (prl!prz) = d (pr l!1TQ* .pr1*·X) 

= d·i(X )·8 <to ' (48) 

where 8+ is the canonical I-form (8) on T*Qffi TQ. With 
this, the canonical equation of motion (47) becomes 

Lx ·8", = pri-Lx, .F*.8Q.Fpr2· (49) 

The map F may be determined through additional con
siderations. For example, if there is a metricg: TQ~ T *Q on 
Q, then one could take F = g whether or not the metric g 
appears in a kinetic energy term. 

The map F may be chosen for some mechanical sys
tems, called conservative, so a conservation law follows im
mediately from the canonical equation of motion [cf. Eq. 
(22)]. A sufficient condition for such a conservation law is, 
since i(X )·i(X )·UJ = 0, that there exists a diffeomorphism F, 
satisfying pr·F = T Q' such that Lx, .F*.8Q ·Fbe exact,25 say, 
equal to the differential of L: TQ~R. In this case, the con
servation law is 

and the equation of motion is 

i(X )·UJ = dD, 

with the dynamical function D given by 

D: T*QffiTQ~R 

: W ~<prl·w!pr2·w) - L-pr2·w. 

(50) 

(51 ) 

(52) 

[This differs from the Hamiltonian by being a function of the 
independent variables! qi, Pj, Uk ).] This equation of motion 
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can be written also as 

Lx ·8", = d·L·pr2 (53) 

if the second-order equation condition is imposed separately 
on X. Furthermore, the map F is [cf. Eq. (24)] the fiber deri
vative of L: 

F = FL:TQ-~T*Q, 

where 

(FL(V)!u)=~L(V+AU)1 . 
dA. A _ 0 

(54) 

(55) 

The components of the equation of motion (51) are, in 
natural bundle coordinates and with 

X
., a . a ., a 

=q -. +p, -+u -., 
aq' ap, au' 

(56) 

q" = u', . aL (q, v) p, = ----=.--'-

aq' 
(57) 

and 

aL (q, v) 
p, = av' . (58) 

These equations are completely equivalent to the second
order classical Euler-Lagrange equations 

~[aL (q, q)] _ aL (q, q) = O. 
dt aq' aq' 

(59) 

And this is true even in the case in which the momenta
defining equations (58) cannot be solved for every compo
nent v' of the velocity, i.e., when the Hessian det(a 2Llau'av i ) 

is zero and the Lagrangian is said to be degenerate. 
We now consider other formulations on graph F, T *Q, 

and finally, TQ. 

A. The first-order equation of motion on graph F 

The fact that one needs to impose the condition that X 
be tangent to graph F, in addition to the equation of motion 
which is not satisfied off graph F, suggests the development 
of an equation of motion on graph F alone. 

For this purpose, we introduce the inclusion map 

j: graph F---->T*Qffi TQ 

and the map 

F: TQ---->graph F: lJt--+(V, Fov), 

(60) 

(61) 

which is assumed to be smooth so F is a diffeomorphism. 
This map satisfies the relations 

pr 2'i = F - 1 and F = pr I :i.F. (62) 

The condition that X be tangent to graph F is 

X =)* .F* .pr2*.x = :)* ·X!. (63) 

The motion I-form for the equation of motion (47) may 
be pulled back to graph Fby )*: it becomes 

i(X F ):i*'{J)Q:i 
- d.(FF- 1!F- 1) + (F-1)*.Lx .F*.8Q ], (64) 

where] = prJ:i, 
Although the motion I-form (64) gives an equation of 

motion on graph F, it cannot give the same amount of in for-
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mation as (47) since the latter must hold when evaluated on 
any vector in T(T*Q Ell TQ), whereas the former canbe evalu
ated only on vectors in the proper subspace T(graph F) of 
that. The missing information is, of course, the defining 
equation for graph F, noe6 the second-order equation condi
tion. 

B. The first-order equation of motion on T"O 

Because of the directions of the maps, in general, the 
motion I-form on T *Q Ell TQ cannot be pulled back to T *Q. 
Instead, since there is a nondegenerate 2-form on T*Q, one 
can project the solution X of the equation of motion to T *Q, 
XI = pr l * ·X, and determine the equation of motion that XI 
satisfies. An example of this procedure when Fis not a diffeo
morphism is given in the following paper. 27 

The equation of motion on T * Q Ell TQ can be trans
ferred without difficulty to T*Q if Fis a diffeomorphism. In 
that case, pr I j is a diffeomorphism and the equation of mo
tion (64) can be pulled back to T*Q by [(prd)-I]* to give 

i(XI)'U)Q = d (id IF -I> - F -1*.Lx, .F*.8Q, (65) 

which includes the second-order equation condition. For a 
conservative system, this gives the usual Hamiltonian for
mulation with Hamiltonian H = [(prdr-I]*j*.D and the 
second-order equation condition taking the component form 
ij' = BH/Bpi' 

C. The canonical equation of motion pulled back to TO 

The equation of motion on graph F given by the motion 
I-form (64) can be pulled back to TQby F*. (Alternatively, of 
course, X may be projected by pr 2* to TQ. By our construc
tion of the canonical equation for X, that must give just X 2.) 

The pullback of the motion I-form (64) is 

i(X2 - pr2*·X ).d.F*.8Q .F (66) 

by (2) sinceX2 was assumed to satisfy the second-order equa
tion condition. Therefore, if F is a diffeomorphism, so 
d·F *.8Q.Fis nondegenerate, the projection pr2*.x of the so
lution X of the canonical equation of motion on T *Q Ell TQ 
equals the differential equation X 2 with which we began, Eq. 
(3): we obtain no more 2H then we started with. (Note that this 
includes the second-order equation condition.) 

VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

The fact that Newton's equations of motion are second
order differential equations has been shown to lead to a ca
nonical form for the equivalent first-order equation of mo
tion, a form that displays the features of the Hamiltonian 
formulation of mechanics even if a Lagrangian does not ex
ist. Two requirements, the second-order equation condition 
and the demand for a single equation for the phase-velocity 
vector XI' lead to a first-order equation that, without loss of 
generality, may be taken to involve differential forms on 
T*QEIl TQ. 

The dynamical trajectories on T *Q Ell TQ are limited to 
a 2 X dim Q-dimensional subspace, and this restriction may 
be taken to be a consequence of the canonical first-order 
equation on T *Q Ell TQ. The canonical 2-form and the p·v 
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term appear in the canonical first-order equation of motion 
as a result of this restriction and the second-order equation 
condition. 

The relation between the phase velocity XI and the ac
celerations given by Newton's equations of motion is derived 
from the consistency condition that the velocity XI is tangent 
to the subspace of the dynamical trajectories. Indeed, this 
consistency condition alone leads to the canonical first-order 
equation of motion, as shown by the derivation ofEq. (45) in 
Sec.IVe. 

I A. Lichnerowicz, in Differential Geometrical Methods in Mathematical 
Physics, Bonn 1975, edited by A. Dold and B. Eckmann (Springer-Verlag, 
New York, 1977), p. 377. 
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tent equations of motion, so there are Lagrangians that are inconsistent 
with the second-order equation condition. The example L = (1 + y) u; 
- ZX' - Y on Q = R' was given in M. J. Gotay, Ph.D. thesis (University 

of Maryland, 1979). 
I"p. A. M. Dirac, Can. J. Math. 2, 129 (1950); Lectures on Quantum Me

chanics (Belrer Graduate School of Science Monograph Series # 2, 1964); 
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(9th International Conference on General Relativity and Gravitation, 
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21R. Jost, Rev. Mod. Phys. 36, 572 (1964). 
22J. L. Anderson and P. G. Bergmann, Phys. Rev. 83,1018 (1951). 
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24See p. 200 of Ref. I!. 
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27R. Skinner and R. Rusk, "Generalized Hamiltonian dynamics, I: formu
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The Dirac-Bergmann generalized Hamiltonian dynamics for a degenerate-Lagrangian system is 
formulated on the Whitney sum T *Q Ell TQ of the phase space T *Q and the velocity space TQ over 
the configuration space Q. The formulation is related to those on T *Q and TQ. Some ambiguities 
concerning generalized dynamics that have appeared in the literature are clarified. 

PACS numbers: 03.20. + i, 02.40. + m 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The local Euler-Lagrange equations for a mechanical 
system in the configuration space Q, 

!!..- [ JL (q: q)] _ JL (q: q) = 0, 
dt Jq' Jq' 

(I) 

are l equivalent to a canonical first-order equation on the 
Whitney sum2

•
3 T *Q Ell TQ of phase space T *Q and velocity 

space TQ. And this equivalence holds, unlike the situation 
for classical Hamiltonian mechanics, whether or not the La
grangian is non degenerate (hyperregular4). Therefore this 
canonical equation is suitable for discussions of generalized 
Hamiltonian dynamics, 5 the case that arises when locally the 
Hessian det[J 2L (q, v)lJviJv i ] of the Lagrangian is zero so 
one cannot solve the canonical momenta-defining equations 
p = JL IJv for every component Vi = Vi (q, p) of the velocity. 

Generalized dynamics is the finite-dimensional analog 
of gauge field theory, so the study of generalized dynamics is 
important for the light that it can throw on gauge theories. 
Indeed, Dirac5 developed his form of generalized Hamilton
ian dynamics for that reason.6 

The study of generalized Hamiltonian dynamics began 
with pioneering works of Dirac7 and, independently, Berg
mann8 and his collaborators, and has been translated into 
modern global mathematicallanguage.9

- '4 Nevertheless, 
some questions concerning this generalized dynamics, par
ticularly regarding its gauge transformations, have re
mained unanswered or clouded in controversy. 15-21 

The global formulation of generalized Hamiltonian dy
namics on T *Q Ell TQ described belown appears simpler and 
more straightforward than previous formulations on veloc
ity space TQ,19.23 on phase space T*Q, or its primary con
straint submanifold, the presymplectic manifold (M, w) of 
Ref. 13. The analog of the Hamiltonian on T*Q involves 
arbitrary functions and requires solving the momenta-defin
ing equations, while the closed 2-form w on M, or that on 
TQ, is presymplectic with a degeneracy, determined by the 
momenta-defining equations, that may be different for dif
ferent Lagrangians. On the other hand, the equivalent of the 
Hamiltonian in the present formulation of generalized Ha
miltonian dynamics is well defined, one is not required to 
solve the momenta-defining equations for the velocities, 1 

-) Present address: Department of Astronomy. University of Toronto. Tor
onto. Ontario. Canada M5S lA7. 

and the degeneracy in the corresponding 2-form is the same 
for all systems with motions in the same configuration space. 
As a result of this, ambiguities present in formulations on 
T *Q or (M, w) do not appear in the present formulation, as 
shown by a specific example in the Appendix. Furthermore, 
the relationship between the formulation of generalized dy
namics on T * Q and that on TQ is easily established from that 
on T*QEIl TQ. 

Kundt24 has given a local 25 formulation on T *Q Ell TQ 
of generalized dynamics, but his formulation has been sub
ject to criticism. 13.14 Comparisons of Kundt's local formula
tion with the present global one are given in a few footnotes. 

The canonical equation of motion determines the veloc
ity vector on T*Q Ell TQ only to within a vector subspace of 
T (T *Q Ell TQ ), so there are gauge transformations in general
ized dynamics. These are discussed in the following paper. 2h 

The canonical equation of motion on T *Q Ell TQ, which 
is equivalent to the Euler-Lagrange equations on Q, and the 
primary constraint submanifold, which results from the de
generacy of the canonical 2-form, are described in Sec. II. 
The final constraint submanifold, the sub manifold on which 
the motions take place, is derived in Sec. III by three meth
ods: by the Gotay-Nester-Hinds algorithm 13.14 in Sec. IlIA, 
by a technique that gives results useful for the later discus
sion of gauge transformations in Sec. IIIB, and by the origi
nal method of Dirac5 in Sec. IIIC. 

The formulation on T *Q of generalized dynamics is giv
en in Sec. IV, which contains a discussion in Subsec. A of 
what corresponds to the equation of motion on T *Q, the 
determination in Subsec. B of the final constraint submani
fold in T *Q and the relationship to the corresponding sub
manifold in T*QEIl TQ. A similar development of the dy
namics on TQ is presented in Sec. V, with corresponding 
Subsecs. A and B. The relationship between the formula
tions on T *Q Ell TQ, T *Q, and TQ is discussed in Subsec. C. 

A short summary and discussion of the present work is 
given in Sec. VI. An example of those generalized dynamical 
systems that have been the subject of controversy in the liter
ature is worked out within the formulation on T*Q Ell TQ in 
an Appendix. 

II. THE CANONICAL EQUATION OF MOTION1 

Consider a mechanical system whose dynamical behav
ior on configuration space Q is described by the Lagrangian 
L:TQ-R. The Euler-Lagrange equations for the system are 
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equivalent to the canonical first-order equation of motion, 
described below, that generalizes the Hamiltonian formula
tion. 

The canonical equation involves a differential I-form 
on the Whitney sum Wo = T *Q al TQ, with canonical pro
jection pri (i = 1,2) on the ith factor. There are natural bun
dle coordinates on Wo induced by the coordinate functions 
qQ on a chart about qQ in Q: 

qi=qQ '1TQ 'prpPi = (prllalaqQ) 

and 
u'= (dqQlpr2 ). (2) 

The inertial l-form of the canonical equation contains 
the pullback27 from T*Q, 0) = prf· O)Q' of the canonical 2-
form O)Q on T*Q with 

O)Q = - deQ and eQ = 1T~:T*Q-+T*T*Q. (3) 

The dynamical l-form of the equation of motion is deter
mined by the dynamical/unction (corresponding to the Ha
miltonian) 

D: Wo-+R:UJr-->(prl • wlpr2 ' w) - L • pr2 • w. (4) 

Since the Lagrangian is degenerate, there is no Legendre 
transformation that transforms the dynamical function on 
T*Qal TQ to a Hamiltonian on T*Q. 

The equation of motion determines a vector field X, an 
extended velocity vector, on the subspace S consisting of 
those points of Wo on which solutions, tangent to S, of the 
canonical equation exist: 

(5) 

The subspace S is called the final constraint submanifold. 
The canonical first-order equation 0/ motion for an ex

tended velocity vector X is 

i(X)' 0) = dD. (6) 

A consistent solution X satisfies this equation of motion and 
is tangent to the solution submanifold S. This consistency 
condition is required in order that the motions derived from 
X do not lead into regions in which it is not possible to satisfy 
the equation of motion. 

The canonical equation of motion cannot be solved at 
every point of T *Q al TQ because of the properties of 0) and 
D. Indeed, since for each vector Yin 

TW~ = lZETJ:Vo such that pr l •• Z = OJ, (7) 

i(Y) • 0) = 0, the equation of motion cannot be solved at 
w = T w" • Yunless i( Y) • dD I w = O. Therefore the canonical 
equation of motion can be solved only at points w in Wo for 
which the map pr I - FL· pr 2 gives zero: here F L: TQ-+ T *Q 
is the fiber derivative of L, which satisfies 1T Q • FL = T Q' 

These points form the primary constraint submanifold 

WI = I WE~) such that i(Y)' dD I" 
= 0 for every Yin TW~ 1".1 = graph FL. (8) 

Where no confusion with other inclusion maps can 
arise, an inclusion map is designated here by Jdomain, as in 
J w, : W I - ~)' Also, it is assumed here that the fiber deriva
tive is smooth so the canonical map 

FL :TQ-graph FL (9) 
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is a diffeomorphism, with 

pr2 'Jw, = ( FL )-1 and prl ·}w, • FT = FL. (10) 

For the problems of interest here, the Lagrangian L is 
degenerate so, in natural bundle coordinates, det(a 2L I 
au' au)) = O. Therefore there exist vectors in TW;p having 
local coordinate representations of the form a' alau' , that 
annulaL lau) and, ofcourse,p). These vectors are tangent to 
WI and thus lie in and, indeed, span TW(;nTWI; for any 
inclusion} of any manifold Win Wo> TW is defined by 
TW =}, . TW. We assume that m = dim(TW~nTWd is 
constant over WI' 

The canonical equation and the consistency condition 
do not, in general, determine a unique X if the Lagrangian is 
degenerate: if X is one consistent solution on S of the equa
tion of motion, then so isX + Y for any YETW~nTS. Thus 
in general, a general consistent solution is not a true vector 
field being determined only to within a vector subspace of 
TWt). Dirac" has introduced the adjective generalized to de
scribe such systems. 

III. FINAL CONSTRAINT SUBMANIFOLD 

For a degenerate-Lagrangian system, it is not possible 
to satisfy the canonical equation of motion and the consis
tency condition at all points of WI' The final constraint sub
manifold S can be calculated through use of any of the fol
lowing three algorithms. 

This submanifold S is the unique maximal submani
fold I, upon which the equation of motion has consistent so
lutions. (The equation of motion, as noted before, also has 
solutions that are not tangent to S.) 

Each vector YIEpr l, • TS corresponds on a one-to-one 
basis to an element YETS I(TW(;nTS) by prl' • Y' = YI, 
where Y' is a typical element in TSrepresenting Y. Also, 
pr I' • X is uniquely determined by the canonical equation of 
motion since O)Q is nondegenerate. Thus the equation ofmo
tion determines a unique element XETS I(TW(\nTS). 

A. Gotay-Nester-Hinds algorithm13 

Let W, be a submanifold of Wo, with inclusion}" and 
define W, C Wo by W, =}, . WI' The sympletic complement 
TW; of TW, in TWo for 1';;>0 is defined by 

TWi = ! YETWo such that O)(Z, Y)I w, 

= 0 for every ZETW, I 
=!YET~) such that jt·i(Y)·w=OI. (11) 

The Gotay-Nester-Hinds algorithm applied to the present 
problem generates a sequence of submanifolds ! W, I, with 
J w : W,- W, I' defined bylX 

I 

W" I = ! WE~, such that (dD I TW;)(w) = O!, 
(12) 

with}, =}w, '}w,' ····Jw,. We assume that there exists aK 
such that WK = WK , I is a submanifold of WO' This WK is 
the final constraint submanifold S. 

There are other ways to generate the final constraint 
submanifold, the following in Subsec. B being useful for dis
cussing gauge transformations2

!> and the one in Subsec. C 
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being closer to the spirit of Dirac's original papers on the 
subject. 

B. Algorithm useful in describing gauge 
transformations 

Since TW; consists of vectors Y in TWo that satisfy 
)t . i( Y) • OJ = 0, i( Y) • OJ can be written locally in terms of a 
complete set! dJa i ; a = 1,2, ... , dim Wo - dim ~ l of con
straint functions for ~ as (with summation assumed over 
repeated alphabetic indices) i( Y) • OJ = ao d¢/'i for some 
a,,: Wo-R. This observation provides the basis for the fol
lowing algorithm that determines local forms for the con
straints. We start with TWtl and WOo 

The algorithm proceeds as follows. Given, for »0, ~ 
and TW;, spanned by the local vector fields I Y" i + I l, find 
~ + I as determined by the constraints 11 [ (dD I yaH I ) l.1t 
may happen that some of these constraints, or a linear com
bination of them, have a vanishing differential on ~ + I' but 
it is the points of ~ + I that are of concern, not the form of 
the constraint. 29 Replace any constraint (dD i yo"i), or lin
ear combination of those, whose differential vanishes by an 
equivalent constraint function ¢>o"i whose differential re
mains finite and does not vanish on ~. Find a maximal set 
of functions! ao l = I aa' , ao" l on ~ + I for which 

i(TWt»)· (aad (dD I yo'i) + aa"ddJ a"i) = O. (13) 

Then solve, on ~ -+ I , 

i(Y)' OJ = d (dD lao' ya') + aa" r"j) (14) 

for a maximal set oflinearly independent Y's that span 
TW; + I . [The condition (13) is the necessary and sufficient 
condition that Eq. (14) has a solution.] The procedure stops 
at) + 1 equal to that K + 1 that satisfies WK = WK + I . 

C. Dirac's algorithmS 

The constraint functions can be derived in another way 
that is similar to that used by Dirac in his original paper. 
This method is based on the observation that on 
~, i(Xj) • OJ = dD has, by a theorem due to Gotay, Nester, 
and Hinds, 13 a solution X j tangent to ~ _ I since 
(dD I TW; I) I w, = O. Then on ~, for a's that satisfy (13), 

(dD I yu}) 

= - Lx' • (ad (dD I yaj
-- I) + ad'¢> a"i- I). (15) 

The condition (13) is equivalt:llt to requiring that the local 
function in parentheses is independent. to first order, of the 
velocity coordinates Vi. The Lie derivative Lx' is in this case 
the time derivative since 

(Xi+I_Xi)lw ETW~nTWJ_Ilw , 
JI' ___ . J+l 

( 16) 

and Xi is determined only to elements in TW 0 nT~ _ I . 

Also the Lie derivative, with respect to such elements, of the 
function in parentheses in (15) is zero. Thus the set of con
straint functions for ~ + I is given, in essence, by requiring 
that the time derivatives of the complete set of constraint 
functions (with nonvanishing differentials) for ~ be zero,30 

Dirac's algorithm determines locally the final con
straint submanifold as follows: On ~, determine 
Xi E!'_J.5 __ 1 from i(~)' OJ = dD. (Note that Xi for» 1 is 
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obtained easily from X I.) Find all possible linear combina
tions of the constraints for ~ whose differentials are finite 
and not zero and are independent of dvi 

. Set equal to zero the 
time derivatives, as calculated with Lx, of these combina-

J 

tions to get ~ + I . Proceed until) + 1 equals that K + 1 for 
which WK = WKt I' 

IV. THE DYNAMICS ON T*O 

To discuss the dynamics on T *Q, we introduce the sub
manifolds M, = 1m FL, the base space for the bundle 
r,:W,-M, with prl ·)w, =1.w, . r l and, for i = 1,2, ... , K, 

M, = ImEMo such that m = r l ·)w, •... ·)w, • Wi 

for every Wi in W, l C T*Q = Mo. (17) 

This yields the maps ri = r l ! w, and1.w, :Mi-Mi _ I' with 
r, _ I .) w, = )M, • r i • 

A. Equation of motion on T*O 

A consistent solution to the canonical equation of mo
tion X E TS can be projected to TT * Q by the tangent of pr I' 
Since pr I' • TW 0 = 0, the indeterminacy in X does not re
sult in any uncertainty in prl' • X. In the nondegenerate 
case, the equation of motion on T*Q is the I-form equation 
that pr I' • X satisfies, However, matters are more complicat
ed in the degenerate case. 

The inertial I-form i(X) • OJ involves, everywhere on 
T *Q (fl TQ, only the pr I' • X part of any vector field X. How
ever, only on WI is it possible for the inertial I-form to equal 
the dynamical I-form dD. This suggests that an equation of 
motion on the final constraint submanifold of T *Q might be 
found by solving 

[prf'i(pr
" 

• X)· OJ Q • prl - dD ] I WI = 0 (18) 

for the unique solution prl' • X and substituting that into 
i(pr" • X)· OJQ to determine the dynamical I-form on that 
portion of T *Q. The problem with this procedure in the de
generate-Lagrangian case is that pr I' • X (w) is not equal to 
prl' • X(W') for every wand w' in ~I such that 
prl'w=prl'w', Thusi(pr" ·X)'OJQ is not a I-form: 
T*Q-T*T*Q. 

This result can be seen also by looking at the dynamical 
I-form dD on ~I: Since, for w on ~I' (dD I y )(w) is linear 
and homogeneous in pr I' • y, 

( 19) 

defines an element (3w ET;r,. w T *Q. However, (3"-' and (3w' 
are not equal for every wand w' satisfying pr • w = pr· w'. 

To see how pr I' • X varies along the fibers of 
r,:W,-M

" 
select any two points on one fiber, join them 

with a curve generated by a vector field Y: ~,-TWonTW" 
evaluate X at the two points, project down to TT *Q, and take 
the differences at the two points. In the appropriate limit, we 
see that if X is a solution of [i(X) • (u - dD ] 1+', = 0, we can 
write 

0= [i(LyX) • OJ - d (dD I Y)] I w . 
-' 

(20) 

Since (dD I Y) is a constraint function for WI' Ly . XETW~ 
so prl' • LyXEpr

" 
• TW~. For ZETW;, we have 
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0= iw,' 'i(Z) 'lU = r l , ' [iM" 'i(prl' 'Z) 'lUQ]' (21) 

Therefore prl' ,ZETM; where, for M, a submanifold of 
T*Q with inclusion h, = },w, '},w, ' ... 'iM" 

TM, = [ YIET *Q such that h r ' i( Yd 'lUQ = 0 J. 
(22) 

We conclude that prl' 'LyXETM;. Since, for 
p = pr I ' W = pr I ' w', TpM; is a vector space, and the rate 
of change of X at each point along the curve lies in TpM ; , the 
difference pr I' ,x (w) - pr I' ,X (w') lies in TM; . Thus 
X I = pr I' ,x is determined at the point p only modulo ele
ments in TM ; . 

To obtain a typical element XI' we assume a local sec-
tion 

(J:UC T*Q--+T*Q(fl TQ 

that on UnM l picks out one point on each fiber of 
rl:WI--+MI. We set 

(23) 

dD = d (D' (J' prl) + d (D - D' (J' prd, (24) 

and note that d (D - D ' (J' pr I) corresponds31 to the differ
ence between pr I' ,X at two different points on the same 
fiber so is equal to the differential of a constraint for WI' 
Therefore we get a typical element XI from the vanishing of 

prf[i(XI) 'lUQ - d (D' (J)], (25) 

or, alternatively by taking the pullback by (J* of this, 

i(Xd 'lUQ - dH, (26) 

where H is the "Hamiltonian" 

H = D' (J:UC T*Q--+R. (27) 

The resulting equation of motion determines pr I' ,x up to 
elements in TM; . Thus one could obtain an equation ofmo
tion for all pr I' ,x by adding to dH arbitrary linear combi
nations of the differentials of all the constraint functions for 
MI in T *Q, this being the procedure followed by Dirac. 5

,7 

Alternatively, we could work on MI alone and take the 
equation of motion on MI to be the pullback by itt, of (26), 
Since XI must be tangent to M I , this is equivalent, with 

XI = Iv,' 'X.w" to 

(28) 

the equation of motion with which Gotay, Nester, and 
Hinds Ll started their discussion of Dirac's generalized me
chanics, 

B. The Gotay-Nester-Hinds algorithm on T*O 

We now show that the algorithm generates the se
quence 

(29) 

The map h, satisfies pr I 'i, = hi ' r, so, if Yin TWo I w 

lies in TW;, then 

h r 'i(prl' ' Y) 'lU Q = O. (30) 

Therefore pointwise, 

2592 

TM; = prl' 'TW,. 

Finally, pointwise, 
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(31 ) 

(dH I ™i) Ihl.rl' WI = (dD I(J, 'prl' ' TW,) la.hl·r,. WI' 

(32) 

However, if Y lies in TW;, thenir 'i((J, 'prl' ' Y) 'lU is zero 
and thus(J, 'prl' ' Y lies in TW,. Thereforer, + 1 ' WI + I is 
the set 

M,+ I = [pET*Q such that (dH ITM,)(p) = OJ. 
(33) 

V. THE DYNAMICS ON TO 

A, The equation of motion on TO 

The equation of motion on T *Q (fl TQ has been shown I 
to be equivalent to its pullback, by i'rv" to an equation of 
motion on WI; all that is lost by the pullback is the set of 
constraints for WI and part of the second-order equation 
condition (lost because of the degeneracy of lUL defined be
low). The pulled-back equation and imposition of the lost 
part of the second-order equation condition is equivalent, by 

the diffeomorphism F L - I, to a second-order equation on 
Q. 

Since a consistent solution X to the equation of motion, 
where it exists, is tangent to WI' X = iw' ,X w , we have 

, 1 

that X 2 = pr2' ,x determines X = iw,' , FL. ,X2. The ar
bitrariness in X is preserved since, if Z in TW ~ is not zero, 
neither is Z2 = pr2' ,z. 

The motion I-form pulls back to TQwith (Jw ' FL )*. , 
The energy is defined by E = D 'i w, ' F L and we set 
lUL = FL * 'lUQ to obtain the motion I-form on TQ 

i(X21 'lUL - dE. (34) 

The vector X 2 is determined (up to some vectors in TW ~) by 
the vanishing of this I-form and the second-order equation 
condition 

(35) 

plus the consistency condition that X 2 be tangent to the final 
constraint submanifold. 

B. The Gotay-Nester-Hinds algorithm on TQ32 

The algorithm generates the sequence of submanifolds 

.•. --+N3 --+ N2 --+ NI = TQ. (36) 
I\-" j"'2 

We define, withiN, = id7Q , 

g, =is, 'is, ' ... 'iN,· (37) 

For Y w, = FL, ' Y2, we have that 

gr 'i(Y21 'lU L = gr' FL * 'itv, 'i(Jw,. ' Y w,) 'lU. (38) 

Since FL is a diffeomorphism, we have, for I = 1, that 

Y2ETN, iff iw,. ' FL, ' Y2lies in TW;. Assume that 

pointwisei w,. ' F L , ' TN, = TW; is true for one value of!. 

Then 

(dE ITN,)(n) = (dD ITW,)(Jw, ' FL 'n), 

so nEN, + I iffiw, ' FL 'n lies in WI + I . Thus we have, 

pointwise, W'+I =iw,' FL ,N
'
+ I orN

'
+ 1 
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= prz 0 WI + I • Thereforejw, 0 FL 0 gl + I 

o(przlw )=jl+1 so,by(38),TN'+1 =prz• oTW'+I' 
1+ I 

pointwise. Thus by induction, ~ = pr z 0 »j pointwise for 
eachj. 

C. Relationships between the formulations on phase 
space, velocity space, and their Whitney sum33 

Formulas expressing the relationships between the dif
ferent elements of generalized mechanics-velocity vectors, 
inertial 2-forms, and generating functions (dynamical func
tion, "Hamiltonian," energy)-are given above or follow 
from (pr I - FLo pr z) I ~, = ° as well as its consequences, 
such as the tangent of that map restricted to TWI • Complica
tions in these relationships arise because oflocal gauge invar
iancesz6 or, equivalently, because the velocity vectors on the 
Whitney sum, velocity space, and phase space are deter
mined only up to elements in a vector space, V z tan 
= TW~nTS,pr20 0 VZtan,andTMlnprlo 0 TS respectively. 

A velocity vector X on the Whitney sum projects down, 
by prz., to a velocity vector X z on TQ, preserving its indeter

minacy, and can be regained by use of pr z • j w, = ( F L ) - 1. 

On the other hand, a velocity vector XI on phase space is not 
obtained by the projection pr I., but rather by choosing a 
local section (J (23) and relating XI to X la. The difference 
between the Xl'S corresponding to two local sections lies in 
TM I . These relations result from the fact that the primary 
constraint submanifold WI is related to TQ by the diffeomor

phism FL and to M I , a proper submanifold of T*Q, by the 
bundle map r I' 

The velocity vector X on the Whitney sum satisfies the 
second-order equation condition, unless the Lagrangian is 
inconsistent with that, so prz •• X and XI do too. However, 
the equation of motion on TQ involves the degenerate (UL 

and may possess23 consistent solutions X; that do not satisfy 
the second-order equation condition; nevertheless, if there is 
a consistent solution, which satisfies the second-order equa
tion condition, on T *Q Ell TQ, there is a consistent solution 
on TQ that satisfies that condition, namely X 2 = prz •• X. 

One can, in this way, relate the formulations on T*Q 
and TQ through the "master" formulation on T *Q Ell TQ, 
which contains them both. And since the velocity vector on 
T*QEll TQ determines motions that satisfy I the Euler-La
grange equations for the Lagrangian L, there are solutions 
XI and X 2 on T*Q and TQ, respectively, that do too. 

VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

The canonical equation of motion on the Whitney sum 
T *Q Ell TQ of phase space and velocity space is equivalent to 
the Euler-Lagrange equations even in generalized dynamics 
and "spreads" them out l into the second-order equation 
condition, the definition of the map FL, an equation for the 
momenta velocities Pi and, through a consistency condition, 
an equation for the accelerations i/. The formulation of gen
eralized Hamiltonian dynamics on T *Q Ell TQ does not re
quire one to solve the momenta-defining equations p = aL / 
av, as is necessary for the formulation on T *Q (and leading in 
some cases to problems, as shown by the example l6 given in 
the Appendix), nor to eliminate those solutions that do not 
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satisfy the second-order equation condition, as is necessary23 
on TQ. 

The problems in generalized mechanics are that the mo
tions are restricted by constraints and that the trajectories 
are not unique. The constraints can be calculated by means 
of the Gotay-Nester-Hinds algorithm 13 or others. The pro
cedure on T *Q Ell TQ is straightforward, as shown by an ex
ample in the Appendix. The indeterminacy in the extended 
velocity vector X (w) due to the degeneracy of (U lies in 
T w W ~, a vector surface of T w Wo that does not depend on 
the Lagrangian, whereas those for Xz(v) and XI(p), on TuQ 
.and T;Q, respectively, do depend on L. The gauge transfor
mations that relate the different possible trajectories are dis
cussed, on the basis of the formulation on T *Q Ell TQ, in the 
following paper, Z6 which provides a straightforward resolu
tion of the gauge problems discussed in the literature. 
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APPENDIX 

The final constraint submanifold and the solution X of 
the canonical equation of motion are calculated, and briefly 
discussed, for a typical case l6 of those generalized mechani
cal Lagrangians that have sparked controversy in the litera
ture. 

The calculation is presented in abbreviated form, begin
ning with the Lagrangian, the constraint submanifolds given 
by the constraint equations required beyond those given 
above that, vectors spanning the symplectic complement 
given in the same way, a general vector Tin TS>nTS with 
small Greek letters representing arbitrary constants, and the 
time-dependent consistent solution X with capital Latin let
ters representing arbitrary functions: 

L = vxv; + ! yz2, 

Wo = Ix,y,z,px'Py,PZ' VX ' vy' Vz j, 

TW~:~,~,~, 
avx avy avz 

WI:Px - v; = O,py = 0, pz - 2vxvz = 0, 

TWI:~' 
ay 

TW~:~, 
apz 

so Px =O,Pz =0, 

> a a TW 3 :-,-, 

ax az 
a a a a 

T=a- +(3- + y- +£5-, 
avx ax avy ay 

a a a a 
X=A- +B- +vx - +Vy-. 

avx avy ax ay 

Frenkel missed' the constraint pz : this constraint fol
lows in the formulation on T *Q from the equation of motion 
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x = pz/(2P!12) and the constraint Px' One must examine all 
the component equations of motion to see that they are con
sistent on the final constraint submanifold. The reason that, 
working on T*Q, one has to examine all components of the 
equation of motion is that solving the momenta-defining 
equations, not required on T *Q EB TQ, may hide some con
straints, as it does in this case and in an example [his Eq. (1)] 
due to Cawley. 17 

The vector J /Jz corresponding to the constraint pz is 
not tangent to$, nor is the vector J /Jpz corresponding to the 
constraint z, so these vectors do not appear in T. In the ter
minology of Dirac, 5.7 z and pz are second-class constraints. 

Cawley 17 claims that the constraint pz would be missed 
without an "augmented algorithm" and a similar claim, but 
with a different algorithm, has been made by Di Stefano.:' 1 

However, there is no ambiguity about these constraints, and 
no need to formulate any augmented algorithm in the formu
lation of generalized dynamics on T *Q EB TQ, and none on 
T*Q if one imposes the necessary requirement of the consis
tency of all components of the equation of motion. 
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Generalized Hamiltonian dynamics is the finite-dimensional version of gauge field theory and 
possesses invariance properties corresponding to gauge invariances. It is argued herein that a 
proper description of the finite-dimensional gauge transformations requires a time-dependent 
formalism. With this, local and global gauge transformations can be distinguished, and the insight 
obtained from this distinction clarifies some ambiguities that have appeared in the literature. In 
particular, the time-dependent formalism provides a precise statement for Dirac's conjecture 
concerning the form of the generalized Hamiltonian on phase space. 

P ACS numbers: 03.20. + i, 02.40. + m 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Generalized Hamiltonian dynamics is the mechanics of 
a discrete system in a finite-dimensional space Q whose mo
tions are described by a degenerate Lagrangian L, one for 
which the momenta-defining equations p = aL / au cannot 
be solved for every component ui(q,p} of the velocity. Each of 
the various forms of the equation of motion ! on T*Q, TQ, or 
their Whitney sum2

•
3 T *Q Ell TQ possesses consistent solu

tions only over a proper submanifold of the base space and, 
in general, does not determine a single vector field (the rel
evant "velocity" vector). Rather, each determines a subset of 
the tangent space over each point of the final constraint sub
manifold in the base space T *Q, TQ, or T *Q Ell TQ. A consis
tent solution of the equation of motion is a smooth vector 
field on the final constraint submanifold with values in those 
subsets, and the difference between two consistent solutions 
has values in a vector subspace over each point. Further
more, consistent solutions are physically indistinguishable, 
so that transformations that map one consistent solution 
into another are called gauge transformations. 

The gauge transformations of generalized Hamiltonian 
dynamics have been the subject of controversy in the litera
ture. 4

-
13 The study of gauge transformations given below 

shows the origin of that controversy and eliminates the am
biguities present in the literature. It is argued below that a 
time-dependent formulation of generalized Hamiltonian dy
namics is necessary for the definition of and discussions on 
gauge transformations. The time-dependent formalism dis
plays clearly the difference between global and local gauge 
transformations, the former involving arbitrary constants, 
the latter arbitrary time-dependent functions. Some of the 
controversy in the literature results from the failure of the 
time-independent formulation to display that difference 
clearly. 

A brief outline of the formulation on T *Q Ell TQ of gen
eralized Hamiltonian dynamics is given in Sec. II. The argu
ment for the need to describe gauge transformations within a 
time-dependent formalism and that formalism itself are pre
sented in Sec. III. The definition of gauge transformations 
and the general properties of their generators appear in Sec. 
IV. The relationship between the generators of gauge trans-

alPresent address: Department of Astronomy, University of Toronto, Tor
onto, Ontario, Canada MSS IA 7. 

formations and first class constraints is the topic of Sec. V. 
An important class of such generators is derived in Sec. VI, 
where the distinction between global and local gauge trans
formations appears. Dirac's conjecture, 14 the subject of 
much of the controversy in the literature, is discussed and 
clarified in Sec. VII. The gauge transformations for the for
mulations of generalized dynamics on phase space T*Q and 
velocity space TQ are given in Sec. VIII in terms of the for
mulation on T*QEll TQ. A brief summary and conclusions 
are given in Sec. IX. Typical cases of the specific examples of 
gauge transformations that have caused controversy in the 
literature are worked out in an appendix. 

II. FORMULATION OF GENERALIZED HAMILTONIAN 
DYNAMICS ON T*O Ell TO 

The Euler-Lagrange equations for a mechanical system 
with configuration space Q and described by the Lagrangian 
L: TQ--+R are completely equivalent, 15 even when the La
grangian is degenerate, to the canonical equations of motion 
(4) or (5) on the Whitney sum ~i = T *Q Ell TQ, with canoni
cal projection prj on the ith factor, of phase space T*Q and 
velocity space TQ. In those equations, XETWo is the ex
tended velocity vector with components (i/,jJj' ii) relative to 
the natural bundle chart on T~) induced by that with co
ordinates (qi, Pj' Uk) on Wo, the canonical 1- and 2-forms are 

e = prf·eQ and {U = prf'{UQ (I) 

with 

eQ = 1T~: T*Q--+T*T*Q and (UQ = - deQ , (2) 

and D is the dynamical function 

D: Wo--+R: Wt->(pr!.wlpr2 ·w) - L·pr2·w. (3) 

The canonical equation of motion is 

i(X).{U =dD (4) 
and is equivalent to the two equations 

Lx·e = d·L-pr2 and 17' Q* .prl*.x = pr2' (5) 

the latter being the second-order equation condition. 
The equation of motion cannot be satisfied at every 

point of Wo: In the degenerate Lagrangian case, the equation 
holds only on the final constraint sub manifold S upon which 
the equation of motion possesses consistent solutions, a con
sistent solution X being a solution that does not describe 
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motions leading off S. Thus, a consistent solution X lies in 
TS: = is* ·TS with ~ = isS andis the inclusion of Sin WOo 
There exist a number of procedures 1,4,5, 16 for calculating the 
final constraint submanifold. 

The equation of motion does not have, in general, a 
unique consistent solution in the degenerate Lagrangian 
case: If X is one smooth consistent solution and Yany 
smooth vector field such that Y I sEker wn TS, then X + Y is 
also a smooth consistent solution~ The difference between 
any two consistent solutions is a vector field on ~ with values 
in, and such differences span, 

V= kerwnTS. (6) 

III. TIME-DEPENDENT FORMALISM 

A vector field in V on ~ generates through its flow a map 
that, for an infinitesimal time, leaves the physical state un
changed, One cannot conclude from this, however, that a 
finite flow of a vector field Y in Von S is a transformation 
that leaves the physical state unchanged since (with X a con
sistent solution to the equation of motion) it is X + Y that 
must be considered, not Yalone. For example, the flow l/> ~ + I 

from time 0 to time t generated by X + Y is not necessarily 
the flow l/>t generated by X alone followed by the flow l/> -; 
generated by Yalone, 

In order then to discuss the transformations that 
changeXintoX + Y, we must take the time into account and 
work with 

W= T*QEB TQ XR (7) 

with t, the coordinate on R, equal to the curve parameter of X 
and with canonical projection pr w: W --+ WOo The solution X 
is modified to XETW such that pr w*·X = X by the addition 
ofa time component with (dt IX) = 1. The extra component 
in X allows one to take account, by means of Lx, of rates of 
change due to an explicit time dependence, as well as varia
tions with time due to motions in T*QEB TQ, 

Any Yin TWo can be lifted uniquely to a vector Yin TW 
by 

-: TWo--+TW with prw*'Y= Y and (dtIY) =0. 
(8) 

Let the zero vector field i~ R be desigpated 10 J, so YE TW 0 

where, for any space M, M = M X ! 0 J, Also, any functionf 
on Wo can be lifted uniquely via the map 

prw: WoXR--+Wo: (wo, t)-wo 

to a functionfon Wby 

-:Y(Wo)--+Y(W): f-f=!-prw, 

(9) 

(10) 

The equation of motion in the time-dependent formal
ism is, on W, 

i(X).wD = 0 

with 
W D = {jj + dD Adt and {jj = pr~·w. (11 ) 

IV. GENERAL PROPERTIES OF THE GENERATORS OF 
GAUGE TRANSFORMATIONS 

Let G be a vector field 

( 12) 
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that generates diffeomorphisms that transform a consistent 
solution X into X + Y with Ya vector field in 17. The trans
formations must not generate motions off the final con
straint submanifold so that G is tangent to S X R. The trans
formations must leave the time parametrization unchanged 

so LG t = 0, and therefore GE TS. The equation of motion 
must remain unchanged in for'iiiSo G satisfies, on S X R, La 
.{jj = dK A dt for some function K on W. Thus, Gis the gener
alization to the Whitney sum T*Q EB TQofthe generator ofa 
canonical transformation on T *Q. 

Our interest here does not lie, however, in general ca
nonical transformations, being restricted to only those that 
change X by the addition of a Yin 17. Thus, we impose the 
condition that 

( 13) 

for every solution X of the canonical equation of motion. 
The possible differences X - X' between any two con

sistent solutions X and X' span 17and so, since LG (X 
- X ')E V, we have that 

LG YE V for any vector field Y in V. (14) 

This condition and (13) for one particular solution of the 
equation of motion are equivalent to (13) for every solution X 
of the canonical equation. Furthermore, for any G' and G " 
satisfying the conditions for G given above, we obtain 

LIG'.G" IX = LG·(LG" X ) - LG .. (LG·X)E17. (15) 

Hence the set of such G 's is closed under commutation. 
We call a gauge generator any vector field G that is a 

canonical transformation and satisfies (13) and:!! the set of 
all gauge generators. The flows generated by an element G of 
:!! we call gauge transformations. Note that the generators of 
gauge transformations may be defined only on S XR. 

That such transformations are generalizatwns of the 
usual gauge transformations can be seen from the following; 
Consider local natural bundle coordinates! q', Pl' Vi, t I. 
Then, onS xR 

La u' = LGLxq' = LxLGq' (16) 
because of (13). Thus, the gauge transform of u' is the time 

derivative of that of q'. Moreover. G lies in TS so, in particu
lar, on S XR 

L .(p - OL) = O· (17) 
G , au i ' 

under a gauge transformation, the transform of Pi can be 
obtained from that of oLlov i

• Finally, we have from the 
equation of motion in the form (5) that, on ~ X R, 

LG·(L-prz·prw ) 

= Lx·i(G ).pr'W·prf·eQ - i( [X, G ])-pr'W.prf·eQ 

=.:!.. (prrelprw ·G) (18) 
dt * 

so the gauge transform on ~ of the Lagrangian is a perfect 
time derivative. 

V. GAUGE GENERATORS AND FIRST CLASS 
CONSTRAINTS 

We investigate further the condition for gauge transfor
mations that distinguish them from other canonical trans-
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formations. That condition, Eq. (13), is equivalent to 

i([G,X]).wl~XR =0 (19) 

for every consistent solution X of the equation of motion, or 
equivalent to (14) and (19) for one consistent solution X. 

The condition (19) can be transformed by using the 
identity, for vector fields A and B, 

i([A, B]) = LA·i(B) - i(B )·LA (20) 

on extensions X + and G + of X and G to local vector fields on 
W. ! An appropriate extension for X + in a natural bundle 
chart is given by the solution to 

i(X+).w= [dD-(dDIJIJvi).prw)dvi ] (21) 

that satisfies (dt IX +) = I and reduces toX on§ X R. J Equa
tion (19), independently of the extensions, is equivalent to 

(22) 

on § XR, since G is tangent to WK' 
This condition can be rewritten: Evaluating (22) on any 

local vector field ZETS, with extension Z +, and using the 
definition of the exterior derivative gives, on § XR, 

- qX,[w(G +, Z +)J -- Z.(dD IG +) 

- wIG, [X, Z])J = O. (23) 

The left-hand side of this equation appears on S X R in dw(X, 
G, Z) as given by the definition of the exterior derivative of 
the closed 2-form w: 
jlX.[w(G+,Z+)] -G.(dDIZ+) +Z.(dDIG+) 

+ (dD I [G, Z J) - w( [Z, X], G) ll~ xR = O. (24) 

Therefore, on § XR, 

LG (dD IZ +) - (dD ILGZ) = 2Lz (dD IG +) 

= (LGdDIZ+) =Lz(dDIG+) =0, (25) 

so (dD IG +) is a local constraine 7 onS XR, equaling a con
stant there. Moreover, (dD I G +) is a fi""i-st class function 17 on 
S XR since, as shown in the following paragraph, 
Y.(dD IG +) Is xR = 0 for every YETS I. 

We use the definition of TS I: Let Z be a vector field 

such that Z I,s-ETS so i(Z ).i(Y).wl,s- xR = O. Since GE TS, 

0= LG·i(Z)·i(Y)·wl sXR 
= [i(LGZ)'i(Y)'w + i(Z)'i(LGY)'w 

+ i(Z)'i(Y)'LGw] I,s-XR' (26) 

The first term is zero as LGZE TS. To evaluate the third 
term, we use LG·w = dK 1\ dt and the equation of motion on 
S: Since on S XR - -

LG 'i(X )·w = i(X )·LG - 'W = (dK IX) dt - dK 

= LG • ·dD = d (dD IG +), (27) 

i(Z )·i(y)·LG • 'W = - i(Z ).i(Y).d (dD IG +) I\dt = 0 
(28) 

- -1 
on§XR.Therefore,from(26),pr w*·LG. YISxRE TS and 
hence -

Y-(dD IG +) I,s- = G·(dD IY) I,s- + illY, G ]).dD I,s- xR 
=0, (29) 

as GETS and (dD 1 TS 1) I~ = o. 
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Thus, it follows from (13) that (dD I G +) is a (local) first
class constraint on S. 

VI. GAUGE GENERATORS IN (TS1nTS) X {OJ 
The set f1 of gauge generators G yields first-class con

straints (dD IG +), as does each element Ywhose restriction 
onS lies in 

(30) 

[where TS 1 is the set of all vectors Z such thatjN(Z )·w = 0], 
since Y generates a first-class constraint t/J through 18 

i( y)·w = dt/J. However, f1 may contain elements not in ®, as 
the example G = J I Jq for the one-dimensional system on 
Q = R with L = !v2 + q demonstrates. Nevertheless, ® and 
! X, YE® 1 are closed, as the following arguments show, so we 
might expect that there is a subalgebra of ,ct} that lies in ®. 
We determine this subalgebra in this section. 

To show that ® is closed, let X and Y be vector fields 
that on restriction to S X R lie in ® and Z be a vector field 

with Z Is xR E TS. The fact that w is closed gives, on S XR, 
W([X, YJ. Z) = 0 since TS is closed under commutation. 
Therefore, ® is closed under commutation. With X + any 
extension of a consistent solution of the equation of motion, 
the definition of dw(X +, Y, Z), which is zero, gives on § X R 

0= - Y.(dD IZ) - w([X, Y], Z) + (dD I[Y, Z]) 

-Z,(dDIY) -w([X, Y],Z) 

- w([X, Y], Z) (31) 

so that! X, YE® J is closed under commutation. 
To calculate the elements in ®, we expand the extension 

G + of an element G of 6) in a set, to be selected shortly, of 

basis vectors ! Z A 1 A ~ 1.2 •...• 3N for TW 0: 

G + = bAZ A with bA: W--)oR. (32) 

Equating (22), with this expansion, to zero gives, on S XR, 
with Lx'bA =bA , -

bAi(ZA ).w = bAd (dD IZA) - bAi(X).d.i(ZA )·w. (33) 

In the following, we show how to solve this equation for 
those G that involve local vector fields in 6), which contains 
V (cf. the first paragraph of Sec. III). The method of solution 
relies heavily on the local calculation of the final constraint 
manifold described in Sec. IIIB of Ref. I. 

A. Choice of basis vectors for 6) 

Take, then, for the first dim V of the Z A,S, a set oflocal 
vector fields! Y a I J, where the set! Y a I J I S X R spans V local-
lyon §. Then, on § XR, -

i(yal).w = 0 and (dD Iyal) = (dD lyal).pr w.(34) 

But the yahs generate sets! ya2 J and so on through rela
tions involving i(Y)·w's and (dD I Y)'s, as described in Sec. 
IIIB of Ref. 1. 

The form ofEq. (33) suggests that we consider the equa
tion 

i(Y'lw = d (dD I ya) (35) 

and ask if, for yal s in TS 1nTS, there exists a solution ya 
such that yal,s- lies in TS. (Such a solution would also lie in 
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TS 1 because of the equation that it satisfies.) By a theorem 
due to Gotay, Nester, and Hinds,s there does exist such a 
solution if, on~, '(d (dDI y a

) I TS1) = O. We now show that 
this relation is satisfied for the Y" of interest here. 

Let Ybe any local vector field in TS 1, Then, on~, 

i(Y).d·i(Y").dD = i(Y")·Ly·dD + i([ Y, ya])·dD 

=i([Y,Y'"])·dD. (36) 

This last term is a constraint function vanishing on ~ if [Y, 
ya] on S lies in TS 1. To show that the latter is true, let Z be 
any local vector field such that Z I ~ =} K* .z K' Then, on ~, 

i(Z).i([Y, ya]).UJ= -Lyo.[i(jK*,ZK)·i(Y).UJ] 

+ i(Ly,,:iK* ,ZK )·i(Y)·UJ 

+ i(jK* ,ZK ).i(Y)·Ly,,·UJ 

= i(jK* ,ZK ).i( Y).d·i( ya)·{u (37) 

since yo lies in TS and Yin TS 1. The last expression in (37) 
vanishes if, on S, i( Y")·UJ = d¢> for some ¢>. Since ya in 
ker UJnTS does satisfy 18 an equation of this form, there exists 
a solution y a to (35) that is tangent to S. 

Thus, we can start with a minimal set of local vector 
fields! yiil] (suitably selected, as described below) that span 
ker UJnTS and generate by 

(38) 

with ya J in TS, a sequence of vector fields! y a1
] that, on~, 

lie in ker UJn TS. The vector fields resulting from this proce
dure are the only ones generated by ! Yin ker UJnTS J and 
therefore (see the first paragraph of Sec. III) appear at first 
glance to be the only ones needed in discussions of gauge 
invariance and of Dirac's conjecture (see Sec. VII). This is 
misleading, though, since the zero vector lies in V so the 
condition LeX = 0 may apply to certain gauge generators. 
These arise from those YUj 1 for which d (dDI yiiJ 1) is 
zero on S. 

Notice that if the differential of (dDI YUj 1), or a linear 
combination of these, vanishes, then the corresponding ya J 

that lies in TS is zero. In this case, one linearizes those parti
cular constraint functions and looks for a linear combina
tion, say ¢>j, with a finite nonzero differential on ~ and such 
that a solution yJ of 

(39) 

exists that is tangent to S. Then one calculates Y j + 1 from an 
equation similar to (35) and continues on. The procedure is 
similar to that described below; an example is given in the 
Appendix. In any event, we take the yaj,s and yj,s as a 
basis 1 H for LSI. 

Note that dim ker UJnTS need not equal dim-
ker UJnTW1: On the one hand, a vector field in TW1 1 sneed 
not lie in TS whereas, on the other, a vector field can -lie in 
TS, and s;Tn TW1Is, but not in TW1 1 w . - - .. --' 

B. Calculation of gauge generators in (II 

Let us assume that there is no yiij such that (dDI yaj ) 
yields an independent constraint and d (dDI yaJ) = O. (This 
assumption is made only to keep the equations in managea
ble form; it is straightforward in a specific case where this 
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assumption does not hold to generalize the method given 
below.) Then, we set theZ A for a limited range of A equal to a 
suitable set of basis vectors for ker UJnTS, selected in the fol
lowing manner. Let! yaK + 1] a ~ 1"m:~1 be a linearly inde
pendent set of vectors that span! ya K + 1]. Then we can 
write on S 

i(yaK t I).UJ = d (dD lya,K) (40) 

for some linearly independent ya,K in the span of ! yaK J. 
Let mK be the dimension of the span of! yaK]. The (mK 
- mK + I) vectors! yanK] needed to form, with! ya,K ], a 

basis! yaK] for the span of ! yaK] may be chosen so that 
each (dDI yanK) is a linear combination of the (dDI ya'K) 
and (dD I Y'jj) for} <K. Repeat the process with! yaK I re
placing ! yaK I 1 ], and so on. Thus, we obtain a set ! y aj ] 
that forms a basis for the span of ! yaj

] with 

i(ya j + I).UJ = d (dD I yaJ), 

a = 1, ... , mj + 1 and} = 1,2, ... ,K, (41) 

and 

(dDIYUj) =C'j/,(dDlybl), }= 1,2, ... ,K + 1, 

a = mj t 1 + 1, ... ,mj , i = 1,2, ... J b = 1,2, ... ,m i t I' 

(42) 

Note that mK + 2 = O. 
We now expand G on ~ XR as 

K I I mJ 

G= I I bajyaJ (43) 
) = 1 a-I 

with the b aj functions on ~ X R that are to be determined as 
far as possible by Eq. (33): 
K I I nJ, 
I I baji(yaj).UJ 

j -0- 1 u I 

K m J , I 

= I I bajt l d (dDlya
j
).pr w 

)-=la-~I 

K !'n l , I 

= I I baJd (dD I yaj).prw 
) = 1 (l -- I 

K II rnJ J tn, j I 

+I I baj I I C~;,d (dD I yhi).prw 
) -- 1 a rn

J 
• I til -=-- 1 h I 

(44) 

Thus, for }<K and 1 <a <mj ii' 
K f 1 tn, 

b' - b +" " bhICa!»i, aJ t 1 - aj L L (45) 
1=) h -- tn, t 1 -t- I 

The b A'S are also subject to the condition (14) so, for any 
vector field Y in V, 

;.: t I nlJ _ _ __ . _ 

I I ! (y.baj)yaj + baj [Y, yaJl]EV. 
j - 1 a -=-- 1 

However, since 

i( [ yaj, y bl ] )·UJ = Ly""i( yln)·UJ - i( yhi)'Ly,"'{u 

=d.i(yaj).d(dDlyhl I), 
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[Y, yaj
] E V so that the b A'S are restricted by 

Y.baj = 0 for every YEV. (48) 

The m K + ,ba K + , are arbitrary save for the above con
dition, as are the (mj - mj + , )baj with a > mj +' andj<,K. 
Thus, there are a total of 

m K +, +(m K -m K +,)+ .. ·+(m,-m2 )=m, (49) 

independent and essentially arbitrary ba/s; the rest of them 
are determined by (45) to have the form 

baj = baj ( .. ·, bh1 , bbi' bhi ), a<,mj +, and b> m i + , . 

(SO) 

If some (dD I yaj
) were zero, the equation correspond

ing to Eq. (45) would give baj t , = 0, in which case one is 
dealing with what corresponds in gauge field theory to a 
global, as compared to a local, gauge invariance. Here, we 
call a local gauge generator one that involves arbitrary func
tions of the time and a global gauge generator one that does 
not. Examples of both are given in the Appendix. 

VII. DIRAC'S CONJECTURE14 

The discussions that have appeared in the literature of 
the gauge transformations of generalized dynamics have 
been based on a time-independent formalism similar to that 
in Ref. 1. We can compare the basis for those discussions 
with the present work by evaluating at one instant of time, 
say t = 10 , some of the results derived above. 

At anyone given instant of time, the values of a smooth 
but otherwise arbitrary time-dependent function and its time 
derivatives are independent of each other. Thus, Eq. (33) 
does not yield any condition restricting the values of the 
expansion coefficients b 4 of basis vectors Z A of @ I I" for an 
element G II" of § II,,: 

Gil" = bAZ A, bA: § X (loJ-+R, (51) 

where each b A satisfies the restriction (48) but is otherwise 
arbitrary. Also, there is no distinction at one instant of time 
between global and local gauge transformations [see the dis
cussion below Eq. (50)] since they are distinguished solely by 
their time dependence. 

Considerations of infinitesimal gauge transformations 
within the time-independent formalism led Dirac to conjec
ture that the generalization of the Hamiltonian on T *Q 
should be modified through the addition of arbitrary combi
nations of all of the first-class constraints, corresponding 
here to the addition of baj (dD I yaj) (or possibly 
baj (dD I yaj) + b/pj) to D, with each baj (and bj ) arbitrary. 
Certainly, the dynamical function (the generalization on 
T *Q $ TQ of the Hamiltonian) is modified by an infinitesi
mal gauge transformation at time to through the addition of 
an arbitrary infinitesimal linear combination of the first
class const~ints as determined by the action of a vector G I I" 

of@1 onD: 
I" 

LG 15/ I" = bA (d15/Z A
). (52) 

Note, however, that the exterior derivative, which appears in 
the equation of motion, of some of the terms in the expansion 
may vanish on § X ( to J, so not all first-class constraints con
tribute to a modification of the equation of motion. 
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Dirac's conjecture is equivalent to requiring that the 
solutions of the equation of motion can be determined only 
up to elements in @ (and not just its subspace V, as follows 
from the arguments given in the present study). And, in fact, 
at one instant 10 of time, a consistent solution X may be modi
fied by an almost arbitrary linear combination of the basis 
vectors in @ since X is transformed under the gauge gener
ator G = g with gETS to X + ELgX, where E is small, and 

LgX - bAzAEV (53) 

by Eq. (13). The arbitrariness is limited by the fact that the 
expansion in (53) does not contain any generator Z A of a 
global gauge transformation whose coefficient b A has zero 
time derivative or, equivalently, that is determined by a first 
class constraint (dD I Y) such that d (dD I Y) = O. 

Thus, Dirac's conjecture is correct in that, at one in
stant of time, the dynamical function is determined only up 
to an arbitrary linear (infinitesimal) combination of the first
class constraints in the form (dDIZA) or, equivalently, a 
consistent solution X is determined only to within an (al
most) arbitrary linear combination, with small coefficients 
for elements of@/V, of basis vectors in @. However, to 
achieve these modifications does not require one to alter the 
equation of motion one bit: The result is contained within the 
time-dependent formalism given above or that which would 
be obtained from the time-independent formulation on T *Q 
given in Ref. 1. That is, one need not add arbitrary time
dependent linear combinations of the first-class constraints 
to the dynamical function (or of the first class secondary 
constraints to the generalized Hamiltonian on T*Q): The 
proper combinations are already there. 

Adding such linear combinations enlarges the group of 
gauge transformations from elements of the form b A Z A with 
the b A'S related by equations like (45) to elements of that 
form with no restrictions on the b A'S. In general, this is dif
ferent than transforming a global gauge generator, for which 
the b A'S satisfy an equation like (45), to the corresponding 
local gauge generator. 

Dirac's conjecture has resulted in numerous discus
sions, based on a time-independent formalism, in the litera
ture.5-'3 Some of these are based on particular Lagrangians 
and concern those gauge transformations that are called glo
bal here. 

Global gauge transformations can be considered to cor
respond to that part of a local gauge invariance that is left 
over after the imposition of a gauge condition. This explains 
why Gotay and Nester,5,6,1O.12 although their time-indepen
dent study did not involve the distinction given here between 
local and global gauge transformations, raised the question, 
stated here in the language of the present work, of the phys
ical interpretation of the mechanics-does one interpret a 
system with a global gauge in variance as representing a sys
tem with a local gauge in variance upon which a gauge condi
tion has been applied, or not? This question is beyond the 
scope of the present work, which is concerned only with 
determining the gauge transformations, local or global, for a 
given Lagrangian, and thus a unique physical interpretation 
for the system described by that Lagrangian. 

Some of this discussions in the literature have centered 
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around specific Lagrangians. The gauge transformations for 
two typical cases are calculated within the present formal
ism, and discussed, in the Appendix. (The other class of such 
specific Lagrangians is discussed in the Appendix of Ref. 1). 

VIII. GAUGE TRANSFORMATIONS ON TWO AND TO 

The relationships between the formulations of general
ized dynamics on T*Q ffi TQ, T*Q, and TQ are described in 
the preceding paper. I That description and the notation used 
there, with some modifications similar to that used in this 
paper, provide the basis for the following. 

A consistent solution XI of the canonical equation of 
motion on T *Q is determined only up to elements in TM t 
nTM K' Thus, in the time-dependent formulation on 
T*Q XR, gauge transformations are defined by the condi
tions on their generators [11 = (G I I that each G I lie in 

TS K' be a canonical transformation; and satisfy 
- --1 ~--

Lc,XIE TM In TM K' (54) 

The projection G' = (pr I * X id R* )·G of GE [1 satisfies 
this equation for G I : The variation ofG along the fibers of rK 

Xid: ~K XR-'1K XR is given by Eq. (14). Moreover, [Y, 
X]ETWt for YEV. As pr l * XidR * extinguishes in G only its 
terms in V2 , L c ' ,X1E TM i. 

Moreover, we may go the other way: Given a G'I satisfy
ing the above conditions, and a cross section (J" of the bundle 
!K: ~K-MK' calculate ((J"* XidR* )·G1 and carry it off 
((J"Xid )·MK xR to WK XR by using Lc'(X - X'(J".prl)EV. 
Thus, pr~*.[1 gives ~ I' 

The relation between the gauge transformations on TQ 

and those on T * Q ffi TQ is even easier to obtain. Because F L 
is a diffeomorphism, the gauge transformations on WK XR 
carry over directly, viapr2' to-'YK XR, with gauge ge;erators 

G2 =(pr2*XidR *)·G (55) 

on -'YK XR. Notice that the generalized gauge transforma
tions are restricted to the final constraint submanifold -'Y K 

XR. 

IX. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Since consistent solutions to the equation of motion are 
determined only modulo elements in V, any transformation 
that changes a consistent solution X to X + Y, in which the 
vector field YEV, is physically unobservable, like a gauge 
transformation in gauge field theory, Nevertheless, the vec
tor field Yalone does not generate a gauge transformation: 
The motion starting at a point w(to) generated by X and that 
generated by (X + Y) diverge as time proceeds so, at a later 
time t, the point w(t) on the flow line of X is not, in general, on 
that flow line of X + Y that began at w(to), even though 
X I "ill and (X + Y) I w(t I are defined as vectors in T,* I WOo 
Thus, to study the gauge transformations, it is necessary to 
take layers of copies of TWo in time, thereby distinguishing 
the point w in Wo at time to from the same point w in Wo at 
time t =1= to' Therefore, it is necessary to work with a time
dependent formulation of generalized dynamics; and this al
lows an obvious definition of gauge transformations. 

A generator G of a gauge transformation in generalized 
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dynamics is a vector field in TS that generates a canonical 
transformation and satisfies LcX EV. This definition is 
more general than allowed by the discussions of gauge trans
formations in the literature5,o.lo,12,14 (which for instance do 
not include the example in Sec. VI) since those discussions 
deal only with the set of gauge generators that are connected 
to V. 

The value of the time-dependent formulation can be 
seen by comparing Eqs. (13) and (53): The former leads to 
explicit expressions for gauge generators, for example, in 
terms of m 1 arbitrary functions in Sec. VIB, whereas the 
latter provides little information ong since the value of b A at 
one instant of time is arbitrary. Furthermore, a time-depen
dent formulation is necessary to distinguish global from lo
cal gauge transformations since, in generalized dynamics, it 
is their time dependence that separates the two classes. 

The discussions in the literature of gauge transforma
tions have been based on time-independent formulations of 
generalized dynamics, and thus they do not involve that dis
tinction, an omission that has led to some ambiguity. This 
can be seen by comparing the worked-out examples in the 
Appendix with the discussions in the original references. 

The time-dependent formulation provides a precise 
form, Eq. (52), for the basis of Dirac's conjecture, but it also 
shows that the conjecture itself is not needed: The dynamical 
function (or the generalized Hamiltonian on T * Q ) takes care, 
with the proper time dependence, of those constraints that 
are added to D according to (52). And carrying out the con
jecture not only changes global to local gauge transforma
tions; it would also decouple those gauge transformations 
with coupled time dependences [see Eq. (45)]. 

APPENDIX 

The gauge transformations for two typical cases that 
have been described as problem cases in the literature are 
calculated below. After the reference and the preliminary 
calculation given as in the Appendix of Ref. 1, the conditions 
on the gauge generator and the general form of the gauge 
generator (with the c, 's being time-independent) are present
ed. The calculation is followed by a brief discussion (in which 
Hgen denotes the Dirac generalized Hamiltonian on T *Q), 

1. Cawley7 

L = uxuz + Y'Z 2, 

~) = (x,y, Z,Px,Py'P" ux' u,., uz l. 

TW6: ~, 
au, 

a a 
au

y 
, au, ' 

a 
TWt: ay' 

a 
TW.;: , ax' 

T=a -+- +/3-+y-+O-, (
a a) a a a 

ap, aux ax auy ay 
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- a a a a a x = A - + Vx -- + v - + Vz - + - , avo ax Y ay az at 
a, (3, and t5 independent ofvy , a = 0, p = a, {) = y, 

G = CI(~ + ~) + (CIt + c2) ~ + {) ~ + t5 ~ . 
apz avx ax avy ay 

The constraint (dD lalay) is ¥"2 and the resulting con
straint in the form z is seen to lead in W3 to a global gauge 
generator involving the time-independent C I and C2. In this 
case, the Dirac conjecture as clarified in Sec. VII would lead 
at most to the addition of CIPx to the generalized Hamilton
ian on T*Q (Hgen = PzPx + upy ' where pz is an arbitrary 
constant and u is an arbitrary function of the time, not Px 
multiplied by an arbitrary function of the time. 

2. Gotay,10 due to Nester 

2601 

L = [lI(2x)]v;, 

a 
TW~: ax ' 

a 
TW 1

2 : ay' 
a a a 

T=a-+(3-+y-, av, ax ay 
- a a a 
x = A av, + v ax + at ' 

a(3 = 0 = ay, a = p, r = 0, 
au, au, 

. a a a 
G=(3 -+(3-+c l -· au, ax ay 
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Thus a lay, or the constraint PY' generates a global 
gauge transformation, corresponding in the Dirac conjec
ture to adding (de J dt )Py = 0 to the generalized Hamiltonian 
on T*Q, Hgen = upx with u arbitrary. 

This example is similar to one due to Allcock, II in 
which L = xv;. 
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The problem addressed in this paper is the determination of transmitted and scattered fields 
produced by a transient electromagnetic field incident on a three-dimensional body when the 
body and the surrounding medium are allowed to be dispersive. Instead of decomposing the pulse 
into its Fourier components, the solution is carried out in the time domain to take advantage of 
marching-in-time procedures. Maxwell's equations are suitably modified, and the reduction of 
the problem to the solution of an integral equation for a single tangential vector field is adapted to 
dispersive media. A simple conductor and a collision less plasma are studied as examples. 

PACS numbers: 03.50.De, 03.40.Kf, 02.30.Rz 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The properties of a medium that determine the propa
gation of an electromagnetic wave, mainly the permittivity 
and the conductivity, are a consequence of the average re
sponse of the atoms in the medium to the local electromag
netic field. Causality and inertia do not allow this response to 
be instantaneous, so that the behavior of the medium de
pends on the frequency of an imposed monochromatic field. 

A transient field or pulse can always be decomposed 
into its Fourier components and in principle we can limit 
ourselves to the study of monochromatic fields. For broad
band pulses this approach may not be practical, and in any 
case the physical behavior of the pulse is more transparent in 
the time domain. Also the marching-in-time procedures for 
numerical solutions of integral equations, which are a conse
quence of the principle of causality, may show advantages 
over the solution of large systems of linear algebraic equa
tions that arise in the computations for monochromatic 
fields. Thus, we want to extend the solutions of scattering 
problems in the time domain to dispersive media. 

In particular, we have shown I how the fields scattered 
by and transmitted into a dielectric can be obtained from a 
single tangential field defined on the surface of the scatterer. 
This field obeys a (weakly) singular integral equation of the 
first kind. This theory applies to transient fields for media of 
constant permittivity t and permeability /-l, and to mono
chromatic fields in media that can be dispersive and that can 
have a finite conductivity (J. 

In this paper we examine what changes have to be intro
duced in the time-domain formulation to find the scattered 
and transmitted fields produced by an electromagnetic pulse 
incident from a region VI onto a conducting body occupying 
a region V2 bounded by a surface S. We allow the properties 
of the two media to be functions of frequency, but not of 
space within each medium, and we assume that they are 
constant in time. To avoid unnecessarily complicated equa
tions, we assume that the magnetic permeability differs by a 
negligible amount from that offree space, /-lo, an assumption 
that holds in most instances. 

In Sec. II we introduce the modifications of Maxwell's 
equations that allow for dispersion, and we express the elec
tromagnetic fields in terms of their initial values and the 
jumps on the boundary by means of Green's function for the 

related scalar wave equation. In Sec. III we discuss the ele
mentary solution of the scalar equation and give two exam
ples, a simple conducting medium and a coIIisionless plas
ma. We sketch the derivation of the integral equation for the 
conductor in Sec. IV, and we examine the plasma problem in 
Sec. V. We leave for an Appendix the proof that the elemen
tary solution for the simple conductor satisfies the correct 
equation, and the derivation of some convolution products. 

We use the notation developed in Ref. I, and we borrow 
from that paper those derivations that apply essentially un
changed to this problem. We stay with the theory of distribu
tions to provide a good mathematical foundation to this dis
cussion. 

II. TRANSIENT FIELDS IN DISPERSIVE MEDIA 

The form of MaxweIl's equations that is valid for distri
butions and includes initial and boundary conditions is 

V·D = P + Ll (n·D)8(S), 

V-B = Ll (n-B)8(S), 

VXE + B = Ll (nxE)8(S) + B08(t), 

VXH - D = j + Ll (n XH)8(S) - D 08(t), 

(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

where Bo and Do are the values at the time t = 0 of the corre
sponding fields, the coefficients of the singular distribution 
[, (S ) are the jumps of the tangential or normal components of 
the fields across S, and the sourcesp andj may include singu
lar terms. The equations for monochromatic fields can be 
obtained by replacing the time derivatives with multiplica
tion by - iOJ and eliminating the initial-value terms. We 
assume that the constitutive relation between Band H re
mains unchanged from the one in free space, 

B=/-loH. (5) 

When the permittivity is a function of the frequency of a 
monochromatic field, we can write,2 for a linear, uniform, 
isotropic medium, 

The permittivity has the form 

to, = to(l + X,u)' 

(6) 

(7) 

where to is the free-space permittivity and X,,, is the suscepti
bility, which tends to zero as OJ tends to infinity. 
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If we express transient fields in terms of their Fourier 
components,3 Eq. (6) leads to 

D(x,t) = EO( E(x,t) + f"x (t ')E(x,t - t ')dt'], (8) 

where X (t) is the Fourier transform of X '" divided by {f1i, 
that is, 

1 foo X(t) = - dwXw exp( - iwt). 
21T - '" 

(9) 

The electric field is a free field, while the displacement vector 
includes the effects of the medium; causality restricts the 
integral in Eq. (8) to start at t' = 0 and the value ofD at time t 
does not depend on values ofE at later times. The decompo
sition of Ew in Eq. (7) allows for the definition ofX (t) in Eq. (9) 
in the sense of functions. For distributions, we can rewrite 
Eq. (8) in the form 

(10) 

where the distribution E can be (informally) represented by 

E=Eo[8(t)+X(t)]8(3)(x); (11) 

causality then implies that E vanishes for t < O. 
When the electromagnetic field for positive t is given in 

terms of the initial values at t = 0, it is mathematically con
venient to assume that the field vanishes for negative t and 
has ajump equal to the initial value at t = O. This does not 
imply that the physical field vanishes for negative t, and we 
cannot determine Do from Eo, since Do depends on earlier 
values of E as seen from Eq. (8). 

We assume now that there are no free charges in the 
medium, and that the current density is given by a general
ization of Ohm's law to a dispersive medium, 

j = if*E. (12) 

We substitute Eqs. (5), (10), and (12) into Eq. (4), which be
comes 

VXB - y*E =..:i (nXB)8(S) - JioD08 (t), (13) 

where 

y = Jio(E + if). (14) 

We now solve these equations by means of the elemen
tary solution of the associated scalar equation, which satis
fies 

(15) 

Incident fields are defined by the initial values Do and Bo 
given in a homogeneous region, with no discontinuities at S, 
and they can be expressed by 

Ein = Jio&c*Do8(t) + V~*XBo8(t), (16) 

( 17) 

The initial values Do and Bo satisfy the constraints (1) and (2); 
that is, these fields are solenoidal. The incident fields are 
obtained from the initial conditions without solving any 
equations, essentially by integrations, and we consider them 
as known quantities. Fields 'lJ and :?lJ that vanish initially 
and have jumps ~ =..:i 'lJ and 11 = ..:i:?lJ across S are given by 

'lJ = - ~,'9*n·~8(S) + V~*x(nx~8(S)) 

- ~*nX1l8(S), (18) 
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:?lJ = - V~*n'1l8(S) + V~*x(nX1l8(S)) 

+ r*~*nX~8(S). (19) 

Substitution into Eqs. (I), (2), (3), and (13) shows with the 
help of Eqs. (10) and (15) that the fields given by Eqs. (16)
(19) satisfy Maxwell's equations, provided that the jumps 
satisfy 

y,*n'~ = - Vs 'nXll, (20) 

n·.;, = Vs ·;Zxc/1, (21) 

where y, and the convolution in Eq. (20) are restricted to the 
time variable. These last two equations determine the nor
mal components of the jumps acrossSin terms of the tangen
tial components when the jumps vanish initially; they are a 
consequence ofEqs. (3) and (13) when applied to the fields on 
both sides of S, and the surface divergence comes from the 
relation 

n·VXu = - Vs·(flxu). (22) 

The general procedure to solve the scattering problem is 
the same one used for nondispersive media in Ref. 1. 

Equations (18) and (19) are rewritten in the form 

'lJ=LtnX~J +M/nXllj, 

88 = L/flXllJ + M'[nx<!>l; 

(23) 

(24) 

that is, the fields, 'lJ and J1J are functionals of the tangential 
components of their jumps across S, as the normal compo
nents can be eliminated by means of Eqs. (20) and (21). 

We define two sets of auxiliary fields that obey a single 
set of equations both in VI and V2 • The fields EI and BI are 
equal to the scattered fields in VI and obey the equations for 
the medium 1 also in V2 ; the tangential component of EI is 
continuous across S and the jump n Xll in n XB I is our one 
unknown tangential field. The fields E2 and B2 are equal to 
the transmitted fields in V2 and vanish in VI' 

Equations (23) and (24) give 

EI=MltnXlll. (25) 

(26) 

where the index on the functionals refer to the medium in VI' 
The jumps in n X E2 and n X B2 are equal to the bound

ary values of n X E and n X B in V2, related to those in VI by 
the physical boundary conditions; that is, the continuity of 
n X E and n X B across S. Hence 

..:i (nXE 2 ) = nxEin + nXE 1 _ , 

..:i (nXB2) = nxB'" + nXB I_ , 

(27) 

(28) 

where the subscript 1 - refers to the boundary values ofE J 

and B J in VJ' These jumps are thus determined by nXll via 
Eqs. (25) and (26), and we can write E2 and B2 in terms of 
flXll as 

E2 = L2t..:i (n XE2) J + M21 Ll (n XB 2)l, 

B2 = Lz!..:i (nxB211 + M~!..:i (nXE2 )J. 

(29) 

(30) 

We obtain the integral equation by imposing the condi
tion that these fields vanish in VJ; in particular, we set 

nxE2 _ = o. (31) 

The precise forms of the functionals and integral equation 
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depend on the properties of the medium, and we give some 
examples below. 

III. ELEMENTARY SOLUTION OF THE SCALAR 
EQUATION 

The solution of Eq. (15) is well known4 for a simple 
dielectric, where (J = 0 and E is independent of frequency; 
the result is usually written in the form 

:1 0 = 8(t - r/v)l(41Tr), (32) 

where the speed of propagation of the wave is 

v = (EILo) -1/2. (33) 

The support of this distribution is the forward light cone. 
In general, the elementary solution depends on the 

properties ofthe medium. We can assume frequently that the 
elementary solution is a tempered distribution that has a 
Fourier transform .~/"(k,w). Then Eq. (IS) reduces to 

[k 2 - (w 2/c2)(1 + X", + i(JjEoW)].3V(k,w) = (21Tj-2, 
(34) 

where c is the speed of light in free space. The problem of 
finding the primitive of .W with respect to the space varia
bles gives the elementary solution of the Helmholtz equa
tion, and we can write 

where K is the square root with the positive real part for 
positive w of 

(35) 

~ = ILo(W 2E(v + iON,v)' (36) 

The distribution ~. will in general be singular, as we can see 
from the examples in Eq. (32) and others. These distributions 
can often be expressed as derivatives of functions, such as 

:3 = - ,f' _ ---, E~O + . i a c:;:- ( e
iKr 

) 

2(21T)3/2r at w + iE 
(37) 

If K = w/v, we obtain, in terms of the unit step function e, 

,'9 0 = i i.[ - i(21T) I 12e (t - !.-)] (38) 
2(21T)3I2r at v ' 

which leads back to Eq. (32). 
The relationship 

y _ [T(w + ia)] = exp( - at)Y _ [T(w)] (39) 

suggests that an imaginary term linear in w in K2 as given by 
Eq. (36) leads to an overall damping factor, as can be seen in 
the case of the simple conductor. 

The convolutions involving y, can be reduced to pro
ducts of the Fourier transforms, where that of y, is (up to a 

factor ..}21T), 

(40) 

Thus, in principle, we can solve Eq. (20) for no~ if we write 

I Ioc it", . , 
n'~(x,t ) = --- dw - e - "u , 

(21T) 1/2 _ 00 Y,v 
(41) 

where 

,y, = _1_ roc dtV .nXTJ(x t)e i(,)'. 
',,,, (21T)1/2 Jo S , 

(42) 

The lower limit of the integral is 0 because TJ vanishes for 
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negative times; we can thus assume that it", is analytic in the 
upper half of the w-plane and tends to 0 as w~ 00. The func
tion n'~ has the same properties as n XTJ, which imposes 
restrictions on the form of Yo, . 

IV. THE SIMPLE CONDUCTOR 

We consider in this section a medium that has constant 
permittivity and conductivity. Even when these quantities 
are independent offrequency, there is dispersion due to the 
losses in a conducting medium. The physical requirement 
that the effects of the medium become negligible in the high
frequency limit is not satisfied, but this approximation is 
good for slowly varying pulses and is relatively easy to study. 

The resulting equation is known as the telegraphist's 
equation (AI), and the elementary solution is usually ex
pressed in the formS 

~ ( t) _ ( m){8(t - r/v) .'/ x, - exp - -
2E 41Tr 

(43) 

where II is the modified Bessel function. In the Appendix we 
give a formal definition of this distribution and, following 
the procedure used in Ref. 6 for the wave equation, we show 
that it satisfies the telegraphist's equation. We also derive 
there the appropriate convolution products, which allow us 
to write the functionals in Eqs. (23) and (24) as 

L(nx~l =_1 pidS'exp(- (JR)[i1'x(~re, 
41T :t,. 2EV, V 

+ (J~rel + cjlrel)] X--!\.+ VXI! nx~ l, 
2EV R R-

(44) 

M!nX1]l = -1-p i dS'exp(- (JR)[i1'o(~re, 
41T Ys 2EV V 

+ (J~ret + ~rel)~ _ i1' X TJrel ] 
2EU R R 2 R 

+VI!n'~l-I!nXTJL (45) 

M'!nx~J = _1_p idS' exp( _ (JR)[i1"( TJrel 
41T 1· 2EV V 

+ (J1]rct + 1] reI )~ + (y,*i1'X~)rel] 
2EV R R 2 R 

+VI!n°1]l +I!y,*nx~J, (46) 
where the functional I comes from the second term in Eq. 
(A22) and is defined by 

(J f ' LX , ( (J/ ')( ,0 R 2) 1/2 J!tl = -- dS dt exp - - t ---2 
81TEV SRII' 2E V 

[ 
ait '2 _ R 2/V2)1/2] , , 

xII t(x,t-t), 
2E 

(47) 

and I is obtained from I by replacing t by ~. 
For the simple conductor, the convolution product in 

the time variable of the distribution y, as given by Eq. (14) 
and a surface field t is 

y, *t = ILoEt + ILo(JS- (48) 
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We then can find n'el> in terms of n X TJ from Eq. (20) and n'TJ 
in terms of n X el> from Eq. (21) by integration; all of these 
fields vanish for (,;;;;0. 

The only terms in the integrands that become singular 
when the field point x is on the surface S are those that are 
proportional to R/R 3, since the surface element has a factor 
R. The exponential factors become 1 when R-..O, and the 
discontinuities of the fields are the same as those found for 
the simple dielectric; that is, the boundary values of the fields 
in VI and V2 are related to the fields on the surface by 

W ± = ± ~el> + W, xES, (49) 

!fIJ ± = ±!TJ + f!B, xES. (50) 

The solution of the scattering problem proceeds as out-
lined in Sec. III. In particular, the jumps in the fields n X E2 
and nXB2 in Eqs. (27) and (28) are 

..1 (nxE2 ) = nX(Ein + MdnXTJJ), (51) 

..1 (nxB2) = nX(Bin -!TJ + L1!nXTJJ), (52) 

and the integral equation (31) becomes 

nXHM1 - L2Ml + ~M2 - M2L1l!nXTJ) 

+ nX(!Ein - L2 [nxEin) - M 2 [nXBin j) = 0, (53) 

which has the same form of that for the simple dielectric 
when we set to 1 the ratio a of the permeabilities of the two 
media. Once this equation is solved for n X TJ the scattered 
fields are given by (25) and (26), and the transmitted fields by 
(29) and (30). 

V. THE COLLISION LESS PLASMA 

Another relatively simple example of a dispersive medi
um is that of a plasma that has a vanishing conductivity and 
a permittivity given by 

Cw = co(1 - liJ~/liJ2), (54) 

where liJp is a constant called the plasma frequency. We sub
stitute Cw into Eq. (36) and obtain 

~ = (l/cZ)(liJ2 -liJ~). (55) 

The susceptibility X w = - liJ~ IliJ 2 tends to 0 as liJ-- 00, and 
in the time domain we can write 

X (t) = liJ~te (t), 

whence 

(56) 

(57) 

and the elementary solution;!} has to satisfy the equation 

~a2;!} _V2;!} + liJ~;!} =8. (58) 
c2 at 2 c2 

The solution of this Klein-Gordon equation is given by5 

;!}(xt)= o(t-rlc)_ liJ p 

, 41Tr 41Tc(t2_rlc2)112 

XJ1 [liJp (t 2 -r/c2)1/Z]e(t_ ~). (59) 

where J I is a Bessel function. The form of this elementary 
solution is essentially the Same as that for the simple conduc
tor without the exponential damping. The formulas in the 
Appendix and many of those in the previous section apply 
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mutatis mutandis. For instance, the functional I becomes 

1(5) = - 2f.dS ' (~ dt' 
41TC js JRlv 

J [liJ (t ,2 - R Zlc2) 112] 
X I P k (x' t - t ') (60) 

(t '2 _ R 2/cZ)1I2 ~, • 

The convolution product by Eq. (57) becomes 

YI *5 = Cr:J1i (x,t) + liJ~ Ldt' 5 (x,! '), (61) 

and we can solve Eq. (20) either via Eq. (41) or by solving the 
simple second-order differential equation 

!ioeo(n.~ + liJ~n'el» = - Vs'nXi), (62) 

obtained from Eq. (20) by differentiation with respect to 
time. 

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

We have shown that the formalism we developed in 
Ref. 1 for the scattering of electromagnetic waves by a simple 
dielectric body applies essentially unchanged to conducting 
and dispersive media. All of the calculations can be carried 
out in the time domain if the elementary solution of the sca
lar equation and the distributions c and a can be found expli
citly from their Fourier transforms. 

The examples of the simple conductor and the collision
less plasma discussed in Sec. IV and Sec. V show that, in 
addition to the functions of the retarded time evaluated at 
7 = t - R lv, we have to carry out integrations over a range 
of arguments of the function from 0 to 7. The actual range 
may be reduced due to the damping factor for the conduct
ingmedium. 

We have limited our discussion to electromagnetic 
fields, but the same ideas can be applied to other types of 
waves in dispersive media. Also, variations on the method 
presented here, such as the use of dyadic Green functions, 
lead to similar kinds of procedures. 

Actually, any other theoretical or numerical solution of 
wave problems carried out in the time domain can in princi
ple be extended to dispersive media without first going 
through the solution of the problem for a monochromatic 
field. 

APPENDIX 

The elementary solution of the telegraphist's equation 
satisfies 

!io(e'!; +a.'9)-V2~4 =8. (AI) 

This solution is the distribution defined by 

(f!J,rp) = 1"'dtv2texp( - ~;)qi(vt,t) 

+ ~ (OCr dr (00 dt exp( _ at)f(b')qi (r,f), 
4c v Jo L" 2c 

(A2) 

where v = (c/-lo)-lIZ, b' = (a/2e)(!2 - rlv2)112, 

f(b') = ItIb)/b', (A3) 

II is the modified Bessel function, and qi is the average of the 
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test function qJ over a sphere of radius r; that is, 

q; (r,t ) = _1_ i.dfl qJ (x,t ). 
41T j' 

Differentiating with respect to t, we find 

aqJ _ mp a2qJ _ a2q; 
--- - --, --- - ---. 

at at at 2 at 2 

(A4) 

(AS) 

We use Gauss's divergence theorem on a sphere of radius r to 
derive 

r dVV2qJ = i. dS.VqJ, 
Jv tlrl 

(A6) 

L,z dr fd!1 V2qJ =,z ~ fd!1 qJ, (A7) 

and, taking derivatives of both sides with respect to r, we 
conclude that 

V2qJ = v2q;. (A8) 

We now show that f§ satisfies Eq. (AI). We have 

A = (f.lo( € f1 + u f§) - V2 f§ ,qJ ) 

= (f§ ,f.lo(€ip - uti; ) - V2qJ ), (A9) 

which, by Eqs. (AS) and (A8), becomes 

l oc 2 ( ut)[ (a2
q; A = dt v t exp - - f.lo €---, 

o 2€ at-

mp) V2
-] -u-- - qJ 

at r= ,>( 

+ ~ Sa"',z dr roo dt exp( _ ut)f(?) 
4€ v 0 JIV 2€ 

[ ( 
a2q; iRp) V2-] X f.lo € -- - u -- - qJ . 
at 2 at 

(AlO) 

We note that 

mp (vt,t) = [v mp (r,t) 
at ar 

+ mp(r,t)] , 
at r= vi 

(All) 

!!"'[J.- i.(rq;) - i.(rq;)] 
dt v at ar r=VI 

_ 2t [I a2
7p v2- ] -v '2--2 - <p , 

v at r= VI 

(AI2) 

and integrate by parts to rewrite the first term in Eq. (AlO) 

A I = roo dt exp( _ ut) !!...[l- ~(rq;) - ~(rq;)] Jo 2€ dt v at ar r = vI 

_ f.l ouv2 roo dt exp( _ ut)t mp I 
Jo 2€ at r= vI 

- [l- i.(rq;) - !....(rq;)] 
v at ar r = vI = 0 

_ ~ roo dt exp( _ ut) [t mp + q; + vt aq;] 
2€ Jo 2€ at ar r = vI 

= q; (0,0) _ ~ roo dt exp( _ ut) [t dip (vt,t) + q; (vt,t )] 
2€ Jo 2€ dt 

= qJ (0,0) - ~ roo dt exp( - ut)tq5 (vt,t ). (A 13) 
4€2 Jo 2€ 

We also integrate the second term in Eq. (AlO) by parts to 
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obtain 

A2 = ~ roo,z dr roo dt exp( _ ut)q; (r,t )[l- a
2
f(t) 

4f: v Jo JIV 2€ v2 at 2 

_ a
2
f(t) _ 2 af(t) _ ~f(t)] 
a,z r ar 4€2V2 

+ ~ ioo,z dr exp( - ::v)( (~ flO) 

+ € af I )q; (r,!..) - €f(O) mp I ] 
at (; = 0 v at I = rlv 

+ ~v roo dt exp( _ ut)t 2 

4€2 Jo 2€ 

X [af I q;(vt,t) - f(O)mp I ] 
ar {; = 0 ar r = vI 

= ~ ,zdr dtexp - ~ 'if(r,t) ---4 100 100 

( t) (d 2

f 
16€ v 0 rlv 2€ dt 2 

+ ~ df _ f) + ~v roo dt exp( _ ut)t 2 

t d{; 8e Jo 2€ 

X [l-Vf.lOU7p - (l- iRp + mp)] 
2 v at ar r= v, 

= ~ i""dtexp( - ;;)rq;(vt,t), (AI4) 

where we have changed orders of integration and variables 
of integration, and we have used the properties of f(t), de
rived from those of Bessel functions, 

f" + (31t if' - f = 0, 

flO) =~, f'(t)lt 1;;-=0 = i· 
Thus, 

A = Al + A2 = qJ (0,0) = (b,qJ), 

which concludes the proof. 

(AIS) 

(AI6) 

(AI7) 

To find the convolution products we rewrite Eq. (A2) in 
the form 

( U? ) f dVqJ (x,rlv) ( ur) v,qJ = exp ---
41Tr 2€v 

+ ~.-2 fdV roo dt exp( - ut)f(t)qJ (x,t), 
161Tf:-V JIV 2€ 

(AI8) 

and recall that a singular distribution on a surface S is de
fined by 

(tb(S),qJ) = I: ""dt idS t(x,t)qJ (x,t). (A19) 

By the definition of the convolution of two distributions we 
have 

(f§ *t8(S ),<p ) 

= fdV ' exp( - u~' 12€v) f"" dt i.dS s (x,t) 
41Tr - "" Ys 

XqJ (x,x'),t + r'lv) + ~.-2 f dV' roo dt' 
161Tf: v Jr'lv 

xexp( - ut ')f({;) I"" dt i. dS t (x,t) 
2€ -00 js 

XqJ(X + x',t + t '), (A20) 

and we change variables of integration from x' and t to 
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x" = x + x' and t" = t + t', where t' = ,'Iv in the first 
term, to obtain 

( E§ *so(S ),tp ) 

= foo dt" fdV" idS exp( - ulx~' - x/l2cv) 
- 00 js 41Tlx - xl 

Xs (X" - x,t "- Ix": xl )tp (x" ,t ") 

+ ~Joc dt"fdV " 
I 61T€2V _ 00 

XidSioo dt'exp(- ut')J(~) 
Ys Ix" - xliv 2€ 

Xs (x,t" - t ')tp (x" ,t "). (A21) 

We thus find that 

E§ *so(S) = idS' exp( - oR 12cv)s (x' ,t - R Iv) 
Ys 41TR 

+ ~i dS' (''' dt' 
161Tcv Ys JRIV 

( 
ut') Xexp - ~ J(~')s(x',t-t'), (A22) 
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where R = x - x', R = IRI, and~' = (u/2€) 
X (t ,2 - R 2Iv2)1/2. The first term is the same one obtained 
for the wave equation with the addition of the exponential 
damping factor. If 5 vanishes for negative times, the time 
integration in the second term extends from R Iv to t only 
and the same exponential damping term appears, which 
further limits the contributions to this integral. 

'E. Marx, J. Math. Phys. 23.1057 (1982). 
2L. D. Landau and E. M. Lifshitz. Electrodynamics o/Continuous Media 
(Addison-Wesley, Reading, MA, 1960), p. 247 If. 

3E. Marx and D. Maystre, J. Math. Phys. 23,1047 (1982). We note that Eq. 
(A47) in this paper is missing a factor of ffii on the right-hand side. We 
also recall that the convolution product is not necessarily defined for two 
arbitrary distributions. 

'There are many heuristic derivations, and we have given a rigorous deriva
tion in Ref. 3. 

sp. M. Morse and H. Feshbach, Methods o/Theoretical Physics (McGraw
Hill, New York, 1953). p. 868 and p. 856. 

6L. Schwartz, Mathematics o/the Physical Sciences (Addison-Wesley, 
Reading, MA, 1966). 
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The systems-theoretic concept of controllability is elaborated for quantum-mechanical systems, 
sufficient conditions being sought under which the state vector ¢ can be guided in time to a chosen 
point in the Hilbert space? of the system. The Schrodinger equation for a quantum object 
influenced by adjustable external fields provides a state-evolution equation which is linear in ¢ 
and linear in the external controls (thus a bilinear control system). For such systems the existence 
of a dense analytic domain g w in the sense of Nelson, together with the assumption that the Lie 
algebra associated with the system dynamics gives rise to a tangent space of constant finite 
dimension, permits the adaptation of the geometric approach developed for finite-dimensional 
bilinear and nonlinear control systems. Conditions are derived for global controllability on the 
intersection of g w with a suitably defined finite-dimensional submanifold of the unit sphere S ;f
in? Several soluble examples are presented to illuminate the general theoretical results. 

PACS numbers: 03.65.Bz, 02.20.Sv 

J. INTRODUCTION 

This paper is devoted to a formal investigation of the 
controllability of quantum-mechanical systems. Such a 
study is ultimately motivated by the importance, or potential 
importance, of precision methods for influencing the dyna
mical behavior of microsystems. in such diverse contexts as 
particle acceleration and detection, plasma physics, magnet
ic resonance, electron microscopy, modern solid-state tech
nology, laser fusion, and optical communication. On the one 
hand, we may be interested in governing the time develop
ment of certain pertinent average quantities. More ambi
tiously, we may wish to guide the quantum state itself. It is 
this latter type of controllability which concerns us here. 

A. Problem formulation 

Consider a physical system whose state ¢(t ) evolves 
with time according to the law 

d r 

- ¢(t) = Ho¢(t) + L u,(t )H,¢(t), ¢(O) = ¢o' (1) 
dt ,~O , 

where ¢ is a point in some abstract state space, Ho,H" ... ,H, 
are operators in this space, and the u,(t) are time-dependent 
scalar control functions. For the case that Ho,H" ... ,H, are 
linear operators, we say, in systems-theoretic parlance, that 
(1) is a bilinear system' since the last term is simultaneously 
linear in the state ¢ and the controls u{. The formulation (1) 
includes as a special case the dynamical law followed by a 
pure state in quantum theory, i.e., the Schrodinger equation 

(2) 

where H b,H; , ... ,H; are linear. Hermitian operators in the 
underlying state space jF of the quantum-mechanical sys
tem and the u, are real functions of t. The operator H b 
=if1.Ho is naturally interpreted as the Hamiltonian deter
mining the free evolution of the quantum system, while the 

u/H ;-ifzutH, represent its couplings or interactions with 
certain external agents. Through suitable adjustment of the 
c-number controls u,(t), these interactions may be used to 
guide the state ¢(t )5:W'. 

One may also entertain linear control systems, such 
that none of the controls u, appears in the same addend with 
the state ¢, as well as nonlinear systems of the form (1) but 
with one or more of the operators of I Ho,H, I nonlinear. 
However, these cases are of no immediate relevance to con
ventional quantum mechanics. 

In general, the quantum-mechanical state space dY' is 
an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space. Although the H" if 
not Ho, could in principle depend on t, we shall confine our 
attention to the case that all these operators are time-inde
pendent. We further suppose that the u, are piecewise-con
stant functions of t, the intervals of constancy being denoted 
[ t" ti + , ), i integral. Under the stated conditions, the exis
tence and uniqueness of a solution ¢(/) between successive 
switching times ti and Ii +, is guaranteed by the assumed 
quantum dynamics. During the prescribed interval, 
Ho + L,u,H, is a constant, skew-Hermitian operator. Pa
tently, there is associated with that operator a unique unitary 
operator U(t, til, parametrized by f on [I;, fi + ,), with the 
property U (f, fi )¢(ti ) = ¢(t), where U (ti • ti ) = E (identityop
erator). One may therefore proceed to patch together the 
solutions for the separate intervals to obtain an acceptable, 
continuous solution ¢(t), over the full range tER +. 

Now, a differential system such as (1) is said to be con
trollable if, given two states ¢o and ¢; , there exists a time 
interval [O,t;] and a set of admissible controls u,(t) (in our 
case, piecewise-constant controls), such that the system tra
jectory beginning at ¢(O) = ¢o develops under the influence 
of u(t ) to arrive at lj;(t; ) = ¢;. This concept has become one of 
the touchstones of mathematical systems theory, 2 a disci
pline deeply rooted in classical dynamics. It is our purpose to 
introduce the controllability concept into the quantum do-
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main and explore its limitations in that more fundamental 
setting. 

B. Relevant prior work 

In recent years substantial progress has been made, 
based in part on the seminal work ofChow,3 toward under
standing continuous-time finite-dimensional bilinear and 
(certain) nonlinear systems.)·4-21 However, the quantum 
control problem is intrinsically infinite-dimensional. Thus 
the advances made in Refs. I and 4-21 cannot be applied 
directly to the problem of guiding quantum states-except 
in idealized situations where the state space becomes finite
dimensional (as when only spin degrees of freedom playa 
role). 

Infinite-dimensional bilinear and nonlinear control sys
tems have not been extensively investigated, although sever
al pioneering efforts deserve note: (i) Both Koch22 and 
Brockett23 have addressed the problem of realization of infi
nite-dimensional bilinear systems. (ii) Stefan24 has obtained 
results on local integrability of a special class of infinite
dimensional control systems. (iii) Ball and Slemrod25 have 
established criteria for local stabilization of infinite-dimen
sional bilinear systems. (iv) Hermes26.27 has determined suffi
cient conditions for local controllability of nonlinear delay 
and infinite-dimensional nonlinear systems. 

To the authors' knowledge, very little has been pub
lished on the controllability of quantum systems per se. As a 
preliminary to the present work, Tarn, Huang, and Clark28 

have explored the formal basis for the modeling of quantum
mechanical control systems by appropriate Schrodinger 
equations. Earlier, Butkovskii and Samoilenk029.30 dis
cussed the control of quantum objects in broad terms and 
laid out a framework for further studies; a number of enlight
ening examples were treated, but mathematically definitive 
results were not presented. Recently, these last workers have 
announced general conditions for cont;'ollability of pure 
quantum states. 3

) However, these findings must be viewed 
with some caution, since results for finite-dimensional bilin
ear systems were taken over from Refs. 11 and 12 without 
due attention to the domain problem for the relevant opera
tors in Hilbert space. 

C. Epitome of present approach 

In the present contribution, we shall deal with the do
main issue for the operators involved in quantum control
which are generally unbounded operators-by appealing to 
certain fundamental developments due to Nelson.32.33 That 
is, we shall pursue our analysis with respect to an analytic 
domain of the Hilbert space: a dense domain invariant under 
the action of the given operators, on which the solution tf!(t) 
of the Schrodinger equation can be expressed globally in ex
ponential form. The existence of such a domain (in some 
interesting situations) is guaranteed by a theorem of Nelson. 
Against this underpinning, we are able to extend the geomet
ric approach as implemented by Sussmann and Jurdje-
vic, 10.11 Krener, 14 Brockett, 16 Kunita,19 and others (who are 
concerned only with bounded operators) to establish a series 
of global controllability conditions for the quantum case. It 
will be seen both formally and intuitively that, within the 
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assumed framework based on piecewise-constant controls, 
global controllability on an infinite-dimensional submani
fold of Hilbert space can never be attained in a practical 
sense: In general, a desired goal in the state space cannot be 
achieved with a finite number of manipulations of the con
trol set (u/(t) J. Accordingly, our detailed considerations re
garding global control are narrowed to situations in which 
the Lie algebra d of the operators entering the quantum 
version of ( 1) yields a tangent space of constant, finite dimen
sion. 

Indeed, if we have to appeal to Nelson's theorem to 
assure the existence of an analytic domain, then we are al
ready dealing with the following situation. The quantum sys
tem is one described by a finite-dimensional Lie group r, 
which is represented by unitary evolution operators on a 
Hilbert space jY'. The control system-a bilinear system 
whose states are in jY' -has the property that its associated 
Lie algebra is contained in the Lie algebra of operators on jY' 

obtained from the unitary representation of r. This specifi
cation is admittedly quite restrictive; therefore, it is not Sur
prising that, with minimal attention to the infinite dimen
sionality of ?, we can bring to bear the techniques 
introduced for finite-dimensional manifolds in Refs. 10, 11, 
14, 16, and 19. One may expect essential differences between 
finite-dimensional and infinite-dimensional problems to sur
face as one goes beyond the case of analytic vectors as initial 
conditions. The next step beyond analytic vectors and to
ward a less restrictive physical setting might involve "infi
nitely differentiable vectors" -those vectors of JY for which 
the orbits are infinitely differentiable functions of the group 
parameters. 

We hasten to point out that the above specification cor
responding to Nelson's theorem does include the physical 
example of paramount importance in engineering applica
tions, namely, the harmonic oscillator with coupling to ex
ternal classical fields. 

D. Organization of the paper 

This paper is divided into six main sections. In Sec. II 
we collect certain key ideas and terminology from manifold 
theory and Lie algebra which are instrumental to our analy
sis of the control system (1) in infinite-dimensional space. 
Section III surveys the existing results on controllability for 
a finite-dimensional state space. In Sec. IV we introduce the 
concepts of analytic domain and analytic controllability, 
consider the implications of Nelson's theorem, and present 
arguments to the effect that, on an analytic domain, the con
trollability results obtained for a finite-dimensional state 
space can be extended to the quantum problem posed in Sec. 
IA. In Sec. V some examples are given to illustrate the con
cept of quantum controllability and the general findings of 
Sec. IV. We conclude, in Sec. VI, with a brief prospectus of 
outstanding problems in the largely unexplored intersection 
between quantum mechanics and mathematical systems the
ory. 

II. MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES 

In general, the states of a quantum system are repre
sented by vectors (or functions) in an infinite-dimensional 
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space. With this in mind, we shall outline the essential mani
fold and Lie group theory appropriate to a Banach space. It 
is assumed that the reader has some familiarity with differ
entiable manifolds in the finite-dimensional context. In set
ting up the necessary catalog of concepts, we shall adhere 
closely to the conventions of Refs. 34-37. 

A. Atlases and differentiable manifolds 

As in the finite-dimensional case, the concept of atlas is 
introduced as a first step.35,36 An atlas of a set M is again a 
collection of charts (U"tp,), with u,U, = M. But now the bi
jective map tp, is from the subset U, of M onto some open 
subset of the Banach space 'C, and for every pair i, j the set 
tp,(U,nUj ) is open in 'C. The atlas is said to be of class C P if 
the mapping tpj0tp i- I: tp,(U,nUj )-<pj(U,nUj ) is of class CPo 
(The cases "C "'" and "analytic" are specified analogously.) 
For JlEU, eM, the pointtpi( Jl)E'C is the representative ofJl in 
the chart (U"tp,). 

The next step is to define a C P (-differentiable) manifold 
modeled on 'C, as a set M together with an equivalence class 
of C P atlases modeled on 'C. An equivalence relation is pro
vided by the notion of compatibility: Two C P atlases on M 
are compatible if their union is another such atlas. (To define 
C "" -differentiable manifold and analytic manifold, proceed 
analogously.) 

An example may be helpful at this point. Let the set M 
beL 2(Rn), let the Ui be open subsets ofM with union equal to 
L 2(Rn), and let tpi be the identity mapping. Then clearly M is 
a C "" -differentiable and analytic manifold modeled on itself. 

B. Tangent vectors, tangent bundles, and vector fields 

Equivalent definitions36 of tangent vector to M at point 
Jl may be given (a) in terms of an equivalence class of curves 
and (b) in terms of the behavior of the representative of the 
object in question, under a change of charts. 

Here we shall give explicit expression only to concep
tion (a). 

Definition: A parametrized curve yon M is a mapping 
from J C R into M via tEJ..-y( t )EM. 

Consider all differentiable curves y: J C R __ M such that 
y(O) = JlEM. We shall regard YI as equivalent to Y2 ifin some 
chart (U,tp) (consequently,35,36 in every chart) we have 

~ (tp°yd I = ~ (tp°Y2) I . 
dt (~O dt (~o 

Definition: A tangent vector at Jl to the manifold M, 
denoted X Jl or X (Jl), is defined by anyone such equivalence 
class. The set of all such equivalence classes constitutes the 
tangent-vector space to M at 11, denoted J I' (M). The vector 
vI' ===d (tpoy)ldt I, ~ 0 is termed the representative, in the chart 
(U,tp), of the vector tangent at 11 to curve y. 

One may establish 35 that Y I' (M) is isomorphic to 'C and 
accordingly has an intrinsic vector-space structure. 

Definition: The tangent fiber bundle T(M) is given by 
UpEMYp(M). 

It is important to note35.36 that T(M) has the structure of 
a differentiable manifold modeled on ff X 'C. Further, T(M) 
has a fiber bundle structure characterized by base M,projec-
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tion 17':( Jl,x Jl)--I1, typical fiber 'C, and structure group 
GL(W). 

We are now equipped to formalize the idea of vector 
field for the case of an infinite-dimensional state space. 36 

Definition: A vector field X on a C P (respectively, C oc or 
analytic) manifold M is a cross section of the tangent bundle 
T(M), by which we mean a class-CP - 1 (respectively, class
C"" or analytic) mapping X: M..-T(M), namely, X: 
Jl--( Jl,x 11), such that 1ToX is the identity. 

C. Submanifolds, tangent subbundles, and integrability 

Let M be a C P manifold, p>O, and consider a subset 
N C M which still has C P-manifold structure; then N will be 
called a submanifold of M. (The definition of a C = or analyt
ic submanifold runs parallel.) Between Nand M there are 
some natural connections established by mappings (e.g., in
clusive mappings). A thorough discussion is contained in 
Ref. 35. The tangent-vector space of N at Jl is a subspace of 
Y p (M), the latter being, as we recall, an isomorphism of the 
Banach space 'C. We can decompose ~ into Banach spaces 
i5' I and 'C 2 according to i5' = ff I X ff 2' where X indicates 
the Cartesian product and J ll (N) is an isomorphism of is I' 
The relationship of N to M can also be framed in terms of the 
tangent mappings35

,37 Jpi: Y-p(N)--JI,(M) and Ti: 
T(N)--T(M) induced by the inclusion i: N __ M. 

Next there arises the notion of tangent subbundle (a 
subbundle of the tangent bundle over M). For details, see 
Refs. 35 and 36. A tangent subbundle corresponding to the 
sub manifold N is specified in the same fashion as T(M), with 
N playing the role of M. But suppose, on the other hand, that 
we are given a tangent subbundle structure S C T(M), and 
asked to determine whether or not there exists a submani
fold-again call it N-which has tangent bundle S. This is 
the integrability problem. A simplified definition of integra
bility follows. 

Definition: A tangent subbundle S over M is said to be 
completely integrable3K at a point JloEM if there exists a sub
manifold N of M containing ,uo, such that the tangent map 
induced from the inclusion i: N __ M has the property that for 
each vEN, the tangent map .5'-): .T,(N}----+,5'-,,(M} is a topolo
gically linear isomorphism of.;T,,(N} on ./',,(N). 

We state a version of Frobenius' local existence 
theorem which gives conditions on S guaranteeing its inte
grability.35 

Theorem 2.1 (Frobenius): With M and S respectively a 
manifold and tangent subbundle as above, S is integrable iff 
for each point JlEM and all vector fields X and Y at Jl which 
lie in S, the bracket [X, Y] also lies in S. I It is to be under
stood here that X and Yare defined on an open neighborhood 
of 11. Also, in saying that X, for example, lies in S we mean 
that the image of each point,u of M under X lies in ,7' p (M). 
The bracket [X, YJ is defined by [X, Y](v} = X (Y (v)) 
- Y (X (v)), where v is any point in an open neighborhood of 

l1.l In other words, a necessary and sufficient condition for 
integrability of S is that its vector fields form a Lie algebra. 

Definition 34
: The tangent subbundle S gives rise to a 

regular foliation ofM if for any JloEM there is a submanifold 
N (called a leaf of the foliation corresponding to 110) whose 
tangent bundle coincides with S. 
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D. Flows; operations involving vector fields 

We can formalize the idea of flow by direct extension of 
finite-dimensional geometry. Thus, we say that a vector field 
X has.flowF, ifdF,{t..l)/dt = X (F,('u)), VJ-lEM. IfF,(J-l) is 
defined VtER, we say X has a complete flow, and the vector 
field itself is termed complete. The local existence and uni
queness theorem for flows in the infinite-dimensional case of 
interest to us can be found in Ref. 37. 

For the infinite-dimensional geometry one needs to de
fine Lie derivative and Lie bracket without reference to local 
coordinates and their differentials. As in the finite-dimen
sional case, this may be done in terms of Hows. 35

•
36 For ex

ample, the Lie derivative at time t of a function! 'll ~R I, 
with respect to the vector field X with flow F" is specified by 

£xf= lim (s - t)-I [f(F,{¢)) -f(F,{¢))] , 
s- .[ 

where ¢E~. The Lie derivative £x Y of a vector field Y with 
respect to X may be defined similarly.35 With these defini
tions one can show35 that if (as in Sec. IV) we work on an 
analytic domain,32 the expressions £x f = X f and 
£x Y = [X, Y), familiar from finite-dimensional theory, will 
apply. For nested commutators, it will be convenient to use 
the notation ad~ Y = [X,ad~ - I Y ] ,j> I, with ad~ Y = Y. 

E. Densely defined vector fields 

To this point we have implicitly or explicitly assumed 
that various quantities such as vector fields, Hows, curves, 
etc., are well-defined on some open subset of the Banach 
space. It is useful to consider extensions of these quantities 
which are "densely defined. ,,37 

Definition: A manifold domain 0 eM is a dense subset 
o in a manifold M, such that (a) 0 is also a manifold and (b) 
the inclusion map i: D---+M is smooth and Ti has dense range. 

Definition 37
: A densely defined vector field is a cross

section map X: D~ T(M) such that X (p)EYp (M)V pED. A 
.flow (alternatively termed an integral curve) for X then con
sists of a collection of maps F,: D~D, fER, with the proper
ties (a) F, +s(p) = F,OF,(p) and Fo(p) =p, VpED, and (b) 
dF,(p)/dt = X(F,(p)), VpED, the derivative being evaluat
ed considering F, (p) as a curve in M. Ifin the latter specifica
tion tER is replaced by t>O, we speak of a semif/ow (or a 
semiintegral curve). 

It is easily seen that all the definitions, properties, and 
theorems quoted in this section, although designed for an 
infinite-dimensional state space, are also applicable if the 
dimensionality is finite. 

III. CONTROLLABILITY IN FINITE-DIMENSIONAL 
SPACES 

The purpose of this section is to present the relevant 
existing results on finite-dimensional control systems, in a 
form which allows their ready extension to the quantum 
control problem on an analytic domain. 

A. Problem formulation and basic definitions 

Consider a control system whose state vector m evolves 
on a real analytic manifold M according to the dynamical 
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law 

d ' 
- m(t) = Xo(m(t)) + I UI(t )XAm(t)) . 
dt I~ I 

(3) 

Here XO,x1 , ... ,x, are (possibly nonlinear!) vector fields on M, 
which resides in afinite-dimensional space. The admissible 
class of control functions ul(t) (the set! udt ), ... ,u,(t) I being 
abbreviated as u) is again chosen to be the class of piecewise
constant functions from [0,(0) into R. For emphasis we have 
changed notation relative to formulation (1), which refers to 
the more general situation where the state space may be infi
nite-dimensional. 

Let ;VIM) be the set of all real, analytic vector fields on 
M, By the Frobenius theorem of Sec. IIC, ;VIM) in fact con
stitutes a Lie algebra over the reals. Supposing @) is a subset 
of ;VI M) and Y I and Y 2 are Lie subalgebras of ;Vi M), it will 
be useful to introduce the following sets: 

@)(m)==! Y{m)1 YE@)! , 

I@)JLA Y(@))=Lie algebra generated by @) 

(smallest Lie sub algebra of ;VIM) containing @)), 

[.ito? I' .J 21-\ [X,Y 1IXE:Y I' YEY 21 . 
Assume that the solutions of the differential equation 

(3) are defined for all t>O, and denote an individual solution 
by m(mo,u,t), where mo is the initial state vector and 
u = ! ull. An important definition follows. 

Definition: Given mo,mfE:M, we say that mf is reachable 
from mo at time t if there exists an admissible control U such 
that mf = m(mo ,U ,t ). The reachable set from n at time t, i.e., 
the set of points in M reachable at t, is symbolized by R,(n). In 
addition, we introduce the reachable set from n in positive 
time: R(n)==u,>o R,(n). 

The task at hand is to characterize these reachable sets, 
which, of course, determine the extent to which the system is 
controllable. It is by now well known 10,11,16-19 that the struc
tures ofR,(n) and R(n) are intimately related to the Lie alge
bras 

.s;( ! XO,xI'''',x, J LA , 

&]-!XI,x2, .. ·,x,!LA' 

Cf,' ladY"X,II= 1, ... ,r;j=O,I, ... ILA' 

The essential relations will be traced in the next subsection. 
We note that eel, :9J, and CiJ are not necessarily finite-dimen
sional. 

It is appropriate at this juncture to identify the primary 
sources of the essential ideas and results of geometric control 
theory in the finite-dimensional case. The work of Chow3 

stands as an obvious pinnacle of the field. In the pre-Chow 
era, we may point to studies ofCaratheodory39,4o and Ra
don.41 (References 40 and 41 contain material on the calcu
lus of variations which bears implicitly on controllability.) 
Subsequent to Chow, the primary literature includes the 
work of Hermann,4.42 Sussmann and Jurdjevic, 10, II 

Krener, 14 and Stefan,24 Among the other articles on finite
dimensional geometric control theory cited above, we have 
found Refs. 16 and 19 particularly useful in formulating our 
outline of the subject, which follows. 
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B. Basic results on controllability (finite-dimensional 
state space) 

The analysis of control system (3) rests on four funda
mental theorems: the theorem of Frobenius (cf. Sec. IIC), 
Chow's theorem,3 and two theorems due to Sussmann and 
J urdjevic. 10.11 

1. Frobenius' theorem is, of course, fundamental to the 
geometric analysis of the control system (3), as already indi
cated above. To be given the control system normally means 
to be given theXk , k = O,l, ... ,r, and the ut(t), 1= 1, ... ,r. 
Hence the Lie algebra constructed from the X k and their 
repeated commutators is available, and one can use the 
theorem to circumscribe the analytic manifold on which the 
system is destined to evolve-presuming such a manifold 
exists. If the vector fields of d = !Xa,xI",Xr ILA are com
plete, then the local existence property guaranteed by the 
theorem as stated in Sec. IIC can be given a global extension 
in the following sense l6

: There will exist a maximal submani
fold N of M containing the arbitrarily specified point mo EM 
(or PoEM in the more general context of Sec. II), such that 
dIn) (respectively d(v)) spans the tangent spaceofN at each 
point n (respectively v) of N. 

2. To show how Chow's theorem comes into the pic
ture, we pursue a line of reasoning l6 which begins with the 
desire to quantify changes in the dynamics produced by 
changes of the control u(t ). How can we represent the actual 
effect of the control in terms ofXa,xI, ... ,xr and u(t)7 We can 
appeal to the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorffformula. Consid
er X,YEr(M), and denote their flows by XI' Y" respectively. 
Then 

X" oY,,(m) = ZI(m)I,= I' 

where 

Z = tlX + t2Y + ~tlt2[X,Y] + ... 

(4) 

(5) 

is a formal series which converges for t I and t2 both in some 
neighborhood of O. 

In terms of the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula 
(4)-(5), we may readily appreciate the role played by the Lie 
algebra of !Xa,xl, ... ,xr I in the controllability problem. Let 
us temporarily focus on the modified control system gov
erned by the dynamical equation 

d r 

- m(t) = I Uk (t )Xk(m(t)) , 
dt k =a 

(6) 

where all the Uk are piecewise-constant real functions of 
time. [Note the presence of the extra control factor ua(t ).] 
Again the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorffformuia may be used 
to trace the dynamics, and we infer that if 
XE!Xa,XI,···,xr I LA thenX,(m o ) (also denoted simply X,m o ) 

belongs to the reachable set of the (modified) system. 
On the other hand, we can enlist the following argu

ment l6 to circumscribe the set of reachable points of system 
(6). Assume that the vector fields of rIM) are complete, and 
consider an arbitrary member X of this set. Then, for each t a 
mapping X, of M onto itself is provided by the flow on M 
corresponding to the differential equation dmldt = X (m). 
Consider the group diff(M) of diffeomorphisms ofM, i.e., the 
set of all C oc one-to-one and onto mappings ofthis C oc mani-
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fold onto itself, such that the inverse mappings are likewise 
Coo. Let the smallest subgroup of diff(M) which contains X, 
for all X in ! Xk Ik = O,l, ... ,rl be symbolized by U Xk LlG' 
Now, we can easily see that any point in M expressible as 
Wmo: where WE{! X k I, }G' can be reached from mo along 
solutton curves of (6). The indicated points are all like 

(X,hok(X,h, )" ... (X,.,),.m o , 

where !/la,/ll,.··,/lrl = {O,l, ... ,rj;suchpointscancertainly 
he attained by suitable switchings of the controls. One just 
sets u,h. = 1 and the Uk ¥,.,. ==0 for a time interval tr, etc., final
ly setting u,ho = 1 and the Uk ¥/'o _0 for period ta' 

The obvious question is: How is the set of points 
MI-{ Wmo I WE{ !Xk 1'}G I related to the set 
M2 !Lmo ILEUL; L}G j, where !L; I = (Xk ILA = .w. We 
know that MI is reachable, while M2 promises to be a larger 
set. It is here that Chow's theorem may be brought to bear; in 
effect, it says that the sets M) and M2 are identical (under 
some modest conditions). We state the theorem in the ver
sion given by Brockett. 16 

Theorem 3.1 (Chow): Suppose that 
!Xa(m),xtlm),···,xr (m) I is an assembly of vector fields such 
that the elements of the Lie algebra 
.cf(m) = !Xo(m),x)(m), ... ,xr(m)j LA are (a) COO on a COO 
manifold M with dim sY(m) constant on M or (b) analytic on 
an analytic manifold M. Then, in either case, given any point 
moEM, there exists a maximal submanifold M' eM contain
ing mo such that MI = M2 = M'. (N.B.: the arguments mare 
included in this statement to allow for the case that 
Xa,xl, ... ,xr are nonlinear.) 

We are thus able to draw some strong conclusions re
garding the controllability of system (6) and the nature of its 
reachable set. But what about the system of immediate con
cern to us, namely (3)7 Chow's theorem is not so incisive for 
this problem because it treats positive and negative times on 
an equal basis. The maximal submanifold M' may contain 
points which can only be reached by moving backwards 
along the vector field Xa(t). But in (3) there is no control 
factor ua(t ) that we can set equal to - 1, and such points are 
not actually reachable. Thus, in general, the reachable set 
R(mo) for system (3) will be only a proper subset of the mani
fold M' = M2 characterized by the Lie algebra 
.w = !Xa,xI, ... ,xrILA' 

3. Against the background of Chow's theorem, some 
limited progress toward the characterization of the reacha
bleset RI(mo ) for system (3) has been made by Sussmannand 
Jurdjevic. la.1 I To present their results, we formally intro
duce the maximal integral mal1lfold I( rr,m) of 7r passing 
through mEM, where 7r is an arbitrary subalgebra of ~>·(M). 
Explicitly, we mean by this that 1(7r,m) is the largest con
nected submanifold N of M which contains m and has the 
property that for all nEN, the tangent space to N at n is 7r(n). 
The existence of I( rr,m) follows from the global version of 
Frobenius' theorem. We also introduce, for t> 0, 11(~",m) 
=1(Jr ,xo,(m)). The relevant theorems are then: 

Theorem 3.2 (Sussmann and JurdjevicIO
): Let X, and Y, 

denote, respectively, the one-parameter flows of the vector 
fields X, YEd. Then for all mEM and tER, XI (I('G' ,m)) 
= Y,(I('G' ,mIl. In particular, Xa,(I('G' ,m)) is the unique maxi-
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mal integral manifold of~ throughXo,(m). (N.B.: the defini
tions of Lie algebras sf, f1IJ, ~ given in Sec. IlIA.) 

Theorem 3.3 (Sussmann and Jurdjevic10
•
17

): For all 
mEM and 1>0, the reachable set R/(m) of system (3) is a 
subset ofl,(~ ,m); moreover, with respect to the topology of 
I,(~ ,m), the set R/(m) is contained in the closure orits own 
interior. 

The latter theorem tells us that R/(m) has a nonempty 
interior in I/(~,m). This result ensues from the decomposi
tion sf::) C(i ::) f1IJ of sf. 

4. We are now equipped with the basic tools needed to 
pursue the controllability problem for system (3). 

Definition: System (3) is said to be strongly completely 
controllable if R,(m) = M holds for all t> 0 and all mEM. If 
R(m) = M holds for all m, the system is called completely 
controllable. 

Following Kunita, 19 the key controllability results for 
our system will be framed in terms offamilies of vector fields 
drawn from riM). In so doing, we make use of the following 
classification of vector fields, or more directly their associat
ed integral curves. 

Definition: With mEM, the integral curve (Xs(m), sER 1 
is attainable [by system (3)] ifbothX,{m) andX _ ,(m) belong 
to ct'Rt (m) for any t> 0 up to the closure time. If X, (m), but 
not necessarily X _ t(m), belongs to ct'Rt(m), we speak of 
semiattainability. On the other hand, if the more stringent 
condition is met that the full curve (Xs(m), sERJ belongs to 
ct'R/(m), again for any t> 0, we say that (Xs(m), SER 1 is 
strongly attainable. Strong semiattainability of (Xs(m), sER 1 
applies when the half curve (Xs (m), SER + J belongs to 
ct'Rt(m), Vt> O. The set of all vector fields on M whose inte
gral curves are attainable (respectively, strongly attainable) 
is denoted by ~r (respectively, ~s). The notation ~+ (respec
tively, ~s+ ) is used for the corresponding semiattainable (re
spectively, strong semiattainable) case. 

The above nomenclature is rooted in the nature of con
trol systems, being manifestly predicated on the structure of 
the state-evolution equation, and in particular on what con
straints are imposed on the control factors attached to 
Xo,x" ... ,x,. For example, set the U I , 1= l, ... ,r, identically 
zero and consider the autonomous system dX,Idt = Xo(X,). 
It is seen that Xo belongs to 21 + but not to ~r, since only one 
direction, and no control of amplitude, is associated with 
this vector field (i.e., Uo= 1). Now consider instead the sys
tem (3) with Xo=O, thus the evolution equation dm(t lIdt 
= }:, = , uIX/(m(t)). and suppose the controls are restricted 

by lUll = 1 or 0. In this case we see that the vector fields 
X" ... ,x, belong to ~r because their effect on the dynamical 
state can be directed by u" ...• U,; however, X" ... ,x,Et~rs be
cause the amplitudes with which these vector fields enter the 
dynamical law cannot be manipulated with sufficient flexi
bility. On the other hand, when no constraints are imposed 
on the U I , I = I , ... ,r (apart from piecewise constancy), it is 
clear that :dJ = X(X" ... ,x,) c ns. For then X" ... ,x, can al-
ways be "scaled" by appropriate controls u,(t ), ... ,u,(t) in 
such a way that m(t) reaches, at any chosen time tf , any 
selected point on the manifold characterized, through the 
global version of Frobenius' theorem, by f1IJ . 

Besides the concept of attainable, semi-attainable, etc. 
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sets, it is convenient to introduce the following notation. Let 
lB be a subset of riM) andX an element of riM). For a given 
positive integer g, consider the set of vector fields 

ad>, ... ad;IP, X such that i l + ... + ip = g, where 
X(I), ... ,x(PI are mutually commuting, complete vector fields 
belonging to lB. Denote the collection of all vector fields 
constructed in this manner, allowing for all qualifying 
choices of ( X (11, ... ,x (pi J in lB, where p is to be varied also, by 
ad~1 X. The subset of ad~1 X such that at least one of the 
indices il, ... ,ip is odd, will be designated odd ad~1 X. [The 
basic reason we are interested in odd ad~1 X is that it belongs 
to ~s, provided XE2r+ and X(l), ... ,x(PIE~s (Ref. 19).] 

Two important theorems on the controllability of sys
tem (3) may now be established. Proofs are given in Refs. 19 
and 43. It is assumed that dim M = d < 00. 

Theorem 3.4 (Kunita19
): (i) If dim ~s(m) = d holds for 

all mEM, then system (3) is strongly completely controllable. 
(N.B.: ~s is a Lie algebra.) 

(ii) If dim x(2t)(m) = d holds for all mEM, then system 
(3) is completely controllable. 

Theorem 3.5 (Kunita 19): Assume that for control system 
(3) one can find a sequence of sets lBj of vector fields, 
j = 0,1,2, ... , with ordering lBoClB, ClB 2 C "', which meet the 
following two criteria: 

(i) )BoC.'?& = x(XI, ... ,x,); 
(ii) for each value of the indexj there exists a positive 

integer gj such that ad~; + 'I XoC X()Bj) and lBj + I C x(lBj , 

odd ad~1 Xo)' It follows that X(ut~o lBj)C~s. Ifin fact 

dim X(~t=o lBj ) (m) = d holds for all mEM, system (3) is 
strongly completely controllable on M. 

Corollary 3.5.1 (Kunita I~: If dim ~(m) = d holds for 
all mEM and [~ ,f1IJ] C.'?&, system (3) is strongly completely 
controllable. 

These last two theorems summarize the main results 
from finite-dimensional control theory which we would like 
to extend to quantum dynamics. However, such exten
sions-to the extent that they are possible-necessitate care
ful attention to the domain problem arising from the infinite 
dimensionality of the quantum state space. 

IV. CONTROLLABILITY OF QUANTUM·MECHANICAL 
SYSTEMS 

Let us return now to the quantum-mechanical control 
problem formulated in Sec. I. Since in this case Ho,H" ... ,H, 
of (1) must be linear, skew-Hermitian operators on a Hilbert 
space JY' and the U I (t ) are piecewise-constant by assumption, 
there will be associated, with the quantum dynamics, a Lie 
group r whose elements may be represented by unitary op
erators on ,;y'. The usual statistical interpretation of the state 
vector (wave function) ¢(t) is reflected in its unitary evolu
tion. The scalar product ofvectors¢" ¢2 in the Hilbert space 
jyis denoted <ifJ,lifJ2)' Imposing unit norm at the initial time 
t = 0, we have (¢(t)1 ¢(t) = 1 Vt; i.e., the dynamics unfold 
on the unit sphere of JY, denoted S h' • 

A geometric description of quantum dynamics parallel
ing the description of Sec. III is facilitated by treating the 
state space JY ofthe quantum system as a real Hilbert space. 
To this end, we may assert the formal decomposition 
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JY = JYR X JYl • where JYR and JYI are real Hilbert 
spaces. isomorphic to one another. This decomposition is 
given meaning as follows. Consider an arbitrary state vector 
¢. interpreted to begin with as a vector in complex Hilbert 
space. We may choose some representation and identify real 
and imaginary parts. ¢ = ¢ R + i¢ I. Then ¢ R is assigned to 
the space JYR. i.e .• ¢ RsJr'R. while ¢ I is assigned to Yrl. 
Thus ¢ is reinterpreted as a vector in a real Hilbert space 
constructed as the Cartesian product of YrR and JY1. Corre
spondingly. we agree to compute the scalar product (¢11¢2) 
as 

(¢11¢2) = (¢ f.¢ f) + (¢ f.¢ D . 
where (¢ f.¢~) (respectively. (¢;.¢ ~») is the usual scalar 
product in the real Hilbert space YrR (respectively. ,)1('1). 

Since. in this work. we shall never have occasion to ascribe 
physical significance to the scalar product of two different 
vectors. these conventions will not bring us into conflict with 
those ordinarily adopted in quantum theory.44 (For norms of 
state vectors. the two views obviously coincide.) 

The above formal reinterpretation of Yr. while entail
ing no loss of generality within the context of our aims. al
lows us to endow certain subsets of Yr with manifold struc
ture. In particular. Skis an infinite-dimensional 
submanifold of JY. For an explicit verification of the mani
fold character ofSw • see Lang.35 pp. 28-29. To see the geo
metric structure of Sr. choose the local chart around 
X;ES:.y as the projection ofa neighborhood U;(xi) to the 
space Yri -! Tf I (. Tf IX,) = O. TfEYrJ. The latter is manifestly 
a closed infinite-dimensional subspace of JY; moreover. JYi 

is isomorphic to JYj for all Xi' XjES k . 
A prominent feature of the quantum problem is that 

Ho.HI ... ·.Hr are generally unbounded operators; it then be
comes important to bring into play the notions of densely 
defined vector fields. and associated flows. curves. etc .• in
troduced in Sec. II. 

In this section. it is our primary task to show how re
sults on controllability of finite-dimensional control sys
tems. surveyed in Sec. III. can be generalized to infinite
dimensional. quantum-mechanical systems by exploitation 
of the properties of a certain type of manifold domain-an 
analytic domain !iJ 'u' The existence of such a domain is as
sured by Nelson's theorem.32 for a restricted but nontrivial 
class of skew-Hermitian operators Ho.HI ..... H r • The condi
tions entering this theorem will appear rather restrictive. 
since they imply in particular that the Lie algebra 
.~ = !£(Ho.HI ..... H r ) associated with the quantum control 
system (I )-(2) is contained in the Lie algebra of operators on 
JY obtained from the unitary representation of r. Still. the 
case of greatest relevance to engineering applications is in
cluded. namely. the harmonic oscillator with couplings to 
external classical fields. Moreover. an alternative formula
tion may be considered in which Nelson's theorem is not 
invoked: If one simply assumes the existence of an analytic 
domain !iJ w' the extensions go through provided only that 
one imposes the additional assumption that the tangent 
space defined by d(;) has constant finite dimension for all 
;ES", n!iJ "j' Within such a formulation the possibility re
mains open (at this point) that the Lie algebra d produced 
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by H o.H I'" .• H r is larger than that derived from the group r. 
conceivably infinite-dimensional. 

In either formulation. the problem of practical interest 
will of necessity be one of controllability on a fin ite-dim en
sional submanifold of the infinite-dimensional manifold S '" 
available to the normalized quantum state. This limitation of 
our treatment will be explained in Sec. IVC; in brief. control
lability on Sir would entail infinite sequences of switchings 
oftheu1(t). 

A. AnalytiC vector and analytic domain 

The reader should consult the original work ofNelson 32 

for the underlying motivation and detailed development of 
the concepts of analytic vector and analytic domain (see also 
Ref. 33). In the interests oflogical completeness. we should. 
nevertheless. recall the definition of analytic vector. 

Definition: Let A be an operator in Yr. An element w of 
Yr is called an analytic vector for A if the series expansion of 
(exp sA )w has a positive radius of convergence. that is. if 

uc· IIA "wll " L --s <00 
n~O n! 

for some real s> O. where IIA "w II is the Hilbert-space norm 
of A "w. 

Note that if A is bounded. all vectors of JY are trivially 
analytic vectors for A; i.e .• the concept of analytic vector 
becomes an incisive one only when dealing with unbounded 
operators-which. of course. are prevalent in quantum me
chanics. 

We should also state what it means to be an analytic 
vector for a Lie algebra. 

Definition: A vector (JJ qualifies as an analytic vector for 
a Lie algebra !£ if for some s > 0 and some basis of the Lie 
algebra. say I H(IP .. ·.H(d) ). the series 

I ~ . L. IjH~:)··.fl~~)wlls" 
" =-0 n. 1";1]<"'<ld<d 

n]+···+nd=n 

converges. 
The theorem of Nelson which is relevant to the present 

investigation is: 
Theorem 4.1 (Nelson32

): Let !£ be a Lie algebra of 
skew-Hermitian operators in a Hilbert space Yr. the opera
tor basis IH(lp .... H(d) J, d < 00. of!t' having a common in
variant dense domain. If the operator T = H ~I) + ... + H ~d) 
is essentially self-adjoint. then there exists a unitary group r 
on Yr with Lie algebra !t'. Let T denote the unique self
adjoint extension of T. Then it furthermore follows that the 
analytic vectors ofT (i) are analytic vectors for the whole Lie 
algebra !£ and (ii) form a set invariant under r and dense in 
3Y'. 

The vital implication of this theorem for our work is 
that it establishes the existence. under definite conditions. of 
a dense domain § '" of analytic vectors which provides a 
foothold for the extension of the controllability results of 
Sec. III to the quantum problem (1)-(2). Indeed. the set of 
analytic vectors ofT will constitute such a subspace !iJ '" of 
JY. Making the obvious identification !£ = d. the ele
ments of d are then seen to be densely defined vector fields 
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on ~ nM where M is a finite-dimensional manifold on 
whichWthe ~ystem point evolves with time. (Such a manifold 
surely exists under the prevailing assumptions; we could, for 
example, choose it to be the manifold characterized by 
d = IHo,H1, ... ,HrILA through Frobenius' theorem.) We 
also have the corresponding "densely defined" flows (cf. Sec. 
lIE). 

The detailed reasoning runs as follows. Under the 
provisions of Nelson's theorem and by the nature of analytic 
vectors, we know that any element of the unitary group r 
associated with I Ho,H1, .. ·,Hr I can be represented locally in 
the exponential form exp Xt, where X is some element of d. 
Moreover, this exponential expression can be extended glo
bally in t (see Refs. 32 and 33); in other words, if the elements 
of d are vector fields, they are in fact complete. That the 
elements of d do qualify as vector fields can be seen in terms 
of the definition given in Sec. lIB. First, y = (exp Xt )tPo is a 
parametrized curve on manifold M with y(O) = tPoEM. 
Hence d (q;oy)/ dt It = 0 represents a tangent vector; choosing 
for q; the identity mapping, XtPo represents a tangent vector 
at tPo on M. If, in particular, dim d(s) = dim(Mn~ w) 
= d < 00, V sEMn~ w' then it is sufficient to use d to char

acterize the tangent space Y;(M) to M at S, and the tangent 
bundle T(M) = U;EMnCfl<vY;(M). Referring now to the defini
tion of vector field (and the definition of densely defined vec
tor field, Sec. lIE), the elements X of d assuredly qualify as 
(densely defined) vector fields, since we may associate with 
each a mapping X: M(1~ W -+ T(M), with X (s) = (s'%s), 
sEMn~ w' In fact, each X is an analytic vector field on 
Mn~ tV since q; is taken as the identity. 

B. Analytic controllability 

With an analytic domain at our disposal, it is advanta
geous to modify the notion of controllability, as follows. 

Definition: Assuming that an analytic domain exists, 
system (1)-(2) is called strongly analytically controllable on 
M ~ S)f" if R t (s ) = M(1~ w holds for all t> 0 and all 
sEM(1~ w' If R(s ) = M(1~ w holds for all ;EMn~ w' the sys
tem is termed analytically controllable on M. 

Within the formulation set up in Sec. IV A, in which we 
appeal to Nelson's theorem, we can choose M as the closure 

of the set I e'rfiOe'IHI .. ·e',H,tPo' SkER, k = O,I, ... ,rl; this is cer
tainly the maximal manifold on which the system will evolve 
from tPoEMn~ W' From previous considerations we know 
that M is necessarily a finite-dimensional submanifold of 
S w, that HO,Hl,. .. ,Hr are densely defined vector fields on 
Mn~ w' which is, of course, dense in M, and that the tangent 
space of Mn~ '" at; is characterized by d (s), V sEM(1~ w • If 
d(x) is of dimension d, for all XES Y1n~ w' we see that S *' 
has been partitioned into a foliation with d-dimensional re
gular manifolds as leaves. 

We are now ready to pursue the question of analytic 
controllability on M, in analogy with the treatment of Sec. 
III. On Mn~ w' the flows of vector fields of d take exponen
tial form, by virtue of the properties of an analytic domain. 
Hence a Taylor expansion is always well defined for any such 
flow. Consequently, the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff for
mula applies, making available computational techniques 
which parallel those employed for the finite-dimensional 
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state space. (The only distinction is that the norm is now 
calculated in Hilbert space.) At the same time, the Frobenius 
theorem stated in Sec. IIC is also valid with respect to ~ w' 

i.e., with M replaced by M(1~ w' What about Chow's 
theorem? In the general infinite-dimensional case, the valid
ity of this theorem is questionable. To see that it may be 
carried over to the present context, consider that the proof of 
the theorem (see, for example, Refs. 10 and 11) is based on (i) 
a paracompact topology for the manifold in question (here, 
Mn~ w)' (ii) finite dimensionality of the tangent space of that 
manifold, and (iii) the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorffformula. 
We have already seen that it is legitimate to invoke (iii), while 
it is well known that the submanifolds of a normed topologi
cal space (like Jf) are always paracompact with respect to 
the relative topology. The crucial prerequisite is then (ii); but 
this property is intrinsic to our formulation based on Nel
son's theorem. Thus, Chow's theorem does indeed hold 
within our restricted treatment of the quantum control prob
lem. To be more specific, case (b) of the theorem as stated in 
Sec. IIIB applies, with M(1~ w' I Ha,H1,· .. ,Hr l. tP, and tPo 
playing the roles ofM, IXo'%.,''''%'}, m, and mo , respective
ly. 

Having these basic tools at our command it is routine to 
generalize the remaining results for the finite-dimensional 
control problem (3) to the quantum case, while exercising 
due care with regard to domains, norms, and limits. The 
details of this process, available in Ref. 43, are too lengthy to 
reproduce here. The upshot is that so far as Theorems 3.2 
and 3.3 (S ussmann and J urdjevic) are concerned, m goes over 
to tP and M to Mn~ w' and, of course, Xk is replaced by Hk , 

k = 0, 1, ... ,r, in forming the Lie algebras .s:1' and Y!5. (N.B.: 
rIM) is reinterpreted as the set of all real, analytic vector 
fields on Mn~ b)') The important results of Kunita are also 
readily adapted to the quantum problem, by making the 
same replacements. Because of its role in the examples to be 
presented in Sec. V, we recast Corollary 3.5.1 explicitly in 
these terms. 

Corollary 3.5.1': Let Y!5 = fad'Hu H,II= 1, ... ,r; 
j = 0,1,"'1 LA be the ideal in d = 1 Ho,H., .. ·,Hr ILA generat
ed by H1, ... ,Hr. Suppose that dim Y!5(s) = d < 00, 

V;EM(1~ w' and that [Y!5 ,88J c 88. The quantum control 
system is then strongly analytically controllable on M. 

The "practical" implication of this corollary is that (as
suming the requisite conditions are met) we can always con
trol the system so the state tP, starting at any point 
tP 0 EM(1~ w' arrives arbitrarily close to any desired point in M 
after any chosen time interval t. Consequently, the expecta
tion value of any observable quantity can be made to ap
proach arbitrarily closely the expectation value of that quan
tity in any prescribed state vector in Me JoY, at any t> O. 

C. Controllability on S of 

Since Nelson's theorem requires that I Ho,H1,· .. ,Hr 1 
gives rise to a finite-dimensional Lie algebra, it is apparently 
not possible to control the system on the unit sphere S,.. (i.e., 
with M = S *' in the definition of analytic controllability) if 
that theorem is in force. This is indeed the situation, the 
manifold M which enters the results of Sec. IVB being neces
sarily finite-dimensional. A more concise formal statement 
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is given below. 
Theorem 4.2: If I Ho.Hw .. ,Hr I generates a d-dimen

sional Lie algebra d which admits an analytic domain!iJ w' 

the quantum system is not analytically controllable on S h' if 
d is finite. 

Proof By the properties of an analytic domain, there 
exists a connected, d-dimensional Lie group r with Lie alge
bra d, the elements of r being constructed as G = exp X 
from members X of d. Moreover, r can be chosen to act on 
S rn!iJ w according to G (5) = (exp X )5, SES h' nIP w' Let Y 
be an e-dimensional tangent subspace of S k' at 5, and let P: 
~ -Y be the corresponding orthogonal projection from 
~. Then P (Gs ) defines a map from the d-dimensional Lie 
group r into the e-dimensional tangent subspace Y. This 
map cannot be onto if e > d. Further, since Ho does not enter 
with an adjustable control factor uo(t ), the dynamical semi
group rs of the quantum system (1)-(2) is contained in the 
group r. Accordingly, if (as has been shown) r is not suffi
ciently rich to steer the state trajectory into all directions of 
Y, neither is r s , and we conclude that the system is not 
analytically controllable on S w' 

Corollary 4.2.1: If the quantum system is analytically 
controllable on Sw" then d must be infinite-dimensional. 

Proof Direct observation. 
Remark: In the case that d(s) is infinite-dimensional 

for all sESjyn!iJ w' an arbitrary flow of r would have the 
form G (5) = [ITj exp Sj XU1] 5, X (jiEd, sjEH, Ul.infi~ite. 
In other words, if d(s) is infinite-dimensional, an mfimte 
sequence of switchings would, in general, be required to 
build an element of rs' Thus, within the context of 
piecewise-constant controls, practical realization of com
plete control of the quantum system (in the sense of analytic 
or strong analytic controllability on Sw) is out of the ques
tion. Accordingly, our efforts have focused on the issue of 
controllability on finite-dimensional sub manifolds of S w . 

v. EXAMPLES 

Example 1: In the context of a position or x representa
tion44 for state vectors and operators of ~, XEH 1, define 

K = + _1_ (~ + x), K3 = _ ~ d 22 + x2 

, 

± -v'1 dx 2dx 2 
(7) 

together with E = identity operator. The operators - iK3, 

K+ -K_,andi(K+ + K_)areskew-Hermitian, and the Lie 
bracket among them is specified through45 

[K3,K±] = ±K±, [K+.K_l = -E. (8) 

Making the identifications H 0 = - iK 3' HI = K + - K _, 
and H2 = irK + + K _), we consider the system 

!!...tf(t) = I -iK3 +u l(t)[K+ -K_l 
dt 

+u2(t)[i(K++K_)]jt,b(t), t,b(O)=t,bo' (9) 

[For notational convenience we suppress, in (9), the fact ~hat 
t,b(t) = t,b(x;t ) depends on the variable x, and that the denv~
tives entering should actually be partial derivatives.] The Lle 
algebra x( - iK3,K+ - K_, i(K+ + K_)) = d has basis 
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- iK3' K+ - K_, i(K+ + K_), iE over HI, and it is well 
known33

,45 that there is a common dense invariant domain
an analytic domain !iJ w -for these operators, spanned by 
analytic functions ¢n (x). Explicitly, 

¢n(x) = 17'-1/4(n!)1/2( - l)n2 -n/2 exp[ - x2!21hn(x) , 

n = 0,1,2, ... ,00 , (10) 

where the hn (x) are Hermite polynomials. As basis of the Lie 
algebra x(K + - K _,i(K + + K _)) = 3J one has simply 
K + - K _ ,irK + + K _), IE. This basis is in fact shared by the 
ideal 'tJ in ,r:¥' generated by HI = K + - K _ and 
H 2 = irK + + K _). Thus the Lie algebras 3J and 'tJ coincide, 
and the property XE'tJ, YE'tJ =?[X, Y]E.%' emerges trivially. 
Furthermore, we verify from (7) and (10) [or (8)] that 
dim d(w) = dim .9J(w) = dim (6'(w) = d = 3 for all WE.£:t ,,,; 

moreover, dim I( Yf ,5) = 3 for all SES k' n§ ",' The essential 
relations are 

K+¢n = (n + 1)1/2¢n + I' K_¢n = nIl2¢n _ I , 

(II) 

[For the special case W = ¢o' we have K _W = 0. However, 
even in that case we obtain in effect three linearly indepen
dent vectors upon application of the basis operators - iK 3' 

K + - K _, irK + + K _), iE, since our Lie algebras are de
fined over the reals.] 

By virtue of the properties just displayed, Corollary 
3.5.1' (stated in Sec. IVB) comes into play, and we may con
clude that (i) the reachable set of t,bo in Swn!iJ w is given by 
1('6' ,t,bo) = I(.%' ,t,bo) for t,bo t,b(O)Espan! ¢n (x), 
n = 0,1,2, ... ,00 I and (ii) putting M = cC'1(.%' ,t,bo), the system 
is strongly analytically controllable on M. 

At a more intuitive level, one can argue from (11) that 
the dynamical effect of Ho = K3 can be cancelled by that of 
some input which dominates.%'; this implies strong analytic 
controllability, checking the implication of Corollary 3.5.1'. 

Physically, the state-evolution equation of (9), multi
plied by i, may be interpreted as the Schrodinger equation 
governing the dynamics of a one-dimensional quantum os
cillator coupled independently via its momentum and posi
tion operators to external controls (fields) ul(t) and u2(t), re
spectively. The operator K3 represents the energy of the 
uncoupled oscillator, while K + and K _ serve, respectively, 
as creation and destruction operators for harmonic excita
tions. 

Example 2: The commutation relations (8) bring to 
mind the commutation relations for the spherical compo
nents of the angular momentum operator J. Given the Car
tesian components Jx' Jy , Jz of J, we form the spherical 
components J ± = Jx ± iJy , J3 = Jz and obtain45 

(12) 

We note that (12) coincides with (8) except for the presence of 
a factor 2 on the right-hand side of the last relation, instead 
of a factor - 1. It is evident that one can go on to formulate 
simple examples of the quantum controllability problem 
based on the Lie algebra Y( - iJx ' - iJy ' - iIz ) ofthe angu
lar momentum operators. 

In particular, one might set Ho = - tJz ' HI = - iJx, 
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and H2 = - iJy , and consider the system equation 

!!..-¢(t) = [- iJ3 + udt)[J+ -J_J 
dt 

+ u2(t)[i(J+ +J_)ll¢(t) , 

¢(O) = ¢o' (13) 

wherein we revert to our earlier interpretation of ¢!t) as an 
element of the abstract state space. The resemblance 
between problems (13) and (9) is strong; for instance, we find 
the corresponding properties that d has basis - iJz ' - iJx , 

- iJ - iE and that ~ and CCJ share the basis - iJx , y' , 

- iJ , - IE. On the other hand, an important distinction 
mUS/be recognized. In the present case there exists a Casimir 
operator, i.e., a (non-trivial) function of base elements of the 
Lie algebra .if which commutes with all base elements, 
whereas in Example 1 there is no such (nontrivial) operator. 
Here the Casimir operator is, of course, the square of the 
angular momentum, J2 = J; + J; + J;. Thus, if we sup
pose that the state of the quantum system is initially in a 
subspace of eigenvalue}(j + 1) of J2, where};;;,O is integral or 
half-odd integral, it will always remain in that subspace. 
Having chosen a definite value of}, and having agreed that 
J J, J and functions of them are the only relevant obser-x' y z 

vables [as is the case for the particular system (13) and nota-
bly for situations in which only spin degrees of freedom are 
manifest], we have a problem involving afinite-dimensional 
state space Xi' of dimension 2} + 1. Accordingly, the results 
of Sec. IIIB 3--4 are directly applicable, and, taking account 
of the skew-Hermitian nature of Ho and the HI' it follows 
that strong complete controllability prevails on the unit 
sphere in Xi' Numerous explicit physical examples of this 
sort are encountered in the fields of atomic- and molecular
beam experiments and magnetic resonance; for archetypal 
cases, see Ref. 46. 

Example 3: Consider the system 

i~¢(t)= [P~ +P~ +UI(tjPI + u2(t)Pd¢(t) , 
dt 

¢(O) = ¢o' (14) 

where PI and P2, in the x IX2 representation, x IX2ElR2, have 
the modes of action - ia/ax! and - ia/ax2, respectively. 
The common eigenfunctions of the commuting operators PI' 
P2 do not lie in L 2(lR2) and so do not qualify as representatives 
of Hilbert-space state vectors; however, we know from the 
theory of Fourier transforms that these common eigenfunc
tions span L 2(JR2) in the sense of integral superpositions. In 
terms of such Fourier-integral superpositions, one may in 
fact define a common, dense, invariant domain of L 2(lR2) for 
the unbounded operators Ho = - i(P ~ + P ~), HI = - iP!, 
and H2 = -!P2' Moreover, the solution of the Schrodinger 
dynamical problem (14), with initial value ¢o in the latter 
domain, can be expressed in exponential form. The forego
ing heuristic sketch indicates that it is possible to construct a 
suitable analytic domain [j) OJ for the control problem speci
fied by (14). A rigorous construction can be formulated in 
terms of Nelson's theorem as stated in Sec. IV, with 
T = (P ~ + P ~)2 + P ~ + P; . 

Now let ¢k,k, be a common eigenvector of PI and P2 
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with respective eigenvalues k! and k2' or, more properly, a 
wave packet or eigendifferential44 constructed as an integral 
superposition of eigenvectors of these operators with respec
tive eigenvalues lying in arbitrarily narrow intervals cen
tered on k I' k2• We are faced in this example with a degener
ate situation in which Ho, HI' and H2 all commute with one 
another. Thus, [~, CCJ] collapses to the null set. Consequent
ly, the chosen state ¢k,k

2 
belongs to the reachable set R(¢o) 

only if ¢o = C(O)¢k,k
2

' Ic(OW = 1; under this condition the 
system always stays on the one-dimensional manifold de
fined by crt )¢o' with Ic(t W = 1. The controls u\(t) and U2(t) 
can at most change the phase of the state and hence are 
ineffectual, since all physical predictions are independent of 
this phase. 

One may of course interpret the Schrodinger equation 
of(14) as that for two equal-mass particles moving in one 
dimension. The particles do not interact with one another, 
but are coupled independently via their respective momenta 
to controls (fields) U I (t ) and u2(t ). 

VI. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK 

It has been our aim to lay a foundation for the concept 
of controllability of quantum-mechanical systems. Refer
ring to expressions (1) and (2), a quantum control system is 
characterized by its internal Hamiltonian H ~ = ifzHo, 
which is the infinitesimal generator of the free evolution of 
the quantum object, together with the operators H ; 
= iflllI,.·.,H; = iflll" which couple that object to external 

controls of respective amplitudes u!(t ), ... ,ur(t). Working 
within traditional quantum theory, where the Hk 
(k = O,I, ... ,r) are linear, skew-Hermitian operators, we have 
succeeded in deriving conditions for global controllability on 
a certain finite-dimensional submanifold of the physical Hil
bert space JY'. The cornerstone of the associated analysis is 
an analytic domain fiJ OJ' which we presume to exist for the 
given operators. The results we have obtained are natural 
extensions of well-known systems-theoretic results in finite
dimensional state space (drawn especially from Refs. 10, 11, 
14, 16, 17, and 19). Generalizations to nonlinear versions of 
the quantum control problem (corresponding to nonlinear 
extensions of quantum theory) have not been considered 
here, but some results on local controllability in the context 
of nonlinear operators Hk have been derived in Ref. 43. The 
present work on the quantum controllability problem has 
provided a background for investigation of the invertibility 
of quantum-mechanical systems47 and the formulation of a 
quantum nondemolition filter. 48.49 

StilI, only a modest beginning has been made toward 
achieving the larger goal of a comprehensive theory of quan
tum control and filtering. The following problems, among 
others, await concerted effort: 

(i) Generalization of the present treatment of quantum 
controllability to a less restrictive scene of action than a do
main of analytic vectors-for example, a domain composed 
of vectors of JY' for which the orbits are infinitely differentia
ble functions of the group parameters. 

(ii) Investigation of controllability for the case of control 
functions ul(t) belonging to L 2(lR). 
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(iii) Study of a controlled version of the Schrodinger 
equation for the time evolution of the density operator,44 so 
as to extend control theory to the realm of quantum statisti
cal mechanics. 

(iv) Adaptation of the notions of observability, identifi
cation, realization, and feedback to the quantum setting. 

It is evident that powerful mathematical techniques 
must be invoked to carry through this program; moreover, 
one must confront the profound conceptual obstacles intrin
sic to the quantum measurement process. 50-52 
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Convergence of the T-matrix approach in scattering theory. II 
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Convergence of the T-matrix scheme is proved under more general assumptions than in Ramm [J. 
Math. Phys. 23,1123-5 (1982)] and for more general boundary conditions. Stability of the 
numerical scheme towards small perturbations of data and convergence of the expansion 
coefficients are established. Dependence of the rate of convergence on the choice of basis 
functions is discussed. Dependence of the quality of expansions in various spherical waves on the 
shape of the obstacle is discussed. 

PACS numbers: 03.80. + r, 11.20. - e, 02.30.1r, 02.30.Mv 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1. Let g be a bounded obstacle with the boundary r. 
Consider the following problem: 

(V2 + k 2) U = 0, in fl k > 0, 

ul r =f, 

r (~~ - ikU) --+ 0, r ~ 00, 

(1 ) 

(2) 

(3) 

where fl is the exterior domain and lis given. Later we dis
cuss other boundary conditions than (2), but the basic argu
ments and conclusions will be similar to those for problem 
(1)-(3). 

The corresponding scattering problem is as follows: 
find the solution to Eq. (I) satisfying boundary condition (2) 
withl = 0 and of the form u = Uo + v, where v satisfies the 
radiation condition (3) and Un is the incident field. It is clear 
that this problem reduces to problem (1 )-( 3) for v with 
1= - Un on r. Therefore, we discuss in what follows prob
lem (1)-(3). There is an extensive literature about this prob
lem. The existence and uniqueness of the solution to this 
problem for Liapunov boundaries are established long ago 
and are available in textbooks now. I The case of nonsmooth 
boundaries was also treated. 2 Numerical methods for solv
ing problem (1)-(3) are known (finite differences, see e.g., 
Ref. 3, numerical solution of the boundary integral equa
tions of the second and first kind4

). 

Our concern is with the T-matrix scheme.5 This nu
merical scheme was widely used during the last decade in the 
problems of acoustic, electromagnetic, and elastic wave scat
tering by one and many bodies, for scattering from periodic 
structures etc. 5

-
1O 

Nevertheless, the basic questions concerning conver
gence of the scheme, stability of the numerical scheme 
towards small perturbations of the data remained open. In 
Ref. 11 these questions were answered for the first time. 
Here the results from Ref. 11 are strengthened and extended. 

2. Let us describe the T-matrix scheme in a general for
mulation. Let [¢n 1 be a system of outgoing (not necessarily 
spherical) wave, i.e. 

(V2 + k 2) ¢n = 0 in fl, (4) 

"Permanent address: Mathematics Department. Kansas State University, 
Manhattan, Kansas 66506. 

( 
al/;n ) r ;;;- - ik¢n ~O, r--+ 00. (5) 

From the Green's formula it follows that 

f til" ~dS= ( U a¢n dS, 
raN, Jr aN, 

'tin, (6) 

where u is the solution to (I )-(3) and N is the exterior unit 
normal on r (pointing out, into fl ). Using boundary condi
tion (2), one writes (6) as 

L ¢n h dS = In' 'tin, (7) 

where 

(8) 

(9) 

The T-matrix scheme consists of the following. Let [rPj 1 be a 
linearly independent and complete system of functions in 
Ho = L 2(T). Let 

m 

h - " 1m} A
m - L cj 'f'j' 

j~1 

(10) 

where cym}, 1<; }<;m, are constant coefficients, which should 
be defined from the linear algebraic system 

(11 ) 

(12) 

One obtains this system if (10) is substituted in (7) and only 
the first m equalities (7) are used. 

3. Justification ofthe T-matrix scheme requires positive 
answers to the following questions: 

Q 1. Is (11) solvable for sufficiently large m? 

Q2. Does hm ~ h, m- oo? Here h is defined as in (9). 
Ho 

Q3. Does ct} ---+Cj , m--+ oo? Is the convergence uniform 
in}, I<;}< oo? 

Q4. Does the equality h = '!,j~ I cjrPj hold, where cj are 
defined in Q3, and it is assumed the limits cj exist? 

Q5. How does the rate of convergence depend on the 
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choice of the systems ! ¢j J and ! If n J? 
Q6. Is the numerical scheme based on Eq. (11) stable 

towards small perturbations of/, and the matrix a .? n nJ' 

Remark 1: In the literature!2 the following questions 
were discussed: Is the set of Eqs. (7) solvable? Is the solution 
to (7) unique? These questions are easy to answer. The set of 
Eqs. (7) is solvable for any system! Ifn J satisfying (4) and (5): 
Take the solution u to (1)-(3) (which does exist) and apply 
Green's formula to Ifn and u to obtain (7). The solution to (7) 
is unique iff the system ( If n J is closed in Ho = L 2(r ) so that 

Lhlfnds=o,vn => h=O. (13) 

This is equivalent to saying that any h E Ho can be approxi
mated with prescribed accuracy E in the norm of Ho by linear 
combinations of the elements If n: II h - };,~ 'I cj ( E) Ifj II < E, 
i.e., the system (lfj J is complete. We assume below that the 
system ! Ifj J is closed. 

4. If one takes as If! in (7) gis, y) = gis, y,k ) 
= exp(ik Is - yl)l41Tls - yl,y E ~,anddoesnotuseEqs. (7) 

for n > 1, then one gets the integral equation 

L gis, y) h (s) dS 

= r I(s) ag(s,y) dS=F(y), YE~. 
Jr aN, 

(14) 

Actually, if (14) holds for y E B C fiJ, where B is any ball 
lying strictly in fiJ, then (13) holds in fiJ because both sides in 
(14) are solutions to the Helmholtz equation in f2;, and, 
therefore, if they are identical inB, they are identical in fjJ. If 
one letsy ---+ s' E r, one obtains from (14) the boundary inte
gral equation of the first kind 

Ah = L gis, s') h (s) dS = b (s'), 

where 

b (s') = lim F( y), y E fjJ, Y ---+ s'. 

(15) 

(16) 

If one looks for a solution of (15) of the form (10) and uses a 
projection method for finding cJm l, one obtains the system 

m 

2: Anj ctl = bn , 

j=1 
where 

Anj = (A¢j' 'TIn)' bn = (b, 'TIn), 

(f, h ) -ilh dS, 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

and the bar denotes complex conjugation. The same ques
tions Q I-Q6 can be stuciied for system (17). In this case 'TI n 

plays the role of Ifn' but now there is no need to assume 
anything about the properties of 'TIn in n. In fact, 'TIn are 
defined only on the surfacer. Questions QI, Q2, Q5, and Q6 
were answered in Ref. 11 for the system (17) under the as
sumption that TJn = ¢n and the system! ¢n J forms a basis of 
H- 1/2. ThespacesHq = W'Hr), - 00 <q< oo,aredefined 
as the spaces of functions with q square integrable deriva
tives for q>O integer, and as dual spaces (spaces with nega
tive norm) for q < O. For arbitrary q < 0 they can be defined as 
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interpolating spaces, or directly. 13 In the present paper we 
note that the result and arguments in Ref. 11 are valid under 
the weaker assumption that [¢j J is a complete system of 
linearly independent functions (not necessarily a basis; see 
Sec. 2.3 below). 

From the integral equation (14) one can go back to the 
system (7) assuming that 

'" 
g(s,y) = 2: ¢j(y) Ifj(s), I yl < lsi, (20) 

j ~ 1 

substituting (20) into (14), and equating coefficients in front 
of ¢j' From this point of view the integral equation (14) is 
equivalent to the system (7)-(8). In the literature, expansion 
(20) is used, with Ifj being the outgoing spherical waves and 
¢j being the regular (i.e., finite at the origin) solutions to 
Helmholtz' equation. Matrix (18) will be identical to matrix 
(12) iflfn in (12) are chosen so thatAiln = Ifn. This corre
sponds to a specific choice of the outgoing waves, since for 
any linearly independent system offunctions 'TI n inL 2(r), the 
system ¢ n -- Ailn will be a system of outgoing waves whose 
boundary values on r form a linearly independent system in 
L 2(r ), provided that the operator A: L 2(r ) ---+ L 2(r) has no 
zeros (i.e., A'TI = 0 => 'TI = 0). This will be the case iff k 2 is not 
an eigenvalue of the interior Dirichlet Laplacian in ,q;. 

In Ref. 11 it was noted that, in the case when k 2 is an 
eigenvalue of the Dirichlet Laplacian in g; , one can use, 
instead of g(x, y, k j, the Green's function g, (x, y, k) and in 
this case the corresponding operator A will have no zeros. 
The functiong, is the Green's function of the Dirichlet oper
ator 'il 2 + k 2 in the exterior of a small ball B, situated in g, 
where B, is so chosen that k 2 is not an eigenvalue of the 
problem 

('il 2 + k 2
) U = 0 in 9 '\ B" ul r = 0, ulaB, = 0, 

whereaB. is the boundary of Bo and!j; '\ B, is the comple
ment in !j; to B,. 

The above argument shows that the analysis in Ref. II 
is applicable to Eq. (11) under some special choice of ¢ n in 
(12). 

In Refs. 13-23 some results in functional analysis, theo
retical numerical analysis, scattering theory, and special 
functions are given. These results will be specified and used 
in Secs. 2-4 and in the appendices. 

2. ANALYSIS OF THE T-MATRIX SCHEME 

In this section we discuss questions QI-Q6 formulated 
in Sec. 1.3. 

1. The system (11) is solvable for a given m iff 
det(anj)~:j= 1 #0. For the following analysis we need some 
definitions and results from the theory of Hilbert spaces. 
These definitions and results are given in Appendix A. In 
Appendix C some results about convergence and stability of 
projection methods are given. 

We are interested in the properties of the coordinate 
systems! ¢j J and r Ifj J, which imply positive answers to 
questions Ql, Q2, Q3, and Q6. Let us write Eq. (7) as an 
operator equation 

ah=f, a: HO-+/2, Ho=L2(r), 1(/1./2, ... ),(7') 
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where the operator a is bounded and defined on all of Ho iff 

ntl 1 (h, ¢nW<c~ f \ h \2 dS, 

'ti h EHo' C2 >0. 

If this inequality does not hold for all hE Ho, but the system 
! tPn J is a basis of Ho, then a is densely defined [i.e., its do
main D (a) is dense in Ho). Indeed, in this case the biortho
gonal system!;Pn J is also a basis of Ho (Ref. 17, p. 307), and 
any linear combination };j= I cj ;Pj ED (a). 

The operator a transforms a function hE Ho into a se
quence (h, ¢n) = f r htPn dS, I <n < 00. The range of a is 
dense in /2 provided that for any sequence! dn J E /2 the 
series};: = I dn tPn (x) converges in Ho and the system! tPn J is 
w-linearly independent, i.e., };;;' = 1 dn tPn = ° q dn = 0, 'tin. 
Indeed, suppose that (ah, d) = 0, 'ti h E Ho, where the paren
theses denote the inner product in /2. Then 
f r h };~"= 1 dn tPn dS = 0. Since hE Ho can be taken arbi
trary, it follows that };: = 1 dn tPn = ° and dn = 0, 'tin. The 
operator a-I will be bounded and defined on all of / 2 iff 
\\ ah II;> clli h II, 'tih E Ho,c 1 > 0. We use the same notation for 
the norms in Ho and /2. This inequality can be written as 

ntr l(h,¢nW;>ci f) h 1
2dS, 'tihEHo, c1>0. 

Therefore, a and a-I are both bounded iff 
00 

c711 h 112< I I (h'¢n) 12 
n=l 

<C~ II h 11 2
, 'tih EHo, C 1 >0. 

These inequalities hold iff the system ! tPj J forms a 
Riesz basis of Ho. Let us consider the truncated equations (7), 
i.e., the system (11) as a projection method for solving (7'). 
Namely, let Qm be an orthoprojection in /2 defined by the 
formula Qm J = 11m 

1 = (/I'''·./m ,0,0,. .. ), and Pm be an 
orthoprojection in Ho on the linear span of (<PI, ... ,<Pm)' The 
system (II) can be written as 

QmaPmhm=Qmf, Pmhm=h m = IC)""I<pj. (11') 
)=1 

This equation is of the type studied in Appendix C [see (C2)]. 
Conditions (C4) and (C5) are necessary and sufficient for Eq. 
(11') [i.e., (II)] to be uniquely solvable for all sufficiently 
large m > mo and for the convergence 

II hm - h 11- 0, m - 00. (21) 

Conditions (C4) can be written in our case as 

;>C (! i Cj<Pj!2dS, 'tim>mo, c>O, (22) 
Jr J= I 

where CI'''Cm are arbitrary constants, anj = (<pj' ¢n). Condi
tion (22) can be written as 

c/:j' anjOn)' ;>CCjCj' (<pJ' <P)'), 

where one should sum over repeated indices and the bar 
denotes complex conjugation. This last inequality means 
that the following matrix inequality holds: 
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(22a) 

Here (a)m is the truncated matrix: (a)m = (a nj ):::j = I' 

<P = (<p, <p.,) = f r <Pj ~. dS is the Gram matrix for the sys
tem ! <p~ J. If A. (<P) [A (<P)] denotes the minimal [maximal~ 
eigenvalue of a self-adjoint matrix <P;>O, then (22a) holds If, 
for example 

inf A. ((a*a}m );>A. > 0, sup A ((<P)m )<A < 00. (22b) 
m m 

This condition is convenient from a practical point of view. 
The conclusion is as follows: if (22b) holds, then the projec
tion method (11) for solving Eqs. (7) converges, i.e., Eqs. (11) 
are uniquely solvable for sufficiently large m > mo and 
1/ hm - h 11-° as m - 00, where h is the solution of(7). 
The second equality (22b) holds, for example, if the system 
! <Pj J forms a Riesz basis of Ho. Ifwe take ¢j = ¢j on T, then 
a = <P and inequality (22a) holds iff the first inequality (22b) 
holds. Indeed, if a = <P, then (22a) takes the form (a 2)m 
;>c(a)m' m > mo, a = a*. This inequality holds iff the spec
trum of (a)m is bounded away from zero by a positive con
stant. To see this, let us use the spectral theorem for the self
adjoint operator a;>O: 

((a 2 
- cal <p, <p) = loo (t 2 - ct) d (E,<p, ¢ ), 

where E, is the resolution of the identity for a, min,>o 
(t 2 _ ct) = - c2

/ 4, t 2 - ct;>O if t;>c. Therefore, the opera
tor a2 

- ca will be nonnegative for some c> ° iff a;>a > 0, 
where a is a positive constant and in this case we can take 
a = c in the inequality (22a). Note that a = A. 112, where A. is 
the constant in (22b). If the system! ¢j J is such that 
infm A. ((<P )m );>A. > ° (in particular, ifit is a Riesz basis of Ho), 
then the conclusion is as above [after formula (22b)). 

Condition (C5) means that for m > mo the set of vectors 
{anj J '; = I' 1 <j<m, is linearly independent. That is, 

det(anj);:'n = I :;60, 'tim> mo. (23) 

This condition follows from (22) [see Remark 1 in Appendix 
C and formula (22b)]. 

If (22) holds, then system (11) is uniquely solvable for all 
m > mo, and the function (10), where (cjmIJ, 1 <j<m, is the 
solution of (II), converges in Ho to the solution of (7). The 
rate of the convergence is given by (C8). This rate depends on 
the rate of convergence of (I - Pm) h to zero, i.e., on the rate 
of approximation of the function h = a-I Iby the linear 
combinations };j: I cj <P)' Stability of the solution towards 
small perturbations of the operator (i.e., of the matrix anj) 
and the right-hand sidel (i.e., the sequence { /" J ) follow from 
the result (1) in subsection 2 of Appendix C. Indeed, consider 
the perturbed system 

m 

I (anj+bnj)cj'"I=ln+tn' l<n<m, (11") 
j= 1 

where b nj and t n are the small perturbations of the operator a 
and the right-hand sidef, respectively. Let bn) be sufficiently 
small in the sense that the operator b corresponding to the 
matrix bnj is sufficiently small in the norm: II b II < O. Here b: 
H 0 - /2 can be considered as an operator which is defined as 
follows. The system [tPn I is perturbed: ;Pn = tPn + 1]n' This 
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perturbation generates the perturbation b of a by the formula 
bh = (h, 17n). The matrix bnj is then defined as (¢j' 17n). If 
II b II < 0 and 0 < c, where c is the constant in (22) [or C4)], 
then according to the result (1) in subsection 2 of Appendix 
C, the perturbed system (11") will be uniquely solvable for all 
sufficiently large m and the corresponding hm 

= L7= 1 cr ¢j will tend to h = a -? = (a + b ) -1(/ + !:), 
where!: = (10 1, 102,"'), Ilf,11 <c. Thus 

II h - h II = II(a + b)-If - a-1 + (a + b )-I!:II 

<c'(c+ 0). (24) 

The constant c' can be specified: 

c' = II(a + b)-III + IIfllll a- III IlIa + b)- III. (25) 

Here we used the identity 
(a + b ) - I - a - I = - (a + b ) - I ba - I and the estimate 
II(a + b)-I - a-III<II(a + b )-111·11 a-III· II b II, whichfol
lows from the identity. 

The estimates (21), (24), and (25) and the above argu
ments give answers to Q 1, Q2, Q5, and Q6. We now pass over 
to a discussion of questions Q3 and Q4. 

Let us assume that 

! ¢j I is a complete minimal system in Ho. (26) 

(For the definition of minimal systems and their properties 
used below, see Appendix A.) Then there exists a unique 
biorthogonal system! (Pj 1, (rP" (Pj) = olj' Equation (11) can be 
written as (a)m Clml = flml. Its solution gives hm 
= Lj'= 1 ctl rP)' Therefore, 

c;ml = (h"" (Pj)' 
Since II h m - h 11- 0, we conclude that 

Thus (26) implies a positive answer to Q3. We have 

Icyn'-cjl<llh", -hllll(pjll 

<II h", - h II sup II (pjll· 

Therefore, the condition 

sup II (Pj II <C < 00 
j 

) 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

implies that convergence in (28) is uniform inj, 1 <j < 00. 

Condition (30) holds, e.g., if 

the system ! rPj I forms a Riesz basis of H o (31) 

(see Appendix A). Condition (31) implies also the positive 
answer to Q4. Indeed, if (31) holds then h can be written as 

oc 

h = I Cj rPj , (32) 
n=1 

and the coefficients cj are uniquely determined by the ele
ment h. On the other hand, we know that 

II hm - h II - 0, m - 00, 

where 

2622 

m 

hm = I C)"'I¢j' C)",I_ C). 
j=1 
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(33) 

(34) 

First, we conclude that cj = cj because 

cj = (h, (Pj) = lim(hm' (Pj) = lim c)"'1 = cj . (35) 

Secondly, we see from (32) and (35) that the answer to Q4 is 
yes. 

In the above analysis the basic assumptions were (22), 
(26), and (31), and we explained which of these imply positive 
answers to which of the basic questions QI-Q6. 

2, In this section we discuss the assumptions (26) and 
(31) and a particular case of the matrix anj for which the 
convergence analysis is straightforward. Note that (26) and 
(31) deal only with one of the systems. Assumption (22) deals 
with the "interaction" between the systems I ¢) I and [lh J ' 

Assumption (26) holds if the smallest eigenvalue of the 
matrix ¢ij - (rP" ¢j), 1 <i,j<m is bounded away from 0: Am 
)A. > ° (see Appendix A). Assumption (31) holds iff the ma
trix rPlj defines a bounded and boundedly invertible operator 
on /2 (see Appendix A). Since this is a self-adjoint matrix, 
this will be the case iff 

(36) 

where 11 m (A. m ) is the maximal (minimal) eigenvalue of the 
matrix rPij' l<i,j<m. 

One can measure the "interaction" between! ¢j land 
! ¢] I by the operator generated by thematrixanj - Onj = qnj' 
The assumptions 

anj = on) + q"j' 

On) = {OI' n:,. q=(qnj)' I<n,j<oo, (37a) 
, n -J, 

is a compact operator on /2, 

(I + q) x = 0, X E f2 =? x = ° (37b) 

are sufficient for the unique solvability of (11) for all suffi
ciently large m > m a, and for the convergence in /2: II clml 

- cll_ 0, m - 00, whereelml = (Cltl ... c~I,O,O ... ), C = a-1. 
a is the operator on /2 with the matrix a nj' Indeed, assump
tions (37a), (37b) and Fredholm's alternative imply that a-I 
exists, is defined on all of 12

, and is bounded. This fact and the 
special structure of ii imply the above statement about con
vergence. To see this, let us write (11) as elml + Qmqclml 

= f lml, where Qm is the orthoprojection in /2 onto the m
dimensional space of vectors with components cj = 0 for 
j> m. Since q is compact and Qm-I strongly in e, one con
cludes that II q - Qm q II -0, m - 00. Therefore, 
11(1 + Qmq)--I - (I + q)-III- 0, m - 00. This proves the 
statement about convergence of elml to c. 

Ifthe system! ¢j J forms a basis of H 0 = L 2(F) andf E 1 Z, 
then the solution of (7) is h = LJ= 1 cj ¢>/, where c is the limit 
in /2 when m -+ 00 of the solutions Clml to (11) and the solu
tion to the equation iic = f In this case (37a) =? (37b) due to 
Fredholm's alternative and the uniqueness of the solution to 
the equation iic = O. Let us show that iic = 0 =? c = O. If the 
system! rP) J forms a basis of Ho, then Eqs. (7) and iic = fare 
equivalent. But the homogeneous equations (7) have only the 
trivial solution if the system! tPn J is closed in H o = L 2(r). 
(This assumption about! ¢n l is very natural and was made 
in the very beginning, see Remark 1 in the Introduction.) 
Therefore, iic = 0 =? c = O. As our analysis shows, the be
havior of the smallest and largest eigenvalue of the matrices 
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(<Pi' <Pj), (<Pi' ¢}) are of basic importance in an analysis of con
vergence and stability ofthe T-matrix scheme. For the oper
ators of the form a = I + q, where q is compact, the projec
tion scheme is discussed below in subsection 4. In this case 
the justification of the projection scheme can be easily ob
tained. In Ref. 11 the problem was reduced to a projection 
scheme for the equation of the above form (I + T)h = J, 
where T was compact. 

3. Let us discuss briefly the results in Ref. 11 from our 
general point of view. The matrix analogous toA n) in (18) in 
Ref. 11 was of the formAn) = (A<Pn' <Pj)' where the operator 
A was defined in (15). It was noted in Ref. 11 that 
A = Ao(I + T(k)), where Ao > 0 in Ho = L 2(r) and T(k) is 
compact in Hq for any - 00 < q < 00. Furthermore, Ao: Hq 
~ Hq + I is a continuous linear bijection of Hq onto Hq + I' 

Therefore, An} = [(I + T(k)) <Pn' <Pj]' where 
[u,v] = (Ao u, v) = (u, V)_1/2 and (u, v)q being the inner pro
ductinHq • The operator 1+ T(k ) was assumed to be inverti
ble. This can be done without loss of generality (see Ref. 11 
and our argument in the end of Sec. 1.4 above). If [cP} ] forms 
a complete set of linearly independent functions in H _ 1/2' 

our general argument shows that the system (17) is uniquely 
solvable for sufficiently large m, and the answers to the re
maining questions Q2-Q6 are similar to the ones given above 
(see Sec. 2.4 below). 

In particular, we have stability as m ~ 00 of the nu
merical scheme corresponding to system (17), with the ma
trix (A<pj' <Pn) and the operator A defined in (15), with respect 
to small perturbations of the matrix A nj and f b n j. In Ref. 11 
it was assumed that the system [<pj ] forms a basis of H -1/2' 

This assumption is weakened here: Only completeness in 
H -1/2 of the system [<p}] is required. If a linearly indepen
dent system [<pj j is complete in Ho = L 2(r), it will be com
plete in H -1/2' Indeed, Ho is dense in H -1/2' Therefore, for 
any I E H _ 1/2 one can find.!: E Ho such that II 1- .!: 11- 1/2 

< E. If the system [<pj] is complete in Ho, then one can ap
proximate.!: in Ho by a linear combination: III. 
- ~;:'\ Cj(E) <Pj 110< E. Since II ullo >11 ull-lI2' one con

cludes that II I - ~j~'11 Cj (E) <PJ -lI2 < E. This means that 
the system [<pj ] is dense in H _ 1/2' (The same argument 
shows that this system will be dense in Hq for any q<O.) This 
remark simplifies the argument in Ref. 11 in the case when 
we do not require that the system [ <Pi 1 be a basis. In Ref. 11 a 
basis in L 2(r) was constructed from the "distorted spherical 
harmonics" under the additional assumption that r is star
shaped (i.e., there exists a point in fiJ from which every point 
of r can be seen). 

4. Let us outline a proof of convergence of the projec
tion method for solving the equation u + Tu = lin a Hilbert 
space H under the assumptions that T is compact and 
(I + T)-I is bounded. The projection scheme is as follows: 
The approximate solution U m is sought in the form urn 
= ~;: 1 c;mlcPj' where [cPj 1 is a complete set oflinearly inde

pendent elements in H. Let Pn denote the orthoprojection 
onto the linear span of [cPl,. .. ,cPn ]. The coefficients ctl are to 
be found from the equations (urn + TUm - J, <Pj) = 0, 
1 < j <m. These equations can be written as an operator 
equation Pmum + Pm TUm - Pm I = O. But Pmum = Urn' 
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and therefore (I + Pm T) u m = Pm J, or (I + T - r m ) U m 
= Pm J, where r m = (I - Pm) T. Since the system [<pj j is 

complete, II Pm I-III ~ 0 as m ~ 00 for any fixed/E H. 
Therefore, I - Pm ~ strongly. This and the compactness 
of Timply that II r m II ~ O. Therefore, the operator 
I + T - r m is boundedly invertible for sufficiently large m: 

(I + T- rm)-I 

= W + T) [ I - (I + T) - I r m ] 1 - I 

00 

=(I-Vrm)-IV= I(Vrm)}V if II Vrrnll<l. 
}=o 

Here V = (I + T) - I. One can estimate the rate of conver
gence ofum = (I + Pm T)-IPml to U = (I + T)-If In
deed 

II U m - ulI<II(I + Pm T)-I(Pm I -flll 
+ II [(I + Pm T)-I - (I + T)-I] III 

<//(I+PmT)-I//IIPml-11i 

+ Ii(I - Vrm)-IV - VII 11/11· 
Let II VII<a, II rm 11< Em' andaEm < 1, then 

00 a 
11(1 + Pm T)-III< I (aEm)) a = , 

}= 0 I - aEm 

a 2
E 

1i(I- Vrm)-IV- VII< m 

1- aEm 

These estimates show that the rate of convergence of U m to U 

is determined by Em' a, and II Pml -III. The above argu
ment is a particular case of a known general theory. 14 

5. So far we have discussed the case of the Dirichlet 
boundary condition (2). If one has the Neuman boundary 
condition 

aU 
- =1 on r, 
aN 

(2') 

then our arguments are essentially the same: Eqs. (6) lead to 
Eqs. (7) with h = u/r,/n = fr ¢nldS, and now the role of 
¢n in Eq. (7) is played by the functions atf;n1aNs. 

However, the integral equation corresponding to this 
case will differ from (15). Indeed, in this case from (2') and the 
formula 

r g(s,y).i!.!!....- dS = r u ag(s,y) dS, y E fiJ, 
Jr aNs Jr aN, 

one obtains 

r h ag(s,y) dS= r g(s,y)ldS=F(y), yEfiJ, 
Jr aN< Jr 

(14') 

where h = ul r . 
Let y ~ s' Erin the above equation. Then, using the 

known formula for the limit value on r of the potential of 
double layer, one obtains 

h =Bh - 2b, ( 15') 

where 

Bh = 2 r h (s) ag(s, s') dS, b (s') = lim F(y). 
Jr aN, y ·s· 

(16') 
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If one has the impedance boundary condition 

au - -- + ru = f on r, 
aNs 

then again from (6), one obtains (7) with h = ul r ./" 

(2") 

= J rftf" dS and now the functions - atf,,/aN + rtf" 
play the role of tf" in Eq. (7). Completeness of all these sys
temsinHo = L 2(r) for the case when tf" areoutgoingspheri
cal waves, or any system for which the expansion 

00 

g(x,y) = I (h(x) tfj(Y)' I x I < I yl, (38) 
j~1 

holds, is easily seen. For example, if 

Lftfn dS = 0, 'rJn, (39) 

then (38) and (39) imply 

L g(x,s)fdS = 0, x E g. (40) 

Therefore u(x) - J r g(x, s)f dS solves the equation 
(V2 + k 2) U = 0 in g and in fl, and u Ir = O. This implies 
that u = Oinfl. Ifu = Oinfl and in g, thenf = (au/aN,) + 

- (aul aNs ) _ = O. Here + ( - ) denote the limit values on 
r from the interior (exterior). 

3. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 

The purpose of the numerical computations presented 
here is to test whether some commonly used complete set of 
functions, e.g., outgoing and regular spherical waves, also 
satisfies the assumptions made in the previous sections. Do 
they, for instance, form a Riesz basis? Are they good for 
expansion off unctions on r? 

1. Before answering these questions, it might be illustra
tive to consider a simpler one-dimensional case, e.g., 

¢m(x) = ~2hr e - qmx sin mx, m = 1,2,3,. .. , x E [0,1T]. 

(41) 

This set of functions is a perturbation of the orthonormal 

basis ~211T sin mx by factors e - qmx. Here the constant q can 
be taken as a measure of the eccentricity of the object. The 
motivation for our choice of the model example will become 
clear from the considerations given after formulas (45). The 
Gram matrix of this model problem can be calculated ana
lytically. We have 

(¢m' ¢n) = 1T- I q(m + n) [1 - ( - 1)m + n e - q7Tjn + mil 

X! [q2(m + n)2 + (m - nf]-I 

- [q2(m + n)2 + (m + n)2] -IJ. (42) 

We define the condition number for an operator A as 
K= IIA II·IIA -III· 

Notice that the Gram matrix is always self-adjoint non
negative and the finite Gram matrix is positive definite, pro
vided the functions (¢j J are linearly independent. For a 
positive self-adjoint operator the norms II A II and II A -III can 
be calculated by the formulas II A II = A, II A -III = A -I, 
where A = min'E ajA I t, A = max'E ajA I t, and u(A ) is the 
spectrum of A. In this case 

(43) 

Numerical data seems to show that even after normali

zation, the perturbed system ¢m ~2!1T e - qmx sin mx, 
m = 1,2,3,.··, does not form a Riesz basis of L 2([0, 1T)). The 
nonnormalized system ! ¢j J is not a Riesz basis because the 
necessary condition 0 < c,;;; infm>1 II ¢m II for a system! ¢m J 

to form a Riesz basis is violated. 
In Table I we give the condition number K defined in Eq. 

(43) for both! ¢m J and the normalized functions 
! ¢m III ¢m II J. Three different tendencies are noticed: 

(1) An increase in condition number K as the truncation 
size grows. 

(2) An increase in condition number K as the eccentric
ity grows. 

(3) The normalized functions have smaller condition 
number as compared to nonnormalized ones 

2. We now consider the spherical waves, i.e., 

tfn (x) = h \11(kr) Yn (liJ) } 

Re tfn (x) = i,(kr) Yn (liJ) 
, r=lxf. (44) 

Here h \ll(kr) is a spherical Hankel function of the first kind 
andi, (kr) is a spherical Bessel function. The spherical har
monics Y" (liJ), where liJ = (e, ¢ ) is a unit vector, and e, ¢ are 
the angular spherical coordinates, are normalized in L 2(S 2), 
where S2 is the unit sphere [n is a multi-index n = (I,m)]. 

For large orders (/>kr) in tf" and Re tfn it is known20 

that 

tfn (x) - - i(21 - 1 )!!(kr) - ,- I Y" (liJ), 

Re tf,,(x)- [(21 + I)!!] - I(kr) , Y,,(liJ). 
(45) 

For large orders I the spherical waves are essentially a per
turbation of the basis Y" (liJ) by a power of kr. This is the 
promised motivation for the choice of the model example in 
(41). 

In the numerical data given below we have also includ
ed the spherical harmonics Y" and the functions 

Xn(x)=(kr)-'-I Y,,(liJ), (46) 

TABLE I. The condition number K as a function of different truncation sizes and eccentricities for the model problem [see (41)). The corresponding condition 
number K for the normalized functions rPm '(rPm ,rPm )-'/2 is given in parentheses. 

Eccentricity 
q=O.1 
q= 1/3 
q=1 

2624 

6 
IX 102 

8x 103 

5 
(4) 
(80) 
(5X 10') 
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60 
7X 10" 
Ix 109 

10 

Truncation size 

(40) 
(4X 10') 
(6X 10") 

8X 103 

3 X 1010 
> 10'6 

20 
(5 X 103

) 

(2X 10'°) 
(> 10'6) 

2X 10" 
> 10'6 
> 10'6 

40 
(1 X 10") 
(> 10'6) 
(> 10'6) 
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which are solutions of the equation.du = 0 in n. The factor 
kin (46) was used in order for the factor kr to be dimension
less. 

The Gram matrix for these four systems has matrix ele-
ments, which are double integrals over the unit sphere. We 
assume that the equation of the surface r can be written as 
s = p(w), where w E S 2, and p is a smooth invertible function, 
so that w = p-I(S). In our calculations the functions (44) and 
(46) were considered onr, i.e., as function ofs, where r = lsi, 
x = s on the surface r. If the bodies are axially symmetric, 
then the matrix elements of the Gramians can be written as 
single integrals in e, and for simplicity we choose the surface 
of a spheroid, i.e., 

r(e) = (sin2 e /a2 + cos2 e /b 2)-112, (47) 

where a and b are the semiaxes of the spheroid (e is the polar 
angle, so that b is the semiaxis along the axis of symmetry). 
The mirror symmetry r(f)) = r(1T - e) implies that I even and 
I odd do not couple. Thus the elements of the Gram matrix 
are zeroes if I + 1/ is odd. In this case we can change the 
enumeration of the columns and rows in the matrix so that it 
becomes a block diagonal matrix with two blocks. The size of 
the first block, which corresponds to the rows with even 
numbers, is (lm.x + 1)/2 if Im• x is odd, and Im.J2 + 1 if Im•x 
is even. The size of the second block, which corresponds to 
the row with odd numbers, is l/m.x + 1)/2 if Im • x is odd, and 
Imax /2 if Im • x is even. 

The numerical computations seem to indicate that 
neither of the systems [!/tn J, [Re!/Jn J, or [Xn 1 forms a Riesz 
basis of Ho = L 2(r). However, [ Yn (p - I(S)) 1 forms a Riesz 
basis of Ho as has been proven earlier. II It is seen from Table 
II that the spherical waves [!/tn l, [Re !/tn l, and [X n 1 are not 
good for expansions in the sense that the condition number 
of the Gram matrix grows as the truncation size increases. 
Indeed, in this more realistic example the tendencies (1)-(3) 
discussed above for the model problem are valid, together 
with the following additional observation: 

(4) The systems [!/tn land [Xn 1 have smaller condition 
number than [Re !/tn l· 

The numerical data seems to indicate that the normal
ized functions should be used for expansions of the surface 
field since the corresponding Gram matrix has a smaller 
condition number. Furthermore, there is an indication that 
for high truncations the normalized systems [ !/J n 1 and [X n 1 
are better than [Re !/ttl J. However, the difference is not very 
considerable. A large condition number means that the 
Gram matrix is difficult to invert numerically. It also means 
numerical instability, i.e., strong dependence of the numeri
cal results on the roundoff errors and errors in the data. 

It should be noted that the Gram matrix is identical to a 
Q matrix6 in the T-matrix scheme for a special choice of 
expansion functions. Thus, some of the properties men
tioned above might appear within this scheme for this special 
choice of the expansion functions. It should also be noted 
that when the T-matrix scheme is used to compute the scat
tered field, additional operators enter, which tend to im
prove the situation. However, a discussion of these aspects 
requires further investigation. 

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

There are several questions, raised by the T-matrix ap
proach to scattering, which require further study. We con
clude by giving a short list of such questions. 

(1) Try the system 

vn(x) = r exp(ik I x - sl) <finIs) dS, x E n, 
Jr 41Tlx-sl 

of outgoing waves for calculations. Here the system [<fin 1 is a 
complete system in Ho = L 2(F). If the system [<fin J forms a 
Riesz basis of H _ 1/2' then the system r Vn J on r forms a 
Riesz basis of Ho. This was established in Ref. 11. From the 
results in Ref. 11 it follows that any solution of the problem 
(1)-(3) can be represented by the series u = ~: = I cn vn(x), 

TABLE II. The condition number K as a function of truncation sizes and eccentricities for three different spherical waves 11/;" I. IRe 1/;" I. Ix" l. and the 
spherical harmonics [ Y" I. The corresponding condition number for the normalized functions is given in parentheses. m = 0 in all cases. 

5 even 5 odd 9 even 9 odd 19 even 19 odd 

ka=4 
kb=2 

1/;" 30 (3) 400 (4) 2X 107 (30) IX 109 (50) > 10
16 (3 X IO') > 10

16 (6X 10
4

) 

ReI/;" 30 (20) 400 (10) 5X 10· (200) 2X 108 (400) > 101
• (Ix 106

) > 101
• (3 X 10

6
) 

X" lXia' (5) I X 103 (8) 2X 10· (SO) 2X 10
6 (100) Ix 10

14 (4X lif) I XIO l4 (Ix 10') 

Y" 3 (3) 3 (3) 4 (4) 4 (4) 4 (4) 4 (4) 

ka=6 
kb=2 

1/;" 30 (3) 40 (5) 2X 107 (40) I X 109 (90) > 1016 (IX 10') > 10'6 (3X 10') 

Re"'. 400 (400) 20 (80) 4XI04 (500) 8X 105 (I X 10
3

) > 1016 (IX 10
8

) > 10'6 (3X 10") 

X. 2Xlif (6) 2Xlif (10) 3XlOO (100) 3X 106 (200) 5 X 10
14 (2X 10') 4x 1014 (4X 10

5
) 

Y. 7 (7) 6 (6) 9 (9) 9 (9) 10 (10) 10 (10) 

ka= 10 
kb=2 

"'. 30 (3) 300 (5) 2X 107 (50) IX 109 (100) > 101• (2X 105
) > 1016 (4X 10

5
) 

RetP. 30 (30) 3 (2) 60 {3~) 600 (200) 5X 1014 (8X 10
8

) 7 X 1015 (2X 109
) 

X" 3x 103 (6) 2XIO' (10) 5XI06 (100) 4XI06 (300) IXI014 (3X 10') 7 X 1014 (8X 10') 
y. 20 (20) 10 (10) 30 (30) 30 (30) 40 (40) 40 (40) 
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which converges in fl up to the boundary. Indeed, assume 
(without loss of generality) that k 2 is not an eigenvalue of the 
Dirichlet Laplacian in f.i:. Then the solution to the problem 
(1)-(3) can be written as 

u(x) = r exp(ik I x - sl) (T(s) dS, 
Jr 41Tlx-sl 

where (T is the unique solution to the equation 

r exp(ik I s' - sl) (T(s') dS =/(s). 
Jr 41T1 s' - sl 

If 1 (,6n J forms a basis of L 2(F), then (T = L,~~ , Cn (,611' where 
the series converges in L 2(r). Therefore 

u(x) = L,e;' 'Cn VII (x), where the series converges uniformly 
in the closure of fl. This was the reason for suggesting the 
system 1 VII J instead of the usual outgoing waves (44), which 
do not seem to form a Riesz basis on nonspherical surfaces. 
The other reason for choosing 1 Vn I was that since the expan
sion of the solutions to Helmholtz' equation in the exterior 
domain in the functions VII converges up to the boundary, no 
difficulties with the Rayleigh hypothesis arise. 

(2) It was noted in Sec. 3.2 that the Gram matrices cor
respond (for a particular choice of expansion systems) to a Q 
matrix. More extensive numerical experiments concerning 
the condition number for various matrices au = (dJ" 0j ) (i.e., 
Q matrices) are called for. This would provide a better basis 
for judging the performance of specific choices (,6, and ¢) and 
thus provide a more detailed answer to Q5. 

(3) In the present article we have concentrated on "the 
null field equations" 5 [i.e., (7), (11), etc.] and the question of 
obtaining a solution on the surface r. In the T-matrix 
scheme one, furthermore, computes the (truncated) transi
tion matrix (T)m of the form 

(48) 

where the m X m matrices (Q 'im and (Q I/)m are similar to the 
Q' and Q 2 matrices in Appendix B. The exact (infinite) T 
matrix is independent of the expansion systems used on r. 
However, the approximate truncated matrix, computed ac
cording to (48), does contain such a dependence. It is of inter
est to investigate the rate of convergence of truncated forms 
like (48) to the true, infinite transition matrix for the scatterer 
in question. It is then of interest to exploit general con
straints on the scattering matrix such as unitarity and sym
metry (see, e.g., Ref. 7 and the contribution by P. C. Water
man in Ref. 5). 

(4) Extend the discussion of Ref. 11 and the present 
work to the case of a penetrable scatterer. Of particular rel
evance here is the relation between the convergence rates in 
the expansion used for the surface fields and their normal 
derivatives (one aspect of this relation is treated in Appendix 
B). 

(5) Study the convergence questions for the T-matrix 
scheme for scattering from obstacles with noncompact (infi
nite) boundaries. In this context the work in Ref. 21 will be 
useful. In Ref. 21 the scattering problem was formulated and 
solved for domains with noncompact boundaries. For the 
boundaries, which are locally Liapunov and such that, out
side of a sphere of arbitrarily large but fixed radius, the 
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points of the boundary can be seen from a point located out
side the domain.9 (in this case infinite), it was proved in Ref. 
21 that the Schrodinger operator with decreasing real-val
ued potential has no positive discrete spectrum and the radi
ation condition selects a unique solution to the Dirichlet 
boundary value problem. The case of the third boundary 
condition was also treated. Furthermore, the existence, uni
queness, and properties of the resolvent kernel G of the 
Schrodinger operator were studied in detail. In particular, 
global estimates of G (x, y,k ) and its derivatives, uniform in 
a<,k<,C, 0 < a < C < 00, were obtained for i x - YI- 0 and 
I x - y! -+ 00. It was proved that the limit G (x, y,k + ic) as 
c - 0, c > 0, does exist and is attained uniformly in a,;;,k<,C. 

This was done for the boundaries r for which p(s,ro) 

X(I + i sl") -..Oas I sl-- 'X,SEr. Herea>n, wheren is 
the dimension of the space, and ro is the boundary of the 
"canonical" domain (the l;>oundary of a cone if n > 2, and of a 
wedge in the two-dimensional case). It was proved2

' that 
G(x,y,k) = (e ikr/41Tr) u(v,y,k)-[1 + 0(1)] as: xi = r --> 00, 

xr - I = v, where the functions u(v, y,k ) are the solutions of 
the scattering problem in the sense that they solve the Schro
dinger equation and vanish on r. Furthermore, it was shown 
that an arbitrary function/ E L 2(.j) can be expanded in a 
Fourier integral in functions u and a Fourier series corre
sponding to the negative discrete spectrum of the Schro
dinger operator. If the potential is equal to zero, then the 
Fourier series part of the expansion is absent. The wave oper
ators were constructed in Ref. 21 with the help of the eigen
function expansions. 
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APPENDIX A: SOME RESULTS FROM LINEAR 
FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS 

1. The gap of subspaces of a Hilbert space and a 
condition for invertibility of the mixed Gram matrix 
(cP" w}) 

Let HI and Hz be (closed) subspaces of a Hilbert space 
H. Then the gap of HI and H2 is defined as 

8(H" H 2 ) = II PI - P2 11, 

where PI and P2 are the orthoprojections onto HI and H 2, 

respectively. Clearly, 0,;;,8,;;, 1,8 (HI.H2) = 8 (H2' H,). It can 
be proved 14 that 

8(H"H2) 

~ max kr~' 1111 - P.)xll. ".~~~: 1111 - P,)XII). 

The following facts hold (Ref. 14, pp. 252-60). 
Lemma 1: Let Gil and HII be n-dimensional subspaces 

of a Hilbert space Hand 8 (Gil' H II ) < 1. Then Gil and HII 
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have orthogonal bases u 1, .•. ,U n and v" ... vn ' respectively, and 
(u i , VJ) =f3i bil , 1 <,i,}<,n, where 

{ I, i=}, {I- e2(G H )}'12<,f3<,1. 
blj = 0, i #}, n' n I 

Lemma 2: Let I ¢j I and ['h J, 1 <,)<,m, be two sets of 
linearly independent elements of H. Let 0 <Am and 0 <f.1m 
denote the smallest eigenvalues of the matrices (¢i' ¢i) and 
(rP" I/;j)' I <,i,}<,m, respedively. Let Gm and HlI be linear 
spans of tP"''''¢m and rPl, ... ,rPm' respectively, and Am 
= (¢" rPi)' I <'i,}<,m. Let e (Gm , Hm) < 1. ThenA m is inver· 

tible and 

II A;' '11<, am/lAm f.1m)l/2, 

where 

am = (1- e2(Gm, Hm)) 1/2. 

2. Minimal systems 

A system of elements is called minimal if none of the 
elements belongs to the closure of the linear span of the oth
ers. A minimal system [tPj I is called strongly minimal if 
limm .. x Am = A > 0, whereA m is the minimal eigenvalue of 
the Gra~ matrix ¢u = (¢i' ¢i)' I <,i,}<,m. ~ system l~j I is 
called biorthogonal to the system I ¢i I if (¢i' ¢i) = blj' The 
biorthogonal system I d>j I is uniquely defined iff the system 
I tPi I is minimal. 

A system I ¢i I of linearly independent elements of a 
Hilbert space H is called closed in this space iff for! E H the 
conditions (f, ¢j) = 0, V}, imply that! = O. 

A system (¢i I of linearly independent elements of His 
called complete in H iff for any! E H and any given positive 
number E> ° one can find an element .ltl£), cj (h such that 
II! - .l.G£\ cj ¢j II < E. Here the constants ci and the number 
m(E) depend on E and! 

A system I ¢Jj I can be complete but not form a basis of H 
(see subsection 3 below the definitions of bases). 

Example: H = L 2([0, I]), ¢j = xi, o<,} < 00. This system 
is complete in H, but is not a basis of H. Completeness fol
lows from the Weierstrass approximation theorem. The fact 
that the system I Xl I is not a basis of H can also be easily 
explained. Suppose that I xiI is a basis of H. Then (see sub
section 3 below) for any! E H the series! = !'r~ 0 c

l 
x j con

verges in L 2([0,1]). Therefore,fis analytic in I xl < I and 
cannot be an arbitrary element of H. In fact, from Muntz's 
theorem 16 it follows that the system I ¢j I is not even minimal 
(every Schauder's basis is a minimal system). The Muntz's 

theorem says that the system I x P
j I, Po = 0, ° <p, <P2 < ... is 

complete in L 2([0, I]) ifthere exists an infinite subsequencep; 
such that !'r~ I (1!p;) = OJ. 

3. Bases 

A system I ¢i J is called a Schauder basis of a Banach 
space X if any element x E X can be uniquely represented as 
x = !'r~ I cj ¢j' where the series converges in the norm of X. 
A system I tPj J is called a Riesz basis of a Hilbert space H iff ¢j 
= Th j , where {h j I is an orthonormal basis of Hand T is a 

linear bounded and boundedly invertible operator (i.e., T - I 
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is bounded and defined on all of H). A system I ~j I biortho
gonal to a basis I ¢j I of H is also a basis of H. 

A complete system I ¢j I in H is a Riesz basis of H iff the 
matrix ¢i) = (¢i' ¢j)' 1 <,i,} < 00, generates a bounded and 
boundedly invertible operator on [2. 

A complete system ! ¢j I in H is a Riesz basis of H iff 
there exist positive constants a, and a2 such that 

ai It, Icj l
2

<, II }t, cj ¢j 112 <, a~ }t, IcY, 

for any m and any constants cj , I <,}<m. If! ¢j I is a Riesz 

basis, then sup, <. j < = II ¢j" <,a2, inf, " j < = " ¢j II;>a 1 and simi
lar inequalities hold for \I ~j 11· In particular, sUP'<'i< 00 11 ~j II 
< 00. These results can befound, e.g., in Refs. 16, 17, and 19. 
In Ref. 15 the notion of the Riesz basis with brackets is ap
plied to some non-self-adjoint integral equations arising in 
scattering theory. 

4. Tests for boundedness and compactness of a linear 
operator on /2 

Let (aij)' I <,i,} < 00, be a matrix which is considered as a 
linear operator A on /2. When is A bounded and when is A 
compact? 

(Ax); = aij Xl' 

Here and below we sum over the repeated indices: 

IIA 11
2 - - I - Ilxkl2+ IXjl2 

X = aij Xj aik x k <, aij aik 
2 

00 

<, sup I I aij aik III x1l2. 
l<k< x j= 1 

Therefore, 

\I A II <, 1 :~!' 00 C~l i~l laij a ik 1)'12 (AI) 

The operator A is compact if 

l:~!'oo C~, I~l I aij a'k 1)'12 < 00 

and 
00 00 

sup I I I aij aik I - 0, N ~ 00. (A2) 
1 ,k < x: j = 1 i = N 

Lemma (Schur): Let aij = aji and sup, .lj I au I <,M. 
Then IIA II<,M,A:12_12. 

Proof: It suffices to prove that I (Ax, x)1 <,M II xll 2
• One 

has 

= I I aijll xil2<,MII x1l2. 
I.J 

5. Spaces with negative norms13 

Let H + and Hbe Hilbert spaces such that H + CHand 
H + is dense in H. Let u E H +,f E H. Consider the comple
tion H _ of H in the norm 
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/11//- = sup [I(f, u)/II/ ul/+]' 
u,",O 

ueH -+ 

where II· II + denotes the norm in H + and (f, u) denotes the 
inner product in H. The space H _ is a Hilbert space, 
H + C He H _, and H is dense in H _. 

6. Bessel and Riesz-Flscher systems: Interpolation in 
Hilbert space 

The basic Eqs. (7) can be considered as an interpolation 
problem in the Hilbert space H [H = Ho = L 2(F) in our 
case], i.e., the problem (h, I/Jn) = In' n = 1,2,.·· . 

Definition 1: A system II/J n I is called a Bessel system if 

l:: = I /(h, I/Jn W < 00, whenever hE H. 
Definition 2: A system! I/Jn j is called a Riesz-Fiseher 

system if the problem 

(h, I/Jn) =In' n = 1,2,3,.··, (A3) 

is solvable whenever 1 In J E 12. 
The set of sequences 1 (h, I/J n) J, n;;. 1, h E H, is called the 

moment space M of Il/Jn j. The questions of interest are: 
(1) When does a sequence 1 In J EM? That is, when is 

the problem (h, I/Jn) = In' n;;. 1, solvable? 
(2) Is the solution unique? 
(3) How to construct the solution? 

The answer to question (1) is given by 
Proposition 1: In order that (A3) be solvable and" h ",;; c 

it is necessary and sufficient that 

for any m and any scalars an' 
The answer to question (2) was already given: The solu

tion of the problem (A3) is unique iff the system! tPn I is 
closed in H. The following facts are useful 19 : 

Proposition 2: If (A3) is solvable, then it has a unique 
solution of minimal norm. 

Proposition 3: The solution of 

(A4) 

of minimal norm always exists, is unique, and can be found 
by the formula 

hm = - [det(l/Ji' I/Jj)] 1 

Xdet(; 

1m (tPm' I/JI) 

tPm ) (I/JI' I/Jm) 

(I/Jm' I/Jm) 

(A5) 

Moreover, if (A3) is solvable and h is its unique solution of 
minimal norm, then 

II hm - h II ~ 0, m ~ 00. (A6) 

APPENDIX B: DISCUSSION OF SOME EXPANSIONS 
OCCURRING IN THE T-MATRIX SCHEME FOR A 
PENETRABLESCATTERER 

Using the Green's theorem, one obtains the identity 

0= f (Re tP Ju+ _ u J Re tPn) dS Vn, (Bt) 
Jr n IN, + IN, ' 
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where + denotes the limit value from the interior [see (44) 
for the definition ofRe I/Jnl. Assuming that the following 
series converge in L 2(F), 

u =" ell) ./, + L..t n 'f'n' (B2) 
n 

Ju+ = L dll) JI/Jn 
IN, n n JNs ' 

(B3) 

one substitutes the series in (B 1) to obtain 

0= L { d ~,) f Re I/Jn JI/Jn' dS 
n' Jr IN, 

(B4) 

Truncating the series and using the first m equations in (B4), 
one obtains a linear system, which can be solved for e~l) or 
d~). 

In the case when I/Jn and Re I/Jn are defined as in (44), it 
follows from the formula 

f [Re ,I, JtPn' _ ./, , J Re tPn ] dS = AD ' (B5) Jr 'l'n IN 'l'n IN nn 

that the truncated linear system can be written as 

QII) d(l' _ (Qlli - AI) elll = 0, (B6) 

where dill = (d : , ... ,d ~), elIl = (e: , ... ,e~), and 

QIII -1 ,I, JI/J", d ' nn' = Re 'l'n -- S, n,n';;m 
r IN, 

(B7) 

(A is a known scalar, depending on the normalization of tPn 

and Re tPn). Term by term differentiation of (B2) would im
ply elll = dill, which is not consistent with (B6). That term
wise differentiation cannot be used to obtain d [by taking d ;,1) 

= e;," in (B2)-(B3)] is most easily seen from the following 
example in which r is a sphere of radius a and in which one 
keeps only one term in the series (B2), so that the questions 
about convergence of the series are irrelevant. Take 
u+ = h ~,"(ka) Y,,(w). Since (\72 + k 2) U = 0 for I xl,;;a and 
ul r~ a = h ;,'I(ka) Y,,(w), one finds that u(x) = [h ;,'I(ka)1 
i" (ka)]i" (kr) Y" (w) [we assume thatin (ka)#O]. Therefore, 

Ju+ I 
IN r-- a 

khl"(ka) 
. n i~(ka) Y,,(w) 

},,(ka) 

Indeed, 

h ~Ii(ka)i~ (ka)!i" (ka) - h ;,'I'(ka) 

= [i" (ka)]- 1 [h ~')(ka)j;, (ka) - h ~"'(ka)j" (ka)] #0. 

The numerator is the Wronskian of h ;,1 1 andi" and is not 
zero. The general explanation is that even if one can continue 
the series (B2) analytically inside g; in a neighbourhood of 
r, this continuation will be differentlrom the solution u of 
the problem 

(BS) 

so that Ju+IJN, #JwIJN, on r, where w denotes the ana
lytic continuation of the series (B2) in!iJ. Indeed, u -f = won 
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r, and if au+/aN = aw/aN on r, then u = win fiJ by the 
uniqueness of the solution to the Cauchy problem for Helm
holtz' equation. But this leads to a contradiction since w is 
singular at the origin (0 E fiJ). 

If, instead of (B2) and (B3), we consider the expansions 

(B9) 

au+ = Ld~1 aRetPn 
aN n aNs 

(BIO) 

then the truncated matrix equation analogous to (B6) reads 

Q (Zld~1 = Q (Zlem, 

where 

Q(ZI, = Re ,I. n dS. i aRe tP, 
nn r 'l'n aNs 

(BII) 

(BI2) 

Thus, assuming that! Q ~~, I, n,n' <;m, is invertible, we obtain 

(BI3) 

(this result is used in the T-matrix approach to scattering 
from a permeable bOdy6.7). 

A relevant fact of more general nature is the following 
lemma. 

Lemma: Let 

(V2 + k 2) U = ° in fiJ, k> 0, 

/V2 + k 2) ¢j = ° in fiJ, 1 <;J<;m, 
rn 

Urn = I ct'¢), 
)~ I 

Assume that 

{(V
2 + k 2) U = 0, au I = oj ~ u = ° in fiJ 

aN, r 

(so that the Green's function GN for the interior Neumann 
problem exists and is unique) and that the! c;m'j ,j<;m, have 
been determined so that [where II . II is the norm in 
Ho =L 2(r)] 

" :;, ~~ II <€. 
(B14) 

Then 

II U - urnll <C€. (BIS) 

Here and below c denotes various constants depending on r. 
Proof Let u - Urn == v. Then (V2 + k 2) V = ° in fiJ and 

II av/aNII <€. We have 

v(x) = i [G (x, s') ~ - v aGN(x, s') ] dS' 
r N aN's aN's 

= i GN(x,s')~dS', XEfiJ, 
raN's 

and also 

v(s) = i GN(s,s')~dS', SEr. 
raN's 

The following estimate is known I: 

I GN(s, s')1 <;ell s - s'l. 
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With h = av/aNwe then have 

Iv(s)l<;c , i IhidS' 

r Is -s'l 

which implies 

1\ vll<;C€ 

since the operator S: Ho -+ Ho [Ho = L 2(F)], 

(Sh )(s) = ( h (s') dS' , 
Jr Is -s'l 

is bounded. In fact, also S: Ho -+ HI is bounded. Therefore, 

where av/ as is any tangential derivative of V. In the above it 
was essential that the c;m', 1<; J<;m, were determined so that 
(B14) was valid. If, instead the ct),J<;m, are chosen so that 

II u - urn II <€ (BI6) 

and if we assume in this case that 

! (V2 + k 2) U = 0, u I r = ° l => u = 0 In fiJ, 

(so that the Green's function GD for the interior Dirichlet 
problem exists and is unique), we have 

a a 1 aGD(x, s) -v(X) = - - vis) dS, xEfiJ, 
aNo aNo r aNs 

where No is a direction which coincides with the normal to r 
on r. However, when we let x approach r, we do not obtain 
a bounded operator on Ho in the present case. In fact, the 
estimate (B 15) does not imply 

i I ~ - i ct) a¢) I
Z 

dS<;t5(€), t5(€) -+ 0, (BI7) 
r aNs )~ I aNs ,,-0 

even in the case u I r = lEe 00. Here u is the solution to the 
problem 

(V2+k2)U=0 in fiJ, ulr=f, (BIS) 

and ¢j solve the equation 

(V2 + k 2) ¢j = 0 in fiJ. (BI9) 

Proof If we consider the function/" E L 2(F), 11/.11 < €, 
then II h" - 2.r~ I cjrn) ¢j II < 2€, where hE =1+ f.. Let u. 
denote the solution of(BI8). One can see that II aU,,/aN 
- 2..0 I (ct) a¢/aNlil can be as large as one wishes iff. is 

chosen appropriately. In fact, auJaN can be even not de
fined on r. To see this, one can take k = 0 and fiJ to be a 
circle of radius 1. Then 

U E = n = ~ 00 hEn rlnl e
im

", } 

r< 1, 
hEn = _1_ I71' e ~ intft hE(¢) d¢, 

21T ~"TI" 

au" 
aN 

au" 
=--= 

ar n = - 00 

ni"'O 

(B20) 

If 2.;;' ~ _ 00 I nh"n I = 00, the function (B20) has no limit in 
L 2(F) as r _ I - O. If~;;, ~ ~ 00 I nh En 12 = C2 < 00, then the 
limit does exist and II auJaN II = 21TC can be as large as one 
wants iff. is chosen appropriately. 
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APPENDIX C: ABOUT PROJECTION METHODS 

1. Convergence of projection methods 

Let A be a linear bounded and boundedly invertible op
erator from a Hilbert space H onto a Hilbert space G. Let Pm 
be the orthoprojection onto L m, where Lm is an m-dimen
sional subspace of H, Lm + I :J L m , and the sequence of the 
subspaces Lm is limit dense in H, i.e., for any h E H the dis
tance from h to Lm goes to zero as m - 00. Let Qm be the 
orthoprojection onto M m' where M m is an m-dimensional 
subspace of G, M m + I :J M m , and the sequence t Mm 1 is limit 
denseinG. 

Consider the equation 

Ah=1 

and the projection method of its approximate solution 

Qm APmhm = Qmf 

(CI) 

(C2) 

The question of when the following statement is true is then 
of interest: 

Equation (C2) is uniquely solvable for all 

sufficiently large m and II hm - h II ~ 0, m ---> 00. 

(C3) 

Here h m is the solution of (C2). In the problem described in 
the Introduction, h m = l.T~ I etl tPj' and Pm is the orthopro
jectioninH = L 2(r)ontothelinearspanoftPl, ... ,tPm' G = /2, 
Qm is the orthoprojection in /2 onto the linear span ofthe first 
m coordinate vectors in /2, i.e., onto the subspace of the vec
tors whose components/n vanish for n > m. The following 
theorem, which is a particular case of a more general result 
from Ref. 18, p. 91, answers the above question. 

and 

Theorem 1: (C3) holds iff 

IIQmAPmhll>eIIPmhll, Vm>mo, VhEH, e>O, 
(C4) 

Qm APmH= Qm G, Vm>mo' (C5) 
Remark 1: If Pm and Qm are projections onto m-dimen

sional spaces, where m = 1,2"" (this is the case we are inter
ested in this paper), then (C4) implies (C5), because the opera
tor Qm AP m : Pm H ---> Qm G is an injective mapping between 
two m-dimensional spaces and therefore this mapping is sur
jective. 

Proof (1) (C3):::::? (C4)-(C5). If(C3) holds, then (C2) is 
uniquely solvable for m > mo and therefore (C5) holds. Fur
thermore, (Qm AP m) --I Qm I -A -II = h, VIE G. There
fore, II(Qm APm ) - I Qm II ('e < 00. Here and below e denotes 
various positive constants. Thus II Pm h II 
= IJ(Qm APm)-' Qm Qm APm h II<ell Qm APm h II, i.e., 

(C4) holds. Note that (Qm AP m )-1. Qm AP m = 1m , where 1m 

is the identity in Pm H (not in all of H). 
(2) (C4)-(C5):::::? (C3). From (C5) it follows that (C2) is 

uniquely solvable for m > mo. To show that II hm - h 11- 0, 
m ~ 00, consider the equalities 

Q", APm hm = QnJ, 

which imply that 
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(C6) 

Since the sequence of the subspaces Lm is limit dense in H, 
one has (I - Pm) h ~ 0, V hE H. Therefore, (C6) and (C4) 
imply that 

II hm - Pm h II = II Pm (h m - Pm h )\\ 

<ell Qm A (I - Pm) h II - 0, m ---> 00. (C7) 

Thus 

II h - hm II < II h - Pm h II + II Pm h - hm II ---> 0, m ---> 0. 

(C8) 

This completes the proof, which is borrowed from Ref. 18 
(see also Ref. 22). 

2. Stability of the prOjection methods 

Suppose that (C3) holds for the operator A in (C1). 
(1) Will it hold for A + B where II B II <0 and 0 <0 is 

sufficiently small? The answer is yes. 
(2) Will it hold for A + B where B is compact and A + B 

is boundedly invertible? The answer is yes. 
The proofs can be found in Ref. 18. Since they are sim

ple, we give them here for convenience of the reader. 
(1) Let b = C - E, II B II <0, where e is the constant in 

(C4), O<E<e. Then 11 Qm(A + B) Pm h lI>ell Pm h 11 
- 011 Pm h II = Ell Pm h II· For the case when Qm and Pm are 

finite-dimensional projections onto m-dimensional spaces, 
Theorem 1 is applicable (see Remark 1). In the general case it 
is not difficult to show that (C5) holds, i.e., that the operator 
Q", (A + B ) Pm: Pm H ---> Qm G is invertible: 

Qm (A + B) Pm = Qm AP", [1m + (Q", AP", r- I Qm SPm ], 

and I1(Q", AP",) - 'Q", SP'" II «e - E)le < 1. Therefore, con
ditions (C4)-(CS) are satisfied by the operator A + Band (C3) 
holds for the operator A + B. 

(2) If B is compact then I1(Q", AP",) -I Q", B - A . 'S 11 
----* 0, m ---+ 00, because (Qm AP",) - I Q", -+ A - I strongly. If 

A + B is invertible, then so is I + A - 'B, and 
11 Pm h +A -I BP", h II >e , II Pm h II. Therefore, 

II Qm(A +B)Pm h II 
= 11 Q", APm [Pm h + (Qm AP",)-IQm BPm h]11 

>e 11 Pm h + (Q", APm)-IQm BPm h II 
>c II Pm h + A - I SPm h 11 

-e II [(Q", APm)-1 Q", B-A -IB] Pm h II 
>~ ee, II Pm h II. Vm > mo· 

Thus, condition (C4) holds for A + B. To check condition 
(C5), one notes that Qm AP m is invertible, Qm BPm is com
pact, and Q", APm + Qm BPm is one-to-one by virtue of 
(C4). By Fredholm's alternative, one concludes that 
Qm (A + B) P'" is invertible and (C5) holds. 
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We investigate (anti-) self-dual Riemann space-times for diagonal Bianchi types of class A with 
positive-definite metrics. A general algorithm to find self-dual solutions is presented. Explicit 
solutions are given for all types of class A. 

PACS numbers: 04.20.Jb 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In a recent paper by Caderni et al. 1 an investigation of 
the integrability conditions of the Einstein equations for self
dual Bianchi space-times of class A was made. These are the 
Bianchi types I, II, VIo, VIla, VIII, and IX. It has been stated 
that there are no self-dual solutions for Bianchi type II in a 
pseudo-Riemann space-time. In addition these authors have 
been unable to find a general integrability condition in the 
cases of Bianchi type VIII and type IX. Furthermore no 
explicit solutions for the remaining types have been given. 

The discovery of pseudo particle (instanton) solutions to 
the Euclidean SU(2) Yang-Mills theory2 has suggested the 
possibility that analogous solutions might occur in Ein
stein's theory of gravitation. 3 Since the Yang-Mills instan
tons possess self-dual field strength, one likely possibility is 
that gravitational instantons are characterized by self-dual 
curvature. Thus it seems to be more appropriate to consider 
a proper Riemann space-time with signature (+ + + + ) 
as was also done in the paper by Belinskii et al. 4 on the self
dual Bianchi type IX solution mentioned by Caderni et al. 1 

The aim of this paper is to show that the Einstein equa
tions can be completely integrated for all diagonal (anti-)self
dual Bianchi space-times of class A in a Riemann space-time 
(with positive-definite metrics). We present new exact 
(anti-)self-dual solutions which in some cases may be regard
ed as gravitational instantons, i.e., complete Riemann space
times. 

II. DERIVATION OF CURVATURE 

Let (M,g,u) be a four-dimensional Riemannian mani
fold (signature + + + +) with a metric tensor g and a 
linear connection u compatible with g. In choosing a local 
orthonormal basis 0", we can put the metric for diagonal 
Bianchi space-times in the form 

where 171'>' = (1, I, 1, 1) is the Euclidean metric tensor. We 
take 

(1 ) 

(2) 

where uJ' are time-independent differential one-forms and 
where the R j are functions of t only. (Here and henceforth 
Latin indices will assume the values 1,2,3, whereas Greek 
indices will assume the values 0, 1, 2, 3.) The one-forms obey 
the relations 

(3) 

where the Ck / are the structure constants, Yar/ the connec
tion coefficients, and A denotes the exterior product. The 
structure constants for the Bianchi types of class A can be 
written as 

(4) 

where tjjk is the totally anti symmetric Levi-Civita pseudo
tensor. We have 

n l n2 n] 

0 0 0 type I 
1 0 0 type II 

-1 0 type VIa 
0 type VIlo 

-1 type VIII 
type IX 

By using Cartan's calculus of differential forms5
-

7 we 
can easily calculate the corresponding components of the 
Ricci tensor RJ1v. Since we are only interested in vacuum 
solutions of Einstein's field equations we have 

RI'>' =0. 

By requiring that the connection forms uJ1V be (anti-)self
dual, i.e., 

(5) 

(6) 

it follows that the Riemann tensor R I'va(3 is (anti-)self-dual; 

R I' - "'R- I' - 1 "'c R J1 YP 
va/3 - U va{3 - 2u l!;:a{3-yp v' (7) 

where {j = 1 for self-dual and 8 = - 1 for anti-self-dual so
lutions. Taking the trace of this equation, we find that the 
Ricci tensor Rl'v vanishes; hence the (anti-)self-dual space
times automatically satisfy the vacuum Einstein equations. 

III. FIELD EQUATIONS AND SOLUTIONS 

Caderni et al. 1 have been also unsuccessful in their at
tempts to find a general algorithm for obtaining self-dual 
solutions. We now present such an algorithm to obtain 
(anti-)self-dual solutions for all Bianchi types of class A. We 
first consider the (anti-)self-dual condition (6), as has been 
first discussed by Eguchi et al.8-11 We obtain 

(8) 

where i,j, k are in cyclic order. The connection one-forms to 
be considered are 

(9a) 
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1 (njRj nkR k _ n,R, ) -1 (9b) 
tJik = - -Elk' -- + -- tJ, 

2 RkR, RjR, RIRk 

where H = R/ R are the Hubble parameters. (A dot de
notes differentiati~n with respect to time.) It follows that we 
are able to reduce Einstein's equations to first-order differen
tial equations, analogous to the Yang-Mills case: 

(In R ~)' = OEjkj(njR J + nkR ~ - niR ~), (10) 

where we have introduced the new time variable TJ by 
dt = R IRzR3 d7J, ( )' = d /dTJ· 

The linear combination of Eqs. (10) gives 

(In(RIR2R3)2)'=6(n]Ri +n2R~ +n3Rj) (11) 

and may be regarded as the Hamiltonian constraint. It fol
lows immediately that (anti-)self-dual solutions are possible 
for all Bianchi types of class A, including Bianchi type II! 
The corresponding solutions are given by 

TYPE I: 

Rj = ao i = 1,2,3; (l2a) 

TYPE II: 

R ~ = r6FI/2(!6r4 + ad-I, R; = I'F 1I2a j- l
, i = 2,3; 

(12b) 

TYPES VIo, VIIo: 

R; = r6F 1!2(!6nJ4 + ai )-1, i = 1,2; 

R ~ = r6F(/2a3- I; 

TYPES VIII, IX: 
(12c) 

R;=r6FI/2(!6n/+aj)-1, i= 1,2,3, (12d) 

where dr= r- 3(R IR 2R3f dTJ, FI/2 = r-6(R IR2R3f and aj 
= const. The Bianchi type IX solution with 6 = 1 has been 

first given by Belinskii et al.4 (see also Gibbons ans Pope I2
). 

All other solutions are new. The solutions (12c) and (12d) are 
the first triaxial Bianchi types VIo, VIla, VIII, and IX solu
tions. 

Our next task is to discuss locally rotationally symmet
ric (LRS) solutions of the Eguchi-Hanson8 types EH(I) and 
EH(II). For the Bianchi type II space-time we take 

EH(I): RI = rg, R2 = R3 = r, 

EH(II): RI = r, R2 = R3 = rg, 

(13a) 

(13b) 

where dr = f-IR(R2R3 dTJ andf,g are functions of r. We 
obtain from (10) the corresponding field equations which are 
analogous to those of the Bianchi type IX space-time consid
ered by Eguchi and Hanson: 

EH(I): 2g+rg'=0, 26=fg, ()'=d/dr; (14a) 

EH(II): 2g + rg' = 0, f= - 26g2; (14b) 

with solutions 

g = ar- 2
, a = const. ( 15) 

Next we consider the Bianchi types VIIo (I), VIII, and 
IX. We take 

EH(I): RI = R2 = rg, R3 = r; 

EH(II): RI = R2 = r, R3 = rg; 
from which it follows that 
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(16a) 

(16b) 

EH (I ):rg'(2g2 - n3) + 2g(g2 - n3) = 0, 

6f(2g2 - n3) = 2i; (17a) 
EH(II): n~(g'r + 2g) - 2 = 0, 6n3 fg = 2; (17b) 

with solutions 

EH(I): i=Hn3±(nj +ar-4 )1/2]; (18a) 

EH(II):i=n3+ar- 4
, a=const. (18b) 

There are no Eguchi-Hanson type solutions for Bianchi type 
VIa. The original Eguchi-Hanson8 solution is given by 

6 = n3 = 1. 
We now impose the (anti-)self-duality condition (7) on 

the Riemann tensor. We easily compute the individual com
ponents of R fL

V

a {3 by the method described above. The re
sults are 

leading to the second-order differential equations 

(In R ;)" = OEjk, [njR ;(In RkR,R j- 2)' 

+ (nkR ~ - n,R T)(ln RkR ,- I)'] 
+2(lnRj)'(lnRkR,l'. (20) 

In addition we have 

4[(ln Rd'(ln R2R3l' + (In R2)'(ln R3)'] 

= - [niRi +n~Ri +n~Rj] 

+ 2[n l n2(R IR 2)2 + n(n3(R IR 3)2 + n2n3(R2R 3)2], 
(21) 

which presents the Hamiltonian constraint. Equation (21) is 
a first integral of(20) and may be regarded as a constraint on 
the initial values of R j and R ; which is preserved by the 
evolution equations (20). Equations (20) lead, after a single 
integration to the equations 

(In R ;)' = 6Ekli [nkR ~ + n,R T - njR n -UjRkR" 
(22) 

where4 j are constants. From the constraint equation (21) it 
follows that the 4; must obey 

(23) 

If 4; = ° Eqs. (22) reduce to Eqs. (10), obtained from the 
(anti-)self-duality condition (6) without any integration. If 
4 j #0 we obtain a richer spectrum of possible solutions. 
However, for the Bianchi types VIII and IX we have been 
unable to integrate (22) except when R( = R2 (see also Gib
bons and Pope I2

), which leads to the (anti-)self-dual Euclid
ean Taub-NUT metrics. The Taub-NUT -Bianchi type IX 
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solution has been first given by Hawking3 (see also Tseytlin 13 

and Boutaleb-loutei 14) and the type VIn solution has been 
found by us very recently (Lorenz I5

). For the remaining 
cases we obtain the new (anti-)self-dual solutions. 

TYPE I: 

Ri = ai' Rk = ak , RI = bl exp( - 2A 3aia k Tf), I =/=i,k; 
(24a) 

TYPE II: 

Ri = [8(Tf_Tfo)]~I, 

R ~ = 8(Tf - Tfo)exp[ - 2A2b (Tf - Tftl], 

R 5 = M(Tf - Tfo); 

TYPE V1o: 

R~ =atan[ -a8(Tf-Tfo)]' R; =a2R 1~2, 

(24b) 

R; = sin[ - 2a8(Tf - Tfo)]exp[ - 2A 3a(Tf - Tftl); (24c) 

TYPE VIIo: 

R i = a coth[ - a8(Tf - Tfo)]' R; = a2R I~ 2, 

R ~ = sinh [2a8(Tf - Tfo)]exp[ - 2A 3a(Tf - Tfd]' (24d) 

where a, b, ao bi' Tfi are constants of integration. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

We have given a complete discussion of all (anti-)self
dual solutions for diagonal Bianchi types of class A. There is 
no difficulty in applying our method to solve the correspond
ing field equations in a pseudo-Riemann space-time. Besides 
being new exact solutions to Einstein's field equations, the 
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solutions are double self-dual solutions of 0(4) Yang~Mills 
equations. 16.17 The topological properties of our new solu
tions will be discussed in a future paper. We finally would 
like to point out that the complete set of(anti-)self-dual solu
tions for the Bianchi types of class B has been discussed by us 
recently. 18 In addition, the homogeneous space-times of the 
Kantowski~Sachs class has been considered by us very re
cently.19 

'N. Caderni, M. Martellini, and F. Salmistraro, 1. Math. Phys. 24, 300 
(1983). 
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The Einstein-Yang-Mills system is solved with the assumption of plane symmetry. We present a 
class of abelian and a class ofSO(3) nonabelian solutions of the Yang-Mills equations. 

PACS numbers: 04.20.Jb, 04.50. + h 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Here we present a class of abelian and a class of sot 3) 
nonabelian exact solutions of the system of Einstein-Yang
Mills (EYM) field equations in the absence of charge. The 
solutions are obtained when both the metric tensor gl'v and 
the YM field tensor F~v have plane symmetry in the sense 
that they remain invariant under the group of motions that 
characterize plane symmetry.) In Sec. 2, we enunciate the 
system of EYM field equations and try to solve it in analogy 
to the Einstein-Maxwell (EM) problem.2

•
3 We notice that 

the geometry of space-time is unaffected by the internal 
structure of the YM fields. In Sec. 3, we write the YM equa
tions with respect to the solution of the line element. In Sec. 
4, we present a class of abelian and a class of SO(3) nonabe
lian solutions of the YM field equations. 

2. THE FIELD EQUATIONS 

The EYM field equations are given by4 

Rl"v = KTl"v = K ( - FZQF~a + VS"vF~/3F~/3), (1) 

(r=gF~"),v + EfQbC~ - gA ~F'lVC = 0, (2) 

where fl, v = 0, I ,2,3; a = 1,2, ... , n are the space-time and in
ternal indices, respectively; n stands for the number of gener
ators of the nonabelian gauge group, compact and semisim
pIe. The YM fields in the equations above read 

(3) 

We consider that the YM fields F;v remain invariant under 
infinitesimal transformations like l 

(4) 

which means that the Lie derivative of F~v with respect to 
the vector field S I" vanishes, 

Y5F~v =F;v.aSa+F~AS~ +P~vS~ =0. (5) 

For the plane symmetric space-time, we take the line ele
ment in Taub's form,S 

(6) 

where u and v are functions of x ± = XO ± x) . For the metric 
given in Eq. (6), the Killing vectors read as follows: 

t.-I" - "Jl t.-I' - "u t.-I' _ x 2"u x3"u 
!:>())-U'2' !:>(2)-U'3' !:>(3)- U'3- U'2' (7) 

Equations (5) and (7) imply that the only surviving compo
nent of P;v is 

F a+ _ = FQ+ _ (x+ ,x-). (8) 

From the integration2 of the homogeneous equations among 
Eqs. (1) we obtain 

(9) 

where h andfare arbitrary functions of these arguments, and 

eU = 2(ev
/

2 )'f+h_. (10) 

The remaining Einstein equations ( 1), together with the YM 
field equations (2) read 

u+_ + (v" +! v,z)f+ h_ = - ke- uF 2
, (11) 

v" +v,2=ke-2u+uIZv'p2, (12) 

(v+ - u+)Fa+ _ + (FQ+ _ )+ + Ef~c A b+ F C+ _ = 0, 
(13) 

(v_ - u_)FQ+ _ + (FQ+ _ )_ + Ef~c A b_ F C+ _ = 0, 
(14) 

where the prime stands for differentiation with respect to t. 
Making the inner product ofEqs. (13) and (14) with FQ+ _ , 
we obtain 

(v - u)+F2 + ~(F2)+ = 0, (v - U)_P2 + ~(p2)_ = 0, 
(15) 

and after integration it becomes 

p 2 = pa+ _ F + _ Q = c2e2(u - Vi, 

where c is an integration constant. 

3. THE TECHNIQUE OF SOLUTION 

(16) 

We observe from Eqs. (16), (II), and (12) that the YM 
field has the same effect on the geometry as the Maxwell field 
has, since these equations are the same equations solved by 
Letelier and Tabensky2 (corrected by Banerjee and Chakra
barty3) for the EM problem. Weare going to return to this 
point in more detail in the next section. Defining A. = exp(vl 
2), Eq. (12) after substitution into Eq. (16) yields 

2A. 2A.'+bA.+2KC 2 =0, (17) 

where b is an integration constant. The solution ofEq. (17) is 
given implicitly by 

(A. - 2Kc21b)2 + In(A. + 2Kc21b) = d - bt, b #0, 
(18) 

where d is a new integration constant. The analysis of Eq. 
(17) and the discussion of the possible solutions, follow the 
same line as given in Refs. 2 and 3. Considering Eqs. (9) and 
(10) and defining 

x = h (x-) - f(x+), (19) 

the YM field equations (2) become 

(U'IA.-A."IA.')F;x +F~ +Ef~cA~F~x =0, (20) 

f~c A ~ F~x = 0. (21) 
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Following the lines established by Kalb6 and Morris, 7 we 
write in order to satisfy Eq. (21), 

(22) 

where a, is a function of t. Then, assuming that A ~ ¥OO, Eq. 
(20) results in 

(U'/A-A"/A')a, +a~+a;=O. (23) 

Now, we define the unit vector 

A ~ = A ~/Ax' Ax = (A :Axa)I/2, (24) 

and making the inner product of Eq. (22) by A ~, we get 

a, = (In Ax!'. (25) 

After substitution of Eq. (25) into Eq. (23), we can write 

(U '/,1 -A "/,1 ')A: +A ~ = 0, (26) 

which, on integration, gives 

Ax = a +f3/A, (27) 

where a and f3 are integration constants. In Eq. (27), we have 
the modulus of the vector with components A ~. In order to 
have information about the internal directions, we need an 
ansatz of solution. The other vector A ~ may be found from 
Eq. (21), which can be written as 

-"" b I A A. 

A ~ = (l/E)(f~c A, A ~ + a,A :), (28) 

where a, = €A ~A,a is an arbitrary function. 

4. ABELIAN SOLUTIONS 

Let us look for abelian solutions of Eqs. (20) and (21). 
We introduce the n parameters y" which satisfy the con
straint, 8 

(29) 

where gab is the invariant metric of the n parameters Lie 
group. The YM potentials and fields can be written now: 

A ~ = y"cp, A: = y"t/J, F~x = y"t/J', (30) 

where cp and", are the potentials corresponding to an EM 
solution in plane symmetry. IfEq. (21) is satisfied identically, 
then cp is an arbitrary function. Equation (20) turns into 

(U'/A-A"/A')t/J'+t/J" =0. (31) 

Integrating Eq. (31) we have, as we have analogously ob-
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tained in Eq. (27), 

t/J=A +B/A, (32) 

where A and B are integration constants. The function A (t ) is 
the solution ofEq. (17). When b;;.O the solution is static, but 
when b < 0 it may be static or time dependent. 2.3 

5. CLASS OF 50(3) SOLUTIONS 
We assume that the unit vector A: has the form 
/' 

A ~ = 8~ sin 1,6 - 8~ cos 1,6, (33) 

where 1,6 is an arbitrary function oft. Hence, by Eqs. (24), (27), 
and (28) we can write 

A ~ = (a + f3 / A )(8~ sin ¢ - 8~ cos ¢ ), (34) 

A ~ = (l/€)[f~3¢ I + a,{8~ sin 1,6 - 8~ cos ¢ I], (35) 

and the YM fields (22) become 

F~x = (a + f3 / A )(8~ sin 1,6 - 8~ cos ¢ ). (36) 

Equations (34)-(36) give a class of non abelian solutions due 
to the arbitrariness of the function 1,6 (t). If</> is constant then 
we have a corresponding class of abelian solutions. 

We observe that the solutions here obtained are not sim
ply EM solutions, since the dependence of the YM fields on 
the internal directions need not be the same dependence of 
the charge of a test particle. This means that a nonabelian 
test particle feels the presence of the YM field. 8 However, the 
effect of the YM field on the geometry is the same as the 
Maxwell field, which means that the YM internal structure 
of the field is imperceptible to an abelian particle. 
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F or an Ising model satisfying the Lee-Yang condition, the zeros of the partition function Z and 
those of the associated functions ZA in the space of imaginary magnetic fields at all lattice sites are 
determined by a single analytic hypersurface. The sense of motion of the zeros of Z as the 
interactions are varied can be related to the positions of the zeros of the ZA . Contrary to a 
plausible conjecture, it is not true that all of the zeros of Z in a uniform field tend towards the point 
z = 1 in the complex fugacity plane as the temperature is lowered, but it is possible that the first 
zero (that nearest to z = 1) has a monotone motion. Various simplicity and intertwining properties 
of the zeros of Z and Z A which generalize earlier results are proved by a new argument which 
makes direct use of the Lee-Yang property. 

PACS numbers: 05.50. + q, 75.1O.Hk 

I. INTRODUCTION 
A new chapter in the mathematical theory of phase 

transitions began with the proof by Lee and Yang1 that the 
zeros of the partition function Z of an Ising ferromagnet lie 
on the unit circle in the complex fugacity z plane. Since then 
there have been a number of extensions of this result to other 
systems, alternative proofs of the original Lee-Yang result 
(or modifications of it), and related studies? In this paper we 
consider Ising magnets for which the zeros fall on the unit 
circle, and we ask what one can say in general (i.e., without 
restriction to a specific lattice or nearest-neighbor interac
tions, etc.) about the location of these zeros and how they 
move as various parameters of the system, such as the inter
actions, are varied. 

Our discussion is limited to finite systems, but a signifi
cant motivation for studies of this sort comes from the role
again, first pointed out by Yang and Lee3-which zero dis
tributions play in the infinite volume or themodynamic lim
it. In particular, a spontaneous magnetization can arise (or, 
more generally, a nonanalytic behavior of the free energy as a 
function ofthe magnetic field) if the zeros approach the point 
z = 1 (S' = 0 in the notation used below) in the thermodyna
mic limit. It is thus not implausible to expect that decreasing 
the temperature (which means increasing interations in the 
notation of Sec. IV) or increasing the size of the system might 
shift all of the zeros towards z = 1 for an arbitrary finite 
system (with, say, ferromagnetic pair interactions). Behavior 
of this type is exhibited by a linear chain with equal nearest
neighbor interactions and periodic boundary conditions. 1 
Baker4 has suggested that the same may be true for other 
lattices (again, with equal nearest-neighbor interactions) and 
has shown that this is at least consistent with some results 
obtained by series expansions. Fisch5 has claimed that the 
zeros of the magnetization (which intertwine those of Z; see 
Theorem 3.6) for a system with a random distribution of 
ferromagnetic bonds has a similar behavior. However, we 

_I Present address. 
bl Permanent address. 

shall show by means of counterexamples (Sec. VD) that it is 
in general not true that, for an arbitrary finite Ising system 
with ferromagnetic pair interactions, all the zeros of the par
tition function (or magnetization) will move towardsz = 1 as 
the interactions increase, or the temperature is lowered, or 
the size of the system increases. It is still plausible that such a 
result might hold for a more restricted class of systems, or a 
less general assertion might hold for all finite systems of this 
type; our own (unproven) proposals are in Sec. IVe. 

Following various definitions and some preliminary 
lemmas in Sec. II, a major part of this paper, Sec. III, is 
devoted to the structure of zeros in the space of independent, 
imaginary-valued magnetic fields at the different lattice 
sites. Again, the use of such independent (complex valued) 
fields appears in the original Lee and Yaug's paper,1 and has 
been fundamental to several later studies; the basic result 
which Lee and Yang obtained has by now become a defini
tion,2,6 the "Lee-Yang condition" (Sec. II). It turns out that 
this condition along with the appropriate spin-reversal sym
metry is a natural framework for discussing the problem of 
zeros, and we use it in Sec. III to show that all the zeros of Z 
and also those of the associated function Z A are determined 
entirely by a single periodic, smooth (analytic) hypersurface 
whose basic properties are indicated in Theorems 3.2-3.5. 
This result follows in a straightforward and intuitive way 
from the fact, pointed out in Lemma 2.4, that functions satis
fying the Lee-Yang condition (in the case of an Ising model) 
have, under appropriate conditions, a phase which advances 
monotonically with the imaginary part of the magnetic field. 
The same procedure gives an elementary proof, Theorem 
3.6, of the simplicity of the zeros of Z as a function of a single 
parameter, and certain intertwining properties, thus gener
alizing a result of Heilmann and Lieb. 7 

In Secs. IV and V we consider how the zeros move as 
various interactions are varied. It turns out that the sense of 
motion-towards or away from z = 1 (S' = O)--depends on 
the position of the zero relative to zeros of the quantities ZA' 
This and related results will be found in Theorems 4.8-4.11, 
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and they provide a starting point for the studies of zero mo
tion contained in Sec. V. The latter are somewhat of a disap
pointment in that we have only been able to prove results in 
rather specific cases of small systems or open structure (Cay
ley trees). In particular, our main conjectures of Sec. IVC 
remain open, although we are able to give some indication of 
where counterexamples are not to be found and also, by 
means of specific calculations for systems with small number 
of sites, Sec. VD, why certain more general conjectures will 
not work. 

In writing the paper we have found it convenient to 
summarize in a number of lemmas certain results which are 
already in the literature (in essentially or precisely the same 
form), or easily derived therefrom, or of a rather elementary 
character. These are Lemmas 2.1-2.3,2.6,3.1,4.1-4.3,4.5, 
and 4.6, and for these we disclaim originality. They are in
cluded either because they help to give a more complete pic
ture of what is known of the structure of zeros (as, for exam
ple, Lemma 4.6), or else because they are needed elsewhere 
(as, for example, Lemma 4.3). The most interesting of the 
results which we believe to be either new or significant exten
sions of work previously published are Lemma 2.4, Theo
rems 3.2, 3.3, 3.6,4.8 (along with Corollary 4.9),4.11,4.12, 
5.4,5.7, 5.8, 5.11, and the examples of Sec. YD. 

II. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 

In this paper we consider a class of functions 

Z (h ) = !.J(a)eh'CT, (2.1) 

where h is a vector whose n components are the complex 
numbers 

(2.2) 
a a vector whose n components aj are + 1 or - 1, andf(a) a 
function with (in general) complex values. In (2.1), h·astands 
for ~j hj aj and !.a for a sum over the 2n different values of a. 

We shall use the notation 5 = 0, 5>0, 5> 0, to indicate 
5j = 0, 5j >0, and 5j > 0, respectively, for every j, and the 
special notation 

(2.3) 

to indicate 5>0 with the additional requirement that, for at 
least onej, 5j is strictly positive. Similarly, a = 1 indicates 
aj = 1 for allj, and - a a vector in which - aj replaces aj 
for every j. An analogous notation is employed for other 
vectors. 

A subset A of N = ! 1,2, ... ,n 1 contains IA I elements, and 
o denotes the empty set. The product AB of two subsets is to 
be understood as the symmetric difference (A '\B )u(B \A ). 
With this notation we define 

ZA(h) = !.aaAf(a)eh.a , 

Z A+ (h) = 2 - iA l!.a(I1(1 + aj ))r(a)ehO'. 
J~A 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

Note that Z0 is the same as Z, and Z A+ is obtained from (2.1) 
by omitting all terms in the sum for which a j = - 1 for 
somejEA. As a matter of notational convenience we shall 

write Z ,t, Z'2' etc. in place of Ziti' ZI,,21' etc., and ZkA 
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where kA is the symmetric difference of (k I and A. 
Using the fact that 

exp i'TJjaj = cos 'TJj + i(sin 'TJj )aj , 

we can write 

ZA (h) = ( - i)IA 1 Z (h + (i1r/2)D A 1, 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

where DA is a vector with components 15: equal to 1 whenjEA 
and ° otherwise. Another useful consequence of (2.7) is 

ZA(h + i'm1) = (- 11l:',,:!'ZA(h), (2.9) 

where Ll is any vector with integer components. 
We define a vector Z with components 

Zj = e - 2h" 

and a function 

(2.10) 

Z (z) = Z exp( - !'jhj 1 = ~af(alI1zJ' - a,)l2. (2.11) 
j 

More generally, we shall write ZA' Z A+ , etc. for ZA' Z A+ , 
etc. multiplied by the same exponential factor as in (2.11) and 
expressed as functions of z. These quantities are multino
mials in the components of z, with each component appear
ing to the zeroth or first power. Note in particular that Z A+ is 
obtained from Z by setting Zj = ° for every jEA. For the 
definition which follows we use Izi < 1 and Izl.;;; 1 to indicate 
IZJ I < I and IZJ I.;;; 1, respectively, for allj, while Izi <.;;; 1 
means Izl.;;; I and that IZj I is strictly less than 1 for at least one 
j. 

We shall say that Z, or equivalently f or Z, satisfies the 
Lee-Yang condition provided Izi <.;;; 1 implies that Z #0. 
Similarly, Athe weak Lee-Yang condition is that Iz/ < 1 im
plies th~t Z is not zero, while the strong Lee-Yang condition 
is that Z #0 for Izl.;;; 1. Equivalent conditions in terms of Z 
are as follows. 

Lemma 2.1: Anyone of the Lee-Yang conditions im
plies thatf(a = 1)#0. Conversely, iff(a = 1)#0 and Z #0 
for 5 > ° or for 5>0 or 5> >0, then the weak, the strong, and 
the (intermediate) Lee-Yang conditions, respectively, are 
satisfied. 8 

Proof The first assertion follows from noting that 
Z = f( 1) when Z = 0. For the converse, consider the strong 
Lee-Yang condition, as the other cases can be proved by 
obvious modification of the following argument. From C2.ll) 
it is evident that the nonvanishing of Z for 5>0 implies Z # ° 
for Iz I.;;; 1 except for the case in which one or more of the Zj is 
equal to zero. Let m be t~e minimal number of Zj whichA must 
be set equal to zero for Z to vanish, and assume that Z ~ ° 
whenz J = Z2 = ... = Zm = 0, andzj #Oforj> m. WriteZin 
the form 

(2.12) 

where a and b are functions ofthezj withj> m andzj = ° for 
j < m. With that choice of Zj,j> m, which yields the zero of 
Z, a = 0, but b cannot vanish, for, ifit did, we could choose a 
nonzero value of Zm and still have Z = 0, contradicting the 
notion that m is the minimum number of components of Z 

which must vanish if Z = O. Thus a zero of Z will result 
when 

Zm = - a/b. (2.13) 
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We can consider the right side as a function ofthe Zj fori> m 
on the region 

(2.14) 

Since a and b are continuous functions on (2.14), the only 
way to avoid a nonzero solution to (2.13) is for a to vanish 
identically on (2.14), and therefore also, by continuity, at 
Zm + 1 = ... = Z" = O. But in this case Z vanishes at Z = 0, 
which means/(I) = O. 

Lemma 2.2: If, for some A CN, ZA satisfies the Lee
Yang condition, or the strong or weak condition, then the 
same condition (same strength) is satisfied by ZB for any 
BCN.9 

Proof This result is a consequence of (2.8) and Lemma 
2.1 when one notes that ZA' (2.5), is of the form (2.1) with/ 
replaced by 

/A(U)=UA!(u), (2.15) 

and thus/A (1) =/(1). 
Lemma 2.3: If Z satisfies the Lee-Yang condition, Z} 

with IA I> 1 satisfies the strong Lee-Yang condition. 
Proof This follows from the observation that Z: is 

obtained from Z by setting Zj = 0 for j in A. 

If Z satisfies one of the Lee-Yang conditions, its phase 
<P (Z ) can be defined unambiguously on the simply connected 
domain where it is known not to vanish, apart from a choice 
of a multiple of 2rr which can be made once for all (indepen
dent of h ). This observation and the following lemma are 
fundamental for our results in Sec. III. 

Lemma 2.4: If Z satisfies the Lee-Yang condition, then 
on the domain 5> >0 its phase <P as a function of one compo
nent 1]j of 1] (the other components and 5 remaining fixed) 
satisfies 

a<p 0 -a >, 
1]j 

(2.16) 

and, when 1]j increases by rr, <P increases by rr. If Z satisfies 
the strong (weak) Lee-Yang condition, the same is true on 
the corresponding domain 5>0 (5) 0). to 

Proof Assume that Z satisfies the Lee-Yang condition 
(the prooffor the other cases is analogous). The dependence 
of Z on Zj is of the form 

Z = a + bzj , (2.17) 

where a and b are functions of the other Zk' For Izi < 1, we 
have lal > o and Ib 1< lal, for otherwise we could haveZ = 0 
with Iz) 1< 1. In~eed, iflzk 1< 1 forsomek =/=), then Ib I < lal, 
for in that case Z =/= 0 even when IZj I = 1. This means that for 
Izi < < 1 it is always true that 

Ibzj 1< lal· (2.18) 

Now the dependence of Z on 1]j is of the form 

Z= Ce'l), +De-'l)" (2.19) 

and it is easy to check that (2.18) implies that 

IC I> ID I· (2.20) 

Then it is easy to verify that, as a function of 1]j' Z in (2.19) 
traces out an ellipse centered at the origin in the complex 
plane, moving in the positive (counterclockwise) sense as 1] 

increases. 
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Lemma 2.5: If Z satisfies the Lee-Yang condition, then 
for 5> >0 the phases of Z, Zj, and Z j + are related by 

I<P (Z) - <P (Zj)1 < rrl2, (2.2Ia) 

1<P(Z)-<P(Z/)I<rr/2, (2.21b) 

(2.21c) 

where integer multiples of 2rr have been added (if necessary) 
to the phase differences in order to minimize the terms on the 
left side. If Z satisfies the strong (weak) Lee-Yang condition, 
these inequalities hold for 5>0 (5 > 0). They also hold with Z, 
Zj' and Z j + replaced by Z, Zj' and Z) + , respectively, on the 
domains Izi < 1, Izi < 1, and Izi < < 1 in the case where the 
strong, weak or (intermediate) Lee-Yang condition is satis
fied. 

Proof We consider only the (intermediate) Lee-Yang 
condition, as the prooffor the other cases is analogous. In the 
notation of (2.17), 

Zj = a - bzj , Z/ = a, (2.22) 

~nd,~ using (2.18), it is easy to show that Z IZj , Z IZ / ' and 
Zj IZ / have positive real parts. This yields (2.21) with Z, 
etc. replaced by Z, etc. But for Izi > 0, Z and Z differ by the 
sa~e exponentia! factor, (2.11), and thus by the same phase 
as Zj and Zj or Z/ and Z/. 

In Sec. IV we shall make use of the following results on 
functions satisfying the Lee-Yang condition. 

Lemma 2.6: If/(al, ... ,an ) andf'(a; , ... ,a;") both satisfy 
the Lee-Yang condition, then so does 

/"(al,· .. ,a;,,) I(al, .. ·,an )f'(a; , ... ,a;"), 

provided at least one argument of/ (and possibly more) is 
identical with one argument off' (i.e.,!" has at most 
n + m - 1 independent arguments).6 

For the proof, see Refs. 6 and 12. 

III. SIMPLICITY OF ZEROS AND STRUCTURE OF ZERO 
SURFACES 

In this section we shall consider functions/satisfying 

/( - u) = /*(a), (3.1) 

i.e., changing every a, to - a, results in changing/ to its 
complex conjugate. In addition, we shall wish to consider 
cases in which/is real or/is imaginary. The following 
lemma summarizes some properties of Z and ZA which fol
low at once from the definitions (2. I) and (2.5). 

Lemma 3.1: If/satisfies (3.1), then, for 5 = 0, ZA is real 
when IA I is even (including the case IA I = 0 for which Z0 
= Z) and imaginary when IA I is odd. If in addition/is real 

for all a, or/is imaginary for all a, 

(3.2) 

where the + sign applies in case (i)/is real and IA I is even or 
lis imaginary and jA j is odd-and the - sign in case (ii)/is 
real and jA I is odd or/is imaginary and IA j is even. 

We shall be interested in the zeros of Z, or more gener
ally Z A' as a function of the n real numbers 1]) when 5 = O. 
The main results are in Theorems 3.2-3.4. 

Theorem 3.2: Suppose 5 = 0, and (3.1) and the Lee
Yang condition are satisfied. For A any subset of N, and k an 
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element of N [for the notation kA, see Sec. II before (2.7)]: 
(i) At some 1] where ZA (1]) = 0, ZkA (1]) is not zero, and 

the sign of iZkA when IA 1 is even, or ZkA when /A / is odd, is 
independent of k; 

(ii) As a function of 1]j' where j is any element of N, the 
other components of 77 held fixed, the zeros of Z A are simple 
and occur at intervals of 1T as 77j increases; 

(iii) As a function of 1]j the zeros of ZA and ZkA in
tertwine: There is precisely one zero of ZkA between two 
successive zeros of ZA' and one zero of ZA between two 
successive zeros of ZkA' (Note that this intertwining implies 
thatthe sign of lZ kA when IA 1 is even, or Z kA when /A 1 is odd, 
alternates at successive zeros of ZA') 

Proof We shall consider only the case in which A = 0, 
so Z = ZA' [The case of general A reduces to this upon ob
serving when Z satisfies the Lee-Yang condition, so does 
ZA' and when /A 1 is even,fA (0-), (2.15), satisfies (3.1) along 
withf(o-j. When IA 1 is odd, one considers iZA , and again the 
counterpart of (3.1) is satisfied.] Note that 

(3.3) 

satisfies the strong Lee-Yang condition, Lemma 2.3, and 
thus it does not vanish when 5 = O. Its phase satisfies (2.16) 
and advances by 1T every time 77) increases by 1T. But since Z 
is real and Zk is pure imaginary, Lemma 3.1, the zeros of Z 
occur when the phase of Z k+ is an odd multiple of 1T12, and 
those of Zk when the phase is an even multiple of 1T!2. These 
observations establish (i), (ii), and (iii) aside from the second 
assertion in (i). To establish that, we consider some I in N 
unequal to k. In Lemma 2.5, replace Z by Z k+ ,J by I, and 
Z j + by Z ki . Since Z k+ satisfies the strong Lee-Yang condi
tion' the counterpart of(2.21b), 

I<P (Z n - <P (Z ki)1 < 1T12, (3.4) 

applies when 5 = O. Combining this with the corresponding 
inequality with k and I interchanged shows that the phases of 
Z t and Z / differ (mod 21T) by less than 1T, whereas if iZk 

and iZ, had opposite signs at a zero of Z, the phase difference 
would have to be exactly 1T. 

The zeros of Z lie on an infinite set of smooth hypersur
faces in the space RI! spanned by the components of 77. As 
these surfaces are obtained from each other by appropriate 
translations, a knowledge of just one of them determines 
them all, and indeed all the Z A = 0 surfaces for every A eN. 
The situation is summarized in the following theorem where, 
for convenience, the surfaces are represented by letting 77 n be 
a function of 

(3.5) 

We also use the notation A for A \ [ n l ; and define E(A ,B ) to be 
1 if nEiA and nEB, - 1 if nEA and nVJ, and 0 otherwise. 

Theorem 3.3: When the Lee-Yang condition and (3.1) 
are satisfied, and 5 = 0, the equation ZA = 0 for A eN re
sults in an infinite set of surfaces, each of which has the form 

(3.6) 

Here FA is a real analytic function defined everywhere on 
IRn 

- I satisfying 
aFA -<0, (3.7) 
a77j 
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(3.8) 

for J. = 1,2, .. . ,n - 1. By addin& an. integer multiple of 1T to 
FA (77), one obtains a function FA (77) describing another ZA 
= 0 surface, and all such surfaces are obtained in this way. If 

B is another subset of N, then 

77n = FB(~) = FA (~ + (1T12)[8 B 
- OA]) - (1T12)E(A,B) 

(3.9) 

is a surface where ZB = O. [See the preceding paragraph for 
notation; the symbol 8 is defined just after (2.8).] 

Proof As in Theorem 3.2, we consider the case A = 0, 
that is, the surfaces of Z = O. Since Z t does not vanish for 
5 = 0, its phase <P is well defined (once a choice has been 
made at 77 = 0) and a real analytic function of 1] throughout 
R". The Z = 0 surfaces correspond to setting <P equal to an 
odd integer times 1T 12. Since <P is monotone-increasing in 77 n 

and increases by 1T every time 77 n is increased by 1T (Lemma 
2.4), for every 77 there is precisely one value of 77n for which <P 
has a specified value, and the values of 77n at which Z = 0 
occur at intervals of 1T (Theorem 3.2). The analyticity of F0 is 
a consequence of the implicit function theorem and a<p 1 
a1]n > 0, while (3.7) is a consequence of (2.16). 

To establish (3.8), we note that ifZ = ° for some 77 it will 
also (Theorem 3.2) be zero if 77j (j < n) is increased by 1T and 1]n 
is decreased by 1T. What (3.8) asserts is that these two zeros 
are on the same Z = 0 surface. To see this, write, making use 
of(3.1), 

Z = aeil", + 'In l + a*e- il'l, + '1,,1 

+ bei (11)'- '1n l + b *e" i['I, - 1},,) 

= 2/a/cos(1]j + 77n + 1/1) + 21b /COS(77j - 77n + X), 
(3.10) 

where a, b, 1/1, and X depend on the other components of 1]. By 
writing Z as a function of Zj and Zn' setting Zn = 0, and not
ing that the resulting function (2' n-+ ) of Zj cannot vanish for 
IZj I < 1, one can show that lal > Ib I. This means that if we 
start at a zero of Z and then increase 77j continuously, keep
ing Z = 0, the argument of the first cosine in (3.10) can never 
reach ° or 1T, but must remain in a range where the cosine is 
strictly monotone with a non vanishing derivative. Hence 
77j + TJn is a well-defined periodic function of 77j - TJn' and 
the value of TJ n when TJj has increased by 1T must be its origi
nal value minus 1T. 

Finally, one can use (2.8) and (2.9) to show that theargu
ments presented above for A = 0 extend to a general A eN, 
and that if ZA has a zero at TJ, ZB has a zero at TJ + (1T12) 
(OA - 8B

). The latter leads to (3.9). 
Theorem 3.4: If in addition to satisfying the conditions 

of Theorem 3.3,fis real for all (1 or imaginary for all (1, the 
functions FA have the additional symmetry 

(3.11 ) 

where m is an odd integer for case (i) of lemma 3.1 and an 
even integer for case (ii), and ZA is zero at all points 77 of the 
form 

(3.12) 

where the.::lj are integers whose sum is odd in case (i) and 
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even in case (ii) of Lemma 3.1. The same ZA = 0 surface 
passes through all points (3.12) having a given }:j.::lj. 

Proof We begin the proof with case (ii), that is (3.2) 
holds with a minus sign. This means Z A = 0 at TJ = 0, and if 
ZA is zero at TJ, it is also zero at - TJ. Thus the surface 
passing through TJ = 0 satisfies (3.11) with m = 0 when ~ is 
small. As the left side of (3.11) is an analytic function, the 
result holds everywhere. The other Z A = 0 surfaces are ob
tained, Theorem 3.3, by adding integer multiples of 1r to FA , 
and thus (3.11) will be satisfied with m even. Case (i) can be 
related to case (ii), for a given/. using (3.8) and (3.9). To 
establish that ZA = 0 for (3.12), note that TJ and - TJ differ 
by a vector 1rLl, and use (2.9) together with (3.2). That the 
same zero surface passes through all points with a given 
}:j4j is a consequence of(3.8). 

One is often interested in the zeros of Z (or ZA) when the 
TJj depend linearly on a real parameter t, 

TJj = gjt, (3.13) 

the gj being real numbers. We shall study the case g > ;;;.0. If 
Z Iml is the mth derivative of Z with respect to t, it can be 
written in the form 

Zlml = }:Jlml(a)eh
.", (3.14) 

where (3.14) serves to definejlml(a). Similarly the mth deriva
tive of ZA' Z t;;1, can be written in the form (3.14) with/lml 

replaced by 

/~ml(a) = aAjlml(a); (3.15) 

see (2.15). 
Lemma 3.5: If/satisfies (3.1), so doesjlml. For g> ;;;'0, if 

Z satisfies the Lee-Yang condition, then so does Z t;;1. 
Proof Note that 

ZO) = i}:jgjZj, (3.16) 

and that if Z satisfies the Lee-Yang condition, so do the Zj 
(Lemma 2.2). Thusfor5> ;;;.0, the right sideof(3. 16) isasum 
of terms, not all of which vanish, and whose phases are con
strained relative to that of Z by (2.2Ia). Hence Z (II cannot 
vanish. It is easy to See thatj(l):;iO implies/(lI(I):;iO, and 
thus ZIIJ satisfies the Lee-Yang condition (Lemma 2.1). It is 
also easy to show that/(lJ satisfies (3.1) ifj does. The results 
for general m follow by induction; those for general A from 
(3. I S)-see (2.15) and (2.8). 

Theorem 3.6: Assume that (3.1) and the Lee-Yang con
dition are satisfied, 5 = 0, and (3.13) holds with g> ;;;.0. It is 
then the case that: 

(i) The zeros of ZA (t) and ZkA (t) are simple and in
tertwine (as defined in Theorem 3.2).13 

(ii) The zeros of Z ~ml(t ) are simple. 

(iii) The zeros of ZA (t) intertwine those of Z~I(t), and 
for m;;;. 1 the zeros of Z ~ml(t ) intertwine those of Z I: + II(t ). 

Proof We can, as usual, restrict the proof to A = 0. Let 
tJ> be the phase of Z k+ • Then Lemma 2.4 along with g > ;;;.0 
implies that dtJ> I dt > 0, from which (i) follows precisely as in 
the proof of Theorem 3.2. To prove (ii) and (iii), we define 

(3.17) 

The argument employed in Lemma 3.5 shows that Z + does 
not vanish for 5> ;;;'0, and it is easy to show that the corre-
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spondingj + ( I) does not vanish. On the other hand, Z + also 
does not vanish when 5 = 0, because Z is real, the Zj are pure 
imaginary (Lemma 3.1), and when Z = 0, iZj # ° and has a 
sign independent of} [Theorem 3.2(i)]. Hence Z + satisfies 
the strong Lee-Yang condition, and its phase tJ> satisfies 
dtJ> I d(; > O. We conclude, once again following the argument 
of Theorem 3.2, that since Z and Z(li are both real, their 
zeros must intertwine. Lemma 3.5 implies that the argument 
above could just as well be applied to Z 1

m
) in the place of Z, 

showing that its zeros intertwine those of zim + II. 
Theorem 3.7: With the conditions of Theorem 3.6 satis

fied, 
(i) each zero of ZA ((;) [or of Z ~ml((;)] is a real analytic 

function of g on the region g > ;;;.0; 
(ii) this function (; (g) is everywhere strictly positive, or 

everywhere strictly negative, or identically equal to zero; 
(iii) if (; (g) > 0, then a(; lagj < 0 (3.18) 

for every), whereas the reverse inequality holds for (; (g) < 0. 14 

Proof As in the proof of Theorem 3.3, a particular zero 
corresponds to a particular value for a phase tJ> with proper
ties given by Lemma 2.4, in particular (2. 16). Since this phase 
is strictly monotone increasing in (; (see the argument of 
Theorem 3.6), and tends to ± 00 as t tends to ± 00, the 
function t (g) corresponding to this value of tJ> is uniquely 
defined for all g > ;;;.0. In the differential equation 

atJ> 
dtJ> = ° = }:ja-(t dgj + gj dt) 

TJ) 
(3.19) 

the coefficient of dt is never zero, so the implicit function 
theorem implies that (; (g) is real analytic. To establish (ii), 
note that if (; = 0 is a zero of ZA for some g#O, then ZA is 
zero at TJ = 0, and thus (; = ° is a zero for allg#O, in particu
lar for all g > ;>0. Finally, (3.18) is an obvious consequence of 
(3.19) and the fact that the atJ> laTJj are all positive. 

IV. MOTION OF ZEROS: GENERAL CONDITIONS 
A. Introduction 

Here and in Sec. V we shall assume that 

j(a) = exp [ IJA(aA -I)], 
AC]'Iy' 

(4.1) 

where aA is given by (2.4) and the interactions, denoted col
lectively by J, are noninfinite real numbers with JA = 0 when 
JA J is odd. It is at once evident thatjis real and satisfies (3.1). 
We shall speak of the different values of) = I,2, ... ,n as 
"sites," and shall say that two of them,} and}" are connected 
by J provided there is a sequence} = k I ,k2, ... ,k", =}' such 
that k, and k, + I both belong to some A with JA #0. If each 
site is connected to every other site, we shall say that the 
interactions are connected, or that the sites comprise a single 
connected component. If this is not the case, the sites will 
consist of two or more connected components, and/. and 
likewise Z, will be a product of factors corresponding to the 
different components. 

When JA J = 2, we shall call J A a "pair interaction", and 
will use "pair interactions" to refer to the situation in which 
JA = 0 for JA J # 2. The interactions are "ferromagnetic" if 
JA;;;.O for all A. We shall say that J satisfies the Lee-Yang 
condition if the corresponding/ (that is to say, the corre-
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sponding Z) satisfies the Lee-Yang condition. 
Lemma 4.1: Suppose that for interactions J, the set of 

sites consists of two or more connected components, each of 
which satisfies the Lee-Yang condition, and J' is obtained 
from Jby making some pair interactions positive which were 
initially zero in such a manner that J' is connected. Then J' 
satisfies the Lee-Yang condition. 

Lemma 4.2: A connected set offerromagnetic pair in
teractions satisfy the Lee-Yang condition. 

Lemma 4.3: If J satisfies the Lee-Yang condition and J' 
is obtained from J by increasing (making more positive or 
less negative) any JA with IA I = 2, then J' satisfies the Lee
Yang condition. 

Pro%/Lemmas 4. 1, 4.2, and 4.3: All these lemmas are 
elementary consequences of Asano's result, Lemma 2.6. By 
direct calculation, 

(4.2) 

satisfies the Lee-Yang condition for J> O. Iff(lT1,lT2, ... ,lTn ) 

satisfies the Lee-Yang condition, then so does 
/o(lT 1,lT2 ) X/(lTp ... ,lTn ) or jo(17n ,17" t- I) X/(lT j , ... ,17,,). The for
mer establishes Lemma 4.3, the latter, by iteration, Lemma 
4.2. Similarly, if/(lT l , ... ,lTn ) andj'(lT; , ... ,17;") satisfy the Lee
Yang condition, so does 

};)(17I,lT; If(lT l , .. . ,17 n If'(lT; , ... ,IT:n ), 

by two applications of Lemma 2.6. 
We shall be interested in the zeros of Z A (t ), A C N, un

der the condition S = 0 with 1] given in (3.13). Some elemen
tary but useful results are summarized in: 

Lemma 4.4: Let/be given by (4.1). Then 

(i) Z1(t) = (- 1)1,1 ZA( - t) (4.3) 

and in particular ZA (0) vanishes if IA I is odd; 
(ii) ifin addition the Lee-Yang condition is satisfied, 

then ZA (0) > 0 for IA I even. 
Proof Assertion (i) is a consequence of Lemma 3.1. As 

for (ii), we note that Z1 (0), i.e., at 1] = 0, cannot vanish for 
even IA I in light of Theorem 3.2(i), as we already know that it 
vanishes for all IA I odd. The question of sign can be settled 
by continuity, noting that if all the JB with IB j = 2 tend to 
+ 00, Z4(0) = 2. 

B. The case 9 = 1 

When g = 1, i.e., 1]) = t for allj, (2.9) implies that 

ZA(t + 1T) = (- 1)"Z1(t). (4.4) 

Combining this with (4.3), we see that ZA (t) (and hence its 
zeros) is completely determined by its values for 

(4.5) 

which we shall refer to as the principal interval and which 
corresponds to the lower half of the unit circle for the vari
able 

(4.6) 

see (2.10). 
Lemma 4.5: Let/be given by (4.1), and assume S = 0 

and g = 1. Then: 
(i) the zeros of ZII/ ,A in the principal interval are ob-
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tained from those of ZA by replacing t by 1T12 - t; 
(ii) Z (t) > 0 for It I <1T12n. 
Proof Note that these results hold whether or not the 

Lee-Yang condition is satisfied. The first is a consequence of 
the fact that, see (2.8) and (2.9), adding 1T12 to every 1], carries 
one from a zero of ZA to one of ZN ,A' This combined with 
(4.3) and (4.4) leads to the desired result. The second is 
proved by noting that if the terms in (2.1) corresponding to IT 
and - IT are combined, one can express (2.1) as a sum of 
cosines with strictly positive coefficients and arguments 
which lie between 0 and nt. The condition on t in the lemma 
ensures that all these cosines are positive except for one 
which may be zero. [Ifsome oftheJA in (4.1) are allowed to 
be infinite, t = ± 1T 12n may be a zero of Z, though Z is still 
positive for It I < l7/2n.] 

Lemma 4.6: Assume/is given by (4.1) and satisfies the 
Lee-Yang condition, and g = 1. Then: 

(i) ZB (0) = 0 for IB I odd, ZB(O) > 0 for IB I even; 
(ii) for n even, Z B for even IB I has nl2 zeros in the interi

or of the principal interval, and is not zero at t = 17/2, while 
when IB I is odd, ZB has nl2 - I zeros in the interior of the 
principal interval and is zero at t = 17/2; 

(iii) for n odd, ZB has (n - 1)/2 zeros in the interior of 
the principal interval, with t = 1T12 a zero when IB I is even 
but not when IB I is odd. 

Proof Here (i) merely restates Lemma 4.4. The proof of 
(ii) and (iii) consists in noting that Z is a polynomial of degree 
n in the variable z, (4.6), whose simple zeros, Theorem 3.6, 
fall on the unit circle in complex conjugate pairs or at 
z = + lor - 1, corresponding to; = 0 or 1T12. Whether 
there are zeros atz = ± I can be determined with the help of 
(4.3) and (4.4). 

C. Conjectures on the motion of zeros of Z~) 

In view of the original discussion of Lee and Yang, 1 it is 
not implausible to suppose that, for g = 1 and ferromagnetic 
pair interactions, the zeros in the principal interval have a 
tendency to move towards t = 0 as the JA increase and 
towards '!T12 as theJA decrease. Indeed, it is not hard to show 
that all the zeros accumulate at 1T12 when all the JA go to 
zero. In the case of nearest-neighbor pair interactions on a 
closed ring, all nonzero JA being equal, an explicit calcula
tion shows this monotone motion. 1 However, the plausible 
conjecture that, for connected ferromagnetic pair interac
tions, each zero in the principal interval decreases (moves 
towards t = 0) as each JA , IA I = 2, increases turns out to be 
/alse; see Sec. YD. There are at least two weaker conjectures 
which seem to us to be plausible, but for which we do not 
have proofs (nor, needless to say, counterexamples): 

Conjecture 1: For connected ferromagnetic pair interac
tions and for g > ;;;,0, the smallest positive zero of Z (t ) (which 
we call the "first zero") is a nonincreasing function of each 
pair interaction JA , IA I = 2. 

Conjecture 1': Replace g > ;;;,0 by g = 1 in the condition 
of Conjecture 1. 

Conjecture 2: In the case of ferromagnetic pair interac
tions with JA = J> 0 for all IA I = 2, and g = 1, all zeros of 
Z (t ) in the interior of the principal interval are decreasing 
functions of J. 
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We shall show, Theorem 4.12, that although Conjec
ture l' seems weaker than Conjecture 1, it is in fact equiva
lent. Obviously, Conjecture 2 represents only one of several 
cases in which there is a large amount of symmetry and one 
might hope for stronger results than in Conjecture 1. 

O. Motion of zeros 

Let; be a simple zero of Z A (; ) considered as a function 
of lB' By means of(4.1), and noting that ZA = 0, we see that 

d; = _ JZAIJ1B ZBA 
JZAla; = - Z~I' 

(4.7) 

where Z ~ I is the derivative of Z A with respect to t in the 
notation of Sec. III, and BA is the symmetric difference (Sec. 
II). In addition to (4.7) we need the result: 

Lemma 4.7: Iffor some t, both ZA and ZBA vanish, 
with 1 B noninfinite, then both ZA and ZBA remain equal to 
zero at this value of; for all values of 1 B' the other interac
tions remaining fixed. 

Proof This result follows from noting that the depen
dence of Z A and Z BA on 1 B is of the form 

ZA =C+De-- UB
, 

(4.8) 

D -UB 
ZBA = C- e , 

with C and D functions of; and the other interactions. If Z A 

and Z BA vanish simultaneously, then C = D = O. 
Theorem 4.8: A particular simple zero of ZA (t) regard

ed as a function of l B , the other interactions held fixed, can 
behave in only one of three possible ways in any connected 
interval of 18 values for which the zero remains simple: (i) t 
is independent of 18; (ii) dt Id18 >0; (iii) d; Id18 <0. 

Proof The proof consists of noting that d; / dJ B is a 
continuous (analytic) function of J 8 as long as the zero is 
simple, and, ifit is ever equal to zero, (4.7) implies that ZBA 
= 0, so that by Lemma 4.7 case (i) holds throughout the 

interval in question. 
As a particular case, Lemma 4.2 together with Theorem 

3.6 yield 
Corollary 4.9: The three exclusive possibilities of 

Theorem 4.8 apply in particular to the interval 0 <18 < 00 

(or 0<,1 B < 00 if J 8 = 0 leaves the interactions connected) in 
the case of connected ferromagnetic pair interactions and 
g> > 1. 

Note that even in the case of connected ferromagnetic 
pair interactions, which of the three situations actually oc
curs will in general depend on the values ofthe other interac
tions; these can very well (as shown explicitly in Sec. V) 
change the motion from category (ii) to category (iii)-with, 
of course, (i) occurring at the boundary. 

The category can be related to the signs of the terms on 
the right side of (4.7), and the following are some results 
which are useful in connection with Conjectures 1 and 2. 

Theorem 4.10: With the Lee-Yang condition satisfied 
and g> >0, the first (i.e., smallest positive) zero of ZA (t) for 
IA I even is a strictly increasing, strictly decreasing, or con
stant function of 18 depending on whether ZBA is positive, 
negative, or zero, respectively, at this value of t. In particu-
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lar, the first zero of Z (t ) increases with 18 for Z B > 0 and 
decreases for Z B < O. 

Proof Since ZA (0) is positive, Lemma 4.4, Z~) will nec
essarily be negative at the first (simple-see Theorem 3.6) 
zero of Z A (; ), so that the conclusion follows from (4.7); see 
also Lemma 4.7 and Theorem 4.8. 

Theorem 4.11: Withg > > 1 and the Lee-Yang conditon 
satisfied, thepth positive zero of Z (;) will decrease, increase, 
or remain fixed as a function of 18, IB I = 2, depending on 
whether it is larger than, smaller than, or coincides with, 
respectively, the pth zero of Z l/' 

Proof Suppose that B = ! k,ll. Then, by Theorem 3.6, 
the zeros of Z intertwine the zeros of Zk' which, in turn, 
intertwine the zeros of Zkl' Thus between any two consecu
tive zeros of Zk there will be precisely one zero of Z and one 
of Zkl' with thepth zero ofZ occuring in the same interval as 
the pth zero of Z kl' As the signs of Z (1) and Z ~I alternate at 
successive zeros [see Theorem 3.6 (iii)], and as both Z and Zkl 

are positive at t = 0, Lemma 4.4, the sign of Z (1) at the pth 
zero of Z is the same as that of Z ~l at the pth zero of Z kl' 

These observations can be used to determine the sign of the 
right side of (4.7), with A = 0, in terms of the relative order 
of the pth zeros. 

(In the more general case of IB I >4, the motion ofthepth 
zero of Z as a function of lB-assuming the Lee-Yang con
dition satisfied--can be related to the number of zeros of Z B 

which are smaller than this zero. These are obvious general
izations of this theorem with Z replaced by a more general 

ZA') 
Using Theorem 4.11, one can reformulate the conse

quences of Conjectures 1 and 2 in the equivalent forms: 
1. The first zero of ZA for every /A / = 2 either precedes 

or coincides with the first zero of Z. 
2. For each A with IA I = 2, the zeros of Z and ZA in

tertwine on the principal interval, with the first zero of ZA 
preceding the first zero of Z. 

E. Equivalence of Conjectures 1 and l' 

Theorem 4.12: Conjectures 1 and l' are either both true 
or both false. 

Proof Since l' is a special case of 1, it will suffice to show 
that the falsity of 1 implies that of 1'. If 1 is false, there is 
some n, some g> >0, and some A, IA I = 2, such that ZA is 
positive at the first zero of Z, Theorem 4.10. By continuity, 
the same will be true for some g for which the gj are strictly 
positive rational numbers or, equivalently, positive integers, 
since multiplying aU the gj by a common factor and dividing 
; by the same factor gives the same result. Consider a parti
cular site k wheregk is larger than 1. Changegk to 1, but add 
a set of gk - 1 "dummy" sites k' = 1,2, ... ,gk - 1 to the sys
tem. At each of these sites, gk' = 1, and in addition there are 
"dummy" pair interactions l H , > 0 connecting the spins at 
dummy sites to the spin at site k. (There are no additional 
interactions involving the dummy sites.) In the limit when all 
the l kk · are + 00, the result is the same as it was before gk 
was reduced to 1. A similar construction can be carried out 
at each site} where gj exceeds 1. Continuity can again be 
invoked to show that when all the added dummy interac-
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tions are finite but sufficiently large, ZA will still be positive 
at the first zero of Z, yielding a counterexample to 1 '. 

v. MOTION OF ZEROS: PARTICULAR RESULTS 

In this section we present a number of results regarding 
the motion of zeros for rather special classes of systems. We 
assume throughout that S = 0, that 17 is related to t through 
(3.13), and thatfis of the form (4.1). We shall consider the 
positive zeros of Z (t )--or sometimes Z B (t I-with the first 
zero the smallest of these, the second the next smallest, etc. 
We find some support for Conjecture 1 (Sec. VA) and l' (Sec. 
VB), an indication of how the zeros depend on system size in 
a special case (Sec. VC), and counterexamples, using small 
systems, to some possible generalizations of these results 
(Sec. VD). 

A. The case g> ;;.0 

Theorem 5.1: Assume that g > ;;.0, and that for J I2 = 0 
the sites form two connected components (Sec. IV), with site 
I in one component and site 2 in the other, and each compo
nent satisfies the Lee-Yang condition. Then for J 12 ;;'0 the 
first zero of Z (t) is a strictly decreasing function of J I2 except 
in the case whereg j = 0 for all sites in one of the two original 
(J]2 = 0) connected components, in which case it is indepen
dent of J 12 • 

Proof: Assume that there is some gj > 0 in each compo
nent. With J I2 = 0 one has 

(5.1) 

with zj the function Z calculated for componentj, and the 
first zero of Z will occur at the fist zero of Z I (t) or Z 2 (t ), 
whichever is smaller. For this value of t, both Z: and Z ~ 
will be i times a positive number [see the proof of Theorem 
3.6(i) and note that Z I and Z 2 are positive at t = 0], and thus 
Z\2 will be negative. As the zeros of Z I and Z2 are simple, 
Theorem 3.6, the first zero of Z wiIl be simple when J'2 = 0 
provided the first zeros of Z I and Z 2 do not coincide. The 
desired result then follows from (4.7) along with Theorem 
4.8 (note Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 4.10). If the first zeros of 
Z I and Z 2 coincide, Z is a minimum at its first (nonsimple) 
zero, but asZ12 is negative, a small positiveJ12 will make this 
minimum negative and the smaller of the two resulting zeros 
will continue to decrease as J 12 increases, Theorem 4.8. Fin
ally, assume that all thegj are zero in one component, say the 
first one. Then Z: and hence ZI2 vanishes when J I2 = O. 
Lemma 4.7 then shows that every zero of Z is independent of 
J\2' (The proof of Theorem 5.9 indicates an alternative route 
to the same conclusion.) 

Although this result is far from establishing Conjecture 
1, it nonetheless has an interesting consequence: 

Corollary 5.2: For g > ;;.0, consider a system with con
nected ferromagnetic pair interactions in which the only 
nonzero Jik (regarded as lines connecting sites j and k ) form 
the bonds of a Cayley tree, i.e., a graph in which there are no 
closed loops. Then the first zero of Z (t ) is a nonincreasing 
function of each of the nonzero (and thus positive) Jjk • 

It is worth emphasizing that the next result is not limit
ed to pair interactions (though we always assume, Sec. IV A, 
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that JA = 0 if IA I is odd) nor does it require that the Lee
Yang condition be satisfied. 

Theorem 5.3: For g > ;;.0 and at most three of the g 
positive, the first zero, the smallest zero, of Z (t ) is a m~no
tone nonincreasing function of every J A provided the inter
actions are ferromagnetic (J fJ ;;.0). 

Proof: We assumegj = 0 forj> 4 and use (2.7) to write Z 
in the form 

Z = (V,cos 17j )zo 
X(l -- t,12«(T\(T2) - t2t~«(TP~) - l,t~«(Tl(T,» (5.2) 

with 

tj = tan 17j' (5.3) 

«(Tj(Tk) = ZJklZo, (5.4) 

and Z~ stands for ZA when h = O. The GKS inequalities 
imply that the «(Tj(Tk) are nonnegative, and nondecreasing 
functions of each of the J A . Thus from (5.2) it is evident that 
the first zero of Z occurs when the 17j are between 0 and 1T 12, 
and that at this value of t any increase in JA will make Z 
negative or leave Z = 0, so that the first zero of Z (t) cannot 
increase. 

Theorem 5.4: For g > >0 and n ;;;;4, the first zero of Z is a 
nonincreasing function of JA for IA I = 2, in the case of con
nected ferromagnetic pair interactions. 

Note that this implies that counterexamples to Conjec
ture 1 require at least n = 5 sites. The proof is obtained by 
noting that a violation of the expected monotonicity, if it 
occurred for n = 4, would also occur with one of the gj set 
equal to zero, in accordance with the following lemma. But 
then at most three gj would be positive, a situation covered 
by Theorem 5.3. 

Lemma 5.5: Withg> >0 andfgiven by (4.1) satisfying 
the Lee-Yang condition, if Z 12 is positive at the first zero of 
Z (t ), this will also be true for some choice of g > >0 with 
either gl = 0 or g2 = O. 

Proof: Let Xbe the assertion that ZI2 is positive at the 
first zero of Z (t). Then X is equivalent to the assertion that 
Z - ZI2 is negative at the first zero of Z + Z12' To see this, 
note that both Z and ZI2 are positive at t = 0 (Lemma 4.4), 
negative at the first positive zero of Z,' and each possesses 
precisely one zero in this interval, by the intertwining prop
erty of Theorem 3.6(i); see also the proof of Theorem 4. 11. 
Hence the first zero of Z + Z '2 occurs between the first zero 
of Z and the first zero of Z'2' and ZI2 is positive at this point 
if and only if it is positive Ilt the first zero of Z. 

Note next that the first zero of Z + ZI2> by the argu
ment of Theorem 3.2, occurs when the phase of 

Z ,i = iiZ + Z, + Z2 + Zd = ae i
('" + '/,) (5.5) 

(where the right side indicates the dependence on 17, and 172) 
reaches 1T/2 for the first time-note that Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 
apply. Hence X is equivalent to the assertion that when this 
occurs, 

will have a negative real part, that is, a phase between 1T12 
and 31T12 (mod 21T). Consider 17, and 172 as nonnegative, ad-
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justable parameters, and note that the phase of a increases 
monotonically with any 17) ,j>3. Then X is true for some 
choice of 171,172 nonnegative if and only iffor some nonnega
tive choice of the remaining 17), the phase <P (a) has not 
reached 1T!2 for the first time, while that of b is outside (mod 
21T) the closed interval from - <P (a) to <P (a). Depending on 
whether b has a positive or negative imaginary part, we can 
then obtain Z - ZI2 negative at the first zero of Z + ZI2 by 
either setting 172 = 0 and increasing 171' or by setting 171 = 0 
and increasing 172' that is, with either g2 = 0 or g I = o. 

B. Thecaseg= 1 

While some of the results below have extensions to the 
case of general g > > 1, they are mostly of interest for g = 1, 
and hence the statements and proofs are restricted to this 
case. 

Lemma 5. 6: With! of the form (4.1) satisfying the Lee-
Yang condition, the first zero of ZA with IA I = 2 always 
occurs for t < 1T/4 when g = 1. 

Proof Suppose that A = ! 1,21. By Theorem 3.7, the 
first zero can only increase if we set all gj = 0 except for 
j = 1,2. In this case we have, in the notation of(5.2), 

ZI2 = (cos 171 cos 172)ZO( (U IU2) - t l t2), (5.7) 

where (Ulu 2)-see (5.4) and Lemma 4.4-is positive. On the 
other hand, as the average of a quantity taking the values 
± 1, (U I U2) is strictly less than 1 when the JA in (4.1) are 

noninfinite. Thus 171 = 172 = t must be less than 1T/4 at the 
first zero of Z12. 

An immediate consequence of this lemma and Theorem 
4.11 is: 

Theorem 5.7: With g = 1 and the Lee-Yang condition 
satisfied, the first zero of Zit ), if it lies in the interval 

1T/4<t < 1T/2, (5.8) 

is a strictly decreasing function of each JA with IA I = 2. 
As noted earlier, as the JA tend to zero ("high tempera

ture limit"), the zeros of Z (t ) in the principal interval move 
towards t = 1T /2, so that Theorem 5.7 may be interpreted as 
saying that at high enough temperatures the first zero of Z 
will have the expected dependence on JA for IA ( = 2. A 
somewhat analogous "low temperature" (large JA ) result is 
the following: 

Theorem 5.8: With g = 1 and the Lee-Yang condition 
satisfied, the first zero of Z is a strictly decreasing function of 
each JA with (A ( even, if it lies in the interval 

1T/2n <t <1T12(n - 2). (5.9) 

Proof Note that 1T/2n is the lower limit of the first zero of Z, 
Lemma 4.5. We shall consider the case A = [ 1,21, as the 
proof for IA I >4 is precisely analogous. Note that 

Z - ZI2 = ~u(1 - u l u2!f(u)exp(it ~Pj)' (5.10) 

and that,just as in the proof of Lemma 4.5, we may write this 
as a sum of cosines with positive coefficients and arguments 
which lie between 0 and (n - 2)t. (The upper limit for the 
argument differs from that in Lemma 4.5 because the terms 
with u = + I, (J' = - 1 vanish.) Hence Z - Zl2 is positive 
and Z 12 negative at the first zero of Z if it falls in the interval 
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(5.9). The desired result is thus a consequence of Theorem 
4.10. 

The lower limit in (5.8) and the upper limit in (5.9) coin
cide for n = 4, thus providing a result similar to Theorem 5.4 
under the weaker condition g = 1. But for n> 5 there is a gap 
between the "high" and "low temperature" intervals, and 
we have not found an argument which will fill it. 

C. Dependence on system size 

Let us call a set of sites N, the corresponding interac
tions J, and the set of gj valuesg a "system," and define a 
subsystem of this system to be N', J', and g' where N' is a 
subsetofN,J~ =JA forACN',andg; =gj forjEN'. The 
function Z' for the subsystem is obtained from the obvious 
counterpart of (2.1), with the sum restricted to Uj withjE N'. 
Alternatively, the original system can be considered "larg
er" than the subsystem. The expectation that in some cases a 
sequence of larger and larger systems will have zeros of Z 
approaching; = 0 (the Yang and Lee"' model of a phase 
transition) suggests making a comparison between the loca
tion of zeros of a system and a subsystem. The following are 
some relatively weak results in this direction. Note that the 
single site condition of Theorem 5.9 amounts, in graphical 
terms, to saying that the subsystem is connected to the rest of 
the system at the single site k; were k deleted, one would have 
two noninteracting subsystems. 

Theorem 5.9: Suppose the system N, J, g satisfies the 
Lee-Yang condition and has g > >0. Let N', J', g' be a sub
system as defined above. Suppose, in addition, there is a sin
gle site kE N' with the property that for all JA #- 0, either 
ACN'orAnN'=00rAnN'= [k I. ThenforanyBCN' 
(including B = 0), the zeros of Z ~ are further from the ori
gin than those of Z B in the sense that for any a > 0, there are 
at least as many zeros of Z B as of Z ~ in the interval 0<; <a. 

Proof We note that if the gj with jEN \.N' are all set 
equal to zero, the zeros of Ze will move away from t = 0, 
Theorem 3.7 (iii). When thesegj are zero, one can show that 
the sum (2.1) over the Uj withjEN \.N' is the same when (J' k 

= + 1 as when O"k = - 1. Consequently, ZB is now a con
stant mUltiple of Z ~ and has the same zeros. 

One can, of course, apply Theorem 5.9 in an iterative 
manner, and obtain results such as the following: 

Corollary 5.10: Given two Cayley trees with ferromag
netic pair interactions (see Corollary 5.2), one of which is 
larger than the other in the sense defined above, then all the 
zeros of Z (t ) for the larger system are closer to t = 0 than 
those of the smaller system. 

An example discussed in Sec. VD below [see Example 
l(c)] shows that one cannot in general expect results of this 
generality involving all the zeros of Z; in other words, the 
single site condition plays a nontrivial role in Theorem 5.9. 
On the other hand, since a subsystem is obtained from a 
system by setting certain interactions equal to zero, Conjec
ture I, if correct, would imply that thefirst zero of Z (not Ze 
for general B ) would decrease monotonically with increasing 
system size in the case of ferromagnetic pair interactions and 
g> >0. Theorem 5.7, which shows that Conjecture 1 is cor
rect at high temperatures, can be used to establish the follow
ing result: 
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Theorem 5.11: Consider a system N, J, g = I and a sub
system (as defined above) N f, J', gf = 1. Suppose that the 
subsystem satisfies the Lee-Yang condition and that if A is a 
subset of Nbut not of N', JA = 0, unless IA I = 2, in which 
case JA ;;.0. (That is, the system is obtained from the subsys
tem by "turning on" some ferromagnetic pair interactions.) 
Then, if; is the first zero of Z,;' is that of Z', and either 
;;>17"/4 or; ';>17"/4, it is the case that; <; '. 

Proof We may assume without loss of generality that all 
sites of the system are connected (in the sense of Sec. IVA), 
directly or indirectly, to sites of the subsystem, since, if this is 
not so, Z factors into a contribution from sites having this 
property (including sites of the subsystem) and the remain
der. Repeated applications of Lemma 2.6--see remarks fol
lowing Lemma 4.3-then show that Z satisfies the Lee
Yang condition, permitting the application of Theorem 5.7. 

D. Some specific results for small systems 

,. The case n = 4 

Consider the case g = I, and assume that the only non
zero J,4 are J w J23, J 34, and J41 • In terms of the variables 

A = cos 2;, 

Xi} = exp( - 2 Jijl, 

we have 

Z 12 = 2A 2 + (X I2X 23 + X 23X 34 

+ X 34X 41 + X41Xd A + (X41 X 23 + XI~34 
+ X I2XZ3X34X4 1 - 1), 

(5.11) 

(5.12) 

(5.13) 

and Z12/2 can be obtained from this expression by replacing 
X 12 by - X 12' The zeros of Z and ZI2 as functions of A can be 
calculated explicitly; in addition, Z - ZI2 has no A 2 terms, 
and thus its zero is easily located. Straightforward calcula
tions then yield the following results. 

(a) In the case J 41 = 0, the other three JIj strictly posi
tive, the zeros of Z12 on the principal interval 

(5.14) 

intertwine those of Z, with the first zero of ZI2 aSA decreases 
from I preceding the first zero of Z. Thus both zeros of Z 
move towards A = 1 (; = 0) as J 12 increases, Theorem 4.11. 

(b) With J34 = 0, the other three J Ij strictly positive, 
Z - ZI2 is positive on the principal interval (5.14), so that the 
first zeroofZ12 (asA decreases from 1) precedes that ofZ, but 
the second zero of ZI2 follows that of Z. Hence as J I2 in
creases, the first zero of Z moves towards A = 1 (; = 0), but 
the second moves in the opposite direction. The latter con
firms the assertion made just before stating the conjectures 
in Sec. IVe. 

(c) In the case just mentioned, one could imagine in
creasing the size of the system in the sense of Sec. V C above 
by the device of adding a site as with gs = 0 and 
J I5 = J25 > O. Carrying out the sum over as, one finds that 
the result is effectively the same as increasing J\2' and thus an 
increase of system size in this case leads to one of the zeros of 
Z (; ) moving to larger rather than smaller ;. The proof of 
Theorem 4.12 shows how one could construct an example 
with the same property, butg = 1. This shows that the single 
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site condition of Theorem 5.9, obviously not satisfied in this 
example, plays a crucial role. 

(d) Suppose that J I2 = J 34 = f> 0, J23 = J41 > 0, and 
denote X I2 and X 23 by x andy, respectively. One can show 
that both zeros of Z (; ) move towards; = 0 as x decreases (f 
increases) provided 

x <y~/(1 + y2), (5.15) 

in particular if X = y, whereas the second zero ofZ (;) moves 
in the opposite sense if the inequality is reversed. This sug
gests that only with a rather high degree of symmetry can 
one expect conclusions as strong as those of Conjecture 2. 

(e) Since in case (b) the second zero of Z tends to move 
towards; = ° (the "right" direction) when J41 and J23 in
crease-this follows from noting that J41 and J23 in case (b) 
play the same role as J I2 in case (a)-and only away from 
; = ° (the "wrong" direction) as J 12 increases, one might be 
tempted to suppose that the net motion would be in the right 
direction if one considered a "change in temperature," that 
is, the nonzero J Ij equal to constants times a parameter fJ (the 
inverse temperature). A direct calculation with 
J41 = J23 > J1zshows thatthis is not the case; whenfJissmall, 
the second zero moves in the right direction as fJ increases 
(hardly surprising, in that it starts at 17"/2 when fJ = 0), but 
eventually, when fJ is sufficiently large, it reverses its direc
tion and thereafter moves the wrong way. 

2. An example with n = 9: Zeros of the magnetization 

The magnetization for g = I is equal to - iZ - I az / a;, 
and in view of Theorem 3.6, the zeros of az la; will deter
mine those of the magnetization. We consider a system with 
nine sites labeledjk, where bothj and k take on the values 1, 
2, and 3, and the only nonzero interactions are pair interac
tions between distinct sites given by 

(5.16) 

First consider the situation with J2 = 0, J 1 > 0, in which 
case Z is equal to Z 3, where Z is the partition function for 
three sites with interactions J I between all three pairs. It is 
easy to show that Z has a zero at 

cos;o = ~.J3~ 1 - exp( - 4Jd, (5.17) 

with;o between 0 and 17"/2. 
Since a ZI a; does not vanish, az / a; will have a double 

zero at ; = ;0' This is possible because with J 2 = 0 the Lee
Yang condition will not be valid for Z. However, for any 
J2 > ° the Lee-Yang condition will hold (Lemma 4.2), and 
this double zero will split into two single zeros, one larger 

and one smaller than ;0 by amounts proportional to ffz in 
lowest order. It is clear that the larger zero will increase with 
increasing Jz when J2 is small. Further, if J I is extremely 
large (so that;o is almost independent of J I ), this behavior 
will persist over some range of strictly positive J2 values, 
even if J I and J2 are simultaneously increased by the same 
factor (corresponding to a decrease in temperature). Such an 
"anomalous" dependence on Jz can also be turned into an 
"anomalous" dependence on system size using the strategy 
given above in Sec. VDl(c). 
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70. J. Heilmann and E. H. Lieb, Commun. Math. Phys. 25,190 (1972). 
SIn view of Lemma 2.1, our definitions of the (ordinary) Lee-Yang condi
tion and the strong Lee--Yang condition coincide-in a slightly different 
notation-with Asano's" Land U, respectively, and Asano's paper pro
vides an alternative proof of Lemma 2.1. 

9This result (for the ordinary Lee-Yang condition) is contained in Theorem 
16 of Ref. 6. 

IOEquation (2.16) was obtained by Newman I I; see his (3.6), in the case of pair 
interactions. 

IIC. M. Newman, Commun. Pure App!. Math. 27, 143 (1974). 
12M. Suzuki and M. E. Fisher, J. Math. Phys. 12,235 (1971). 
"Heilmann and Lieb7 proved (i) under the condition offerromagnetic pair 

interactions and g = 1. 
14Th is result is a generalization, in the sense that we do not require pair 

interactions, of Remark 3.2 of Newman. II 
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We generalize the two-dimensional 0(3) nonlinear u-model while preserving its conformal 
invariance. The integrability condition of this model encompasses the sine-Gordon equation in 
addition to some special cases which are found to be of the same form. The time-independent 
solutions exhibit solitonlike behavior. 

PACS numbers: 11.1O.Lm, 11.1O.Ef, 11.30.Rd 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Two-dimensional O(n)-invariant Lagrangian field the
ories whose field functions describe a homogeneous space 
have received a lot of attention in the literature. The simplest 
of these models is the 0(3)/0(2) model I whose field variable 
is the three-dimensional unit vector D. The Lagrangian den
sity of this theory consists of the scalar product of the first 
derivatives of this vector. The corresponding action is con
formally invariant. It turns out that this model has a number 
of interesting properties, the most important of which is that 
its integrability condition is the sine-Gordon equation?-4 

In this paper we generalize this model while maintain
ing its conformal invariance. To this end, we insert into the 
Lagrangian an arbitrary function of the angle between the 
light-cone derivatives ofn. Different choices of this function 
will lead to different conformally invariant 0(3) models. 

Starting from this generalized Lagrangian we proceed 
as follows. The Euler-Lagrange equations of motion, to
gether with the constraint that the norm of n is equal to 
unity, gives us the relation between the functionf that modi
fies the Lagrangian and the magnitudes of the first deriva
tives of D. Making use of this relation and employing the 
geometrical interpretation of the field vector D and its first 
derivatives, we construct the equation for the angle between 
the light-cone derivatives of n. This integrability condition 
reduces to the sine-Gordon equation when the functionfis 
taken to be unity. 

We examine the time-independent, the space-indepen
dent and the Euclidean-invariant versions of this integrabi
lity condition. The equations corresponding to the first two 
cases reduce to the harmonic oscillator equation. The Eu
clidean-invariant one is the Euclidean sinh-Gordon equa
tion. These three cases, together with the sine-Gordon equa
tion smoothly fit together with a variable transformation. 

Finally we examine the time-independent version of 
this integrability condition. After studying one special case, 
we devise a procedure for a systematic construction of poten
tials corresponding to different choices of the function! 

II. THE GENERALIZED a-MODEL AND ITS 
INTEGRABILITY CONDITION 

Our starting point is the 0(3)-invariant chiral theory in 
one time and one space dimension which is described by the 
Lagrangian density 

(2.1) 

The interaction arises form the condition that n'n is 
equal to one. u and u are the light-cone coordinates. 

u = (t + X)/vL , 
(2.2) 

u = (t - x)lvL . 

Noting that the angle e between nu and nv is a confor
mally invariant quantity, we propose to generalize the 0(3)
invariant theory by modifying the Lagrangian in the follow
ing way 

L = nu'nvf(e) +,,1, (n2 -1). 

The corresponding equation of motion is 

n 'n af .!!!... + 2,in 
" "az an 

= ~(nJ + (nu .ntlf .J!!...) au az anu 

+ ~(nJ + (nu .ntl
f .!!!...) , au az anI' 

where z is defined as 

z=tan e = nu X D" 'D/nu 'n" . 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

Multiplying (2.4) by Du and making use of the fact that nu is 
orthogonal to n due to n2 = 1, we get an equation of the form 

[aF + aG].n
u 

=0. (2.6) 
au au 

This can be written as 

a a anu anu 
-(F'Du) + -(G'nu) - F'- - G'- = 0 . (2.7) au au au au 

By elementary manipulations we derive an equation for the 
norm ofn": 

(2.8) 

Similarly, multiplying (2.4) by Dv leads to 

(2.9) 
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Since our original Lagrangian is form invariant under a local 
transformation of the form 

(u,v)-+(u' ,v') , 

du' = IG(u)1 du, dv' = IH(v)ldv, 

we have 

In" 12 = G2(u)ln". 12
, 

Inu 12 = H 2(v)lnu' 12. 

(2.10) 

(2. I I) 

Making use of the above transformations we may write (2.8) 
and (2.9) as 

(I -dzz )in". 12 = I, 
(2.12) 

(I - !z)ln,, 12 = I , 

or using (2.5) 

Inu' 12 = Inu. 12 = (I - d;sin Bcos B) -1=y(B) .(2.13) 

Hereafter we take the transformed coordinates as the 
basic variables and omit the primes. This transformation 
yields a Hamiltonian density which vanishes when the con
stant part is subtracted. This difficulty of correctly defining 
the energy5 also arises in the conventional a-model and can 
be dealt with using standard methods. 

It has been shown by Pohlmeyer that the integrability 
condition of the dynamical system described by (2.1) leads to 
the sine-Gordon equation. Here we proceed along similar 
lines for the Lagrangian (2.3) to find a generalization of the 
sine-Gordon equation. First we compute the mixed deriva
tive n"U and the second derivatives n"" and nuu in terms of the 
three basic vectors n", nu' and n which span R J. Because of 
the const~aint non = 1, these vectors are linearly indepen
dent prOVided nu onv does not vanish. 

Then, we note the following equalities: 

n"Von = (n" onlv - nu on" = - y cos B, 

nuv °nu = !(nu onu)v = ~y v , 

nu"onv = !(nv onv)u = !y u , 

nuu on = (nuon)u - nuonu = - y, 

0uu °Ou = 1(ou onu)u = ~y" , 

Duu·nv = (nu·ov)u - Du-Ouv 

=Yu cosB-ysinBBu -!Yu' 

nuu·n=(ovon)., -ovonu = -y, 

nvvon" = ~(nu onu)v = !yv , 
Duv ·nu = (nu -nv)v - Duv -nu 

=yu cosB-ysinBBv -~Yu' 
Making use of the above expressions we obtain 
nuv = - y cos en 

+ 2~ [Yv - (Yu ~i:~;oS B) cos B ]nu 

+ _1_ (Yu - y" cos B)n 
2y sin2B v , 
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(2.14) 

I [ (YuCOSB-2YSinOOu-Yv) ] + -2 y 11 - • 2 cos 0 nu 
y sm B 

+ _1_ (Yu cos 0 - 2y sin OOu - Yv) 
2 

. III n" , 
y sm 17 

nvo = - yo 

1 (y" cos 0 - 2y sin 00" - Yu ) +- n 
2y sin20 11 

1 [ (y" cos 0 - 2y sin OB" - Yu ) ] + -2 y,,'- . 2 cos 0 nu' 
y sm 0 

(2.15) 
Next we substitute these vectors into the identity 

n on = 1(n2 ) + 1(02 ) - (n on) + 0 on uv uV 2 U UP 2 v uu u v UV Ull vv' 
(2.16) 

The resulting expression yields a generalized version of the 
sine-Gordon equation in light-cone coordinates. 

2ysin O(ysin 0 + Ou,,) 

+ (0 ~ + 0 ~ - 20,,/1., cos 0 )(y" - y'2/y) 

- (O~ cos 0 + O~ cos 0 - 20u O,,)(y'/sin 0) 

+ (BUll + B"" - 20u" cos B )y' = 0 . (2.17) 

This equation is the integrability condition of the equa-
tions of motion of the Lagrangian (2.3). A choice of the func
tion y = y(B), through Eq. (2.13) determines the specific 
form of the Lagrangian. In contrast to the sine-Gordon case 
which is given by y = const this equation is not Lorentz in
variant in the general case. This is expected since a confor
mal transformation has already been performed in (2.10). It 
follows that the Lorentz invariance of the integrability con
dition for the standard a-model is the result of the specific 
choice y = const. In the next section we will show that there 
is a one-parameter family of generalized a-model Lagran
gians for which Eq. (2.17) after a transformation of variables 
again leads to the sine-Gordon equation. 

III. SPECIAL CASES EXHIBITING SYMMETRIES 

In this section, we search for certain choices of y which 
will reduce (2.17) to a system with some kind of additional 
sYn:met~y. Therefore, we first look for an expression for y 
~hlch .wIll render (2.17) Lorentz invariant. The only choice 
IS readIly seen to be y = const, which gives the sine-Gordon 
equation. 

Next we try to make (2.17) Euclidean invariant. To this 
end, we separate the terms that multiply the mixed deriva
tives BuBv and O'IV' They are 

cosO(y"-y'/sinOcosB-y,2/y), (3.1) 

y' cos 0 - y sin (J , (3.2) 

respectively. 
We note that when y equals e2/1cos (J I both (3. I) and 

(3.2) ~re ze~o. Su~stituting this value for y in (2.17) we get an 
Euchdean-mvanant equation 

2e2 sin 0 + (B ~ + 0 ;)tan 0 + (BUll + Bvu) = 0 . (3.3) 

We multiply this equation by an integrating factor r/. When 
r!, equals l/cos B, (3.3) reduces to 
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'TJuu + 'TJvv + 2e2 sinh 'TJ = 0 , 

where the "potential" is 

(3.4) 

V('TJ) = 2e2 cosh 'TJ . (3.5) 

Another simple case reveals itself when we impose 
x-x' = fix) symmetry. In other words, we require that the 
integrability condition be x-independent. Going back to one
space and one-time coordinates it is seen that (2.17) can be 
written as 

2ysin e + [e(((y'/y)tan(e/2) + I)L 

- [ex (1 - (y'/y)cot(e /2))] x = 0 . (3.6) 

When y equals e2/(1 + cos e), (3.6) reduces to 

e2(tan(e /2)) + [e(!{sec2(e /2))] ( = 0 . (3.7) 

Defining tan(e /2) as 'TJ, we get the harmonic oscillator equa
tion 

e2'TJ + 'TJII = 0 . (3.8) 

For this case we note that the tangent of the angle between 
the vectors nu and nv oscillate in time with a period propor
tional to the norm of these vectors. 

We proceed along similar lines to get the time-indepen
dent version of(3.6). When y is e2/(I-cos e), (3.6) becomes 

e2(cot(e/2ll+ [ex(-~csc2(e/2ll]x =0. (3.9) 

Letting cot(e /2) be defined as 'TJ yields the harmonic oscilla
tor equation for 'TJ, 

(3.10) 

This time the oscillation is in space. 
Using Eq. (2.13) which shows the relation between y 

and f, we can summarize our results as follows. When the 
Lagrangian density is given by (2.1), the integrability condi
tion is Lorentz invariant; it yields the sine-Gordon equation, 
a well-known result. However, when + ( - ) Inu Iinv I is 
added to the Lagrangian density, the corresponding integra
bility condition becomes time (space) independent and re
duces to the harmonic oscillator equation. Finally nu 'nu re
placed by Inu I Inu I gives the Euclidean-invariant 
integrability condition, or the Euclidean sinh-Gordon equa
tion. 

All these four cases can be unified with a variable trans
formation as follows. Looking back at Eq. (3.6) we define 

'TJ' = (y'/y)tan(e /2) + 1 . (3.lla) 

t' = 1- (y'/y)cot(e/2). (3.11b) 

Hence (3.6) can be written as 

2ysin e + 'TJ1t - txx = O. (3.12) 

The simplest relation between 'TJ and t would be 

(3.13) 

where a2 is a constant. In order to satisfy (3.13) r andf have 
to take the special values 

r = e2 1(a2 + 1) + (a 2 
- l)cos e I-I, (3.14) 

(3.14) 

Disregarding an overall constant, these determine a family 
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of Lagrangians depending on the parameter a. Substituting 
this in (3.11a) we get 

a tan('TJ/2a) = tan(8/2). (3.15) 

Using this as the definition of'TJ, (3.12) reduces to 

e2 sin('TJ/a) + a'TJ(( - (1/a)'TJxx = 0 . (3.16) 

Rescaling 'TJ and our time (or x) coordinates we get the sine
Gordon equation for 'TJ. Furthermore from (3.14) we can see 
that when a2 is positive, negative, zero, or infinity we get the 
sine-Gordon, the Euclidean sinh-Gordon, the time-indepen
dent or the x-independent equations, respectively. So all four 
cases are unified when we impose (3.13) upon our integrabil
ity condition. 

IV. BEHAVIOR OF TIME-INDEPENDENT SOLUTIONS 

In this section we consider only the time-independent 
solutions of (3.6) which are given by 

2ysine- [ex(1-(y'/y)cot(e/2)J]x =0. (4.1) 

Before we set up a procedure for finding solutions systemati
cally, we consider one special case. We try y of the form 

y = a2
( 1 + cos e)b . (4.2) 

Substituting this in (4.1) we get the potential 

~e; =(2/(1 +b)2)(e2 _a2(1 +cose)I' b), (4.3) 

where e2 is a constant of integration. We can put (3.3) in a 
closed form for x by letting u equal tan (e /2), 

f
tan 0/2 

x=(l+b) du(e2(1+u 2f 

_ a22b + 1(1 + U 2 )1 - h)' 1/2. (4.4) 

We first note that b = - 1 will make x equal O. This 
case corresponds to the x-independent case of Sec. III. We 
recover the sine-Gordon limit when b equals O. So the next 
simple case is given by b equals 1. We get 

x = (2/e){(1/g)F(a,q)} , 

where 

q = 2~a(2a + e) -, I, g = ~(2a + e)le , 

tan a = tan(e /2)~ - 2a) -, Ie , 

(4.5) 

and F is an elliptic integral of the first kind. Still another 
manifestly integrable case is b = - 2. This yields x as a lin
ear combination of elliptic integrals of the first and third 
kinds. These solutions can be compared to the time-indepen
dent solution of the sine-Gordon equation which is an ellip
tic integral of the first kind. 

In order to find out which functionfin the Lagrangian 
would give these solutions, we go back and solve (2.13) and 
get 

f(e) = 3/402 
- 1/(402 cos e) 

-(1-cose)2/[12a2 cose(1 +cose)] (4.6) 

when b = 1. 
Going on to the general case, we note that when we let 

'TJ' = (1 - (y'/y)cot(e /2)), (4.7) 

2y sin e term in (4.1) can be written as 
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- 2e~(y( 1 + cos (J)) . (4.8) 
drJ 

Identifying 2ey( 1 + cos e) with the potential we write (4.1) as 

irJ~ + V(rJ) = e. (4.9) 

Going back to the Eq. (4.7) we note, after integration, 

III, (dJ) 
rJ = e - ~ cot ""2 ddJ . (4.10) 

We can extract some information from this equation. 
We immediately notice that the sine-Gordon limit, where y 
is a constant gives rJ = e. Furthermore, when y equals e/ 
(1 + cos e), (4.1) becomes x independent, as we realized be
fore. This gives rJ = a as expected. 

y(e) must be an even, periodic function of e if the La
grangian is to be parity invariant. Hence, the integrand in 
(4.10) must be even. When integrated it will, in general, give 
another term proportional to e plus an odd, periodic func
tion of e. Therefore, in general, by rescaling rJ if necessary, rJ 
and e differ by an odd, periodic function. In this case any 
periodic function of e, when expressed as a function of rJ is 
again periodic. Hence the potential V(rJ) in (4.9) is periodic 
and the time-independent solutions will exhibit solition be
havior. In cases where y is chosen such that the term propor
tional to e in Eq. (4.10) cancels, rJ will be a periodic function 
of e, and V (rJ) is not necessarily periodic in rJ. Then the time
independent solutions need not exhibit soliton behavior. The 
Euclidean sinh-Gordon equation provides an example for 
this case. 

v. CONCLUSION 

We have constructed a family of classical two-dimen
sional 0(3) CT-models whose integrability condition is a gen
eralization of the sine-Gordon equation. Searching for spe
cial cases of this equation which exhibit symmetries we have 
found a one-parameter family ofLagrangians whose integra
bility condition is again given by the sine-Gordon equation. 
At special values of this parameter the integrability condi
tion abruptly changes from the sine-Gordon equation to the 
Euclidean sinh-Gordon equation, whereas at precisely these 
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special values the equation becomes either the time-indepen
dent or the x-independent one-dimensional harmonic oscil
lator equation. Thus the physical behavior of the system un
dergoes a change at these special values of the parameter. 
This suggests that if the system is quantized with this param
eter as a coupling constant there is a phase transition at these 
special values. 

Going back to the general case, we have shown that the 
time-independent solutions in general, but not always, ex
hibit solitary waves. In some special cases these solutions, 
just like the solitons of the sine-Gordon equation, are de
scribed by elliptic functions. 

It has been shown that the sine-Gordon equation also 
arises in the embedding problem of a two-dimensional sur
face of constant Riemannian curvature in a three-dimen
sional Euclidean space. 6 Our preliminary investigations 
show that the integrability condition (2.17) can be analyzed 
in the same framework and this equation can be obtained as 
one of the Gauss-Codazzi equations of a similar embedding 
problem. Detailed investigations in this direction and at
tempts to quantize the Lagrangian (2.3) for the specific 
choice (3.14) seem to be fruitful directions for further re
search. 
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The Galilean invariance of the Korteweg-de Vries equation is applied in order to characterize the 
structure of degrees of freedom displayed by the inverse scattering transform method. It is found 
that the dynamical systems associated with the discrete scattering data variables admit a 
description in terms of mass, position, and momentum variables similar to the systems of free 
Galilean particles. On the other hand, the radiation component of the KdV field associated with 
the continuous part of the set of scattering data turns out to be described by a new field evolving 
according to a linear partial differential equation. 

PACS numbers: 11.30.Na, 03.40.Kf 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In two previous papers, 1.2 we have analyzed the nonlin
ear Schrodinger equation and the sine-Gordon equation by 
combining techniques of inverse scattering transform (1ST) 
and Lie group theory. The application of the 1ST method to 
these equations reveals a simple structure for their sets of 
degrees of freedom which separate into a discrete and a con
tinuous part. Our aim was to investigate how the corre
sponding dynamical systems can be characterized by means 
of in variance Lie groups. In both cases, the following inter
pretation was obtained. 

(i) Discrete degrees offreedom associated with solitons 
and breathers describe free particles. 

(ii) The radiation component of the nonlinear field de
termines a new field which transforms under the invariance 
group according to a linear realization. 

The object of the present paper is the analysis of the 
Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation 

(1.1) 

considered as a Galilean-invariant dynamical system. In
deed, the KdV equation is invariant under the transforma
tions3 

v'(t ',x') = v(t,x) - ~ c, (1.2) 

where x' = x + ct + a and t ' = t + b. Since the work of 
Gardner, Green, Kruskal, and Miura,4 it is known that the 
KdV flow acquires a simple form when expressed in terms of 
scattering data of the Schrodinger spectral problem. An in
terpretation of this fact was provided by Faddeev and Zak
harov5 who realized that, from the point of view of Hamil
tonian mechanics,6 the scattering data are essentially a set of 
action-angle variables. These properties of the KdV equa
tion apply for space Vofinitial data v(x) verifying v(x) -. 0 as 
x -- ± 00. The Galilean transformations (1.2) with c =f- 0 do 
not preserve this boundary condition and therefore they are 
not defined on V. Nevertheless, (1.2) determines a represen
tation of the generators of the extended Galilei group by 
means of functionals [M,H,P,K J which are well defined on 
V. The Poisson bracket relations satisfied by these function
als reproduce the structure of the extended Galilei Lie alge-

bra with the exception of the Poisson bracket between M and 
K which is not defined. In spite of this drawback, we adopt 
this singular representation of the extended Galilei Lie alge
bra as the basis of our discussion. 

The scattering data variables provided by the 1ST meth
od allow us to analyze the structure of the Galilean genera
tors for the KdV equation by means of concepts of classical 
Galilean mechanics. The expressions for the functionals M, 
H, and P in terms of these variables were already calculated 
by Faddeev and Zakharov.5 We find here the corresponding 
expression for the generator K of pure Galilean transforma
tions. 

1 foo K = - - xv(x)dx. 
6 -cc 

(1.3) 

It is worth mentioning that in the derivation of this result, 
the second symplectic structure of the KdV equation plays a 
key role. The characterization of the Galilean generators in 
terms of scattering data variables leads to the following 
properties. 

(i) Discrete scattering data variables support dynamical 
systems which admit Galilean position and momentum var
iables and which evolve in time according to the free-particle 
motion. However, a complete identification of these systems 
with free classical Galilean particles is not possible due to the 
different role played by the mass variables. 

(ii) Degrees offreedom associated with the continuous 
scattering data variables determine a new field u = u(x) 
which under the KdV flow evolves according to the linear 
evolution equation. 

U t = - U XXX ' (1.4) 

These results, together with their analogs for the non
linear Schrodinger equation and the sine-Gordon equa
tion, provide a group-theoretic interpretation of the dynami
cal structures exhibited by the 1ST method. This 
interpretation, based on the theory of canonical realizations 
of Lie groups, presents the above-mentioned nonlinear fields 
as a composition offree particles and linear radiation fields. 
In this sense, it would be interesting to investigate whether a 
similar characterization may be formulated in the context of 
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the quantum 1ST through the theory of unitary representa
tions of Lie groups. 

II. THE GENERATOR OF GALILEAN 
TRANSFORMATIONS 

A. Scattering data and symplectic forms 

We begin by introducing some notation and some basic 
results about the Schrooinger spectral problem 

( - axx + v(x))f(k,x) = k 2 f(k,x), - 00 <x < 00, 

(2.1) 

with a potential v(x) satisfying the appropriate decaying con
ditions so as to assure the existence of the IST.7

•
s Letf ± 

denote the Jost solutions of (2.1) determined by the asympto
tic conditions 

e+ ikx f ± (k,x) = I + 0(1), as x - ± 00. (2.2) 

These solutions exist for 1m k>O, and for each x, they are 
analytic in 1m k> ° and continuous in 1m k>O. For real 
k =f. 0, there exists two functions a(k ) and b (k ) such that they 
verify 

f. (k,x) = ark )f-( - k,x) + b (k )f_(k,X), (2.3) 

and 

a*(k ) = a( - k ), b *(k ) = b ( - k ), 

la(k W - Ib (k W = 1. (2.4) 

The function ark ) may be continued analytically into 
1m k > ° and it has the following asymptotic forms7

•
8

: 

a(k) = - a/k + .8 + 0(1), as k - 0, (2.5a) 

a(k)=I+r/k+o(l/k), as k-oo, (2.5b) 

where the coefficients a, .8, and rare 

I f= a = --:- v(x)f+(O,x)dx, 
21 - '" 

I f"" . .8 = 1 - --:- v(x)U+(O,x) - ixf+(O,x))dx, 
21 - 00 

(2.6) 

r = ~ f"" v(x)dx. 
2 -00 

Here, and henceforth, the dot means differentiation with re
spect to the k variable. The function a(k ) possesses a finite 
number of simple zeros kl (/ = I, ... ,N) which are located on 
the imaginary axis. It will be assumed that 
Ikll> Ik21 > ... > IkN I. At each zero kl' the Jost functions 
f+ andf_ are proportional, and we will denote by bl 
(/ = 1, ... ,N) the corresponding real coefficients satisfying 

f+(kl,x) = bl f_(kl,x). (2.7) 

It is also proved easily that the eigenvalues of the Schr6-
dinger operator coincide with the squared zeros k ~ of a(k ). 

The function b (k) has the asymptotic forms7
•8 

b(k)=a/k+O+o(I), as k--+O, 

b(k)=o(l/k), as k--+ ±oo, 
where a is the same as in (2.5a), and 0 is given by 

I f"" . 0=--:- v(x)U+(O,x) + ixf+(O,x))dx. 
21 - 00 
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(2.8a) 

(2.8b) 

(2.9) 

Additional regularity and decaying properties of a(k ) and 
b (k ) may be stated for sufficiently differentiable and rapidly 
decreasing potentials.9 

One of the most remarkable properties of the 1ST asso
ciated with the Schr6dinger spectral problem was discovered 
by Faddeev and Zakharov,5 who realized that the Poisson 
bracket operation 

I F,G l = f'" bF ax bG dx, 
- '" bv(x) av(x) 

(2.10) 

introduced by Gardner6 in connection with the KdV equa
tion, derives from a symplectic form in which the spectral 
data are essentially a set of action-angle variables. Indeed, as 
Faddeev and Zakharov proved, this symplectic form is given 
by 

n = 2. dT/i 1\ dSI + ("" dp(k) 1\ dq(k )dk, (2.11) 
I Jo 

where 

51 =21n /bl /, 1'/1 = -kf, (/= 1, ... ,N), 

q(k) = - arg b (k ), p(k) = (2k hr) In la(k W 
(2.12a) 

(k>O). 
(2.12b) 

The origin ofthis simple structure is related to two facts. The 
first one is the form of the variational derivatives of the scat
tering data with respect to the potential function 10 

bk~ 2 blnbl -i 
--= rf/(X) , --=---
bv(x) bv(x) 2klo(kl ) (2.13a) 

X [f_(kl,x)i+(kl,x) - i_(kl,x)f+(kl,x)] , 

ba(k) i 
bv(x) = 2k f+(k,x)f_(k,x), 

bb (k) i 
bv(x) = - Uf+(k,x)f_(k,x), 

(2.13b) 

where rf/(X) in the first equation of (2.13a) denotes the nor
malized real eigenfunction corresponding to the eigenvalue 
k;. The second one is that the equations 

(Jv -k 2ax )fg=0, (2. 14a) 

(Jv - k 2a,,:l(.Ik - gf) + k (fOx g - gax f) = 0, 
(2.14b) 

where 

J v = -! axxx + v(x)ax + ~ vx(x), (2.15) 

are satisfied for every pair J, g of solutions of (2.1). These 
equations lead to simple expressions for the Poisson bracket 
relations among scattering data. 

The operator J v defined in (2.15) is an important object 
in the analysis of the symplectic properties of the 1ST. In 
fact, it defines another Poisson bracket operation according 
toll 

IF,G l' = f"" bF J
v 

bG dx. 
- "" bv(x) bv(x) 

(2.16) 

As a consequence of(2.12) and (2.14) we have that 

( 
bSI b1'/l) (Jv + 1'/ lax ) -;--,-;-- = (0,0), 

uv(x) uv(x) 
(2.17a) 
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(J - k 2J )(oq(k) op(k )) = (00). 
v x OV(X) , ov(x) , 

(2.17b) 

From (2.16), (2.17), and the expression of the symplectic 
form n, one deduces at once that the Poisson bracket I l' 
derives from the symplectic form 

, 1 1'" 1 n = L - - dr/i 1\ d51 + -2 dp(k ) 1\ dq(k )dk. (2.18) 
I T/I 0 k 

In the subsequent discussion, both symplectic structures n 
and n ' will be required. 

B. The Galilean generator in terms of scattering data 

Let us consider the Hamiltonian vector field corre
sponding to the functional 

Ko = roo 00 xv(x)dx (2.19) 

under the symplectic structure n '. It is defined byl2 

oK 1 
ov(x) = J v __ 0 = v + - XV

X
' (2.20) 

ov(x) 2 

The derivative of a functional F in the direction of the vector 
field ov adopts the form 

fOO of 
of= -ov(x)dx = (F,Kol'. 

- = ov(x) 
(2.21) 

Now we are going to show how a Lax's pair trick enables us 
to find the derivatives of the scattering data in the direction 
of OV and, consequently, the Poisson bracket relations 
between Ko and the scattering data. 

Let Lv = - Jxx + v(x) denote the Schrodinger opera
tor. A simple calculation shows that 

ov = U xJx ,Lv J + Lv' (2.22) 

Hence if we consider the derivative of(2.1) in the direction of 
ov, and taking into account that 

k 2f = (Lv - k 2) !kj, (2.23) 

we find 

(2.24) 

In particular, the asymptotic properties of the Jost solution 
f+(k,x) and (2.24) imply that 

(2.25) 

and, as a consequence, one obtains 

(ok{,ob{,oa(k ),ob (k )) 

= (! kl,O, - !ka(k), - !kb (k I), (2.26) 

or, equivalently, 

(o5/,OT/[,oq(k ),op(k)) 

= (O,T/I' - ~kq(k), - ~k2-.!i....(k -Jp(k))). (2.27) 
2 2 dk 

Therefore from (2.21) and the expression of the symplectic 
form n ' we deduce that Ko must satisfy the following equa
tions: 
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The solution of this system is 

_~q(k) 
2 k 

i = 1 . 
Ko= L5/- -q(k)p(k)dk 

I 0 2k 

or, equivalently, 

(2.28a) 

(2.28b) 

(2.29a) 

1 l'" d Ko = 2 L Inlb/l + - Inla(k W - arg b (k )dk. (2.29b) 
I ff 0 dk 

We make several remarks about Eqs. (2.29): (i) Let us exa
mine the integral terms in Eqs. (2.29), Due to (2.5a) and 
(2.8a), we have that 

2 a
2 

( 1 ) la(k)1 = -0+ 0 0' 

arg b (k ) = arg a - i!!.... k + o(k), 
a 

ask-+O+ . (2.30) 

Hence the integrand has a singuiarity J3 at k = ° and the 
integral must be considered as the limit of the integral over 
k>~ as ~ -+ ° + . According to (2.30), we deduce 

In la(k W(arg b (k) - arg a) = 0(1), as k -+ ° +. (2.31) 

Therefore by integrating by parts 

In la(k W - arg b (k )dk L
OC d 

o dk 

i
OO d 

= - - In la(k W'(arg b (k ) - arg a)dk. 
o dk 

The last integral in (2.32) is convergent since 

d 
-In la(k W·(arg b (k ) - arg a) 
dk 

= 2i !!.... + o( 1), as k -+ ° + . 
a 

(2.32) 

(2,33) 

This proves that the integral term in Eqs. (2.29) is well de
fined. 

(ii) From (2.4) and (2.5a), it follows that the coefficient a 
is purely imaginary and then q(k) = - arg b (k) tends to 
± ff/2 as k -+ ° + . Consequently, and taking (2.32) into 

account, it is clear that the expression (2.29a) for Ko satisfies 
the two equations of (2.28b). 

(iii) Formally, the conditions (2.28) determine Ko 
uniquely up to a constant term. Thus the form (2.29a) for Ko 
derives from the fact that Eq. (2.29a) holds for v(x)==O. An 
independent proof of (2.29) for the class of reflectionless po
tentials is given in the Appendix. 

(iv) In the derivation of (2.29) the symplectic form n ' 
has been used instead of n because this latter leads to a Ha
miltonian vector field for Ko(ov(x) = 1) whose associated 
flow does not preserve the asymptotic conditions imposed on 
the potential functions. 
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III. GALILEAN OBSERVABLES FOR THE KdV 
EQUATION 

A. The singular realization of the extended Gamei Lie 
algebra 

A Hamiltonian dynamical system, invariant under the 
Galilei group in two-dimension~l ~~c~time, determines a 
realization of the Lie algebra I M,H,P,K ) of the ex-
tended Galilei group by means of four functions { M,H,P,K J 

in the phase space such that 

I H,P ) = 0, I H,K I = P, I P,K J = M, 

IH,M) = IP,MJ = IK,M) =0. 

(3.1a) 

(3.1b) 

For the KdV equation (1.1) with the Poisson bracket struc
ture I ' ), there are four functionals: 

M = ~ foo v dx, H = foo (~v~ + v3)dX, (3.2a) 
6 ~OO ~oo 2 

P= -- v2 dx, K= -- xvdx, 1 f'" 1 f'" 
2 ~'" 6 ~'" 

(3.2b) 

which satisfy relations (3.1). Nevertheless, according to the 
definition (2.10) of I , J, the Poisson bracket I M,K ) is di
vergent while I K,M J vanishes. That is to say, the pair (M,K) 
does not belong to the domain of pairs of functionals on 
which I , ) is well defined as a skew-symmetric operation. 
In spite of this inconvenience we are going to see how the 
"singular" realization (3.2) of the extended Galilei Lie alge
bra allows us to define some typical Galilean mechanical 
variables. 

The expressions for M, H, and P in terms of scattering 
data were already found by Faddeev and Zakharov.5 With 
the inclusion of the expression for K that we have deduced in 
Sec. II, the list of the four functionals is as follows: 

M = - ~ I 71]12 + ~ ('" ~ p(k )dk, 
3 I 6 Jo k 

(3.3a) 

P = _ ~ L 71;/2 - 2 (00 kp(k )dk, 
3 I Jo 

(3.3b) 

H = - E- L 717/2 + 8 (OO k 3p(k )dk, 
5 I Jo 

(3.3c) 

1 1 100 
K= -- ISI +- q(k)p(k)dk. 

6 I 12 0 

(3.3d) 

Each functional is a sum of two different terms depending, 
respectively, on the discrete and on the continuous parts of 
the set of scattering data. Observe that the contribution of 
the continuous part vanishes if and only if v(x) is a reflection
less potential. 

B. Discrete degrees of freedom 

Let us introduce the canonically conjugate variables 
I to ~ 1/2 8 3/2 ql = - 4 ~I 711 ,PI = - J TJI . 

Then if we denote 

h'o _ 21')1/2 _ ( I P ) 1/3 
"'I - - J'I/ - <) I , 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

the contributions of the discrete scattering data variables to 
the Galilean generators take the form 
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2 ~ 1/2 ~ Md = - - £., TJI = £., ml, 
3 I I 

(3.6a) 

8 ~ 3/2 ~ Pd = - - £., 711 = £.,PI' 
3 I I 

(3.6b) 

H - 32 ~ 5/2 _ ~ (PT + ~ 5) d - --£., TJI - £., -- m l , 
5 I I 2ml 10 

(3.6c) 

1 
Kd = - - L 51 = - I m l ql' 

6 I I 

(3.6d) 

Though these expressions seem to correspond to the Gali
lean realization of a system of free classical particles, the 
identification with this system is not complete since the var
iables ml' representing the masses of the particles, do not 
have null Poisson bracket relations with the Galilean genera
tors. In fact, we have that I ql,m l ,) = - 2·3~3·m/~2·811' 
and therefore 

I ml,Kd ) = - f, rn/~ I (3.7) 

However, the dynamical law associated with (3.6) is identical 
to the one for a system of free particles, i.e., 

dql PI dpi 
-= I ql,HdJ =-, -= IpI,HdJ =0, (3.8) 
dt ml dt 

with the momentum variables PI having the usual form of 
mass times velocity. It must be observed that, according to 
(3.4) and (3.5), the variables PI and ml are always negative 
and consequently the velocities are positive. 

For the case of reflectionless potentials, there are closed 
formulas l4 expressing the potential function v(x) in terms of 
the discrete scattering data variables. It is easy to find the 
form that these formulas acquire when the Galilean varia
bles (rnl,ql,ptl are used. Thus for a potential with Nbound 
states, it follows that 

v(x) = - 2Jxx In det(l + C), 

where C is the N X N matrix with elements 

~mlrnl' 
CIl' = - 2 --'-----

rn l +m l , 

(3.9) 

xexp[ ~ rnl(x - ql - Li l ) + ~ ml,(x - ql' - .1 1')]' 

(3.10) 

Li l = _1_ In II / ml - m n /. 
3ml n"'l ml + mn 

The corresponding solution v(t,x) of the KdV equation 
obtained from (3.9) by making ql(t) = ql(O) + tpJm l is 
called the N-soliton solution. In particular, the one-soliton 
solution is given by 

s(t,x) = -irn2 sech2
[ ~m(x-q(t))], (3.11) 

which represents a pulse of permanent shape whose center 
moves according to the free-particle trajectory q(t ). The most 
interesting property of the N-soliton solutions is that as 
t ----. ± 00, they appear as a superposition 14 of None-soliton 
solutions which emerge from the interaction with the same 
form and speed. The asymptotic trajectories ql(t) of the 
centers of these None-soliton solutions as t -+ ± 00 tum out 
to be 
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(3.12) 

where the shifts b I± with respect to the free-particle trajec
tories q.(t) are 

b/ = -O/~ =_1_ 
3m l 

X [In II I m
l 

- mn I-In II I m l 
- mn I]· (3.13) 

n > I m l + mn n <I m l + mn 

It is worth noting that, due to the existence of these shifts. the 
motion of the asymptotic soliton components is of an inter
acting character. Thus it provides a picture of the dynamics 
of the KdV equation different from the one arising in the 
description through the free-particle variables ( ql' pt!. 

C. Continuous degrees of freedom 

According to (2. 12b), thefunctionsq(k) andp(k) which 
describe the continuous scattering data variables satisfy 

q(k) E R(mod 21T), p(k );>0. (3.14) 

Let us define the complex-valued function 

<p (k) = (~kp(ik )) 1I2exp(iq(i k)) 

for k;>O, <p (k) = <p *( - k) for h:;O. (3.15) 

Under ordinary conditions, 15 the function <p (k ) is rapidly de
creasing as I k I --+ 00. On the other hand, from the asympto
tic behavior oflnla(k Was k --+ 0, and since I <p (k W 
= (21T)~lk 21nla(k 12W, it follows that l(lIk) <p (k W is lo

cally integrable around k = O. All this implies that the func
tion <p (k )/ik belongs to L 2(R) and then it admits a Fourier 
transform 

u(x) = (21T) -1/2 f'" e'kx <p (k) dk. 
- '" ik 

(3.16) 

Note that u(x) is a real function whose derivative Ux is the 
Fourier transform of <p (k ). In this way u = u(x) provides an 
alternative description of the degrees of freedom associated 
with the continuous part of the scattering data variables. It is 
straightforward to rewrite the integral terms of the expres
sions (3.3) for the Galilean generators in terms of the new 
variable u(x). One finds at once 

Me =- -p(k)dk=- u2dx, 1 1'" 1 1 f'" 
6 0 k 6 -'" 

(3.17a) 

Pe = - 2 kp(k )dk = - - u;dx, 1'" 1 f'" 
o 2 - '" 

(3.17b) 

(3.17c) 

Ke = - q(k lP(k )dk = - - xu 2dx. 1 1'" 1 f'" 
12 0 6 - '" 

(3.17d) 

It is interesting to notice that in this representation, the func
tional - KJ Me acquires the typical Galilean interpretation 
as the center of mass of the field u(x). We may also write the 
continuous part ofthe symplectic structure f1 in terms of the 
new variable u(x), and the result is 
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f1e = i'" (dp(k) I\dq(k ))(ou.,bu2)dk 

= - J: '" OU lax OU2 dx. (3. IS) 

Fr.om (3.17c) and (3.1S) we have that the evolution law of the 
field u(x) is given by the linear evolution equation 

U t = - U XXX ' (3.19) 

Therefore we see that by means of a Fourier transform of an 
appropriate combination of the continuous scattering data 
variables, the continuous component of the KdV flow re
duces in such a way that the nonlinear term of the KdV 
equation drops out. 
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APPENDIX 

A proof of (2.29) for reflectionless potentials follows 
from the N-soliton formula 14 

v(x) = - 2axx In det(l + C), (AI) 

C CICm 

1m = Ikll + Ikml exp[ -(lkll + Ikml).x], (A2) 

where k" denotes the N zeros of a(k) and 

C, = la(k l )b,I-1/2. (A3) 

By direct integration we have that 

roo", xv(x)dx 

= 2 lim [xax In det(l + C) -In det(l + C)]. (A4) 
x_ - 00 

Therefore we need only determine the asymptotic expression 
ofdet(l + C)asx --+ - 00. We first note l4 that det(l + C)is 
of the form 

det(l + C) = 1 + I a l exp( - /31x), (A5) , 
where the terms a, exp( - /31 x) are the principal minors ofC 
of every order which have the same form as C itself. Indeed, 
from (A2) it follows that det C = a l exp( - /3IX), where 

a l = det(lIlk/ l + Ikm I) II c7, /31 = I Ikll· (A6) 
I I 

Clearly the term a l exp( - /3IX) in (A5) dominates as 
x --+ - 00. Hence by writing 

it is evident that 

1-"'00 xv(x)dx = - 21n a l • 

(A7) 

(AS) 

Next let us consider a l • Under the reflectionless condition, 
the function ark ) is simply 
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k-k, 
a(k) = If k + k, . 

Then from (A3) and (A9), we deduce 

II c; = 2 - N (II Ihl kll-1) II I k[ - km 
1

2

• 

I I i<m kl + km 

Therefore by using the identity 

(A9) 

(AW) 

d t( 1 ) - 2 - N (II -1) II (Xl - Xm )2 
e XI + Xm - I XI i<m XI + Xm ' 

(All) 

it follows that 

1 
al=II-

[ Ibll 
(Al2) 

and, consequently, 

Fe co xv(x)dx = 2 ~ In Ibll· (Al3) 

This proves (2.29) for reflectioniess potentials. 
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We. develop a grade~ tensor calculus corresponding to arbitrary abelian groups of degrees and 
arbitrary commutatIOn f~~tors. The standard basic constructions and definitions, like tensor 
products, spaces of mul~Il.Inear mappings, contractions, symmetrization, symmetric algebra, as 
well as.the transpose, .adJoInt, and trace of a linear mapping, are generalized to the graded case and 
a mu.ltltud~ of canonIcal isomorphisms is presented. Moreover, the graded versions of the 
classical Lie algebras are introduced, and some of their basic properties are described. 

PACS numbers: 1l.30.Pb, 02.20.Qs 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The present work is the first in a series of papers in 
which we propose to investigate the invariants of Lie super
algebras 1,2 and, in particular, their Casimir elements. Our 
results should include (or, at least, be pertinent to) various 
topics in the representation theory of Lie superalgebras such 
as the classification of irreducible representations by means 
of the eigenvalues of Casimir operators, the study of tensor 
operators, the specification of states in a representation by 
means of chains of subalgebras, the breaking of supersym
metry, etc. 

For obvious reasons we shall concentrate on the classi
cal simple Lie superalgebras. Even for these we are going to 
meet a lot of complications and surprises. Let us recall that, 
in general, the finite-dimensional representations are not 
completely reducible and that certain "nontypical" irreduci
ble representations are not completely specified by the eigen
values of the Casimir operators. J~5 Furthermore, we shal1 
see that for spl(2, 1) the algebra of Casimir elements, i.e., the 
center (in the graded sense) of the enveloping algebra, is not 
finitely generated. This is by no means special to spl(2, 1), in 
fact, our subsequent investigations show that this pheno
menon occurs for most of the general linear, special linear, 
and orthosymplectic Lie superalgebras. 

In the present paper we are going to set up the formal 
foundation for our investigations by developing the graded 
tensor calculus. The reader may wonder whether anything 
new can be said in this field because such a calculus already 
seems to exist (for example, see Ref. 2). But there are certain 
aspects which to our opinion have not yet satisfactorily been 
treated. The most noteworthy topic is the contraction of ten
sors (see Sec. 11). Of course, partial results are known (the 
supertrace being a good example), but what seems to be miss
ing is a systematic treatment which also includes the con
traction with respect to odd bilinear forms. Furthermore, let 
us draw the reader's attention to Sec. 5, where the action of 
the symmetric group is discussed, to Sec. 8, which gives an 
intrinsic definition of the supertrace, to Secs. 7 and 9, where 
the supertranspose and the superadjoint of a linear mapping 
are introduced, and to Sec. 12 in which the supersymmetric 
algebra of a graded vector space is investigated. On the 
whole, the emphasis wil1 be on the coherence and flexibility 

," Supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft. 

of the calculus. Thus we present a multitude of canonical 
homomorphisms and commutative diagrams (in particular, 
see Sec. 6). 

In view of the formal character of the present work, the 
reader might anticipate that our results apply equally wel1 to 
the so-called E Lie algebras. f> This is indeed the case, and we 
shal1 present them in this more general setting (part of our 
material has been obtained independently by Agrawala7

). 

Recall that the E Lie algebras have been introduced into 
physics in Ref. 8, but they were known long ago in the math
ematicalliterature.'I,IO (I am grateful to M. Dullo for draw
ing my attention to these latter references.) It is wel1 known 
that the arguments leading to the classical Lie superalgebras 
immediately generalize to the E Lie algebra case. The alge
bras analogous to the special linear, orthosymplectic, and P
type [that is, b (n)) Lie superalgebras are introduced in the 
Secs. 8 and 10. Also, we remark that our tensor calculus for 
graded modules over an E Lie algebra L is just an elaboration 
and extension of the theory of graded algebras and modules 
as can be found in the mathematical literature. 11,12 This 
could be made evident by explicitly reducing the basic defini
tions on gradedL-modules to those on graded U (L i-modules 
[with U (L ) the enveloping algebra of L]; for the Z2-graded 
case this has been carried out in Ref. 2. 

Note that, by restricting our attention to Lie superalge
bras, we would save but a few lines. On the other hand, it is 
well known that most of the simple Lie superalgebras have a 
Batural Z-gradation, and it may be quite useful (even in prac
tical calculations) to take advantage of this finer structure. 
Let us stress, however, that we shal1 not hesitate to consider 
only Lie superalgebras whenever the more general case 
causes additional problems. 

We close this introduction by collecting a few conven
tions. Throughout this work K will denote a commutative 
field of characteristic zero, r wil1 stand for an abelian group, 
E wil1 be a commutation factor on r with values in K, and L 
wil1 denote an E Lie algebra (the definitions wil1 be repeated 
in Sec. 21. The reader who is interested only in Lie superalge
bras may set r = Z, and E(a, (3) = ( - 1)" (J. Al1 vector 
spaces and algebras are supposed to have K as their field of 
scalars. Let us stress that the algebras and vector spaces are 
not necessarily finite-dimensional unless otherwise stated. 
We recall that infinite-dimensional highest weight modules 
playa vital role in the theory of representations. 
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2. SOME BASIC DEFINITIONS 

A vector space V is said to be r-graded if we are given a 
family (VI' )YEr of subspaces of V such that V is their direct 
sum, 

V = Ell VI" (2.1) 
YET 

An element of V is said to be homogeneous of degree YEr if it 
is an element of VI" Note that the degree ofa nonzero homo
geneous element is uniquely fixed, but that 0 is homogeneous 
of any degree. A subspace V' of V is said to be graded if 

V' = Ell (V'nVy ). 
')fEr 

(2.2) 

If the base field K is considered as a graded vector space, it is 
always understood that the gradation of K is given by 

Ko=K, 
(2.3) 

Kr = !O) if yEr- !O) . 

A. Convention 

In the following we shan frequently be talking about 
homogeneous elements of graded vector spaces. To simplify 
the formulation, let us agree to denote the degree of any 
homogeneous element by the "corresponding" lower case 
Greek letter (in case the element we are talking about is equal 
to zero the Greek letter may be any element of r). Thus, if A, 
B I, C; , ... , g, h, ... , R, S, t, ... , X, y, Z are some homogeneous 
elements, it is tacitly understood that they are homogeneous 
of degree a, {3 I, y; .... , y, 17, ... , p, a, 7, ... ,5, 17, ;, respectively. 
Only occasionally (but, of course, in all cases where there 
could be any doubts) the degrees will be specified explicitly. 

Now let Vand Wbe two r-graded vector spaces. A 
linear mapping g: V ---+ W is said to be homogeneous of degree 
y if g(x) is homogeneous of degree y + 5 whenever the ele
ment XE Vis homogeneous of degree 5' The vector space of all 
such mappings will be denoted by Lgr( V, W)y; it is a subspace 
of L ( V, W), the vector space of all linear mappings of V into 
W. We define Lgr(V, W) to be the sum of these subspaces; 
obviously, this sum is direct, 

Lgr(V,W) = Ell Lgr(V,W)y . 
YET 

(2.4) 

Thus Lgr( V, W) is a r-graded vector space [recall that in Ref. 
6 the space Lgr( V, W) has been denoted by Homgr( V, W)]. We 
remark that this space is equal toL (V, W) if (for example) the 
homogeneous components of Vand Ware equal to ! 0 J for 
all but a finite number of degrees. 

Let U, V, Wbe three r-graded vector spaces and let 
h:U-,>Vand g: V---+Wbe two linear mappings. If h is homo
geneous of degree 17 and g is homogeneous of degree y, then 
goh is homogeneous of degree y + 17. 

An algebra S is called r-graded if its underlying vector 
space is r-graded, 

S= Ell SY' 
yET 

and if, furthermore, 
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(2.5) 

(2.6) 

If S has a unit element e it follows that eESo' A subalgebra or 
an ideal of S is said to be graded ifit is graded as a subspace of 
S. 

Let Tbe a secondr-graded algebra. A mappingS---+Tis 
called a homomorphism of r-graded algebras if it is a homo
morphism ofthe algebra S into the algebra Twhich is homo
geneous of degree zero. 

Suppose I is a graded two-sided ideal of S. There exists 
on S /1 a unique r-gradation such that the canonical map
ping S---+S /1 is homogeneous of degree zerO. Endowed with 
this gradation, S /1 is a r-graded algebra, and the canonical 
mapping S-+S /1 is a homomorphism of graded algebras. 

Example 2. J: Let Vbe a r-graded vector space. The r
graded vector space Lgr( V, V), endowed with the usual multi
plication (i.e., composition) oflinear mappings is an associ
ative r-graded algebra. 

Definition 2. J: A commutation factor on r with values 
in K is a mapping 

c: r Xr ---+K (2.7a) 

such that 

c(a, {3 )c( {3,a) = 1 , 

c(a, {3 + y) = c(a, {3 )c(a,y) , 

cIa + {3,y) = c(a,y)c( {3,y) 

for all a, {3,yEr. 

(2.7b) 

(2.7c) 

(2.7d) 

It follows from the definition that y---+c(y,y) is a homo
morphism of the group r into the multiplicative group 
{ 1,-1). An element yEF is called even or odd if c( y, y) is equal 
to 1 or - 1, respectively; an element x of a r-graded vector 
space V = Ell )'Er Vy is said to be even or odd if x is an element 
of ® I' even VI' or ® rodd Vr , respectively. 

Definition 2.2: Let c be a commutation factor on r. A r
graded algebra 

L = Ell Ly , (2.8) 
YET 

whose product mapping is denoted by a pointed bracket 
( , ), is called an c Lie algebra if the following identities are 
satisfied: 

(A,B) = - c(a, /3 )(B,A ), £ skew-symmetry, (2.9) 

c(y,a){A,(B,C» + cyclic = 0, c Jacobi identity, 
(2.10) 

for an homogeneous elements A,B,CEL. 
Example 2.2: Let S be an associative r-graded algebra. 

On the r-graded vector space S we define a new multiplica
tion ( , ), the c-commutator, by the requirement that 

(a,b ) = ab - c(a, {3 )ba (2.11) 

for all homogeneous elements a,bES. It is easy to see that the 
bracket ( , ) turns S into an c Lie algebra which is said to be 
associated with S and which will be denoted by S (c). 

For later reference let us also introduce the c-anticom
mutator < , ) + which is defined to be the unique bilinear 
mapping of S xS into S such that 

(a,b ) + = ab + c(a, {3 )ba (2.12) 

for all homogeneous elements a,bES. 
Example 2.3: Let Vbe a r-graded vector space. We 
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know that Lgr( V, V) is an associative r-graded algebra (see 
Example 2.1). The € Lie algebra which is associated with 
Lgr( V, V) is called the general linear E Lie algebra of Vand 
will be denoted by gl( V,E). 

Example 2.4: Let T be a r-graded algebra. For any 
DEI', let D (T,E)/j denote the subspace of all elements 
DEgl( V,€)/j such that 

D (ab) = D (a)b + E(D,a)aD (b) (2.13) 

for all homogeneous elements a,bET. It is easy to see that 

D(T,E) = Ell D(T,EIo 
l5Er 

(2.14) 

is a graded subalgebra of gl( T,E). The elements of D (T,E) are 
called the E-derivations of T. 

If Tis associative, the mapping a_(a,·) is a graded 
algebra homomorphism of T(E) into D (T,E) (see Example 
2.2). For any E Lie algebra L, the mapping A-(A,.) is a 
graded algebra homomorphism of L into D (L,E). 

Definition 2. J: Let L be an E Lie algebra. A graded repre
sentation of L in a r-graded vector space V is a homomor
phism p: L-gl( V,E) of r-graded algebras (this implies that p 
is homogeneous of degree zero). A r-graded vector space V 
which is endowed with a graded representation of L is called 
a graded L-module. 

For any graded L-module V, the representative of an 
element AEL will frequently be denoted by A v. If x is an 
element of V, we shall sometimes even write Ax instead of 
Avx . 

Let Vand W be two graded L-modules. A linear map
ping g: V - W which is homogeneous of degree zero and 
which satisfies 

Awog=goAv for all AEL (2.15) 

is called a homomorphism of graded L-modules. 
Graded submodules, graded quotient modules (with re

spect to graded submodules), and direct sums of graded L
modules are defined in the obvious way. 

Example 2.5: The mapping A_ad A = (A,.) is a grad
ed representation of L in the r-graded vector space L (see 
Example 2.4); it is called the adjoint representation of Land 
the r-graded vector space L, endowed with this representa
tion, is called the adjoint L-module. If L is considered as a 
graded L-module it is always understood that L is endowed 
with the adjoint representation. 

Example 2.6: On any r-graded vector space V there is 
the so-called trivial L-module structure, defined by A v = 0 
for all AEL. If K is considered as a graded L-module, it is 
always understood that its L-module structure is trivial, un
less otherwise stated. 

Example 2. 7: Let V be a r-graded vector space. For 
any aEI', we construct a new r-graded vector space va by 
requiring that Vand va coincide as (nongraded) vector 
spaces but that V; = Va + y for all yEI'. We say that va is 
obtained from V by a shift of the r-gradation. Obviously, 
Lgr( V, V) and Lgr( F , F ) coincide as r-graded algebras; 
hence gl( V,E) and gl( F ,E) do likewise. It follows that any 
graded representation of L in V is also a graded representa
tion of L in va. According to our conventions, these two 
representations are not isomorphic, in general. 
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Definition 2.4: Let Vbe a graded L-module. An element 
xEVis said to be L-invariant (or, more simply, invariant) if 

Avx = 0 for all AEL. (2.16) 

Obviously, the set of all L-invariant elements of Vis a graded 
subspace of V, i.e., an element of Vis L-invariant if and only 
if all its homogeneous components are. 

Conversely, let x be a fixed homogeneous element of a 
graded L-module V. An elementAEL is said to leave x invar
iant if A vX = O. The set of all such elements A is a graded 
subalgebra of L. 

3. TENSOR PRODUCTS OF GRADED L-MODULES 

Let Vi' 1 <i<n, be r-graded vector spaces. For any YET, 
we denote by (VI ® ... ® Vn)y the subspace of VI ® ... ® V"' 
which is generated by the tensors of the form x I ® .. , ® x,,, 
where the elements X,E V, are homogeneous of degree t" 
with tl + ... + t" = y. It is well known that 

VI® .. ·®V" = ffi (V1®"'®V,,)y, (3.1) 
yEr 

i.e., the subspaces (VI ® .. , ® V")l' form a r-gradation of 
VI ® ... ® V". In the following, a tensor product of r-graded 
vector spaces will always be endowed with this r-gradation. 
Occasionally, it is advantageous to set the empty tensor pro
duct equal to K (case n = 0). 

Now let Wi' 1 <i<n, be a second family of nT-graded 
vector spaces. Suppose we are given, for every iE! 1, ... ,n!. a 
linear mapping gi: V,- Wi which is homogeneous of degree 
Y" Then there exists a unique linear mapping 

gl ® ••. ® g,,: VI ® •.. ® V,,-WI ® ... ® W" (3.2a) 

such that 

(gl ® ... ®g,,)(x i ® ... ®x,,) = II E(y"tj)gl(xJ! ® ... ®g,,(x,,) 
i>j 

(3.2b) 

for all homogeneous elementsx,EVi. Obviously, gl ® ... ®g" 
is homogeneous of degree Y = YI + .. , + Yn' and the map
ping 

(gl, ... ,g" )--gl ® ... ®g" (3.3) 

of II Lgr(Vi' Wi )l', into Lgr( ® Vi' ® W,)y is n-linear. It fol
lows that there exists a unique linear mapping 

rr: '~I Lgr(Vi,w,)--Lg{~1 Vi' '~I w,) (3.4a) 

such that 

rr(gl ® ... ®g,,) =gl "@ ... ®g" (3.4b) 

for all homogeneous linear mappings giELgr( V" W,). The 
mapping rr is homogeneous of degree zero and injective; it is 
even bijective if the vector spaces Vi are all finite-dimension
al. In the following, the mapping rr(g I ® ... ® g" ) will be de
noted by g I ® ... ® g" even if the gi are not necessarily homo
geneous. 

Let V" 1 <i<n, be a third family of n r-graded vector 
spaces. If we are given, for every iE! 1, ... ,n l, the linear map
pings hi: U, ---+ Vi and gi: V, --Wi' which are homogeneous of 
degree tli and Yi' respectively, then 
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(gl"® "'"®gn)o(h l "® ... "®h n) 

= n E(Yi>17) (glohd"®"'"® (gn ohn)· (3.5) 

N ow assume that L I is an E Lie algebra and that P I is a graded 
representation of LI in VI' for all iEI 1, ... ,n]. The Cartesian 
product L I X ... XL n is an E Lie algebra in the obvious sense. 
and the mapping 

(AI.· .. ,A,,)~ i id "® ... "® P;(Ai)"®"'"® id, (3.6) 
1= I 

with AiELI • is a graded representation of LI X '''XL" in 
VI <81"'<81 Vn · 

Suppose next that the L j are all equal to one fixed E Lie 
algebra L. The diagonal mapping A~(A, ... ,A ) is a graded 
algebra homomorphism of L into L". Consequently, the 
equation 

" p(A) = L id"® ... "® p;(A )"® ... "® id, (3.7) 
i= 1 

with AEL, defines a graded representation p of L in 
VI <81'" <81 V". We callp the graded tensor product of the repre
sentations Pi and VI <81 ... <81 Vn , endowed with this representa
tion, the graded tensor product of the L-modules VI' 

I t is easy to see that the graded tensor product of graded 
L-modules is associative in the obvious sense. The question of 
commutativity is somewhat more subtle and will be dis
cussed in Sec. 5. Let us also remark that, for any graded L
module V, the tensor products K <81 Vand V <81 K are canoni
cally isomorphic to V (provided that K is endowed with the 
trivial L-module structure). 

To give an application, let Vbe a graded L-module and 
let T (V) = Ell NEZ Tn ( V) be the tensor algebra of V. We recall 
that T(V) is a Z xr-graded algebra with Tn (V) = 10] if 
n<, - 1, To(V) = K, and Tn (V) = V<8I .. · <81 V (n factors) if 
n> 1. By the above, all the T" (V). n> 1. are graded L-mod
ules. We introduce on To( V) the trivial L-module structure 
and consider T ( V) as the direct sum of the graded L-modules 
Tn (V), n>O. It is easy to see that, for any AEL, the represen
tative A T of A with respect to this structure is the unique E

derivation of the algebra T( V) which extends the mappingA v 

of T, (V) = V into itself. 

4. MUL TIUNEAR MAPPINGS BETWEEN GRADED L
MODULES 

Let Vi ..... Vn • W be r-graded vector spaces. An n-linear 
mapping g: VI X ... X Vn - W is said to be homogeneous of 
degree Y if g(x I' .... X n ) is homogeneous of degree 
Y + 51 + ... + 5n whenever the elements XiEVI are homo
geneous of degree 5i' The vector space of all such mappings 
will be denoted by Lgr" (V1'''',v,,; W)y, it is a subspace of 
L" (Vi' ...• Vn ; Wi, the vector space of all n-linear mappings of 
VI X· .. X V" into W. We define Lgr" (VI'"'' V,,; W) to be the 
sum of these subspaces; obviously, this sum is direct, 

Lgrn(V" ... ,V,,;W) = Ell Lgrn(V" ... ,Vn;W)y' 
YEr 

(4.1) 

Thus Lgrn(V
" 

.... V"; W) is a r-graded vector space. We re
mark that this space is equal to Ln (VI'"'' Vn; W) if (for exam-
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pIe) the homogeneous components of VI'"'' V"' Ware equal 
to 101 for all but a finite number of degrees. Note also that 
Lgrl(VI;W) = Lgr(VpW). Occasionally, it is advantageous 
to set Lgro( ; W) = W. 

Suppose now thatPI'''''P'''Po are graded representa
tions of an E Lie algebra L in the r-graded vector spaces 
VI"'" Vn, W, respectively. Then there is a unique graded rep
resentation 0' of Lin Lgr" (V1'''',v,,; W) such that 

" 
(u(A )g)(xl,. .. ,xn ) =Po(A )g(XI' .. ·.X") - L E(a.y+ LS}) 

i -:- t )<i 

(4.2) 

for all homogeneous elementsAEL, gELgr,,(VI, .. ·,vn;W), 
and XjEV,. 

The case n = 1 is particularly important; we reformu
late it as follows. If Vand Ware graded L-modules, there 
exists on Lgr( V, W) a unique graded L-module structure such 
that 

Ag = Awog - E(a,y)goA v (4.3) 

for all homogeneous elements AEL and gELgr( V, Wi. 
As a special case let us assume that W = K (endowed 

with the trivial L-module structure). For any r-graded vec
tor space V. the space 

V *gr = Lgr( V,K ) (4.4) 

is called the graded dual of V. Consequently, if Vis a graded 
L-module, there exists on v*gr a unique graded L-module 
structure such that 

A v. g = - E(a,y)goA v (4.5) 

for all homogeneous elements AEL and gE V *gr. Endowed 
with this structure, v*gr will be called the graded dual of the 
L-module Vor the L-module contragredient to V. 

Example 4.1: The graded dual of the adjoint L-module 
will be called the coadjoint L-module. 

Resuming our general discussion, we shall now show 
that, by use of Sec. 3, the general definition (4.2) can be re
duced to the case n = 1. In fact, let Vp ... , Vn , W be r-graded 
vector spaces. By definition of the tensor product 
VI <81 ... <81 Vn, there exists a canonical isomorphism of 
Ln (VI"'" Vn; W) onto L (VI <81 ... <81 Vn, W) which maps any n
linear mapping 

g: VIX·"X V"~W (4.6a) 

onto the linear mapping 

g: VI <81"'<81 V,,-W, 

which satisfies 

g(xi <81'" <81 x" ) = g(xl, ... ,xn ) 

(4.6b) 

(4.6c) 

for all x, E Vi' Obviously, g is homogeneous of degree Y if and 
only if g is homogeneous of degree y. Consequently, the map
ping 

with 

(4.7b) 

is a well-defined isomorphism of r-graded vector spaces. If 
we now assume that Vp'''' V"' W are graded L-modules, it is 
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easy to see that f.l is even a canonical isomorphism of graded 
L-modules. 

Once the spaces Lgrn (VI"'" Vn; W) are endowed with a 
graded L-module structure, we can talk about invariant mul
tilinear mappings. The general definition can be read off 
from Eq. (4.2); we do not write out the details. However, let 
us remark that if the mappinggELgrn(VI""'Vn;W) and the 
elementsx,Ev,; I <i<n, areL-invariant, theng(xl, ... ,xn) isL
invariant as well. 

Example 4.2: Let Vand Wbe two graded L-modules. A 
homogeneous linear mapping g: V---+ W is L-invariant if and 
only if 

A wOg = c(a,y)goA v (4.8) 

for all homogeneous elementsAEL. In particular, the homo
morphisms of graded L-modules are just the linear map
pings which are homogeneous of degree zero and L-invar
iant. 

If the linear mapping g: V---+W is injective, homogen
eous, and L-invariant, then an element XE V is L-invariant if 
and only if g(x) is L-invariant. 

Example 4.3: For any three graded L-modules U, V, W, 
thebilinearmappingofLgr( V, W) X Lgr( U, V) into Lgr( U, W), 
which associates with any pair ( g,h ) of mappings 
gELgr( V, W) and hELgr( U, V) the composed mapping gO h, is 
homogeneous of degree zero and L-invariant. In particular, 
if gELgr( V, W) and hELgr( U, V) are L-invariant, then so is 
goh. 

Example 4.4: Let T be a r-graded algebra. If T is en
dowed with its natural gl(T,c)-module structure, the c-deri
vations of T (see Example 2.4) are just the elements DEgI(T,c) 
that leave the multiplication mapping TxT ---+ T invariant. 

Example 4.5: Let V" I <J<n, be graded L-modules and 
let P,: L-gl(V"c) denote the corresponding graded repre
sentations. An n-linear formgELgrn (VI"'" Vn;K) is L-invar
iant if and only if 

,t I c(a'j~5J )g(xw .. ,P,(A)xI,""Xn)=O (4.9) 

for all homogeneous elements AEL and X,E V" 
Example 4.6: For any graded L-module V, the canoni

cal bilinear form v*grx V-K is L-invariant. [Recall that, 
for any X'Ev*gr andallxEV, this form maps (x',x)ontox'(x).] 

5. ACTION OF THE SYMMETRIC GROUP 

It is evident from the definition that in general the ten
sor product of graded L-modules is not commutative in the 
usual sense. Nevertheless, there exists a natural notion of c
symmetry which perfectly serves to cure this defect. 

For any integer n> I and any permutation 1T of [ I, ... ,n J, 
we define 

I (1T) = !(i,j)j1 <i <j<n, 1T(i) > 17"(jJl . (5.1) 

Now let V" I <i<n, be graded L-modules and let 17" be a 
permutation of [ I, ... ,n]. There exists a unique linear map
ping 

Srr: VI ® ... ® Vn---+V" '(I) ® ... ® V,,_ 'In/ (5.2a) 

such that 
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S7T(x l ®",®xn)= IT c(S'"S'j)X"-'II)®"'®X" 'In) 
li.j)E/I,,) 

(5.2b) 

for all homogeneous elementsx,EV;, l<i<n. It is easy to 
check that S7T is a canonical isomorphism of graded L-mod
ules which is said to be associated with 1T. 

If P is a second permutation of [ I, ... ,n J and if S ; is the 
isomorphism of V" _ '(I) ® .. , ® V" 'In) onto 
V , , ® ... ® V '_') associated with p, then 

" p (I) " p In 

SP7T = S ;oS" . (5.3) 

The discussion simplifies if the V, are all equal to a fixed 
graded L-module V In that case Eq. (5.3) says that 1T-S" is 
a representation of the symmetric group @:in byautomor
phisms of the graded L-module Tn (V) = V ® ... ® V 

Let V;, l<i<n, be a second family ofn graded L-mod
ules. Suppose we are given, for every iE[ I, ... ,n J, a homogen
eous linear mapping g,: V,---+ V; of degree y" If S ~ is the 
isomorphism of V; ® ... ® V~ onto V: 'Ill ® ... ® V: 'In) as
sociated with 17", we have 

S~o(gl ® .. ·®gn) 

II c(Y,'Yj)(g" 'IJI® .. ·®g" 'In/)OS". (5.4) 
\i,j)Ell") 

Example 5.1: For any two graded L-modules U and V 
there is a unique graded L-module isomorphism 

s: U® V---+V® U (S.5a) 
such that 

s(X ®y) = c(S',7]l.Y ®x (S.Sb) 

for all homogeneous elements XEU andyEV We call s the c
symmetry of U ® Vonto V ® U. 

The symmetry transformations S" can easily be tran
scribed into symmetry transformations for modules of mul
tilinear mappings. Thus let Wbe one more graded L-mod
ule. Evidently, the mapping ofLgr(V"jI) ® ... ® Vrrjn)'W) into 
Lgr( VI ® ••• ® Vn , W) defined by g_goS 7T _, is an isomor
phism of graded L-modules. In view of the isomorphism (4.7) 
this shows that the mapping 

S1T: Lgrn (V rrjll , ... ,v"jn); W)-4Lgrn (VI'"'' Vn ; W) (S.6a) 

defined by 

\i,lIEl(7T ') 

for all homogeneous elements XjEV" I <i<n, is a canonical 
isomorphism of graded L-modules. ~ 

If P is a second permutation of ll, ... ,n 1 and if S :: is 
derived from g_goS: ,'just as S". has been derived from 

g---+goS". " then 

SP7T =SpoS::. (5.7) 

Once again the discussion simplifies if V; = V, I <i<n, with a 
fixed graded L-module V In that case Eq. (5.7) says that 
17"-S7T is a representation of the symmetric group @:in by auto
morphisms of the graded L-module Lgrn(V"'" V; W). 

Example 5.2: For any three graded L-modules U, V, W 
there is a unique graded L-module isomorphism 

s: Lgr2(V,U;W)---+Lgr2(U,v;W) (5.8a) 
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such that 

(sb )(x, y) = €(S, 1J)b (y,x) (5.8b) 

for all bELgr2( V,U; W) and all homogeneous elements XEU 
and YE V. We call s the E-symmetry of Lgr 2( V, U; W) onto 
Lgr2(U,V;W). 

We close this section by a few comments on the special 
case where V j = V, 1 <J <n, with a fixed graded L-moduJe V. 
In that case we have the representations 1T~S1T and 1T-Srr of 
the symmetric group @:in by automorphisms of the graded L
modules Tn (V) and Lgrn (V, ... , V;W), respectively. Conse
quently, the standard representation theory of the symmet
ric group can be applied. In particular, we can decompose 
Tn (V) and Lgrn (V, ... ,v; W) into the direct sum of graded 
submodules corresponding to the various symmetry types. 
We do not want to enter these questions here but rather refer 
the reader to Refs. 13 and 14, where some more details are 
given. However, we shall occasionally use concepts such as 
€-symmetry, €-skew-symmetry, €-symmetrization, ... of ten
sors and multilinear mappings, which all have an obvious 
meaning. For example, an n-linear mapping 
hELgr n (V, ... , V; W) is called €-symmetric or €-skew-symmet
ric if Srrh = h or Srrh = sgn(1T)h, respectively, for all permu
tations 1TE@:in' 

6. CANONICAL HOMOMORPHISMS 

As is well known, there exist several canonical homo
morphisms between the tensor products of vector spaces and 
the spaces of multilinear mappings. In the present section we 
shall see that all these homomorphisms can be generalized to 
the graded case, provided some care is exercised with regard 
to the ordering of the various terms. 

The reader will notice that the canonical homomor
phisms to be described below are defined without taking re
course to any L-module structure, i.e., they make sense for 
r-graded vector spaces. Nevertheless, our main objective is 
to point out that these mappings are compatible with the 
graded L-module structures as well. Thus we shall formulate 
our results in this latter context; the case of r-graded vector 
spaces can then be obtained by simply setting L = 10 J. 

In the following it is always understood that all tensor 
products and all modules of multilinear mappings are en
dowed with the structure of a graded module over an E Lie 
algebra according to the rules of Secs. 3 and 4. 

(A) For all graded L-modules VI"'" Vn , W there exists a 
canonical isomorphism J-l of Lgrn( V" ... , Vn ; W) onto 
Lgr( VI ~ '" ® Vn , Wi, which has already been discussed in 
Sec. 4 [see Eqs. (4.6) and (4.7)]. 

(B) For all iEII, ... ,n J, letL j be an E Lie algebra and let Vj 
and Wj be two graded Lj-modules. From Sees. 3 and 4 [in 
particular, see (3.6)] we infer that both ®7= I Lgr(Vj,Wi)and 
Lgr( ® 7 = I Vi' ® 7 = I W j ) are endowed with a structure of a 
graded n;' = I Li -module. With respect to these structures, 
the mapping 1T ofEq. (3.4) is a canonical injective homomor
phism of graded n7= I Lj-modules. 

(C) Consider three graded L-modules, U, V, W. The 
linear mapping 

AI: Lgr(U, Lgr(V,W))-Lgr2(U,V;W) (6.la) 
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defined by 

(A ,(g))(x, y) = (g(x))( y) (6.1b) 

for all gELgr( U, Lgr(V, W)), XEU, yE V, is a canonical isomor
phism of graded L-modules. This implies (see Example 5.2) 
that the mapping 

A2 : Lgr(V, Lgr(U,W))--Lgr2(U,V;W) (6.2a) 

defined by 

(A 2( g))(x, y) = E(S, 1J)( g( y))(x) (6.2b) 

for all gELgr( V, Lgr( U, W)) and all homogeneous elements 
XEU, yE V, is a canonical isomorphism of graded L-modules 
as well. 

In view of (A) we conclude that the graded L-modules 
Lgr(U, Lgr(V,W)), Lgr2(U,V;W), Lgr(U® V,W), and those 
with U and V interchanged, are all canonically isomorphic. 
To underline the relevance of these modules, let us remark 
that the invariant elements of Lgr( U, Lgr(V,v)) are just the 
tensor operators acting on V and transforming according to 
the representation in U. 

Consider next the special case W = K. Let b be a homo
geneous bilinear form on U X V, of degree /3, and let 
g,ELgr(U,V*grj andg2ELgr(V,U*grj be the linear mappings 
which correspond to b under the isomorphisms A., and A.z, 
respectively. We know that g, and g2 are homogeneous of 
degree /3, and if one of the mappings b, g" g2 is L-invariant, 
so are the other two. Finally, b is nondegenerate if and only if 
g, and g2 are injective. 

As an example, let b be the canonical bilinear form On 
v*gr x V. Theng I is the identity of vur andgz is equal to the 
linear mapping 

v: V_I v*gr)*gr 

defined by 

(v(x))(x/) = E(S,S fIx/Ix) 

(6.3a) 

(6.3b) 

for all homogeneous elements xEVand X/Evu r
• According 

to the general remarks above, v is a canonical injective homo
morphism of graded L-modules. Note that v(x) is equal to 
E(S,S) times the usual (nongraded) canonical image of x in 
( v*gr)*gr. 

Returning to the general discussion, we shall now as
sume that U and Vare finite-dimensional and that b is non
degenerate. Then gland gz are bijective. Let b be the linear 
form on U ® Vassociated with b, and let b denote the bilinear 
form on V *gr X U *gr associated with bo(g ,- I ® g; '). It is 
easy to see that 

(6.4) 

for all homogeneous elements XE U and yE V. The bilinear 
form b is homogeneous of degree - /3 and non degenerate; 
furthermore, our definition shows that if b is L-invariant, 
then so is b. We call b the bilinear form E-inverse to b. 

Remark: We could equally well define the €-inverse of b 
to be the bilinear form associated with bot g, ®g2)-I. This 
form is equal to E( /3, /3 )b; thus the formula analogous to (6.4) 
is a little simpler. At present, I do not see any reason to prefer 
one of these definitions to the other. 

(D) Let VI, ... ,Vn,W be graded L-modules. Then there 
exists a unique linear mapping 
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liJ: W® v:gr® ... ® Vrgr---?Lgrn(VI""'Vn;W) 

such that 
n 

(liJ(Y®X~ ® .•. ®x; ))(XI,· .. ,xn) = II X;(Xi)Y 
i= I 

(6.5a) 

(6.5b) 

for all YEW, x;EV1gr, and XiEVi . This mapping is, in fact, a 
canonical injective homomorphism of graded L-modules; it is 
bijective if the spaces V, are finite-dimensional. (Note the 
special ordering of the modules: It avoids additional E fac
tors.) 

The following two special cases are particularly impor
tant. For any two graded L-modules Vand W there exists a 
unique linear mapping 

liJ: W® V*gr---?Lgr(V,W) (6.6a) 

such that 

(liJ(Y®X'))(X) =x'(x)y (6.6b) 

for allYEW, X'Ev*gr, xEV. This mapping is a canonical injec
tive graded L-module homomorphism; it is bijective if V is 
finite-dimensional. 

To obtain the second special case, we note that the ho
momorphism (6.5) can be composed with the isomorphism,u 
mentioned in (A). Choosing W = K then yields a canonical 
injective L-module homomorphism of v:gr ® '" ® Vrgr into 
(VI ® .•. ® Vn )*gr which is bijective if all the Vi are finite-di
mensional. 

Remark: At this point we would like to draw the 
reader's attention to a minor complication in connection 
with (6.5). For simplicity let us assume that W = K. If 11 is a 
permutation of [ 1, ... ,n l, we have the canonical homomor
phisms 

liJ: V:gr®···®Vrgr-+Lgrn(Vp ... ,Vn;K), (6.7) 

liJ': V~~~ ® '" ® V~~I-+Lgrn(Vn1Ii' ... ,vn1nl;K). (6.8) 

The modules on the right are related through the isomor
phism S1T [see Eq. (5.6)]. To discuss the left-hand sides, let us 
define a permutation a of [ 1, ... ,n 1 by 

aIr) = n + 1 - r for 1 <,r<,n . (6.9) 

If S,y_ '1T ',y is the isomorphism of V~~I ® ••• ® V~~I onto 
V:~I) ® ••• ® v:~rnl associated with a- I

1T-
l a [see Eq. (5.2)], 

then 

(6.10) 

The presence, in this formula, of the permutation a is not 
very astonishing. 

7. THE E-TRANSPOSE OF A LINEAR MAPPING 

Let Vand W be two F-graded vector spaces. It is easy 
to see that there exists a unique linear mapping 

T: Lgr(V,W)-+Lgr(Ww,v*gr), 

written in the form g-+ T g, such that 

Tg( y') = E(Y, 1/') y'og 

(7.1a) 

(7.1b) 

for all homogeneous linear mappings gELgr( V, W) and all 
homogeneous linear formsy'EW*gr. This mapping is called 
E-transposition, and for any gELgr( V, W), the mapping 
T gELgr( W *gr, V *gr) is called the E-transpose of g. 
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Obviously, the E-transposition is homogeneous of degree 
zero. If U is a third F-graded vector space and if hELgr( U, V) 
and gELgr( V, W) are homogeneous linear mappings, we have 

T( goh ) = E(Y, 1/) Tho 7'g . (7.2) 

Some care is needed in connection with the E-bitranspose. If 
y: v---?(v*gr)*gr and v': w---?(w*gr)*gr are the canonical ho
momorphisms [see Eq. (6.3)], we obtain 

T7'gOy = y'og (7.3) 

for all gELgr( V, WI. Now suppose that Vand Ware finite
dimensional and that (V *gr)*gr and (W *gr)ur are identified 
with Vand W, respectively, by means of the usual canonical 
mappings (this will be the case if the standard matrix calcu
lus is applied). Then Eq. (7.3) shows that 

I7'g = E(y,y)g (7.4) 

for all homogeneous elements gELgr( V, W). 
The following results show that our definition of the E

transpose fits quite nicely with the canonical constructions 
discussed so far. If 

liJ: W® VW-+Lgr(V,W) , 

liJ*: v*gr ® (W*gr)*gr-+Lgr( w*gr, v*gr) 

(7.5) 

(7.6) 

are canonical [see Eq. (6.6)], if y' is the canonical homomor
phism of W into (w*gr)*gr as defined in Eq. (6.3), and if s 
denotes the E-symmetry of W ® V *gr onto V *gr ® W [see Eq. 
(5.5)], we find that 

To(u = liJ*o(id ® y')os. (7.7) 

Thus under the canonical homomorphisms liJ and liJ* the E
transposition corresponds to the most natural mapping of 
W ® V u r into V *gr ® (W *gr)*gr that we could think of. 

Next, let Vand Wbe two more F-graded vector spaces 
and let g: V -+ Vand h: W ---? W be homogeneous linear map
pings of degree y and 1/, respectively. We define a linear 
mapping 

tPh.g: Lgr(V,W)---?Lgr(V,W) (7.8a) 

by requiring that 

tPh.g(a) = f(y,a)hoaog (7.8b) 

for all homogeneous eiementsaELgr( V, WI· Of course, tPh.1< is 
homogeneous of degree y + 1/. If 

liJ: W® V*gr---?Lgr(V,W), (7.9) 

(7.10) 

are the canonical homomorphisms, it is easy to see that 

tPh.80liJ = (;}o(h ® Tg) . (7.11) 

At last, let us assume that Vand Ware graded L-modules. 
By definition of the contragredient representation we have 

A v* = - T(Av) for all AEL. (7.12) 

We may now use Eq. (7.2) to show that the E-transposition is 
a homomorphism of graded L-modules. Finally, ifVand W 
are also graded L-modules, then if g and hare L-invariant, so 

is tPh.g' 
8. THE E-TRACE 

Let Vbe afinite-dimensional F-graded vector space. 
We regard Vas a graded gl( V,E)-module in the obvious way. 
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Let 

(8.1 ) 

be the canonical isomorphism. (Recall that v",gr = V '" and 
Lgr(V,v) = L (V,V) since Vis finite-dimensional. We keep 
the general notation in order to emphasize the gradation of 
these spaces.) Moreover, let 

s: V® V ",gr-+ V ",gr ® V 

be the E-symmetry [see Eq. (5.5)) and let 

t: v",gr ® V-+K 

(8.2) 

(8.3) 

denote the linear form that is associated with the canonical 
bilinear form on vurX V [see (4.6)]. The composed map
ping 

Tr.: Lgr(V,V)--V® V ",gr-+V",gr ® V-..K (8.4) 

is a linear form on Lgr( V, V), it is called the E-trace. Since 
CtJ - I, s, and t are homogeneous of degree zero and gl( V,E)
invariant, Tr. is likewise. Recall that the gl(V,E)-invariance 
ofTr. is equivalent to the condition that 

Tr.(g,h»)=O 

for all g,hELgr( V, V). 
By definition, we have 

Tr.(CtJ(x ® x')) = E(S,S ')x'(x) 

(8.5) 

(8.6) 

for all homogeneous elements XE Vand X'E V ",gr. To derive an 
explicit formula for the €-trace of a general linear mapping 
gELgr( V, V), let (a j )I<j<n be a homogeneous basis of V (i.e., a 
basis consisting of homogeneous elements) and let (aj)I<J<n 
denote the corresponding dual basis of vur: 

a;(a j ) = oi) for I<i,j,n. (8.7) 

Ifa j is homogeneous ofdegreeaj, the linear forma; is homo
geneous of degree - aj . Using Eq. (8.6), it is easy to show 
that 

n 

Tr.(g) = I E(a"a;)a;(g(a j )). (8.8) 
i= 1 

Note that the numbers a; (g(a j )) are the matrix elements of g 
with respect to the basis (a;)l<j<n' Thus Tr. generalizes the 
well-known supertrace to the present r-graded setting (see 
also Refs. 7 and 15). 

Let Vand Wbe any two finite-dimensional r-graded 
vector spaces. Then the €-trace satisfies the following rules. 

(a) If p: V __ W is a bijective homogeneous linear map
ping of degree 1T, then 

Tr.(pogo p-I) = E(1T,1T)Tr.(g) (8.9) 

for allgELgr(V,V). 
(b) We have 

Tr.(g®h) = Tr.(g)Tr.(h) (8.10) 

for all gELgr( V, V) and hELgr( W, W). 
(c) Let s denote the E-symmetry of V ® V onto itself [see 

Eq. (5.5)J. Then 

Tr.(so( g® h)) = Tr.( gOh) 

for all g,hELgr( V, V). 
(d) For all gELgr( V, V), 

Tr.rg) = Tr.( g) , 
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(8.11) 

(8.12) 

where Tg is the €-transpose of g (see Sec. 7). 
Of course, the most important property of the €-trace is 

its gl( V,€)-invariance. This immediately implies the follow
ing proposition. 

Proposition: For any finite-dimensional graded repre
sentationp of the € Lie algebraL and any integer n> 1, the so
called n-linear €-trace form 

(8.l3) 

on L is homogeneous of degree zero and L-invariant. 1ft is a 
cyclic permutation of ! 1, ... ,n), the form W: is invariant un
der the symmetry transformationS; ofLgrn(L, ... ,L;K I onto 
itself (see Sec. 5). 

The last statement means that, in the graded sense, the 
form 1/1:: is invariant under cyclic permutations of its argu
ments. 

In general, the proposition provides us with a multitude 
of invariant multilinear forms on an € Lie algebra. We con
sider some examples. 

If L is finite-dimensional, it can be applied to the adjoint 
representation. The case n = 2 then yields the so-called Kil
ling form cP of L, 

cp(A,BI=Tr.((adA)(adB)) (8.14) 

for all A,BEL. 
To construct another example, let Vbe a finite-dimen

sional r-graded vector space. Then the proposition shows 
that the bilinear form 1/1 on gl( V,€), defined by 

(8.15) 

for all A,BEgl( V,E), is homogeneous of degree zero, €-sym
metric, and gl( V,€)-invariant; furthermore, it is easy to see 
that 1/1 is nondegenerate. 

In fact, let CtJ denote the canonical isomorphism of 
V ® V ",gr onto Lgr( V, V). Then 

CtJ(x ® x')oCtJ( Y ® y') = x'( y)CtJ(x ® y') (8.16) 

and hence 

¢(CtJ(x ® x'l, CtJ( y ® y')) = €(s, rJ')x'( y)y'(x) , (8.17) 

for all homogeneous elements x,YEVand X',Y'Ev",gr. Our 
claim now follows by inserting for x, y and x', y' the elements 
of a homogeneous basis of Vand the corresponding dual 
basis of v",gr. 

We shall next calculate the Killing form of gl( V,€). Re
call that the canonical mapping CtJ is a graded gl( V,€)-module 
isomorphism of V ® V u r onto gl( V,E). Consequently, it suf
fices to calculate the bilinear E-trace form corresponding to 
V® vur. But an elementAEgl(V,E) acts on V® v",gr 
asA ®id - id ® T A, where TA denotes the E-transpose ofA. 
It is now easy to see that the Killing form rPgI of gl( V,E) is 
given by 

cpgl(A,B) = 2d Tr.(AB) - 2 TrE(A) TrE(B) (8.18) 

for all A,BEgl( V,E), with 

d = Tr.(id v ). (8.19) 

The integer d will playa crucial role in the following. Note 
that id is orthogonal to gl( V,E) with respect to rPgj' This is 
obvious since K . id is the center of gl( V,E). 

Finally, let us define the special linear E Lie algebra 
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sl( V,E) of V: 

sl{V.e) = IAEgl{V,E)ITr,(A ) = OJ . (8.20) 

Obviously, Eq. (8.5) implies that sl( V,E) is a graded ideal of 
gl( V,E). It is not difficult to prove that 

SI(V,E) = (gl{V,E), gl{V,E) (8.21) 

where, according to common usage, the right-hand side de
notes the subspace of gl( V,e) generated by all products 
(A,B), with A,BEgI{V,E). 

We remark that id is an element of sl( V,e) if and only if 
d = O. Consequently, the restriction of t/: to sl( V,e) is nonde
generate if and only if d #0 (provided that V # [0 I). Since 
sl( V,E) is a graded ideal of gl( V,E), its Killing form <p" is equal 
to the restriction of <P g1 to sl( V,E). It follows that 

<p,M,B) = 2d Tr,(AB) (8.22) 

for all A,BESI( V,E). 
If d is nonzero, the adjoint gl( V,E)-module is the direct 

sum of the graded submodules sl( V,E) and K . id. Corre
spondingly, the unique linear mapping 

Wo: V® vur-+sl{V,E) (8.23a) 

such that 

wn(x ®x') = w(x ®x') - (l/d)E(s,s')x'(x)id (8.23b) 

for all homogeneous elements xEVand X'Ev*gr, is a graded 
gl( V,e)-module homomorphism of V ® V *gr onto sl( V,E). 

The case d = 0 but V¥-! 0 J is somewhat pathological. 
This is apparent already from our previous remarks. More
over, in that case there is no graded sl( V,E)-submodule of 
gl( V,E) which is complementary to sl( V,E), i.e., there is no 
element AEgI{V,E)o such that (sl{V,E),A ) CK·A and 
Tr,(A )¥-O. Consequently, a homomorphism analogous to 
(8.23) does not exist. 

9. THE E-ADJOINT OF A LINEAR MAPPING 

Throughout this section, V denotes afinite-dimensional 
r-graded vector space which is endowed with a nondegener
ate homogeneous bilinear form b of degree /3. 

I t is easy to see that there exists a unique linear mapping 
of Lgr( V, V) into itself, written in the form g-+g*, such that 

b ( g*(x), y) = E(Y,s)b (x,g( y)) (9.1) 

for all homogeneous elements gELgr( V, V) and x, YEV For 
any gELgr( V, V), the mapping g* is called the E-adjoint of g 
with respect to b. 

The mapping g-+g* is homogeneous of degree zero and 
bijective; it is closely related to the E-transposition. In fact, 
let 

(9.2a) 

be the linear mapping which is mapped onto b by the canoni
cal isomorphism At [see Eq. (6.1)], i.e., 

(f(x))( y) = b (x, y) (9.2b) 

for all x, yEV We know that/is bijective and homogeneous 
of degree /3. A brief calculation then shows that 

g* = E( /3,y)f-toTgo/ (9.3) 

for all homogeneous elementsgELgr( V, V), where Tg is the E

transpose of g. 
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We can now prove that the E-adjoint operation satisfies 

(goh )* = E(Y, ll)h*og* (9.4) 

for all homogeneous elements g,hELgr( V, V), and 

Tr,( g*) = E( /3, /3) Tr,( g) (9.5) 

for all gELgr( V, V); moreover, we have 

g** =g (9.6) 

for all gELgr( V, V),provided that b is E-symmetric or E-skew-
symmetric. 

10. E LIE ALGEBRAS LEAVING INVARIANT A BILINEAR 
FORM 

Throughout this section, V denotes afinite-dimensional 
r-graded vector space which is endowed with a nondegener
ate homogeneous bilinear form b of degree /3. We assume 
that b is either E-symmetric or E-skew-symmetric; let us agree 
that the upper (resp. lower) sign always corresponds to the 
former (resp. latter) case; thus 

b (x,y) = ± E(S, ll)b (y,x) (10.1) 

for all homogeneous elements x, yE V. 

A. The E Lie algebras L(b) 

LetL (b) denote the graded subalgebra of gl( V,E) consist
ing of all elements which leave the bilinear form b invariant 
(see the end of Sec. 2).16 Thus a homogeneous element 
AEgI( V,E) belongs to L (b ) if and only if 

b (Ax, y) + E(a,s)b (x, Ay) = 0 (10.2) 

for all homogeneous elements x, yE V In view of the defini
tion of the E-adjoint linear mapping (with respect to b ) this 
means that 

L (b) = !AEgI{V,E)IA * = - A I . (10.3) 

To gain some insight into the structure of L (b ) let us intro
duce the composed linear mapping 

1To: V® V-+V® V*gr-+Lgr{V,v) , (lO.4a) 

where the first mapping is equal to id '®j, with/ defined by 
equation (9.2), and the second is the canonical isomorphism. 
It foIlows that 

1To(X ® y)z = E( /3,s)b (y,z)x ( IOAb) 

for all homogeneous elements x, y, zE V. By definition, the 
mapping 1To is bijective, homogeneous of degree /3, and L (b )
invariant. 

We are interested in the inverse image of L (b ) under 1To· 
Lets denote the E-symmetry of V ® Vonto itself(see equation 
(5.5)). Then it is easy to see that 

1To(u)* = ± E( /3, /3 )1To(s(u)) (10.5) 

for all tensors UE V ® V (check the formula for decomposable 
tensors x ®y with homogeneous elements X,YEV). Conse
quently, for any UEV ® V, the element 1To(u) belongs toL (b) if 
and only if 

s(U) = +E(/3,/3)U. (10.6) 

We set 

b = + E( /3, /3 ) (10.7) 
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and define for O'E II, - I J 

U<7= IUEV®Vls(u)=O'uJ. (10.8) 

Obviously, U I and U -I are graded L (b )-submodules of 
V ® V, their sum is direct and equal to V ® V, and their di
mensions are given by 

dim u a = ~(mZ + O'd) , 

with 

m = dim V, d = Tr.(id v)' 

We remark that 

d = 0 if e( {3, {3) = - I . 

(10.9) 

(10.10) 

(10.11) 

Using this notation, our above result means that 1To induces a 
bijective L (b I-invariant linear mapping of U b onto L (b), 
which is homogeneous of degree {3. In particular, we have 

dim L (b) = Hm 2 +e({3,{3)d] . (10.12) 

We may now compose the projector ~(id + 8s) of V ® Vonto 
U D (parallel to U -Ii) with the mapping 1To. Thus let 1Tdenote 
the unique linear mapping 

1T: V® V_L (b) 

such that 

(1O.13a) 

1T(X ® y)z = e( {3,s)b (y,z)x + e( {3, {3 )e(s, 7])e( {3, 7])b (x,z)y 
(1O.13b) 

for all homogeneous elements x, y, ZE V. Then 1T is homogen
eous of degree {3 and L (b I-invariant, it maps U 6 bijectively 
onto L (b ), and its kernel is equal to U - 6. In particular, we 
have 

1T(X ®y) = + e( {3, {3)e(s, 7])1T(Y®X) (10.14) 

for all homogeneous elements x, yE V. The mapping 1T pro
vides us with a very useful parametrization of the algebra 
L (b ). F or example, the comm utation relations for L (b ) follow 
immediately from the L (b )-invariance of 1T. 

Finally, let us calculate the e-trace of the elements 
1T(X ® y). It is not difficult to show that for all x, yE V 

Tr.(1ToS(x ®y)) = b (x,y) (10.15) 

and hence that 

Tr.(1T(x®y)) = ±(I-e({3,{3))b(x,y). (10.16) 

We shall now distinguish two cases. 
(a) Suppose first that e( {3, {3) = I, i.e., that /3 is even. 

This case generalizes the orthosymplectic Lie superalgebras, 
and hence we shall frequently write osp(b ) instead of L (b ). 
Equation (10.16) shows that 

Tr.(A)=O for all AEOSp(b), (10.17) 

a relation which also follows from Eqs. (10.3) and (9.5). 
(b) Suppose next that e( /3, (3) = - I, i.e., that /3 is odd. 

Then the elements of L (b ) are not necessarily e-traceless, pro
vided that V =1= 10 J. Let us define 

P(b) = IAEL (b )ITr.(A ) = OJ . (10.18) 

Obviously, P (b ) is a graded ideal of L (b ). It can be shown that, 
for V =1= 10 J there is no gradedP (b )-submoduleofL (b ) which 
is complementary to P (b ). Our notation indicates that the 
algebras P (b ) generalize the Lie superalgebras denoted by 
Pin - 1) in Ref. I and by b (n) in Ref. 2. 
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Example: We choose r = Zz X Zz and define 

e((al,aZ)'( {31' /3z)) = ( - I tl f3, + a, /31 (10.19) 

for all al,az, /31' /3zEZz. As an abbreviation, we set r. 
= r - 10 J. Let Vbe a three-dimensional vector space. 

Choose a basis (ea )aEr of Vand define a r-gradation of Vby 
* 

Vo = 10J, Va = K· ea for aEF. . (10.20) 

Let b denote the bilinear form on V which satisfies 

b (ea ,ey ) = {jay for all a,yEF •. (10.21) 

Obviously, b is non degenerate, e-symmetric, and homogen
eous of degree zero. 

The corresponding orthosymplectic algebra osp(b ) is 
easily described. Define a family (E'7 )'7Er of elements of 
osp(b ) through the equation 

1T(ea ®ey)=Ea+ y for all a,yEF. (10.22) 

(this is possible). By definition, E'7 is homogeneous of degree 
7]. The element Eo is equal to zero, whereas (Ea )aEr is a basis 

* for osp(b ). Finally, we have 

(10.23) 

Note that this algebra has already been discussed in Ref. 8. 

B. The coadjoint module of L(b) 

We define for O'Ell, - I J 

w a = IAELgr(V, V)IA * = O'A J . 

It follows that 

W<7 = I B + oB *IBELgr(V, VJl 

and also [see Eq. (10.5)] 

1T o( U '1 = w ± <7« /3. (3) • 

In particular, we have 

W- I =L(b). 

Obviously, W I and W -I are r-graded subspaces of 

(10.24) 

(10.25) 

(10.26) 

(10.27) 

Lgr( V, V), and Lgr( V, V) is their direct sum. Furthermore, it is 
easy to check that for all O',1'E 11, - 1 J 

< W a, wr) c W - ar, (10.28) 

< W a, wr> + C war (10.29) 

where ( , ) + denotes the e-anticommutator [see Eq. (2.12)). 
In particular, W I is a graded L (b )-submodule of Lgr( V, V). 

N ow let t/! denote the bilinear form on Lgr( V, V) defined 
by 

tj;(A,B) = Tr.(AB) (10.30) 

for allA,BELgr(V, V) [see Eq. (8.15))' We know that tj;is non
degenerate, gl( V,e)-invariant, e-symmetric, and homogen
eous of degree zero. Moreover, a brief calculation (using the 
rules in Sec. 9) shows that 

tj;(A,B + O'B *) = tj;(A + O'e( /3, (3)A *,B) (10.31) 

forbothO'Ell, - 1 J and all A ,BELgr(V, V). Thisequationim
plies that W - a« f3. /3) is the subspace of Lgr(V, V) orthogonal 
to w a with respect to tj;. More precisely, for both O'E 11, - 1 J 
we draw the following conclusions: 

(a) Suppose first that{3 is even. Then W<7 and W - a are 
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orthogonal with respect to tP, and the restriction of tP to W" 
is nondegenerate. In particular, the restriction of tP to osp(b ) 
is nondegenerate. Consequently, the coadjoint osp(b )-mod
ule (see Example 4.1) is isomorphic to the adjoint osp(b )
module. 

(b) Suppose next that (3 is odd. Then W" is totally iso
tropic with respect to tP (i.e., the restriction of tP to W" is 
equal to zero), and the restriction of tP to W" X W -- " is non
degenerate. In particular, we may use the restriction of tP to 
W I XL (b ) to identify the graded L (b I-module W I with the 
coadjoint L (b I-module (see Example 4.1). Consequently, the 
dual ofP (b ) can be identified with WI/K . ideven when con
sidered as a graded L (b I-module. 

C. Some invariant multilinear forms on L(b) and L(b) "9r 

We keep the notation of the foregoing subsections. For 
any CTE [ 1, - Il and any integer n;> 1 let us define an n-linear 
form tP~ on W" through the equation 

(10.32) 

for allAjEW". Obviously, tP~ is homogeneous of degree zero 
andL (b I-invariant. Beside its invariance, in the graded sense, 
under cyclic permutations of its arguments (see the proposi
tion in Sec. 8) tP~ also satisfies the relation 

(10.33) 

Here p is the permutation of [ 1 , ... ,n l defined by 
p(r) = n + 1 - r for 1 <r<n, and Sp is the corresponding 
symmetry transformation of Lgr n (W", ... , W<7;K) onto itself 
(see Sec. 5). Equation (10.33) follows from (9.4) (generalized 
to n factors) and (9.5). 

For later reference we note that the relation (10.33) im
plies the vanishing of the E-symmetrization of tP~ in case 
~E( (3, (3 ) is equal to - 1. 

We shall now concentrate on the invariant bilinear 
forms on L (b ). Of course, tP2- I is nothing but the restriction 
oftPtoL (b); we have seen that this form is nondegenerateif(3 
is even but equal to zero if (3 is odd. 

Let us next determine the Killing form ¢L of L (b) [see 
Eq. (8.14)]. Todo so we recall that 1Toinducesa bijectiveL (b )
invariant linear mapping of u.s ontoL (b) which ishomogen
eous of degree (3. Consequently [see Eq. (8.9)], the Killing 
form of L (b ) is equal to E( (3, (3 ) times the bilinear E--trace form 
corresponding to U.s. Since V ® V is the direct sum of its 
gradedL (b )-submodules U I and U -I, and since !(id + 8s) is 
the corresponding projector of V ® Vonto U b, we conclude 
that 

¢L(A,B) = E( (3, (3)Tr.(!(id + 8s)oA v ® voBv" v) (10.34) 

for all A ,BEL (b ). Using our rules for the E-trace (see Sec. 8) it 
is easy to calculate the right-hand side; we obtain 

¢L(A,B) = E( (3, (3 H(d + 2o)Tr,(AB) + Tr.(A )Tr.(B)) , 
(10.35) 

and hence 

¢osp(A,B)=(d +2)Tr.(AB) if (3 is even, (10.36) 

¢L(A,B) = - Trt(A )Tr.(B) if (3 is odd (10.37) 

for all A ,BEL (b). In particular, the Killing form ¢osp ofosp(b) 
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(with (3 even) is nondegenerate if and only if d =I ± 2. 
Suppose now that(3is odd. SinceP (b) is a graded ideal of 

L (b), its Killing form ¢p is equal to the restriction of ¢L to 
P(b). Equation (10.37) then implies that tPP = O. 

11. CONTRACTION OF TENSORS 

Let Vw '" Vn, n;>2, and Wbe graded L-modules. Sup
pose that l<r<s<n and that b: Vr X Vs-W is a homogen
eous L-invariant bilinear mapping of degree (3. Define a 
mapping7rs : rn_K by 

for allsjEF. Then there is a unique linear mapping 

" " Cb : VI ® ... ® Vn - W ® VI ® .. , ® Vr ® ... ® V, ® ... ® Vn 
(l1.2a) 

such that 

Cb(X I ® ... ®xn) 

= Trs(SI,· .. ,sn)b (x"x,) ®x I ® ... ®xr ® ... ®xs ® ... ®xn 
( 11.2b) 

for all homogeneous elementsxjEv,; the caret indicates that 
the term under it has to be deleted. The mapping Cb is homo
geneous of degree (3 and L-inuariant, we call it a contraction 
with respect to b. 

The most important case is the one with W = K. In that 
case two "independent" contractions E-commute. More pre
cisely, let r,s,r',s' be four different elements of [1, ... ,n l such 
that r <s and r' < s' (thus we assume that n;>4). Ifb and b 'are 
homogeneous L-invariant bilinear forms on Vr X V, and 
V

r
, X V

s
' , of degree (3 and (3', respectively, then 

CboC
b

, =E((3,(3')C
b

,oCb • (11.3) 

Note that our notation is somewhat oversimplified in that on 
the right Cb is defined on VA ® ••. ® Vn , whereas on the left it 
acts on VI ® ... ® V

r
, ® ... ® V

s
' ® ... ® Vn , and similarly for 

Cb ,· 

To proceed, let us introduce a second type of contrac
tion. As before, let VI'"'' Vn, n;>2, and Wbe graded L-mod
ules. Suppose that 1 <r <s<n, that Vr and V, arefinite-di
mensional, and that b is a nondegenerate homogeneous 
L-invariant bilinear form on Vr X V, of degree (3. We choose 
homogeneous bases (a;)I<;p<;m and (a~)I"q"m of Vr and V" 
respectively, such that 

b (a; ,a~) = Opq for 1 <p,q<m . ( 11.4) 

If a; and a~ are homogeneous of degree a; and a~, respec
tively, we have 

a; +a; +(3=0 for 1 <p<m . (11.5) 

Then there exists a unique linear mapping 

Cb : Lgr n (VI"'" Vn; W)-Lgr n _ 2 (VI'"'' Vr, ... , V, , ... , Vn; W) 
(11.6a) 

such that 
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(Cb(h ))(Xp ... ,X" ... ,X" ... ,Xn ) 

= E( 1J + I"±/" (J) ptl E(a;,a;)E( a;, r~</j) 
X h (xl, ... ,a;, ... ,a; , ... ,x,,) (11.6b) 

for all homogeneous elements hELgrn (V1, ... ,vn; W) (of de
gree 1J) and all homogeneous elements XiE Vi' Once again the 
caret indicates that the term under it has to be deleted. 

The mapping C b is homogeneous of degree - (J and L
invariant, it is also called a contraction with respect to b. 

We shall now show that this second type of contraction 
is closely related to the first one. Let 

w: W® v~gr® •.. ® Vrgr-+Lgrn(Vw .. ,vn;W) , (11.7) 

w': W® v~gr® ... ® V~gr® ... ® V~gr® ... ® Vrgr 

(11.8) 

be the canonical homomorphisms [see Eq. (6.5)] and let b 
denote the E-inverse of b [see Eq. (6.4)]; we recall that b is a 
nondegenerate homogeneous L-invariant bilinear form on 
v~gr X V ~gr of degree - {J. Then we have 

CboW=W'oCb' (11.9) 

Actually, this equation has been the starting point for our 
definition of Cb • If wand w' are bijective (which is the case if 
the vector spaces Vi are all finite-dimensional), Eq. (11.9) can 
in fact be used to define Cb • In any case, it follows that Cb 

does not depend on the choice of bases (which, of course, can 
also be checked directly). 

We remark that two independent contractions Cb and 
C

b
• E-commute in the same sense as the contractions Cb and 

C
b

, above (of course, we now have to assume that V,, V,, V", 
V

s
' are finite-dimensional and that band b ' are nondegener

ate). 

12. THE E-SYMMETRIC ALGEBRA OF A GRADED L
MODULE 

Let Vbe a graded L-module, and let T(V) denote the 
tensor algebra of V. We recall that T ( V) is a Z X r-graded 
algebra, 

T(V) = Ell Tn (V) , (12.1) 
nEZ 

with Tn (V) = {OJ ifn<; - I, To(V) = K, and 
Tn(V) = V® .. · ® V (n factors) ifn;;;. 1. Let I(V,E) be the two
sided ideal of T(V) which is generated by the tensors of the 
form x ® y - E(5, 1J)Y ® x, where x and yare homogeneous 
elements of V. The quotient algebra 

S(V,E) = T(V)lI(V,E) (12.2) 

is called the E-symmetric algebra of V (see Ref. 6). Obviously, 
I (V,E)isaZ Xr-gradedidealofT( V). ItfollowsthatS (V,E)is 
a Z X r-graded algebra and that the canonical mapping 

7: T(V)-+S (V,E) (12.3) 

is a homomorphism of Z X r-graded algebras. We recall that 
S (V,E) is associative, E-commutative, and has a unit element. 

The Z-gradation of S (V,E), 

S(V,E) = Ell Sn(V,E) , (12.4) 
nEZ 
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can be made more explicit, as follows. Let us define, for all 
nEZ, 

In (V,E) = I(V,E)nTn(V), (12.5) 

Obviously, we have In (V,E) = {OJ ifn<; 1. For n;;;.2,In(V,E) is 
the subspace of Tn (V) that is generated by the tensors of the 
form 

XI ® ... ®X, ® (x ®y - E(5, 1Jl.Y ®x) ®YI ® ... ®y" (12.6) 

where x, y,x i , Yj are homogeneous elements of Vand 
r + s + 2 = n. Thus In (V,E) is a r-graded subspace of Tn (V), 
the (direct) sum of the In (V,E) is equal to I (V,E), and Sn (V,E) 
can be identified with Tn (V)I In (V,E), 

S.,(V,E) = T.,(V)lIn(V,E); (12.7) 

let 

(12.8) 

be the canonical mapping. Note that Sn (V,E) = {O J if 
n <; - 1; furthermore, Sol V,E) and SI (V,E) can be identified 
with K and V, respectively. 

Next we recall (see Sec. 3) that T (V) has a natural struc
ture of a graded L-module. In fact, for any Ad, the repre
sentativeA T isanE-derivation ofT (V)which maps I (V,E) into 
itself. It follows that there exists a unique graded representa
tion A-+As of L in S (V,E) such that 

As o1' = ToA r for all Ad. (12.9) 

For any Ad, the representative As is the unique E-deriva
tion of the algebra S (V,E) that extends the mapping A v of 
SIlV,E) = Vinto itself. Since the Tn (V), nEZ, are graded L
submodules of T( V), we conclude that the Sn (V,E), nEZ, are 
graded L-submodules of S (V,E). By definition, 7 and the 7 n' 

nEZ, are homomorphisms of graded L-modules. 
The algebra S (V,E) and the injection V -+S (V,E) satisfy a 

universal property which is completely analogous to those of 
the usual symmetric and exterior algebras; we do not want to 
repeat it here (see Proposition 1 of Ref. 6). Instead, we men
tion a related universal pair. 

For any integer n;;;. I let 

(12.lOa) 

denote the n-linear mapping associated with 7n , i.e., 

'Tn(xl,···,xn) =XI"'Xn (12.lOb) 

for all xiEV. It is easy to see that 'Tn is E-symmetric. Then the 
pair (Sn (V,E), 'Tn) has the following universal property: 

For any E-symmetric n-linear mapping/of vn into a 
vector space W there exists a unique linear mapping! of 
Sn(V,E) into Wsuch that/=)o'Tn . 

Now let Wbe a graded L-module and let Lgr" (V, W;E) 
denote the graded L-submodule of all E-symmetric elements 
ofLgrn (V, ... , V; W). Then the assignment/-+) defines a grad
ed L-module isomorphism of Lgr" (V, W;E) onto 
Lgr(Sn (V,E), W). 

Finally, we show that Sn (V,E) is isomorphic to the space 
of E-symmetric tensors of rank n. For any integer n;;;' 1 let 
T ~ (V,E) denote the graded L-submodule of all E-symmetric 
tensors in Tn ( V). The E-symmetrization 

1 
t-+, L S".(t) (12.11) 

n. )J"E<e;n 
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defines a graded L-module homomorphism of Tn (V) onto 
T~ (V,€). Using the universal property of(Sn (V,€),1'n) it fol
lows that there exists a unique surjective graded L-module 
homomorphism 

an: Sn(V,€)-T~(V,€) 

such that 

(12.12a) 

1 
an(x\".xn)=, I S1T(X\®"'®Xn) (12.12b) 

n. 1TE~n 

for all X;EV. Applying Tn to both sides of this equation, we 
see that Tn an (z) = z for all zESn (V,€). Thus we conclude that 
an is a graded L-module isomorphism and that the restric
tion of Tn to T~ (V,€) is its inverse. 
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The classical fra~ework for investigating the Casimir elements of a Lie algebra is generalized to 
the case ~f an E Lie algebra L. We construct the standard L-module isomorphism of the E

symmetnc algebra of L onto its enveloping algebra, and we introduce the Harish-Chandra 
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c?nstruct the associated standard sequence of Casimir elements and derive a formula for ;heir 
eigenvalues in an arbitrary highest weight module. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The present work is a direct sequel to Ref. 1. With the 
graded tensor calculus developed there at hand, we are now 
going to investigate the Casimir elements of E Lie algebras2 

(and hence of Lie superalgebras3,4). 
At present, not very much is known about this topic. 

Jarvis and Greens have constructed a standard sequence of 
Casimir elements for the general linear, the special linear, 
and the orthosymplectic Lie superalgebras and have derived 
certain characteristic polynomial identities. They have also 
calculated the eigenvalues of the quadratic Casimir opera
tors for the irreducible finite-dimensional representations 
(these were already known3

). Their investigations have been 
extended by Jarvis and Murray6 to include certain algebras 
which are closely related to the so-called strange classical Lie 
superalgebras. Later on, Green and Jarvis? studied the E Lie 
algebra case along similar lines. The construction of Casimir 
elements and the calculation of their eigenvalues have also 
been discussed in Refs. 8 and 9, respectively. The most pro
found results obtained thus far are those by Kac,IO,1I who 
has investigated the center of the enveloping algebra of the 
basic classical Lie superalgebras and, in particular, has de
rived a graded version of Chevalley's invariants lifting 
theorem (which, incidentally, only holds in a weakened 
form). 

To study the Casimir elements of an E Lie algebra, we 
try to follow the classical approach. It is well known 12 that 
the enveloping algebra U (L ) and the symmetric algebraS (L ) 
of a Lie algebra L are canonically isomorphic as L-modules. 
This implies that the center of U (L ) (i.e., the algebra of Cas i
mir elements of L ) is, as a vector space, isomorphic to the 
subspace of L-invariant elements of S (L ). Closely related to 
this is the fact that any invariant symmetric multilinear form 
on the coadjoint module L '" of L yields a Casimir element 
provided that L is finite-dimensional. This construction ma~ 
be more familiar if we assume in addition that L admits a 
nondegenerate invariant bilinear form, for then we may con
sider multilinear forms on L instead of those on L "'. As 
shown in the Secs. 2, 3, and 4, all these results immediately 
generalize to the graded case. A few elementary facts about 
the so-called Harish-Chandra homomorphism are derived 
in Sec. 5, 

.) Supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft. 

The aforementioned constructions are, in a sense, com
plete. Nevertheless, they are not quite satisfactory from a 
practical point of view. In the subsequent sections we shaH 
therefore discuss a different method of constructing Casimir 
elements. It applies in case the generators can be written in a 
"canonical two-index form," but, in general, it does not yield 
all Casimir elements. The method is classical for Lie algebras 
and it has already been applied to Lie superalgebras in Refs. 
5 and 6. In Sec. 6 we shall construct the corresponding alge
bra of "tensor operators" from which the Casimir elements 
are obtained via contraction. Provided that certain addi
tional assumptions are fulfilled, we are then able to derive in 
Sec. 7 a general formula for the eigenvalues of these Casimir 
elements in a highest weight module, just as in the Lie alge
bra case. 13 For the generalized orthosymplectic algebras our 
Casimir elements satisfy certain polynomial relations, 
whereas for the P-type [that is, b (n)-type] algebras they all 
vanish; this will be proved in Sec. 8. A few additional re
marks concerning the Casimir elements of the P-type alge
bras are made in Sec. 9. 

Finally, in an appendix we shall briefly describe how the 
entries investigated in the present work behave under a 
change of the commutation factor? 

In closing this introduction we note that the conven
tions as specified in Ref. 1 are still in force. Thus K denotes a 
commutative field of characteristic zero, r stands for an abe
lian group, E is a commutation factor on r with values in K, 
and L denotes an E Lie algebra. 

Let us also remind the reader that the degree of a homo
geneous element is denoted by the "corresponding" lower 
case Greek letter (see the convention in Sec. 2 of Ref. 1 j, 

2. THE CANONICAL ISOMORPHISM OF S(L E) ONTO 
U(L) • 

Let us first recall the definition of the (universal) envel
oping algebra U (L ) of L. 2 We start from the tensor algebra 
T (~ ) ~f L and consider the two-sided ideal J (L ) of T (L ) 
whIch IS generated by the tensors of the form 

A ®B - E(a,f3)B®A - (A,B), (2.1) 

whereA and B are homogeneous elements of L. The quotient 
algebra 

U(L) = T(L )/J(L) (2.2) 
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is called the enveloping algebra of L; it is associative and has a 
unit element. The canonical homomorphism of T(L) onto 
U (L ) will be denoted by qJ, 

qJ: T(L )-U(L). (2.3) 

Next we recall that T(L) is aZ Xr-graded algebra (see 
Ref. 1, Sec. 3). Since the elements (2.1) are homogeneous with 
respect to the r-gradation, it follows that J (L ) is a r-graded 
ideal of T(L ). Consequently, U(L ) inherits a (unique) r-gra
dation from T (L ) such that qJ is homogeneous of degree zero. 
Endowed with this gradation, U (L ) is a r-graded algebra. 

On the other hand, the Z-gradation of T(L ) leads, in 
general, only to a filtration of U(L), as follows. For any in
teger n, define 

Un(L ) = qJ ( EEl Tr(L )). 
r<on 

(2.4) 

Evidently, (Un(L ))nEZ is an increasing family of r-graded 
subspaces of U (L ) whose union is equal to U (L ) and which 
satisfy 

Un(L )Um(L)C un+m(L) for all n,mEZ. (2.5) 

The family (Un(L ))nEZ is called the canonical filtration of 
U(L). Note that Un(L) = [OJ ifn< - 1. For any element 
X E U (L ), the smallest integer n;>O such that X E U nIL ) will be 
called the (filtration) order of X. 

Evidently, the base field K can be identified with UO(L ), 
the set of all scalar multiples of the unit element of U (L ). 
Consider next the mapping composed of the canonical injec
tion of L = TI(L) into T(L) and the canonical homomor
phism qJ of T(L) onto U(L). It follows from the Poincare
Birkhoff -Witt theorem 2 that this mapping L-U (L ) is injec
tive; we use it to identify L with a r-graded subspace of U (L ). 

To proceed we recall that the E Lie algebra of E-deriva
tions of L is denoted by D (L,E) (see Ref. 1, Example 2.4). We 
consider L as a graded D (L,E)-module in the obvious way. 
Then T(L ) has a natural structure ofa r-gradedD (L,E)-mod
ule (see Ref. 1, Sec. 3): For any DEn (L,E), the representative 
DT of D is the unique E-derivation of T(L ) which extends D. 
It is easy to see that the ideal J (L ) is invariant under all these 
E-derivations D T . Consequently, the representation D-DT 
induces a graded representation D-Du of D (L,E) in U (L ) 
such that 

(2.6) 
Actually, Du is the unique E-derivation of U(L) which ex
tends the E-derivation D of L. Since the Tn (L ) are graded 
D (L,E)-submodules of T(L), it follows that the Un(L) are 
graded D (L,E)-submodules of U (L ). 

For any nEZ, let T~ (L,E) denote the graded D (L,E)-sub
module of all E-symmetric tensors in Tn (L ) [we set 
T~ (L,E) = Tn(L) if n<;O]. We define 

qJ (T;,(L,E)) = Un(L). (2.7) 

The homomorphism qJ induces a mapping 

qJn: T~ (L,E)-Un (L ). (2.8) 

By definition, U" (L ) is a graded D (L,E)-submodule of U (L ) 
and qJ" is a homomorphism of graded D (L,E)-modules. Fur
thermore, the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem2 implies 
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that qJn is bijective and that 

Un(L) = EEl Ur(L) for all nEZ. (2.9) 

Consequently, the spaces Un (L ), each endowed with its r
gradation, yield a Z X r-gradation of the vector space U (L ) 
(not ofthe algebra, in general). This Z X r-gradation is called 
canonical. 

It is customary to compose the mapping qJn with the 
canonical D (L,E)-module isomorphism 

(Tn: S,,(L,E)-T~(L,E) (2.10) 

[see Ref. 1, Sec. 12. For n = 0 we define (To through the equa
tion (To(1) = l;for n< - 1 bothSn (L,E) and T~ (L,E) are equal 
to [0 J]. The composed mapping qJn o(Tn will be denoted by 

0" , 

(2.11) 

By construction, B n is an isomorphism of graded D (L,E)
modules. For n = 0 it is fixed by the equation Bo(1) = 1; for 
n;> 1 we have 

for all homogeneous elements AiEL. Here 15" is the symmet
ric group of [ 1, ... ,n J and the product is extended over all 
r,sE[ 1, ... n J such that r <s and 7T-I(r) > 7T- I(S). Note that the 
multiplication on the left ofEq. (2.12) is inS (L,E) whereas on 
the right it is carried out in U (L ). 

As a final step, let 

B: S(L,E)-U(L) (2.13) 

denote the linear mapping defined by the family (Bn)nEZ; we 
shall call B the E-symmetrization. The results obtained thus 
far now imply the following: 

Theorem: The E-symmetrization B:S (L,E)_U (L )isaca
nonical isomorphism of r-graded D (L,E)-modules which 
preserves the canonical Z-gradations. 

Remark 1: The isomorphism B has functorial properties 
similar to those which hold in the Lie algebra case. For ex
ample, B is compatible with the canonical coalgebra struc
tures of S (L,E) and U (L ). 

Remark 2: In the foregoing we have been talking about 
graded D (L,E)-modules. The reader will notice that any such 
module admits, in particular, a natural graded L-module 
structure: One simply composes the adjoint homomorphism 
of L into D (L,E) (see Ref. 1, Example 2.4) with the graded 
representation of D (L,E). When applied to the gradedD (L,E)
module L, this procedure leads to the adjoint L-module. 
Consequently, all our statements about graded D (L,E)-mod
ules imply the analogous ones for graded L-modules. 

3. PARAMETRIZATION OF THE ELEMENTS OF U(L) BY 
MULTILINEAR FORMS ON THE DUAL OF L 

Throughout this section the E Lie algebra L is assumed 
to befinite-dimensional. 

For abbreviation, let us set for any integer n;> 1 

Fgrn(L *g,) = Lgrn(L *g', ... ,LW;K). (3.1) 

Thus Fgrn (L *g,) is the space of all n-linear forms on the dual 
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of L; it is endowed with a canonical structure of a graded 
D (L,€)-module. 

We shall now define a linear mapping 

(3.2) 

as follows. Consider an element hEFgr n (L *gr). Let Ii denote 
the 2n-linear mapping of (L *grr xL n into U (L ) given by 

h (A ; , ... ,A ~;An , ... ,A tl = h (A ; , ... ,A ~)An",A I (3.3) 

for alIA ;EL *sr and AjEL. We contract this mapping n times 
with respect to the canonical bilinear form on L *gr X L, pro
ceeding from inside out, i.e., we contract tirst the variables 
A ~ and An' then A ~ _ I andAn _ It ... , and finally A ; and A I 
[see Ref. 1, Eq. (11.6)]. The emerging element of U (L ) is de
tined to be equal to Cn (h ). 

Since the assignment h~h and the contractions are ho
momorphisms of the appropriate graded D (L,€)-modules, 
the mapping Cn is likewise. It is easy to derive an explicit 
formula for Cn (h ). Let (Ep )I<.p<m be a basis of L and let 
(E ~ )1 <.q<.m denote the corresponding dual basis of L *gr, i.e., 

E ~ (Ep) = Dpq for I <p,q<m. (3.4) 

If hEFgrn (L *gr) is homogeneous of degree 1], we obtain 

(3.5) 

PI.···'P .. 

Obviously, Cn maps Fgr n (L *gr) into U niL ). Moreover, if 1T is 
a permutation of ! 1 , ... ,n J and if S". denotes the correspond
ing symmetry transformation on Fgrn (L *gr) (see Ref. 1, Sec. 
5), we have 

Cn(S".(h)) - Cn(h) E un -I(L) (3.6) 

for all hEFgr n (L *gr). This result suggests to consider the case 
where h is €-symmetric. 

Let Fgr" (L *gr,€) denote the graded D (L,€)-submodule 
of all €-symmetric elements of Fgr n (L *gr). Using the Poin
care-Birkhoff-Witt theorem,2 it can be shown that the re
striction of Cn to Fgr" (L *gr,€) is injective and that U niL ) is 
the direct sum of K and the images Cr (Fgr:: (L *gr,€)), with 
I<r<n. 

On the other hand, it is easy to see that Cn (Fgr" (L *gr,€)) 
is contained in U" (L ). In view ofEq. (2.9) this implies that C" 
induces by restriction a graded D (L,€)-module isomorphism 

(3.7) 

Actually, the results of the present and the foregoing section 
are related even more closely. It is not difficult to construct 
canonical D (L,€)-module isomorphisms of Tn (L ) onto 
Fgrn (L *gr) and of Sn (L,€) onto Fgr" (L *g,,€). A brief calcula
tion then reveals that under these isomorphisms Cn corre
sponds to the canonical mapping Tn (L )---+U (L ) and C ~ cor
responds to On' respectively. 

We shall next comment on the special case where L 
admits a nondegenerate L-invariant bilinear form b which is 
homogeneous of degree (3. Let 

denote the linear mapping defined by 

(f(A ))(B) = b (A,B) 
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(3.8a) 

(3.8b) 

for alIA ,BEL (see Ref. 1, Sec. 6C). We know that/is bijective, 
L-invariant, and homogeneous of degree (3. 

For any integer n-;;, 1, let Fgrn (L ) denote the space of all 
n-linear forms On L, endowed with its canonical structure of 
a graded L-module. To simplify the notation, we shall can
onically identify Fgr n (L ) with the graded dual of Tn (L ) (see 
Ref. 1, Sec. 4), and similarly for L *gr. 

The mapping 

j-I"® ... "®j-I: Tn(L*gr)~Tn(L) (3.9) 

is bijective, L-invariant, and homogeneous of degree - n{3. 
Consequently, its €-transpose/" is a bijective L-invariant 
linear mapping of Lgr n (L ) onto Lgr n (L *gr), which is homo
geneous of degree - n{3. 

Now consider a homogeneous n-linear form Ion L of 
degree A. To calculate the element Cn (f" (l)) of U (L ), let 
(Ep));,.p<m be a homogeneous basis of L and let (Fq))q<.m be 
the corresponding dual basis of L, defined by 

b (Fq,Ep) = Opq for 1 <p,q<m. (3.10) 

If 1] p denotes the degree of Ep ' we obtain 
n 

en ifn (l)) = €(A,A) L IT €(1]p,,{3)'l (Fp, , ... ,FpJEp, ... Ep,. 
Pl ..... Pn r =- 1 

(3.11) 
The reader should keep in mind that under In the €-symmet
ric elements of F gr n (L *gr) correspond to the €-symmetric or 
€-skew-symmetric elements of Fgr n (L ) depending on 
whether {3 is even or odd. 

4. THE €-CENTER OF U(L) 

Throughout this section we shall assume that the € Lie 
algebra L is finite-dimensional. 

Definition: Let L be an € Lie algebra. An element of 
U (L ) which €-commutes with all elements of U (L ) is called a 
(generalized) Casimir element of L, and the subspace Z (L ) of 
U (L ) consisting of all these elements is called the €-center of 
U(L). 

Obviously, Z (L ) is a graded €-commutative subalgebra 
of U (L ). Since the algebra U (L ) is generated by 1 and L, an 
element of U (L ) belongs to Z (L ) if and only ifit €-commutes 
with all elements of L. 

Now recall that U (L ) is endowed with a graded L-mod
ule structure, as follows. The representative A u of an ele
ment AEL is the unique €-derivation of U (L ) which extends 
the €-derivation ad A of L. This means that 

Au(X) = (A,x) (4.1) 

for allAEL andXEU (L ). Consequently, Z (L ) is just the sub
space of all invariants of the graded L-module U (L ) (see Ref. 
1, Detinition 2.4). 

We know that U(L) is the direct sum of its graded L
submodules Un (L ), n-;;,O (see Sec. 2). Setting 

Zn (L ) = Z (L )nUn (L) for all nEZ, (4.2) 

we see that Z" (L ) is the subspace of all invariants of the 
gradedL-module Un (L ), and that Z (L ) is the direct sum of its 
graded subspaces Z" (L ), n -;;'0. The results obtained in Sees. 
2 and 3 now imply the following. 

Proposition 1: (a) Every L-invariant n-linear form h on 
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L *gr gives rise to the Casimir element Cn (h ) of order <,n. 
The order ofCn (h) is equal to n ifand only if the t-symmetri
zation of h is different from zero. 

(b) In order to find all Casimir elements of L it suffices to 
determine, for every integer n;;d, the space of invariants of 
one of the graded L-modules Sn (L,t), T~ (L,t), or 
Fgr~ (L *gr,t). 

If L admits a homogeneous nondegenerate L-invariant 
bilinear form we may as well search for L-invariant multilin
ear forms on L (instead for those on L *gr). This is useful to 
know since the proposition in Ref. 1, Sec. 8 provides us with 
a multitude of such forms. 

Example: Suppose b is a nongenerate L-invariant bilin
ear form on L which is homogeneous of degree zero. Choose 
two bases (EpiI.p, m and (Fqkq,m of L such that 

b(Fq,Ep)=8pq for 1 <.,p,q<,m. (4.3) 

Then the Casimir element C2Lh(b i), as specified in Eq. (3.11), 
is equal to 

m 

C2(f2(b )) = I EpFp. (4.4) 
p-' 

Proposition 2: Let h be a Cartan subalgebra of the Lie 
algebra Lo. We assume that zero is not a weight of any of the 
h-modules L y, yEF - 10]. Consider an t-symmetric L-in
variant n-linear form! on L. If the restriction of! to h vanish
es, then! = O. 

Proof We may assume that the base field is algebraical
ly closed, hence we can use the primary decomposition of L 
with respect to h.'4 By assumption, the primary component 
corresponding to the zero weight is equal to h. Now suppose 
that the restriction of! to h vanishes. Then it is not difficult to 
show by induction on r, O<,r<,n, that 

(4.5) 

for all AiEL and all HEh. 
Corollary 1: On the assumptions specified in Proposi

tion 2, every t-symmetric L-invariant multilinear form on L 
is homogeneous of degree zero. 

Corollary 2: We keep the assumptions specified in Pro
position 2 and suppose in addition that L admits a nondegen
erate L-invariant bilinear form which is homogeneous of de
gree zero. Then every Casimir element of L is homogeneous 
of degree zero. 

Remark: Corollary 2 applies to all basic classical Lie 
superalgebras. A result analogous to Proposition 2, but for 
forms on L *gr, can be proved for the (f,d) algebras [called 
Q (n) by Kac3

] and for some algebras related to these. It fol
lows that all Casimir elements of these algebras, too, are 
homogeneous of degree zero. Thus among the classical sim
ple Lie superalgebras only the P-type algebras [called b (n) in 
Ref. 4] remain to be treated from this point of view. 

5. THE HARISH-CHANDRA HOMOMORPHISM 

To begin with, we shall fix some notation and assump
tions which will be kept throughout the present section. As 
before, the t Lie algebra L is supposed to bejinite-dimension
al. Let h be a Cartan subalgebra of the Lie algebra Lo. For 
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any linear form AEh * we define 

LA = IAEL I (H,A ) = A (H)A for all HEh ). (5.1) 

Obviously, L ), is a graded subspace of L, and 

(L A,U') CL A +/l for allA,flEh *. (5.2) 

We assume that ad(h ) is diagonalizable in the sense that 

and that h is self-normalizing in the sense that 

LO=h. 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

A nonzero element AEh * with L A i=- 10] is called a root of L 
with respect to h. 

The set of all roots will be denoted by A. We suppose 
that we are given two disjoint subsets A + and A - of A such 
that 

A =A +uA- (5.5) 

and such that the subspaces 

(5.6) 

are (graded) subalgebras of L. 
The enveloping algebras U (h ) and U (Lt ) of hand L + 

will be canonically identified with subalgebras of U (L ). Note 
that U (h ) is nothing but the symmetric algebra of the vector 
space h and as such has a canonical Z-gradation. 

After these preliminaries, we remark that there exists a 
uniquelinearmappingofU(L -) ® U(h) ® U(L +)into U(L) 
whichmapsX® Y®ZontoXYZ,forallXEU(L --), YEU(h), 
and ZEU(L +). Obviously, this mapping is homogeneous of 
degree zero, and the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem2 im
plies that it is bijective. It follows that U (L ) decomposes as 

U(L) = U(h) Ell U(h lUlL +)L + 

(5.7) 

[According to common usage, if WI' W2, ... , W, are sub
spaces of U (L ), we denote by W, W2,,· W, the subspace of 
U (L ) generated by the products X,X2"·X,, with X, E W, for 
1 <,s<,r.] We point out that 

U(h lUlL +)L + EIlL - U(L)L + = U(L)L + (5.8) 

and 

L - U(L -)U(h) EIlL - U(L)L + = L -U(L). (5.9) 

Let 1To denote the projector of U (L ) onto U (h ) corresponding 
to the decomposition (5.7). Obviously, 1T o(X) vanishes for all 
elements X of U (L ) which are homogeneous of nonzero de
gree. Moreover, it is easy to see that 

1To(Un(L))C un(h) for all nEZ. (5.10) 

If g is a homogeneous n-linear form on L *gr the component 
of 1T 0 (Cn (g)) of degree n (with respect to the Z-gradation) can 
be calculated as follows. We identify h * with the subspace of 
L * consisting of those elements which vanish on L A for all 
AEA. If (Hp) is a basis of h and if (H ~) denotes the corre
sponding dual basis of h·, then the component of 1TO(Cn (g)) in 
Un (h ) is equal to 
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(5.11 ) 

Of course, this expression is equal to zero if the degree r of g 
is different from zero. 

We are mainly interested in the restriction 1T of 1T0 onto 
Z (L ). It is classical that for semisimple Lie algebras 1T is an 
algebra isomorphism of Z (L ) onto the subalgebra of U (h ) 
consisting of the elements which are invariant under the 
"translated Weyl group." For Lie superalgebras, the situa
tion is more complicated. We shall give sufficient conditions 
for 1T to be multiplicative and injective, but we shall not com
ment on the much more difficult problem of characterizing 
the image 1T(Z (L )). Some results concerning the latter prob
lem have been obtained by Kac. IO

•
11 

In general, 1T ° itself is not multiplicative. However, it is 
easy to see that the restrictions of 1T ° to both of the algebras 
U(h) a. U(L)L + and U(h) a.L - U(L) are algebra homo
morphisms. 

Proposition 3: We keep the notation and assumptions 
specified above. 

(a) Suppose that one of the following conditions is satis
fied: 

(P ± ) The vanishing of a linear combination}; "ELl ' c" A 
with integral coefficients c,,;>O implies that c" = 0 for all 
AELl ±. 

Then 1T is an algebra homomorphism. 
(b) If L admits a nondegenerate L-invariant bilinear 

form which is homogeneous of degree zero, then 1T is injec
tive. 

Proof (a) Concerning the multiplicativity, we shall ob
tain a somewhat stronger result. Let U (L )0 be the centralizer 
of h in U (L ), i.e., 

U(L)O = (XEU(L)I (H,x) = 0 for all HEh j. (5.12) 

Obviously, U (L )0 is a graded subalgebra of U (L ) which con
tains Z (L ) and U (h ). 

Choose a basis of L which consists of homogeneous ele
ments of the weight spaces L ", AELlU( 0 j. Construct the as
sociated Poincan!-Birkhoff-Witt basis of U(L) relative to a 
total ordering which puts the basis elements corresponding 
to roots from Li - first, then the basis elements lying in 
L ° = h, and finally the basis elements corresponding to roots 
fromLi +. It is easy to identify subfamilies of this basis which 
are bases of U(L )0, U(h), U(L)L +, andL - U(L), respectively. 
This shows that U (L )0 is contained in U (h ) a. U (L )L + or in 
U(h) a.L - U(L) depending on whether (P _) or (P +) is ful
filled. Consequently, the restriction of 1T0 onto U (L )0 is multi
plicative. 

(b) In view ofEq. (5.10) the mapping 1Twill be injective if 
we can show that for any integer n;>O and any homogeneous 
elementXEZn(L), thecomponentof1TO(X) in Un(h ) vanishes 
if and only if X = O. 

We may assume that n;> 1. By assumption, L admits a 
nondegenerate L-invariant bilinear form b which is homo
geneous of degree zero. Consequently, we may apply the 
discussion around Eq. (3.Il) to write 

(5.13) 

where I is an E-symmetric L-invariant homogeneous n-linear 
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form on L. According to the expression (5.11), the compo
nent of 1T o(X) in Un (h ) vanishes if and only if the restriction of 
I to h is equal to zero. But by Proposition 2, this means that 
1=0. 

Whenever the restriction of 1T0 to U (L )0 is multiplica
tive, we call this restriction the Harish-Chandra homomor
phism of U(L)O into U(h) (see Ref. 12). 

Finally let us establish the well-known relationship 
between the mapping 1T and the eigenvalues of the Casimir 
operators in highest weight modules. Up to the end of this 
section, we shall assume that the condition ( P _) of Proposi
tion 3(a) is satisfied. 

Let Vbe a graded L-module. Suppose that there exist a 
homogeneous nonzero element VE Vand a linear form A Eh * 
such that v generates Vas an L-module, v is annihilated by 
L +, and 

Hv = A (H)v for all HEh. (5.14) 

Then we say that Vis a graded L-module with highest weight 
A and generator v or, more simply, that V is a highest weight 
module. Our terminology is legitimate since the linear form 
A and the one-dimensional subspace K·v are uniquely deter
mined by the foregoing conditions. In particular, Kv is the 
set of all elements of V which satisfy the condition (5.14) in 
place ofv. 

Many of the elementary properties of these modules, 
which hold in the case of semis imp Ie Lie algebras, 12 can easi
ly be extended to the present more general setting. For any 
linearformAEh *, there exists agradedL-moduleM (A )with 
highest weight A, whose generators are homogeneous of de
gree zero and which is maximal in the sense that any graded 
L-module with highest weight A is, after a suitable shift of its 
gradation (see Example 2.7 of Ref. I), isomorphic to a quo
tientofM(A ). TheL-moduleM(A ) is uniquely fixed by these 
properties, up to isomorphism. It contains a unique maximal 
graded L-submodule N (A ) differe,nt from M (A ). Obviously, 
the quotient M (A )/ N (A ) is an irreducible graded L-module 
V (A ) with highest weight A , and its generators are homogen
eous of degree zero. Any irreducible graded L-module with 
highest weight A is isomorphic to V (A ), provided its grada
tion has been shifted appropriately. 

As before, let Vbe a graded L-module with highest 
weight A. If p denotes the corresponding homomorphism of 
L into gl( V,E), we know2 that there is a unique graded algebra 
homomorphism of U(L) into Lgr( V, V) which extendsp and 
maps 1 onto id v . For simplicity, this homomorphism will 
also be denoted by p. 

Now letXbe a Casimir element of L which is homogen
eous of degree zero. If v is a generator of V, our above re
marks imply thatp(X)v is a scalar multiple of v. Since v gener
ates the L-module Vand since X commutes with all elements 
of U (L ), it follows that 

(5.15) 

with a scalar X p (X). Obviously, the assignment X ........ X p (X ) 
defines an algebra homomorphismxp of Z (L )0 intoK which 
maps 1 onto 1; it is called the central character of p. 

The central character Xp can be expressed in terms of 
the Harish--Chandra homomorphism and the highest 
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weight A. To do so, we note that U (h ) (isomorphic to the 
symmetric algebra of the vector space h ) can be identified 
with the algebra of polynomial functions on h *. In fact, for 
every ).Eh * there exists a unique algebra homomorphism of 
U (h ) into K, which maps any element HEh onto). (H) and 1 
onto 1. If we write this homomorphism in the form Z----+Z(A ). 
the definition implies that 

(H]".Hn)(A) =A (H])· .. ). (Hn) (5.16) 

for all HiEh. 
For any elementzEU (h ), we may now consider the func

tion A----+Z(). ) on h * with values in K. This function is polyno
mial in the sense that it depends polynomially on the coordi
nates of A with respect to any fixed basis of h *. Moreover, it is 
well known (and easy to see) that the assignment just con
structed defines an isomorphism of the algebra U (h) onto the 
algebra of polynomial functions on h *. 

To determine X
P

' we recall that the condition (P _) is 
satisfied, which implies that Z (L ) is contained in U (h ) 
$ U (L )L + [see the proof of Proposition 3(a)]. This enables 
us to calculate the action of a Casimir element on a generator 
of V, with the result that 

Xp(X) = (1T(X ))(A) for all XEZ (L )0' (5.17) 

Note that the central character of a highest weight module 
depends only on the highest weight. Thus we may also write 
X.-1 instead ofXp • 

Remark: In closing this section we would like to draw 
the reader's attention to some limitations of the foregoing 
discussion, even for the classical simple Lie superalgebras. 
Obviously, the (j,d) algebras [i.e., the algebras Q (n)] do not 
satisfy the requirement (5.4) that h be self-normalizing in L. 
Moreover, the conditions (P +) and (P _) rule out the P(n) 
algebras [i.e., the b (n) algebras 1 as well as the algebras 
spl(n,n)/center, at least for the most natural choices for.:::1 + 

and.:::1 -. Things are even worse if we pass to more general 
groups r. Even for a simple orthosymplectic algebra it may 
then happen that Lo = 10 J (see the example in Sec. lOA of 
Ref. 1). 

6. AN ALGEBRA OF BILINEAR MAPPINGS 

In spite of their importance for the general theory, the 
results of the previous sections are of limited applicability in 
practical calculations. This is mainly due to the fact that for a 
given Casimir element it may be quite hard to determine its 
image under the Harish-Chandra homomorphism. We are 
now going to present another method to construct Casimir 
elements; it applies "if the generators of L can be written in a 
canonical two-index form." This method suffers from the 
drawback that, in general, it does not yield all Casimir ele
ments, but it has the great advantage that for a Casimir ele
ment obtained this way a closed formula can be derived for 
its eigenvalues in highest weight modules. 

To begin with let us introduce the notation which will be 
kept throughout the subsequent sections. As before, L denotes 
afinite-dimensional E Lie algebra. We consider two finite
dimensional graded L-modules Vand W, and we suppose 
that we are given a nondegenerate L-invariant bilinear form 
b on W X V which is homogeneous of degree (3. 
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To perform contractions with respect to b (see Ref. 1, 
Sec. 11) we choose homogeneous bases (e i )iEl of Vand (aj )jO 

of W such that 

b(aj,ei)=Dij foralli,jE!. (6.1) 

Here I is a suitable finite index set. The degree of e, is denoted 
by 1/i' that of aj by aj ; hence 

1/i + a i + (3 = a for all iE!. (6.2) 

Now let Sbe a r-graded algebra. We assume that we are 
given a graded algebra homomorphism of L into D (S,E), i.e., 
we assume that S is endowed with a graded L-module struc
ture such that the elements of L act as E-derivations (see 
Example 2.4 in Ref. I). Examples of such algebras are the 
enveloping algebra U (L ) and the algebras Lgr( U, U) with U a 
graded L-module. 

We introduce in Lgr2(V,W;S) a (bilinear) multiplication, 
denoted by an asterisk. Of course, it is sufficient to define t*t' 
for homogeneous elements t and t' of Lgr 2(V, W; S). 
As an intermediate step, consider the quadrilinear mapping 
tXt' ofVXWXVX W into S given by 

(t X t ')(x,y,x',y') = E(T',S + 1/)t (x,y)t '(x',y') (6.3) 

for all homogeneous e1ementsx,x'EVandy,y'EW. Contrac
tion of the second and third variable with respect to b then 
yields the product mapping 

t *t ': V X W---+S; (6.4a) 

it satisfies 

(t *t ')(x,y) = E(T + T' + s,(3 )E(T',S) 

XL E(T' + a"a,)t (x,ai)t '(ei,y) (6.4b) 
iEJ 

for all homogeneous elementsxEVandYE W. Note that t *t' is 
homogeneous of degree T + T' - (3. Thus the * multiplica
tion is homogeneous of degree - (3 and does not, in general, 
convert Lgr2( V, W;S) into a r-graded algebra. Actually, this 
could be redressed by shifting the gradation of Lgr 2( V, W;S ), 
but we shall not do this. 

Let us next derive some ofthe properties of the * multi
plication. Theassignment(t,t ')---+t X t' [bilinearlyextended to 
all elements t and t ' of Lgr 2( V, W;S)] is homogeneous of de
gree zero and the contraction is homogeneous of degree 
- (3; moreover, both of these mappings are L-invariant. 

Consequently, the * multiplication is homogeneous of de
gree - (3andL-invariant. In particular, if! and t' are two L
invariant elements of Lgr2(V, W;S), so is t *t '. 

If the algebra S is associative, then the * multiplication 
is "associative up to a factor" in the sense that 

(t *t ')*t " = E(T - (3,(3)t *(t '*t ") (6.5) 
for all homogeneous elements t, t " t "ELgr2( V, W;S). 

Let us next introduce the bilinear form sb on V X W, 
defined by 

sb (x,y) = E(S,1/)b (y,x) (6.6) 

for all homogeneous elements xEVandYEW (see Example 
5.2 in Ref. 1). Like b itself, sb is nondegenerate, L-invariant, 
and homogeneous of degree (3. 

If S has a unit element, we may consider sb a bilinear 
mapping of V X WintoS. Then the * multiplication with sb is 
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well-defined, and we obtain 

(sb )*t = t, t *(sb ) = E(r --- (3,(J)t (6.7) 

for all homogeneous elements tELgr2(V,W;S). 
Remark: Obviously, the homogeneous component 

Lgr 2( V, W;S){3 is a subalgebra of Lgr 2( V, W;S). The above re
sults show that if S is associative and has a unit element, then 
the same holds for Lgr 2( V, W;S )p. Note also that for elements 
t,t 'ELgr2( V, W;S){3 the E factors in front of the sum in Eq. 
(6.4b) cancel. 

Finally, every element of Lgr2( V, W;S) can be contract
ed with respect to sb. This yields the linear mapping 

1: Lgr 2( V, W;S )-.. s, (6.8a) 

with 

[t 1 = E(r --- (3,(3) I E(f3,a,)t (e"a,) (6.8b) 
iEJ 

for all homogeneous elements tELgr 2( V, W;S). We know that 
this mapping is homogeneous of degree --- (3 and L-invar
iant. In particular, [sb] = Tr.(id w ) if S has a unit element. 

7. EIGENVALUES OF CASIMIR OPERATORS 

When applied to the algebraS = U (L ), the results of the 
foregoing section provide us with a simple method for con
structing Casimir elements: Choose a homogeneous L-invar
iant bilinear mapping t of V X Winto U (L ), calculate the nth 

*poweroft, for example, in the form (···((t *t )*t )* ... )*t, n fac
tors t, and contract with respect to sb. For any integer n;;.l, 
this leads to the following Casimir element of L 

C ~ = E(r --- (3,{3 r1n+ 1)/2 

X I E(r + a" ,a" )'''E(r + a,,, "a,,, ,) 

XE(n{3 - (n --- l)r,a,,,lt (e'n' a,,)t (e" ,a,J.·t (e,,, "a,,,l; 
(7.1) 

it is homogeneous of degree n(r - (3). 
In the following, we shall restrict our attention to the 

case where 

t: Vx W~L (7.2) 

is an L-invariant bilinear mapping of V X Winto L, which is 
homogeneous of degree (3. 

Example 1: Choose W = v*gr and let b be the canonical 
bilinear form on v*grx V. Then Eqs. (6.6) and (8.23) of Ref. 1 
provide mappings of V X V *gr into gl( V,E) and sl( V,E), respec
tively, which meet our requirements. [In the latter case, we 
have to assume that Tr.(id v ) #0.] 

Example 2: Choose W = Vand L = L (b) (see Ref. I, 
Sec. lO). Then Eq. (lO.13) of Ref. 1 yields a mapping 
V X V~L (b ), which satisfies our conditions. 

Example 3: The following example is taken from Ref. 6. 
Suppose / is a graded algebra automorphism of gl( V,E) with 
/2 = id. Let L C gl( V,E) be the algebra of fixed points off 
Then the canonical mapping of V X v*gr into gl( V,E), com
posed with (f + id), is a mapping V X v*gr~L of the type in 
question. (Of course, b is chosen to be the canonical bilinear 
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form on v*gr x V.) Note that Example 2 is essentially a spe
cial case of the present one: Simply choosef(A ) = - A * for 
all AEgI( V,E), where A * is the E-adjoint of A with respect to b 
(see Ref. 1, Sec. 9). 

Let us next introduce some assumptions and notation 
which enable us to calculate the eigenvalue of C ~ in a "high
est weight module." 

(a) Choose a Cartan subalgebra h of the Lie algebra L o. 
We assume that the h-modules Vand Ware the (necessarily 
direct) sums of their weight subs paces and that the weights of 
these modules all have a multiplicity equal to one. 

(b) Now recall that the bilinear form b is nondegenerate 
and h-invariant. According to (a), we conclude that there 
exists a family (A, )'E] of different linear forms on h such that 
[A,liEf J and [ - A,liEf J are the sets of weights of the h
modules Vand W, respectively. Sinceh is contained inLo, we 
may, therefore, assume without loss of generality that the 
bases (e, )'E] and (aj )jE] are chosen such that e, and aj are 
weight vectors corresponding to the weights A, and - Aj , 

respectively. 
It follows that for all ijEf the element t(ei,aj ) is homo

geneous of degree 1/i --- 1/j and satisfies 

(H,t(e"aj ) =(A,-Aj)(H)t(e"aj ) (7.3) 

for all HEh. In particular, we have 

t(e"ai)Eh foralliEf. (7.4) 

(c) We choose a subset IT of I Xl such that for any pair 
(i,j)Ef X I, exactly one of the relations (i,j)Ell, i = j, (j,i)Ell is 
satisfied. In our applications, there will exist a total ordering 
of I such that 

IT = [(i,j)li,jEf; kjJ. (7.5) 

(d) Now let Mbe an L-module. The corresponding rep
resentation of L, canonically extended to U (L ), will be de
noted by p. We consider a nonzero elementyEM and a linear 
form AEh * such that 

p(H)y = A (H)y for all HEh (7.6) 

and such that A + (A, - Aj) is not a weight of the h-module 
M whenever (i,j)Ell. 

Under these assumptions, y is an eigenvector of the Ca
simir operator p( C ~ ), and the corresponding eigenvalue can 
be calculated as follows (compare with Ref. 13). Consider an 
L-invariantbilinearmappingt ': V X W~U(L), which is ho
mogeneous of degree {3. (We are interested in the case where 
t' is a * power of t.) Set 

A (t (ei ,ai )) = ni for all iEf, (7.7) 
and define I X I matrix (t ij ) by 

{
I if (i,j)Ell 

tij = 0 otherwise, 

the I Xl matrix (c ij ) by 

(7.8) 

t(ej,ai)ei = cijej (7.9) 

[this is possible since t (ej,ai lei belongs to the weight Aj] and 
the I Xl matrix (Aij) by 
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- €(aj ,1jj)2€(1j"ai )Sijcij . (7.10) 

Then a straightforward calculation shows that for all iEl 

pItt '*t )(ei,ai)Jy = L Aijp(t '(ej,aj )Jy. (7.11) 
jEJ 

Iterating this result we obtain for the nth * power t *" of t 

pIt *"(ei,ai)Jy = L €(1jj,aj )(A "ky· (7.12) 
jEJ 

Ifwe define t *0 = sb [see Eq. (6.7)], this relation is valid even 
for n = O. 

By definition, the Casimir element C ~ is obtained from 
t *" by contraction with respect to sb. It follows that 

(7.13) 

with 

C~(A) = L €(j3,ai )€(1jj,aj )(A ");j' (7.14) 
iJEI 

Note that C~(A ) = Tr£(id w). This agrees with our previous 
remark that [sb] = Tr£(id w ). For n;;;.l, the right-hand side of 
Eq. (7.14) can be slightly simplified by using 

L €(1jj,aj )Aij = ni · 
jEJ 

(7.15) 

This relation follows from Eq. (7.12) with n = 1, but it can 
also be checked directly. 

The formula (7.14) has a wide range of applicability 
(however, see the remark at the end of Sec. 5). Nevertheless, 
it suffers from certain drawbacks. First of all, it is not easy to 
handle for higher values of n. But the main disadvantage 
seems to be that the symmetry properties of C ~ (A ) as a func
tion of A (like the invariance under the translated Weyl 
group in the case of semisimple Lie algebras) are not mani
festly exhibited. 

Equation (7.14) enables us to derive a remarkable rela
tion for the functions C ~ (A ), as follows. Let Tbe an indeter
minate. We consider the characteristic polynomial 

r 

det( T - A ) = L a,T' (7.16) 
5=0 

of the matrix A = (A ij ), with a r = 1. Of course, the a, are 
polynomial functions of A. As is well known, A satisfies its 
own characteristic equation, i.e., 

r 

L a,A'=O. (7.17) 
s = 0 

Consequently, Eq. (7.14) implies that for all integers p;;;,O 

r 

L a,(A )C:+p(A) = o. (7.18) 
s = 0 

Thus the functions C~(A ) with n;;;.r + I can be written as 
polynomials in the functions C~(A ) and as (A ), with O«s«r. 
Regrettably, it is quite exceptional that these relations can be 
used to express the Casimir elements C~ with n;;;.r + 1 in 
terms oflower-order Casimir elements (which is possible for 
the classical Lie algebras). The point is that, even for the 
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basic classical Lie superalgebras, the functions as (A ) are not, 
in general, the eigenvalues of suitable Casimir elements in a 
graded representation with highest weight A (see Refs. 15 
and 16 for further details). Nevertheless, the relations (7.18) 
are useful in the determination of the functions C ~ (A ), espe
cially if the dimension r of Vand W is small. 

8. THE SPECIAL CASE L = L(b) 

In the present section we would like to comment on the 
special case W = Vand L = L (b) (see Ref. I, Sec. 10). We 
assume that b is €-symmetric or €-skew-symmetric. Let us 
agree that, in the subsequent discussion, the upper (resp. 
lower) sign always corresponds to the former (resp. latter) 
case. For any bilinear mappingJ of V X V into some vector 
space, the bilinear mappingsJof V X Vinto that vector space 
is defined by 

sJ(X,y) = €(s,1jlf(Y,x) (8.1) 

for all homogeneous elements X,YEV (see Ref. I, Example 
5.2). In particular, we have 

sb = ± b. (8.2) 

According to Ref. I, Sec. 10, the bilinear mapping 

t: Vx V-L (b), 

which satisfies 

(8.3a) 

t (x,y)z = €( (J,s)b (y,z)x + €( (J,(J )€(s,1j)€( (J,1j)b (x,zlY 
(8.3b) 

for all homogeneous elements x,y,zE V, meets all our require
ments. Moreover, we know that 

st = + €( (J,(J it. (8.4) 

We are going to derive certain relations between the Casimir 
elements C ~ (see also Refs. 5 and 6). 

To do so, let us first investigate the symmetry properties 
of the * powers I *" of I; recall that these powers are unambi
guously defined and that I *0 = sb. Consider an L (b )-invar
iant bilinear mapping I ': V X V-V (L (b)), which is homo
geneous of degree (J. A straightforward calculation shows 
that 

sIt '.1) = €( (J,(J)( - t *st' + (d =t= I)st' + t' - [t ']b), (8.5) 
where 

d = TrE(id v ) (8.6) 

and where [ ] denotes contraction with respect tosb [see Eq. 
(6.8)]. 

It is easy to check that 

[st'] = ± €((J,(J)[t'J; (8.7)1 

furthermore, we have [b] = ± d. Induction on n now shows 
thats(t *") + ( - €( (J,(J ))"t *n is alinearcombination of prod
ucts of the form C~, ,,,C~J *P, where p,p), ... ,Pr are integers 
which satisfy 

r 

p;;;'O, Pi;;;' 1, I«p + L Pi«n - 1. (8.8) 
i= 1 

Contraction with respect to sb then implies that 
(I + ( - €( (J,(J ))n - ))C;, is a linear combination of products 
oftheform C~, ... C~, C~, where the integersp,p),Oo.,Pr satisfy 
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the conditions (8.8). In particular, it follows that 

C; = 0, (8.9) 

which is obvious anyhow. The following discussion depends 
on whether fJ is even or odd. 

(a) Let us first assume that fJ is even, E( fJ,fJ ) = 1. Then 
we conclude that for any integer q;;.O the Casimir element 
e ~q + I is a linear combination of products of the form 
e '2 ···e 2' ,where the q. are integers which satisfy qi;;' 1 and ql qr l 

~; ~ I qi <q. In particular, we have 

e~ = ~(d + 2)C~, (8.10) 

e~ = ~(3d +4)e~ + ~(e~)2 - A(d + l)(d + 2)2e~. 
(8.11 ) 

(b) Consider now the case wherefJis odd, E( fJ,p) = - 1. 
Then our above result implies that the Casimir elements e ~ 
are all equal to zero. Using this fact (and recalling that d = 0 
in the present case), we conclude from Eq. (8.5) that 

sIt *n) = ± t *n for all n;;'O. (8.12) 

Conversely, this equation implies that e ~ = o. 

9. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In the present paper we have established a framework 
for investigating the Casimir elements of E Lie algebras. Our 
methods apply, in particular, to the general linear, the spe
ciallinear, and the orthosymp1ectic Lie superalgebras; this 
will be shown in the subsequent paper. 15 Let us, therefore, 
comment on the algebras L (b ) and P (b ), withfJ odd (see Ref. 
1, Sec. 10). The reader will notice that we have not been able 
to construct any nontrivial Casimir elements for these alge
bras. This is obvious for the preceding section: All that we 
have got in this case were the mappings t *n whose use is 
completely obscure. Consequently, we try the alternative 
(and more fundamental) method as described in Sec. 4. Actu
ally, we have constructed an L (b )-invariant n-linear form tP~ 
on the coadjoint module of L (b ), for any integer n;;. 3 (see Ref. 
1, Sec. 1 QC). But we have stressed already that the E-symme
trization of this form vanishes. Consequently, the order of 
the Casimir element en (tP~) is at most equal to n - 1. Thus 
even if en (tP~) should be different from zero, its representa
tion in terms of tP~ would be rather "uneconomical." 

Let us now restrict our attention to the Lie superalgebra 
case, with ~ dim V;;.3 [in which case P (b) is simple]. Then a 
straightforward analysis shows that neitherL (b )norP(b )has 
any nontrivial Casimir elements of order <4. Do these alge
bras have any nontrivial Casimir elements at all? 

Note added in proof In a recent work, published in C. 
R. Acad. Bulg. Sci. 35,573 (1982), A. N. Sergeev has de
scribed, for various Lie superalgebras, including the general 
linear, the special linear, and the orthosymplectic ones, the 
invariants in the supersymmetric algebra of the coadjoint 
module. 

APPENDIX: CHANGE OF THE COMMUTATION FACTOR 

As has been shown in Ref. 2, for any fixed abelian group 
r of degrees, there is a simple construction which allows for 
a transition between E Lie algebras corresponding to differ-
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ent commutation factors. In this appendix we are going to 
describe how the entries investigated in the present work 
behave under such a change ofthe commutation factor. 

Let a be a normalized multiplier on r, i.e., a mapping of 
r XrintoK -\OJ such that 

a(a,(J)a(a + fJ,y) = a(a,p + y)a(fJ,y) (AI) 

for all a,fJ,yEI' and 

a(Q,Q) = 1. (A2) 

This implies that 

a(a,Q) = a(Q,a) = 1 (A3) 

for all aEI'. We recall that the function 8 on r X r, defined 
by 

8(a,fJ) = a(a,fJ)a(fJ,a)-1 (A4) 

for all a,(JEI', is a commutation factor on r. 
Consider an arbitrary r-graded algebraS. Generalizing 

a construction introduced in Ref. 2, we define a new r-grad
ed algebra S a by requiring that the underlying r-graded vec
tor space of S a should be equal to that of S, but that the 
multiplication in S a, denoted by a dot, should satisfy 

XY = a(S,1])XY (AS) 

for all homogeneous elements X, YES (where the right-hand 
side is calculated according to the original multiplication in 
S). 

The following properties are easily established. 
(a) If/is a graded algebra homomorphism of S into a 

second r-graded algebra T, then/is a graded algebra homo
morphism of sa into Ta as well. In particular, if Sis a graded 
subalgebra of T, then S a can be identified with a graded 
subalgebra of Ta. 

(b) If S is associative, then so is sa. 
(c) If S has a unit element E, then E is a unit element of 

sa. 

(d) If S is an E Lie algebra, then S a is an E8 Lie algebra. 
(e) If S is associative and if S (E) denotes the E Lie algebra 

associated with S (see Ref. 1, Example 2.2), then the E8 Lie 
algebras S (Er and S a(E8) coincide. Thus if Z denotes the E
center of S, then the E8-center of S a is equal to Z a. 

(f) Let Vbe a r-graded vector space. Then there exists a 
unique linear mapping w of Lgr( V, V) into itself such that 

w(A )x = a(a,s)Ax (A6) 

for all homogeneous elementsAELgr( V, V) andxEV, andw is 
a graded algebra isomorphism of Lgr( V, Vr onto Lgr( V, V). 
Because of (e), this implies that w is a graded algebra isomor
phism of gl( V,E)a onto gl( V,E8 ), too. 

(g) We keep the notation of (f) but assume in addition 
that V is finite-dimensional. Then w maps sl( V,E)a onto 
sl( V,E8 ). Now consider a homogeneous bilinear form b on V. 
Let L (b,E) denote the E Lie algebra consisting of all elements 
of gl( V, E) which leave b invariant (see Ref. 1, Secs. 2 and 10). 
Then w maps L (b,Er onto L (b a,E8), where the homogen
eous bilinear form b a on V is given by 

b a(x,y) = a(s,1])b (x,y) (A7) 

for all homogeneous elements X,yE V. Note that if b is nonde
generate, then b a is likewise. Furthermore, if b is E-symmet-
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ric or E-skew-symmetric, then b <7 is Eo-symmetric or EO
skew-symmetric, respectively. 

Now let L be an E Lie algebra, and let U (L ) be its enve
loping algebra. Because of (a) and (e), the algebra U (L )" and 
the canonical injection of L <7 into U (L )" have the universal 
property which characterizes the algebra U (L (7) and the ca
nonical injection of L <7 into it. Consequently, the r-graded 
algebras U (L (7) and U (L )<7 can (and will) be identified, and 
then the canonical injections of L into U(L ) and of L <7 into 
U (L ") are just the same. According to (e), this implies that L 
and L <7 have the same Casimir elements or, more precisely, 
that Z (L )<7 [considered as a subalgebra of U (L )J and Z (L (7) 
coincide as r-graded algebras. 

Consider next a graded representation p of L in a r
graded vector space V. According to Ref. 2, this yields a 
graded representation p<7 of L <7 in V which, by definition, is 
equal toUJop. In view of (a) and (f), it follows that this equality 
holds even if p and p<7 are canonically extended to U (L ) and 
U(L (7) = U(L )<7, respectively. In particular,p(X) andp<7(X) 
coincide for all elements X of U (L ) which are homogeneous 
of degree zero. 

Finally, we remark that for Sec. 5 the transition from L 
to L <7 is trivial. In fact, the algebras Lo and L g coincide, and 
for any Cartan subalgebra h of Lo = L g, the adjoint actions 
of h on Land L <7 are the same [see Eq. (A3)]. Consequently, 
the corresponding root systems and root space decomposi
tions of Land L <7 agree as well. If we choose the same sets 
.J ± in both cases, then the projectors 1T 0 coincide, too. 
Moreover, ifp is a graded highest weight representation of L, 
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then p<7 is a graded highest weight representation of L <7 with 
the same highest weight, and the generators are also the 
same. 
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The generators of the algebras under consideration can be written in a canonical two-index form 
and hence the associated standard sequence of Casimir elements can be constructed. Following 
the classical approach by Perelomov and Popov, we obtain the eigenvalues of these Casimir 
elements in an arbitrary highest weight module by calculating the corresponding generating 
functions. 

PACS numbers: I1.30.Pb, 02.20.Sv, 02.30.Tb 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the two preceding papers l
•
2 we have developed a 

graded tensor calculus and have laid the foundation for an 
investigation of the Casimir elements of E Lie algebras.3 We 
are now going to apply our results to the general linear, the 
special linear, and the orthosymplectic Lie superalgebras. 4

,5 

Recall that the generators of these algebras can be writ
ten in a "canonical two-index form." This immediately leads 
to the definition of a sequence of Casimir elements for these 
algebras (see also Refs. 6 and 7). In Ref. 2 we have derived a 
general formula for the eigenvalues of these Casimir ele
ments in a highest weight representation, It turns out that for 
the algebras in question this formula can be simplified con
siderably, just as in the classical Lie algebra case. 8 This will 
be the main objective of the present paper. 

We intend to keep this work as self-contained as possi
ble. The reader who is interested in physical applications 
should be able to use our results without having to go 
through the details of their derivation. Thus, for any of the 
algebras under consideration, we specify: 

(a) the generators (written in the two-index form) from 
which the Casimir elements are constructed; 

(b) the root system9
; 

(c) a general formula for the eigenvalues of the Casimir 
elements in a highest weight representation and a generating 
function for these eigenvalues; 

(d) explicit formulae for the eigenvalues of the lower
order Casimir elements. 

All this will be carried out in the Secs. 2-4 (one section 
for each class of algebras). In Sec. 5 we consider the example 
of the algebra spl(2, I). This serves to point out some peculiar
ities of the algebra of Casimir elements. 

Let us close this introduction by a few conventions 
which will be kept throughout the present paper. The field of 
scalars K is any commutative field of characteristic zero. We 
restrict our attention to the Z2-graded case (with Z2 = 

Z 12Z = 10,11 and set 

E(a,{3) = ( - WtJ for a,{3EZ2 • (1.1) 

As in the foregoing papers (see Ref. 1, Sec. 2) we denote the 
degree of a homogeneous element by the "corresponding" 
lower case Greek letter. 

a) Supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft. 

The algebras under consideration will be subalgebras of 
the general linear Lie superalgebra gl( V,E), with V = Vo e1 VI 
a finite-dimensional Z2-graded vector space. We choose a 
homogeneous basis (e, )iEl in V, i.e., a basis whose members 
are either even or odd (f is a suitable finite index set). Let 1]i 

EZ2 denote the degree of ei • It will be convenient to introduce 
the abbreviations 

( 1.2) 

and 

d = TrE(id v ) = dim Vo - dim VI = Lai' (1.3) 
iEI 

The reader who prefers a matrix notation may want to use 
the basis (Eij )i,jEI of gl( V,E) which canonically corresponds to 
(ejLEI; by definition, Eij is the linear mapping of Vinto itself 
whose matrix with respect to the basis (ei tEl is given by 

(1.4) 

In the course of our investigations we have to introduce a 
total ordering on f. This ordering will be used to define the 
f Xl matrix (5i)) by 

{
I if kj 

Sf) = 0 ifi) j. (1.5) 

At this point we would like to stress that the meaning of 
several other symbols, like Xi)' h, Ei , ... , changes from section 
to section. These symbols denote objects which are only 
analogous, namely, the generators of the algebra in question, 
a Cartan subalgebra, certain basic linear forms on h, ... . Our 
notation would be unnecessarily cumbersome if we wanted 
to avoid this slight ambiguity. In all cases, the Casimir ele
ments under investigation are then given by 

where the right-hand side is calculated in the enveloping 
algebra. 

2. THE GENERAL LINEAR LIE SUPERALGEBRAS 

We start from the canonical gl(V,E)-invariant bilinear 
mapping [see Ref. 1, Eq, (6.6)] 

t: V X V*-gl(V,E) 

given by 

(2.1a) 
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t(y,x')x =x'(XLY (2.1b) 

for all x, yE Vand x' E V *. Let (e,);Ei be a homogeneous basis of 
Vand let (ej)jEf denote the corresponding dual basis of V*, 

e;(e,) = 0,) for all i,jEI. (2.2) 

We define the generators X,) of gI( V,c) by 

X,) = t (e"ej) for all f,jEI. (2.3) 

Obviously, we have 

X,) = E,) for all i,jEI. (2.4) 

Let h denote the subspace of gl( V,c) which is generated by the 
elements Xii' iE!. Of course, h is nothing but the subalgebra 
of all elements of gl( V,c) whose matrix with respect to the 
basis (e,) is diagonal. 

For every jE!, we define a linear form c; on h through 
the equation 

He) = c)(H)e) for all HEh. (2.5) 

This implies that 

C)(Xi/) = 0,) for all i,jEI. (2.6) 

Thus, (C) ))El is the basis of h * which is dual to the basis (Xi/ )'Ef 
of h. 

The invariance of t implies that 

(2.7) 

for allHEh and all i,jE!. Consequently, h isa Cartan subalge
bra of gl( V,c), 

LI = [c, - C) li,jEI; i =lj] (2.8) 

is the root system of gl( V,c) with respect to h, and X ij (with 
i=lj) is a root vector corresponding to c, - c)" Note that the 
root c, - c; is even/odd depending on whether u,u) = ± 1. 

To introduce an adequate bilinear form on h * we pro
ceed as in the classical case. The invariant bilinear form 

(X,Y)-Tr.(XY) (2.9) 

on gl( V,c) is c-symmetric and nondegenerate, consequently, 
its restriction to h is likewise. Let ( I ) denote the bilinear 
form on h *, which is inverse to this restriction. We recall its 
definition. For any AEh * there is a unique element H;. Eh 
such that 

A (H) = Tr.(H;.H) for all HEh. 

Then we define, for all A,j1Eh *, 

(A l,u) = A (HI') =,u(H).) = Tr.{H;.HJL)' 

It is easy to check that 

H). = LU,). (Xi/)X" for all AEh * 
lEI 

and that 

(Ci Ic)) = u,o,) for all i,jEI. 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

Let us next specify a system of positive roots or, what 
amounts to the same, a basis of the root system LI. Choose 
any total ordering on I. Let iI' i 2 , •.. ,ip be the strictly increas
ing sequence of elements of I. We set 

Eq = C'q if 1 <q<p 

and define 
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(2.14) 

aq = Eq - Eq+ 1 for I<q<p - 1. (2.15) 

Then (aq h<q<p _ 1 is a basis of the subspace of h * generated 
by LI (that is, of [AEh * IA (id) = 0 1 ), and any root is a linear 
combination of the a q with integral coefficients which are 
either all positive or else all negative. Thus (a ) is a • • q I<q<p- 1 

baSIS of LI III the usual sense; the corresponding system of 
positive roots is given by 

LI+= !c,-c)li,jEI;i<j], (2.16) 

and the system of negative roots is LI - = - LI +. Converse
ly, the a q are the "indecomposable" elements of LI +. 

For later reference, we define the element pEh * to be 
half the sum of the even positive roots minus half the sum of 
the odd positive roots. It is easy to check that 

with 

P = Iu,r,c, 
iEI 

for all iEI. 

(2.17a) 

(2.17b) 

The coefficients r, satisfy some remarkable identities. 
In fact, it can be shown that for all integers p)O 

'" U.y2p + 1 = 0 
~ II , 

lEI 

whereas 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

By Eq. (2.18), the nonzero U i ri come by pairs of opposite 
sign. On the other hand, Eq. (2.19) implies that the sums 
2'EfUir7P are (universal) polynomials in d of degree 2p + 1. 

Now letA be any linear form onh. We use the results of 
Ref. 2, Sec. 7, to calculate the eigenvalue X A (en) of en in a 
highest weight module with highest weight A. The coeffi
cients c,) [see Ref. 2, Eq. (7.9)] are all equal to 1. Consequent
ly, we have 

i,j 

with the I Xl matrix A given by 

A,) = (u,A (Xii) + ¥'kUk )0,) - U,5,)" 

A brief calculation shows that 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

where r, has been defined in Eq. (2.17). Thus we obtain 

Ai) = (u,(A + P)(Xii ) + !(d - U, ))Oi) - UiSt)" (2.23) 

It is very welcome that in this way Ai) [and hence XA (en)] is 
already written in terms of the variable A = A + P (see Refs. 
10 and 11). 

To proceed,s we introduce the abbreviations 

I, = u,A (Xi')' 

d i = I, + !(d - u i ), 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

and consider the polynomial function Cn of AEh * defined by 
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(2.26) 
i.j 

The sum can be calculated by diagonalizing the matrix A. 
We obtain 

(2.27a) 

with 

( U) ai = n 1 - } . 
Hi d i -dj 

(2.27b) 

Remark: At this place, a few comments are in order. 
The triangular matrix A can be diagonalized if the diagonal 
elements di are all different [see the denominators in Eq. 
(2.27b)]. On the other hand, we know that Cn is a polynomial 
function. This implies that if the ai ofEq. (2.27b) are inserted 
into Eq. (2.27a), the denominators d i - dj must turn out to 
be spurious, i.e., they must cancel against similar factors in 
the nominator. In this sense, Eq. (2.27) holds for all J..Eh *. A 
similar remark applies to some of the subsequent formulae. 

Now letz be an indeterminate. We introduce the gener
ating function for the C n by 

G(z) = Lcnzn = LUiai(1 - diz)-·. (2.28) 
"",,0 iEI 

(In the following, all "functions" of z are to be interpreted as 
formal power series in z.) It is not difficult to prove that 

G(z) = (lIz)(I-F(z)) 

with 

F(z) = n(1 _ Uiz ). 
iE! 1 - diz 

Introducing the new functionJ(z) by 

F(z) = (I - dz)e - Jlz( 

we rewrite Eq. (2.29) as 

G(z) = (lIz)(1 - e- JIZ () + dr Jlz(. 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

(2.31) 

(2.32) 

To calculateJ(z), we take logarithms in Eq. (2.31) and obtain 

J(z) = I(I ~( _I
r 
_ 2)2 - 2sR r_ 1_2S)zr (2.33) 

02 .00 r r s 

with 

(2.34) 

Obviously, we have 

(2.35) 

where 

Qm = Iui(l;n - r;"). (2.36) 
iEi 

We prefer to work with the functions Qm instead of the Rp. 
According to the above results, the functions Cn can be writ
ten as polynomials in the Qm . 

The Qm are polynomial functions of J... We notice that 
they are invariant under the transformation 'i-'7ji(' where r 
is any permutation of I which satisfies U 7ji( = U i for all iEI. 
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This is exactly the in variance under the Weyl group of 
gl( V,€). Consequently, the functions Cn are Weyl-invariant as 
well.IO,1I We stress that this is not at all obvious from Eq. 
(2.20). 

Using the above formulae, we obtain the following ex
pressions for the functions Cn in terms of the Qm: 

Co = d, C. = Q.. C2 = Qz, 
C3 = Q3 + ~dQ2 - !Q~ - !(d Z 

- I)Q., 
C4 = Q4 + dQ3 - Q.Qz + ~Qz - ~dQ~ - !d(d 2 

- I)Q\, 
(2.37) 

C5 = Q5 + ~dQ4 - ~Q~ - Q\Q3 + i(3d Z + 5)Q3 

- ~dQ\Q2 + !Qi - !d(d z - 3)Q2 - !(d 2 + I)Q~ 
- Tt,(d z - 1)(3d Z + I)Q\. 

These relations have also been derived directly from Eq. 
(2.20). We note that Cn - Qn has degree <n - 1, for all inte
gers n> I. 

In closing this section we recall that the bilinear form 
(2.9) provides us with a quadratic Casimir element C; (see 
the example in Sec. 4 of Ref. 2). Actually, a brief calculation 
shows that C; = Cz. On the other hand, it is well known4 

that the eigenvalue of C; in a highest weight module with 
highest weight A is equal to (A 1.1 + 2p). This result agrees 
with Eq. (2.37). 

3. THE SPECIAL LINEAR LIE SUPERALGEBRAS 

This case is completely analogous to the foregoing one; 
however, we have to assume that d is different Jrom zero. 

According to Ref. 1, Sec. 8 the bilinear mapping 

t: V X V*-sl(V,€), (3.1a) 

defined by 

t (y ,x')x = x'(x)y - (lid )€(1/,g ')x'( y)x (3.1b) 

for all homogeneous elements X,YEV and X'EV*, is gl( V,€)
invariant, and its image generates the vector space sl( V,€). As 
before, let (e i liE! be a homogeneous basis of V, and let (ej)jE! 
denote the corresponding dual basis of V*. We define the 
generators Xij of sl( V,€) by 

Xi) = t (ei,ej) for all i,iEI. (3.2) 

Obviously, we have 

Xij = Eij - (lid )uiDi)d for all i,iEI. (3.3) 

Let h denote the subspace of sl( V,€) which is generated by the 
elements X"' iEI. Of course, h is nothing but the subalgebra 
of all elements of sl( V,€) whose matrix with respect to the 
basis (e,) is diagonal. Note that 

I Xii =0. (3.4) 
jE] 

For every iEI, we define a linear form €j on h through the 
equation 

He) =cj(H)e) forallHEh. (3.5) 

It follows that 

€j(Xii ) = Dij - (lid lUi for all i,iEI. (3.6) 

In particular, the €j ,iEI, generate the vector space h *, and we 
have 
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IaA =0. 
JEI 

The in variance of t implies that 

(H,x,) = (Ei - Ej)(H)Xij 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

for all HEh and all i,iEi. Consequently, h is a Cartan subalge
bra of sl( V,E), 

.L1 = lEi - Ejli,iEi; iof-il (3.9) 

is the root system of sl( V,E) with respect to h, and Xij (with 
i of-i) is a root vector corresponding to Ei - Ej • Once again, 
the root Ei - Ej is even/odd depending on whether aiaj 
= ± 1. 

To introduce an adequate bilinear form on h * we recall 
(see Ref. 1, Sec. 8) that the invariant bilinear form 

(3.10) 

on sl( V,E) is E-symmetric and nondegenerate; consequently, 
its restriction to h is likewise. Let ( 1 ) denote the bilinear 
form on h *, which is inverse to this restriction; by definition, 
we have 

(3.11 ) 

for all A,/-lEh *, where, for example, the element H). Eh is 
uniquely defined through the equation 

A(H) = Tr«H).H) for all HEh. (3.12) 

It is easy to check that 

H A = I aiA (Xii )Xii for all AEh * (3.13) 
iEl 

and that 

(EiIEj) = aiDij -lid for all i,iEi. (3.14) 

We shall next specify a system of positive roots, that is, a 
basis of the root system .L1. Choose any total ordering on I 
and let il,i2, ... ,I~ be the strictly increasing sequence of ele
ments of 1. We set 

€q = Ei
q 

if 1 <q<p 

and define 

a q = €q - €q+' for l<q<p - 1. 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

Then (aq),..;q<p_, is a basis of h *, and any root is a linear 
combination of the a q with integral coefficients which are 
either all positive or else all negative. Thus (aq), <.q<.p _, is a 
basis of .L1 in the usual sense, the corresponding system of 
positive roots is given by 

(3.17) 

and the system of negative roots is .L1 - = -.L1 +. Converse
ly, the a q are the "indecomposable" elements of.L1 +. 

Consider next the element pEh *, which is defined to be 
half the sum of the even positive roots minus half the sum of 
the odd positive roots. As before, we have 

p = IairiEi (3.18a) 
iEI • 

with 

(3.18b) 
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for all iEi. Note that the coefficients ri are the same as those 
for gl(V,E) [see Eq. (2.17)]; in particular, the relations (2.18), 
(2.19) are again satisfied. 

Remark: Of course, the foregoing formulae are closely 
related to the analogous ones for gl( V,E). To establish the 
connection, let us keep the notation of the gl( V,E) case, but let 
us mark the entries corresponding to sl( V,E) by a superscript 
s. The relation between the generators Xij and X ~ can be 
read off from Eqs. (2.4) and (3.3). In particular, h·\ is the 
subspace of all E-traceless elements of hand Ej is the restric
tion of Ej onto h '. Quite generally, let A S denote the restric
tion of A to h s, for all AEh *. Then the mapping A-->A 5 is a 
vector space isomorphism of h ' = I AEh * IA (id) = 0 I onto 
(h 5)*, which is compatible with the bilinear forms (2.11) and 
(3.11). If we identify h ' and (h S)* by means of this isomor
phism, the root systems of gl( V,E) and sl( V,E) (with respect to 
hand h s, respectively) are just the same. 

After this interruption, we return to our earlier notation 
(without the superscript s) and resume the general discus
sion. Let A be any linear form on h. We apply the results of 
Ref. 2, Sec. 7, and calculate the eigenvalue X A (Cn ) of Cn in a 
highest weight module with highest weight A. The coeffi
cients cij [see Ref. 2, Eq. (7.9)] are given by 

cij = 1 - (lid )aiD,) for all i,iEi. (3.19) 

Using the relation (2.22), we thus obtain 

XA(Cn)=c,,(A +p), 

where 

i.j 

and where the I X I matrix A is given by 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 

Aij = (aiA (Xii) + !(d - ai))Dij - a i5ij' (3.22) 

for all AEh *. 
These formulae are completely analogous to those for 

gl( V,E). In fact, if we use the identification described in the 
previous remark, the function c n for sl( V,E) is just the func
tion Cn for gl( V,E) restricted to h '. Consequently, the evalua
tion of the formulae for gl( V,E) applies to the algebra sl( V,E) 
as well. Actually, the results simplify considerably, for in the 
present case we have R, = Q, = o. 

We close this section by two remarks. First we recall 
that the bilinear form (3.10) provides us with a quadratic 
Casimir element C; (see the example in Sec. 4 of Ref. 2). 
Once again, we have C; = C2, and the eigenvalue of C; in a 
highest weight module with highest weight A is equal to 
(A IA + 2p). 

As a second remark, we note that the discussion of the 
present and the foregoing section applies to all (finite-dimen
sional) r-graded vector spaces V, with r an arbitrary abelian 
group of degrees, and to all commutation factors E. This will 
no longer be true for the orthosymplectic algebras, which we 
are going to investigate in the subsequent section (see the 
example in Sec. 10 A of Ref. 1). 

4. THE ORTHOSYMPLECTIC LIE SUPERALGEBRAS 

Let b be a nondegenerate even E-symmetric bilinear 
form on V. Stated differently, this means that Va and VI are 
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orthogonal with respect to b and that the restriction of b onto 
Va (resp. onto Vi) is nondegenerate and symmetric (resp. 
skew-symmetric). It follows that dim Vi is even. 

We are going to investigate the orthosymplectic Lie su
peralgebra osp (b ). In doing so we assume that the following 
conditions are satisfied: 

(a) The Witt index v of the restriction of b onto Va is 
maximal, that is, dim Va is equal to 2 v or 2 v + I, depending 
on whether it is even or odd. 

(b) The discriminant of b has the form ( - qva2 with 
some nonzero element a of K. 

Condition (a) is crucial, it ensures that the reductive Lie 
algebra osp (b)a has a splitting Cartan subalgebra. On the 
other hand, condition (b) is made only for convenience. In 
fact, because of (a) it is always satisfied if dim Va is even, and 
it is fulfilled for suitable nonzero scalar multiples of b if 
dim Va is odd. (Recall that all nonzero scalar multiples of b 
yield the same orthosymplectic Lie superalgebra.) Both con
ditions are automatically satisfied if the base field is algebrai
cally closed. 

Remark: The conditions (a) and (b) are fulfilled if and 
only if there exists a homogeneous basis (e i liEf of V such that 
the relations (4.1) hold. Consequently, the reader who is not 
acquainted with the notions of Witt index and discriminant 
may replace these conditions by the requirement that such a 
basis does exist. 

In the following we want to treat all possible cases si
multaneously. This requires a careful choice of notation. Let 
f denote an index set containing exactly dim Velements. We 
choose a permutation 1T of f with r = id such that 1T has no 
fixed point if dim Va is even and exactly one fixed point, 
called 0, if dim Va is odd. Furthermore, let J be a subset of f 
such that f is the disjoint union of J and 1T(J) if dim Va is even 
and the disjoint union of J, 1T(J), and! 0 J if dim Va is odd. 

According to our conditions (a) and (b) there exists a 
homogeneous basis (e i liEf of V such that 

and 

b(ei,ej)=O ifi,jEland1T(j)i=i, 

b (eo1Jl,ej ) = 1 ifjEJ, 

(4.la) 

(4.1b) 

(4.lc) 

Recall that the degree of ei is denoted by 'TJi and that O"i 
= E('TJit'TJi)' The relations (4.1) imply that 

'TJo1i) = 'TJi for all iEl 

and 

'TJo = 0 if dim Va is odd, 

that is to say, 

0"01') = O"i for all iEl 

and 

0"0 = 1 if dim Va is odd. 

We set for both aEZ2 

fa = !iElI'TJ; = a J 

and 
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(4.2a) 

(4.2b) 

(4.3a) 

(4.3b) 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

Finally,let us introduce the basis (fj)jEI of Vwhich is dual to 
(ei LEI with respect to b, in the sense that 

b (fj,e;) = D;j for all i,jEl. (4.6) 

According to the relations (4.1), we have 

J: = 7'i eo1l) for all iEl, (4.7) 

where 

7'j = 1 and 7' l7jj) = O"j for all jEJ (4.8a) 

and 

7'0 = 1 if dim Va is odd. (4.8b) 

Note that 

7'i7' 01 i) = O"i for all iEl. (4.9) 

After these preliminaries we may now proceed to inves
tigate the orthosymplectic Lie superalgebra osp(b). We start 
from the canonical bilinear mapping [see Ref. I, Eq. (10.13)] 

t: V X V-osp(b) (4. lOa) 

given by 

t (x, y)z = b (y,z).x - E(5','TJ)b (x,z) y (4. lOb) 

for all homogeneous elements x,y,zEV. Recall that t is E
skew-symmetric even and osp(b I-invariant and that its image 
generates the vector space osp(b ). 

Using the bases introduced above we define the genera
tors X ij of osp(b) by 

Xij=t(eJ;) foralli,jEl. (4.11) 

We note that Xi j is homogeneous of degree 'TJ i + 'TJj and that 

Xij = - O"ij7' 1>1 i) 7'jX1>1Jl.o1i) for all i,jEl (4.12) 

[recall Eq. (1.2)], which implies 

X i.1>1i) = 0 if iEla. (4.13) 

A brief calculation shows that 

(4.14) 

for all i,jEl. 
Remark: Of course, we could also work with the gener

ators t (ei ,ej ) which satisfy a simpler symmetry relation. 
Now let h denote the subspace of osp(b ) which is gener

ated by the elements Xii' iEl. Evidently, h is nothing but the 
subalgebra of all elements of osp(b ) whose matrix with re
spect to the basis (e,) is diagonal. Since 

Xii = - X1>1i).o1i) for all iEl, (4.15) 

the vector space h is already generated by the elements Xjj 
withjEJ. 

For every iEl we define a linear form Ei on h through the 
equation 

He; = Ei(H lei for all HEh. 

Then it is not difficult to see that 

E 01;) = - E, for all iEl 

(in particular, Eo = 0 if dim Va is odd) and that 

E;(Xjj) = D;j for all i,jEJ. 

(4.16) 

(4.17) 

(4.18) 

Consequently, (Xjj)jEJ is a basis of hand (Ej)jEJ is the corre
sponding dual basis of h *. 

The invariance of t implies that 
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(4.19) 

for all HEh and i,jEI. Note that Ci - cj is equal to zero if and 
only ifj = i, in which caseXij is an element of h. On the other 
hand, Xi j is equal to zero if and only if j = 1T(i)EIa. Conse
quently, h is a Cartan subalgebra of osp(b ), 

.1 = [Ci - Cj li,jEI;j=/=i,1T(i) or j = 1T(i)EI, 1 (4.20) 

is the root system ofosp(b) with respect toh, andXij [withi,j 
as specified in Eq. (4.20)] is a root vector corresponding to 
c, - Ej . The root Ei - Ej is even/odd depending on whether 
a,aj = ± 1. 

To introduce an adequate bilinear form on h *, we recall 
that the invariant bilinear form 

(X,Y)--+! Tr,(XY) (4.21) 

on osp(b ) is E-symmetric and nondegenerate; consequently, 
its restriction to h is likewise. Let ( I ) denote the bilinear 
form on h *, which is inverse to this restriction; by definition, 
we have 

(4.22) 

for all A,/-lEh *, where, for example, the element HA Eh is 
uniquely defined through the equation 

A(H)=~Tr,(HAH) forallHEh. (4.23) 

It is easy to check that 

HA = I ajA (Xii)Xii for all AEh * 
jEJ 

and that 

(Ei IEj) = aio,j for all i,jE.!. 

(4.24) 

(4.25) 

Let us next specify a system of positive roots or, what 
amounts to the same, a basis of the root system .1. If 
dim V <, 1, or if dim V = 2 and V = Va, then .1 is empty, and 
we are done. Otherwise, choose any total ordering on J and 
letjl,j2, ... J~ be the strictly increasing sequence of elements 
of J. We set 

Eq = Ejq for 1 <q<,p 

and define 

a q = Eq - Eq + I if 1 <q<,p - 1, 

{

EP if dim Va is odd, 

ap = Ep_ 1 ~ €: ifdim Va is ev~n andjpE.!a, 
2Ep If dIm Va IS even and}pE.!,. 

(4.26) 

(4.27a) 

(4.27b) 

Then (a ) I is a basis of h *, and any root is a linear combi-q <q<p 
nation of the a q with integral coefficients which are either all 
positive or else all negative. Thus (aq)l<q<p is a basis of .1 in 
the usual sense, and the corresponding positive roots are the 
following: 

Ei - Ej with i,jE.!, i <j, 
Ei + Ej with i,jE.!, i <j, 
2Ej withjE.!T' 

and in addition, if dim Va is odd, 

E) withjE.!. 

As before, the system of positive roots is denoted by .1 + and 
the system of negative roots is .1 - = - .1 +. We note that 
the a are the "indecomposable" elements of .1 + . q 
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The above description of the positive roots works also 
for the degenerate cases which had been excluded. In fact, in 
these cases J has a unique (total) ordering, and our prescrip
tion yields the empty subset of h *, as it should. 

Now letpEh * be half the sum of the even positive roots 
minus half the sum of the odd positive roots. Then it is not 
difficult to check that 

with 

p = I ajrjEj , 
jEJ 

rj = Ia, + ~(aj -1 +UJ) 
iEJ 

for all jE.! and 

_ {O if dim Va is even 

UJ - 1 if dim Va is odd. 

The coefficients rj satisfy the relations 

(4.28a) 

(4.28b) 

(4.29) 

± (2P + 1)2Iaj (2rj fq = (d _ 1)2p
+ 1_ (d - 1), 

q~1 2q jEJ 

(4.30) 

for all integersp;;d. Consequently, the sums ~jEJa/jPare 
(universal) polynomials in d of degree 2p + 1. 

It will turn out convenient to extend the definition of 
the ri to all indices iEI by the requirement that 

r 171 i) = - r, for all iEI. (4.31) 

Then we have 

ri = a, P(Xii ) for all iEI. (4.32) 

In view of the subsequent discussion, let us next extend 
the given ordering on J to a total ordering of I. This extension 
is uniquely fixed by the requirement that the following rela
tions should be satisfied for all i,jE.!: 

1T(i) < 1T(J) if and only if j < i, (4.33) 

i < 1T(j), (4.34a) 

i < 0 < 1T(j) if dim Va is odd. (4.34b) 

Obviously, the relation (4.33) then holds for all i,jEI. 
Now letA be any linear form on h. We use the results of 

Ref. 2, Sec. 7, to calculate the eigenvalue XA (Cn ) of Cn in a 
highest weight module with highest weight A. The coeffi
cients eij [see Ref. 2, Eq. (7.9)] are given by 

eij = 1 - aioi.",j) for all i,jEI. (4.35) 

Furthermore, a brief discussion shows that for all indices 
i, JEI with i <j, the linear form A + (Ei - Ej ) is not a weight of 
the given module (note that this must also be checked in the 
case i = 1T(j)E.!a). Consequently, we obtain 

XA(Cn) = I(A n)ipj (4.36) 
i,jEI 

with the I Xl matrix A given by 

(4.37) 

It is easy to see that for all iEI 
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2};ikCikak = r, + ~(d - ai - 1 + (\1Tji))' (4.38) 
kEf 

where ri has been introduced in Eqs. (4.28) and (4.31). Thus 
we obtain 

Aij = (a), (Xii) + ~(d - ai - 1 + Di.1Tji)))Dij - ai5ijcij' 
(4.39) 

where we have introduced the new variable A. = A + p. 
Now we proceed as in the gl(V,E) case. 8 We use the ab

breviations 

Ii = aiA. (Xii ), 

di = Ii + ~(d - ai - 1 + Di,rrji)) 

(4.40) 

(4.41) 

and consider the polynomial function Cn of A.Eh * defined by 

Cn(A.) = XA (en) = I (A n);pj. (4.42) 
i.jEf 

The sum can be evaluated by diagonalizing the matrix A. 
After a lengthy calculation we obtain 

Cn = Ia,G i d 7 (4.43a) 
iEI 

with 

a= 1- 1----'--( 
ai ± 1 ) II( aj ) 

I di - drrji) j di - dj 

(4.43b) 

if iEJU7T(J ) and 

ao = 1 if dim Vo is odd, (4.43c) 

In Eq. (4.43b) the upper/lower sign corresponds to the case 
where dim Vo is odd/even, and the product extends over all 
jE.!, which are different from i,1T(i) and (if dim Vo is odd) from 
o. The equations are to be interpreted in the sense of the 
remark following Eq. (2.27). 

Now letz be an indeterminate, We introduce the gener
ating function for the Cn by 

G(z) = Icnzn = Iaj a i (1 - diz)-l. (4.44) 
n>D iE:.! 

(In the following, all "functions" of z are to be interpreted as 
formal power series in z.) It is not difficult to prove that 

G (z) = (1 + z )~(I - F(z)) (4.45) 
2-(d-I)z z 

with 

( 
az) F (z) = II 1 - I , 

iEf 1 - diz 
(4.46a) 

and 

d: = di - ~Di.rrji) for all iE.!. (4.46b) 

Next we note that 

(4.47) 

provided dim Vo is odd. If dim Vo is even, we consider this 
equation as a definition for do. 

Now let x be a new indeterminate. We make a change of 
variable and introduce the new function Go(x) by 

Go(x) = G , 1 (X) 
1 + dox 1 + dox 

(4.48) 

the converse equation being 
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G (z) = 1 Go( z ). 
1 - doz 1 - doz 

(4.49) 

It follows that 

Go(x) = (1 + x/2)(l/x)(1 - Fo(x)) (4.50) 

with 

(
x) 1 - (lj + a;l2)x 

Fo(x) =F = II . 
1 + dox iEf 1 - (Ii - a;l2)x 

(4.51) 

Introducing the new function/Ix) by 

(1 - dox)(1 - x/2) -fix) 
Fo(x) = e 

(1 + dox)(1 + x/2) 
(4.52) 

we rewrite equation (4.50) as 

Go(x) = (1 + ~)~(1 _ e-f1x)) + de-fiX). 
2 x 1 + dox 

(4.53) 

To calculate/Ix), we take logarithms in Eq. (4.51) and obtain 

/(x) = I(± _1_(2r+ I)21-2Ir-S)Q2S)x2r+l, 
r> I s = I 2r + 1 2s 

(4.54) 

where 

Qm = I aj(lj - Ij) (4.55) 
jEJ 

for all integers m-;'O. 
For practical purposes it is convenient to define the po

lynomial functions gr' r-;'O, by 

(4.56) 

Then Eqs. (4.49) and (4.53) imply that Co = d and 
n-l 

Cn = gn + I Ynr gr if n-;. 1, (4.57) 
r=1 

with 

Ynr = (e=:) -(n ~ I))d~-r 
_ +( (n ~ 1) _ e ~ :))d ~ -r - I (4.58) 

for I.;;;r.;;;n - 1. 
According to the above results, the functions Cn can be 

written as polynomials in the Q2m' The Q2m are polynomial 
functions of A.. We note that they depend on the I J only, and 
that they are invariant under the transformation Ir-~/r{Jl' 
where 7' is any permutation of J which satisfies a Tji) = aj for 
alljEJ. In particular, the Q2m' and hence also the C n' are 
invariant under the Weyl group of osp(b). 

Using the above formulae, we obtain the following ex
pressions for the functions C n in the terms of the Q2m : 

Co = d, c 1 = 0, C2 = 2Q2' 

C3 = (d - 2)Qz, C4 = 2Q4 - (d - 2)Q2' 

Cs = (3d - 4)Q4 - 2Q ~ - ~(d - 2)(d 2 - 2)Q2' (4.59) 

C6 = 2Q6 + ~(5d 2 - I4d + I4)Q4 

- (4d - 5)Q~ - AId - 2)(5d 3 
- lOd 2 + 8)Q2' 
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Once again, these relations have also been derived directly 
from Eq. (4.42). We note that C2m - 2Q2m has degree 
<2m - 2, for all integers m;;. 1. 

In closing this section we recall that the bilinear form 
(4.21) provides us with a quadratic Casimir element C ~ (see 
the example in Sec. 4 of Ref. 2). It is not difficult to show that 
C ~ = W2 and that the eigenvalue of C ~ in a highest weight 
module with highest weight A is equal to (A IA + 2 pl. Fur
thermore, we note that the results of the present section can 
be used to establish an isomorphic correspondence between 
the Casimir elements of the Lie superalgebra osp( 1,2r) and 
those of the Lie algebra 0(2r + 1) such that associated Casi
mir elements have the same eigenvalue in highest weight 
modules with the "same" highest weight. 12 

5. AN EXAMPLE: THE ALGEBRA spl(2,1) 

The results of the foregoing sections look quite similar 
to those for the classical Lie algebras. Nevertheless, there are 
some peculiarities to which we would like to draw the 
reader's attention. 

Consider the algebra spl(2, 1 ) [that is, sl(V,E) with 
dim Vo = 2 and dim VT = 1]. We keep the notation intro
duced in section 3. Choose 1= ! 1,2,3 J, endowed with its 
natural ordering, and assume that 

0"1 = 0"2 = - 0"3 = 1. (5.1) 

It follows that d = 1 and 

(5.2) 

Now let C be an arbitrary Casimir element of spl(2, 1), that is, 
an element of Z (spl(2, 1)) (see Sec. 4 of Ref. 2). For any AEh * 
let X A (C) denote the eigenvalue of C in a highest weight 
module with highest weight A. As before, we set A = A + P 
and define the polynomial function C on h * by 

(5.3) 

The function c can be expressed as a polynomial in the three 
variables l, = O"iA(X/i)' which satisfy the constraint 

II + 12 - 13 = O. (5.4) 

In the following we choose 11,/2 to be the basic independent 
variables. Then we deduce from Proposition 2.6 of Ref. 11 
that c fulfills the following conditions: 

(a) The function c is symmetric in 11'/2 (invariance under 
the Weyl group). 

(b) If iE! 1,2 J and if in c we set Ii = 13, then the resulting 
polynomial does not depend on the variable Ii = 13 , 

In view of the constraint (5.4), condition (b) can be re
phrased as follows: 

(b') IfjE! 1,2 J and ifin c we set Ij = 0, then the resulting 
polynomial is constant. 

Let T denote the algebra of all polynomials in II' 12, 

which satisfy these conditions. It is easy to see that T consists 
of the polynomials of the form a + 11/2P, with aEl( and P a 
symmetric polynomial in II, 12, 

Of course, thecn and the Qm belong to T. Moreover, itis 
not difficult to prove that 1 and the c n' n;;. 1, that is, 1 and the 
Qm' m;;. 1, generate the algebra T. In view of the properties of 
the Harish-Chandra homomorphism (see Sec. 5 of Ref. 2) 
this implies that the mapping, which associates with any Ca-
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simir element C the polynomial function A-X A _ P (C) on h *, 
is an isomorphism of the algebra Z (spl(2, 1)) onto the algebra 
T. 

The isomorphism above provides us with a clear picture 
of the algebra Z (spl(2, 1)). First of all, we conclude that 1 and 
the Casimir elements Cn' n;;.2, generate this algebra. Stated 
differently, any Casimir element of spl(2, I) can be written as 
a polynomial in the Cn , n;;.2. A brief discussion shows that 
no proper subfamily of (Cn )n>2 has this property. Moreover, 
it is easy to see that no finite subset generates the algebra 
Z (spl(2, I)). Of course, this does not mean that the Cn are 
algebraically independent. On the contrary, any three ele
ments of Z (spl(2, 1)) are algebraically dependent. 

In spite of the fact that C2 and C3 do not generate the 
algebra Z (spl(2, 1)), they provide all the information onA that 
can be obtained from the eigenvalues of the Casimir opera
tors, namely, they fix the values of 11/2 and 11/ 2(/1 + 12 ), Note 
that a finite-dimensional irreducible representation of 
spl(2, 1) is typical 10. I I if and only if I J2 # O. 

Remark 1: If C is a Casimir element without a constant 
term, then the corresponding polynomial function c is divisi
ble by C2 = - 2/1/ 2 , This is a special feature of the algebra 
spl{2,1). 

Remark 2: The algebra spl(2, 1) is well suited to visualize 
several other of our foregoing investigations. For example, 
we suggest to derive the relation for the functions Cn which 
stems from the fact that the matrix A satisfies its own charac
teristic equation [see Eq. (7.18) of Ref. 2]. 

The reader will anticipate that the techniques applied 
above should work for all the Lie superalgebras investigated 
in this paper. This seems to be the case, and some partial 
results have already been obtained. 13 We hope to return to 
these questions in a future publication. 
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We present an exactly solvable Bianchi type I cosmological model with a viscous fluid. We show 
that the role of viscosity is more important in the initial epochs of the universe and, in that same 
period, pressure is more important than fluid density. 

PACS numbers: 98.80. - k 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The discovery of the cosmic background radiation I 
made it widely believed that cosmological models had to 
have extremely hot and dense initial states in order to explain 
this feature. To investigate cosmological solutions in Ein
stein's theory one usually chooses the energy-momentum 
tensor of matter as that due to a perfect fluid. All those mod
els lead to an initial singular state. It is interesting to study 
cosmological models with a more realistic matter source by 
taking into account dissipative processes due to viscosity. 
The introduction of viscosity counteracts gravitational col
lapse; hence one might expect that the initial state of cosmo
logical models could be changed by this dissipative process. 

Murphy2 obtained the solution for the zero spatial cur
vature Friedmann cosmological model with bulk viscosity 
and he showed that the initial singularity could be removed, 
Treciokas and Ellis3 also found exact solutions but with con
stant bulk viscosity coefficient, and Nightingale4 obtained 
approximate solutions. Belinskii and Khalatnikov analyzed 
qualitatively the isotropic cosmological models5 and the an
isotropic Bianchi type I cosmological models6 under the in
fluence of viscosity. They have shown that in the anisotropic 
models near the initial state the energy density of matter 
vanishes and later increases, and this feature is interpreted as 
a creation of matter by the gravitational field near the initial 
singularity. Caderni and Fabri7 analyzed the anisotropic 
cosmological model by numerical integration. 

So far no solution is known for viscous fluid in a Bianchi 
type I universe. In this paper an attempt is made to find exact 
solutions under the assumption that c? Ie 2 = D 2 is a con
stant. 8 Small values of D 2 will cause shear to be prominent 
only when the expansion or collapse rate is very very large, 
i.e., 1 e I- 00. For finite 1 e I, a is not very significant. The 
relations between the viscosity coefficients and the energy 
density given in our paper are assumed following Murphy.2 
Under such restrictions we can obtain a first-order differen
tial equation for the expansion. It is very difficult to obtain 
solutions for viscous fluid with an equation of state. The 
restrictions mentioned above in obtaining solutions are 
mainly geometrical and are made to simplify the calcula
tions, but in the absence of any exact solution our solution is 
a reasonable attempt. 

The model obtained, satisfying Hawking's energy con
ditions,9 shows that the role of viscosity is more important 
near the initial epochs of the universe. Contrary to Belinskii 

and Khalatnikov's result the energy density of matter be
comes infinite in the initial state which starts with a finite 
radius. Further, we obtained that pressure is more important 
than fluid density in the initial epochs. 

2. EINSTEIN'S FIELD EQUATIONS 

The homogeneous anisotropic Bianchi type I space
time is given by 

ds2 = dt 2 + e2yJlidx2 + e211111dy2 + e21l~l)dz2. (2.1) 

In this space-time we build a cosmological model with a vis
cous fluid having the energy-momentum tensorO given by 

Tij =(p+p)vivj +pgij -1],Jlij' 

P = p - (rib - j1], )VU;u' 

ViVi = - 1, 

f-1ij = Vi;j + Vj;i + vivUvj;a + vjvUvi;a, 

(2.2) 

wherep is the matter density,p the pressure, Vi the four
velocity, 1]b and 1]s are the bulk and shear viscosity coeffi
cients. All these quantities in homogeneous models are only 
time dependent. Choosing a comoving l:oordinate frame 
where Vi = D~, the nonvanishing components of Einsteins's 
field equations 

G~ = R~ - !t5;R = - KT~ (2.3) 

with (2.1) and (2.2) are 

Gg = ~ (~r -!(r+ 02 +¢2)=KP, (2.4) 

G: =8+ij.+~(RIR)(e+¢-r) 
+ !(r + 0 2 + ¢2) = K(p - 21]s1'), (2.5) 

G~ =r+ij.+~(RIR)(1'+¢-e) 
+ !(r + 0 2 + ¢2) = - K(p - 21],0), (2.6) 

G~ =r+8+ ~ (~)(1'+O-¢) 
+ !(r + 02 + ¢2) = - K(p - 21],¢), (2.7) 

where the dot represents time differentiation and R stands 
for 

R 3: = exp( y + e + ¢). 

There are four independent equations (2.4)-(2.7) and seven 
unknown functions, namely y, e, ¢,p,p, 1]b' and 1],; hence 
we have here the freedom to assume three appropriate rela
tions between these variables to obtain solutions of the sys
tem. Following considerations of fluid mechanics2. 10. I I we 
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assume 

7Jb = a b p, 7Js = a, p, (2.8) 

where a b and as are constants. The third relation is the as
sumption that the ratio between shear and expansion is con
stant, 

(2.9) 

We consider small values of D 2 in order to have shear only 
prominent when the expansion or collapse is 101-00. The 
expansion and shear are given, respectively, by 

cr = (Jijd
j
, 

(Jij = Vli;j) + !(vi;a vavj + Vj;a vQv i ) 

- j0 (gij + vivj ), 

which become with metric (2.1) 

0=3R/R, 

cr=y+8 2+1/l-j02. 

(2.10) 

(2.11 ) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

Now we give the expressions of the motion equation T/ j 

= 0 and tracegijG ij of the field equations (2.3) to help us to 
obtain the solution 

T/ j = - p - (p + p)0 + 27Js!Y + 8 2 + l/l) = 0, 

gijGij = 20 + 02 + y + 82 + 1;;2 
= - K( -p + 3p - 27Js0). 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

Eliminatingp of(2.14) and (2.15) and considering (2.9) we 
obtain 
- Kp - jKp0 + i [20 + ( j + D 2)0 2] 0 

+ 2KD27Js02 = O. (2.16) 

Now substituting (2.9) into (2.4) we have 

(2.17) 

which shows that in order to have p > 0 we need 

1/a2: = 2a,(j -iD 2) > O. (2.18) 

Introducing (2.17) and (2.8) into (2.16) we finally obtain 

0+(lIa2)0 3 +02=0, (2.19) 

which by integration gives 

C I - ta 2 = In R 3 + C2R \ (2.20) 

where C I and C2 are integration constants. By differentiating 
(2.20) we obtain 

0= -a2(I+C2R
3
)-I. (2.21) 

Introducing into (2.14) Eqs. (2.8), (2.9), and (2.19) we obtain 

KP = (j - !D2)02(2a,0 + 1) 

= Kp(2as0 + 1), (2.2;2) 
so that 

Kp = (j - iD2)02 + (ab + jas)(! - !D 2)0 3 

= Kp + (a b + ja,)(j - !D 2)0 3. (2.23) 

3. INTERPRETATION OF THE SOLUTION 

When D 2 = ~ we see from (2.17) and (2.23) that 
p = p = 0; we get vacuum the solution which gives Kasner's 
metric. Equation (2.18) is derived on the assumption that 
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D 2#0, but the original equation from which it is derived is 

D2(0+(1/a2 )0 3 +02)=0. (3.1) 

So for D 2 = 0, i.e., for the isotropic case where cr = 0, Eq. 
(3.1) is an identity and the solution is obtained from the field 
equations. 2 If the model is anisotropic, D 2 #0, then we have 
the equation 

0+(1/a2)0 3 +02=0 (3.2) 

which is Eq. (2.19). 

Special cases 

(A) a = 00, i.e., as(-j - -J,D~ = 0 

This is true when 
Case I: D 2 = j, which gives the vacuum Kasner metric. 
Case II: a, = 0, for which the shear viscosity has negli-

gible effect and the bulk viscosity is dominant as in Murphy's 
case. The difference from Murphy's case is that in our case 
the model is anisotropic. 

For Case II a, = 0, we have 

or after integration 

0= 1/(t - to), 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

where to is an integration constant. Since 0 = 3R / R, Eq. 
(3.4) results in 

R 3 -(t-tO) (3.5) 

for models represented by (3.4) when t-to, 0-00, and 
R-O. At this point bothp andp increase to indefinitely large 
values. When t-oo then 0-0, R-->oo and we have the uni
verse exploding from a point singularity to a large dimension 
and the rate of expansion approaches zero asymptotically. 
For t < to, 0 is negative representing collapse and for a cer
tain range of 0 the energy conditions9 are violated. The ener
gy conditions demand 

K(p + p»O and K(p + 3p»0. (3.6) 

When 0 < 0 we write 0 = - I 0 I and in order that both the 
conditions (3.6) are satisfied one must have 

10 I <2!3a,. (3.7) 

So the magnitude of 0 cannot exceed the value 2!(3a,). For 
vanishing shear viscosity (a, = 0) it does not create any 
problem and we have a collapsing as well as expanding mod
el. But for finite a, we have only an expanding model valid 
throughout its life. 

For t- -+ 00, 0-0 and we have 

I_lD2 
- (liD 0)"" 0 3 2 Kp = Kp = ,- - - & - = 

. 2 (t _ t
o

)2 
and p;:::;p. 

On the other hand for t-to, 0-00, and 

Kp = (j - iD2)02, 

Kp = (i -iD2)02 + abH - ~D2)03, 

so that p>p, the fluid pressure is very very large compared to 
the matter density near the singularity because of the bulk 
viscosity. 
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R 

FIG.!. The (R - t) curve. 

(8) ar50, then e = - a 2/(1 + C2 R3j and R = - (a 2RJ/ 
(3(1 + C2 R3j). 

Case I: Cz> O. Since @ = - aZ I( 1 + CzR 3), @ < 0 in 
this case, i.e., it is a collapsing case. When t-Hn, R--O and 
@_ - aZ

, but R approaches zero. When f- - 00, R--oo 
but R--+o. The (R-t) curve is shown in Fig. 1. In order that 
energy conditions (3.6) are satisfied 

@<2/3a,; 

that is, one must have aZ < 2/(3as ) so that the energy condi
tions are satisfied at the final stage of collapse (t_ 00, R--+O, 
@_ - all. But we have a- z = 2as(~ - ¥1Z), or 

Hence we conclude that the energy conditions are not satis
fied at least near the final stage of collapse. 

Case II: C2 = O. Then we have from (2.20) 

and 

Then density p [(2.17)] and the fluid p [(2.33)] are constants, 
i.e., independent of time, although R decreases in the course 
of time. It is also a collapsing case. The (R - t ) curve is an 
exponential curve. Since @ = - a2

, we have here 
I@ I = a l > 3/(2as )· In order that energy conditions (3.6) are 
satisifed I@ I < 2/3as ' So this collapsing model does not sa
tisfy the Hawking energy conditions. 9 

Case III: Cl <0. Let us write Cz = - ICzl. Then from 
(2.20) 
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3 1 - IC2 1R 3 

When ICzlR 3 = 1, i.e., R 3 = 1I1C21, we have@-oo, and 
@-OonlywhenR-oo.R > o for IC21R 3> 1 and so onceR 
increases from R = R o, where R 6 = 11 I C2 1, it will continue 
to increase till R - 00. This is an expanding model. During 
the expansion phase 

a2 
. a2 R 

@ = > 0, R = - > O. 
ICzIR 3 -1 3 IC21R3-1 

As R increases @ becomes smaller and smaller. When 
R-oo, @--+O,R = 1al R I (IC2 IR 3 - 1);:::;a2/{3I CzIR 3), i.e., 
R--+o. The universe expands from a finite volume and finally 
tends to infinite dimension and the rate of expansion gradu
ally slows down. Since @ > 0, in this case energy conditions 
(3.6) are satisfied throughout the evolution. When R 3_11 
ICzl, @-a and we have singularities ofp andp. But, from 
(2.17) and (2.23), 

Kp = (j _ ~DZ)@Z, 

Kp = (j - ~DZ)@Z + (a b + ja,)(~ _1D2)@3. 

So when @-oo ,p>p for finite viscosity coefficients and the 
fluid pressure is more important than the fluid density. On 
the other hand for f-oo then R-oo, @-Oand we have 
from (2.20), (2.17), and (2.23), 

a2t;:::; IC2 1R 3, 

Kp;::;U - ~D2)1t2--+o, 

KP;:::;(1-!D 2)/t 2 __ 0. 

The effects of viscosity appear only in the term of the order of 
lit 3 and so is negligible. 

When IC2 1R 3 < I, @<Oand it is a collapsing case. R 
decreases continuously without any turning point from 
R 3 = 1I1CzI to R--o, when @_ - a 2

• At this final stage of 
collapse the energy conditions are violated as has been 
shown earlier. 
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